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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
The machine is equipped with safety devices which serve to protect personnel and the machine itself
from hazards arising from unforeseen accidents. However, operators must not rely exclusively on these
safety devices: they must also become fully familiar with the safety guidelinespresented below to ensure
accident-free operation.

This instruction manual and the warning signs attached to the machine cover only those hazards which
Okuma can predict. Be aware that they do not cover all possible hazards.

1. Precautions Relating to Machine Installation

(1) Install the machine at a site where the following conditions (the conditions for achievement of
the guaranteed accuracy) apply.

- Ambient temperature: 17 to 25°C

40% to 75% at 20°C (no condensation)

- Site not subject to direct sunlight or excessive vibration; environment as free of dust, acid,
corrosive gases, and salt spray as possible.

(2) Prepare a primary power supply that complies with the following requirements.

- Voltage:

- Voltage fluctuation:

- Power supply frequency: 50/60 Hz

- Do not draw the primary power supply from a distribution panel that also supplies a major noise

source (for example an electric welder or electric discharge machine) since this could cause
malfunction of the CNC unit.

- If possibleconnect themachine toagroundnot usedby any other equipment. If there isnochoice
but to use a common ground, the other equipment must not generate a large amount of noise

(such as an electric welder or electric discharge machine).

(3) Installation Environment

Observe the following points when installing the control enclosure.

- Make sure that the CNC unit will not be subject to direct sunlight.

- Make sure that the control enclosure will not be splashed with chips, water, or oil.

- Make sure that the control enclosure and operation panel are not subject to excessive vibrations
or shock.

- The permissible ambient temperature range for the control enclosure is 0 to 40°C.

- The permissible ambient humidity range for the control enclosure is 30to 95% (no condensation).

- The maximum altitude at which the control enclosure can be used is 1000 m (3281 ft.).

- Ambient humidity:

200 V

±10% max.
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2. Points to Check before Turning on the Power

(1) Close all the doors of the control enclosure and operation panel to prevent the entry of water,

chips, and dust.

(2) Make absolutely sure that there is nobody near the moving parts of the machine, and that there

are no obstacles around the machine, before starting machine operation.

(3) When turning on the power, turn on the main power disconnect switch first, then the CONTROL
ON switch on the operation panel.

3. Precautions Relating to Operation

(1) After turning on the power, carry out inspection and adjustment in accordance with the daily
inspection procedure described in this instruction manual.

(2) Use tools whose dimensions and type are appropriate for the work undertaken and the machine
specifications. Do not use badly worn tools since they can cause accidents.

(3) Do not for any reason touch the spindle or tool while spindle indexing is in progress since the
spindle could rotate: this is dangerous.

(4) Check that the workpiece and tool are properly secured.

(5) Never touch a workpiece or tool while it is rotating: this is extremely dangerous.

(6) Do not remove chips by hand while machining is in progress since this is dangerous. Always
stop the machine first, then remove the chips with a brush or broom.

(7) Do not operate the machine with any of the safety devices removed. Do not operate the
machine with any of the covers removed unless it is necessary to do so.

(8) Always stop the machine before mounting or removing a tool.

(9) Do not approach or touch any moving part of the machine while it is operating.

(10) Do not touch any switch or button with wet hands. This is extremely dangerous.

(11) Before using any switch or button on the operation panel, check that it is the one intended.
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4. Precautions Relating to the ATC

(1) The tool clamps of the magazine, spindle, etc., are designed for reliability, but it is possible that
a tool could be released and fall in the event of an unforeseen accident, exposing you to

danger: do not touch or approach the ATC mechanism during ATC operation.

(2) Always inspect and change tools in the magazine in the manual magazine interrupt mode.

(3) Remove chips adhering to the magazine at appropriate intervals since they can cause
misoperation.

Do not use compressed air to remove these chips since it will only push the chips further in.

(4) If the ATC stops during operation for some reason and it has to be inspected without turning the
power off, do not touch the ATC since it may start moving suddenly.

5. On Finishing Work

(1) On finishing work, clean the vicinity of the machine.

(2) Return the ATC, APC and other equipment to the predetermined retraction position.

(3) Always turn off the power to the machine before leaving it.

(4) To turn off the power, turn off the CONTROL ON switch on the operation panel first, then the
main power disconnect switch.
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6. Precautions during Maintenance Inspection and When Trouble
Occurs

In order to prevent unforeseen accidents, damage to the machine, etc., it is essential to observe the
following points when performing maintenance inspections or during checking when trouble has
occurred.

(1) When trouble occurs, press the emergency stop button on the operation panel to stop the

machine.

(2) Consult the person responsible for maintenance to determine what corrective measures need to

be taken.

(3) If two or more persons must work together, establish signals so that they can communicate to
confirm safety before proceeding to each new step.

(4) Use only the specified replacement parts and fuses.

(5) Always turn the power off before starting inspection or changing parts.

(6) When parts are removed during inspection or repair work, always replace them as they were
and secure them properly with their screws, etc.

(7) When carrying out inspections in which measuring instruments are used- for example voltage
checks-make sure the instrument is properly calibrated.

(8) Do not keep combustible materials or metals inside the control enclosure or terminal box.

(9) Check that cables and wires are free of damage: damaged cables and wires will cause current
leakage and electric shocks.

(10) Maintenance inside the Control Enclosure

a) Switch the main power disconnect switch OFF before opening the control enclosure door.

b) Even when the main power disconnect switch is OFF, there may some residual charge in
the servo amplifier and spindle drive unit, and for this reason only service personnel are
permitted to perform any work on these units. Even then, they must observe the following
precautions.

- Servo amplifier

Discharge the residual voltage one minute after turning off the breaker inside the unit.

- Spindle drive unit

Discharge the residual voltage oneminute after turningoff the main power disconnect switch.

c) The control enclosure contains the NC unit, and the NC unit has a printed circuit board
whose memory stores the machining programs, parameters, etc. In order to ensure that
the contents of this memory will be retained even when the power is switched off, the
memory is supplied with power by a battery. Depending on how the printed circuit boards

are handled, the contents of the memory may be destroyed and for this reason only service
personnel should handle these boards.
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(11) Periodic Inspection of the Control Enclosure

a) Cleaning the cooling unit

The cooling unit in the door of the control enclosure serves to prevent excessive temperature

rise inside thecontrolenclosure and increase the reliability of theNCunit. Inspect the following
points every three months.

- Is the fan motor inside the cooling unit working?

The motor is normal if there is a strong draft from the unit.

- Is the external air inlet blocked?

If it is blocked, clean it with compressed air.

7. General Precautions

(1) Keep the vicinity of the machine clean and tidy.

(2) Wear appropriate clothing while working, and follow the instructions of someone with sufficient
training.

(3) Make sure that your clothes and hair cannot become entangled in the machine. Machine
operators must wear safety equipment such as safety shoes and safety goggles.

(4) Machine operators must read the instruction manual carefully and make sure of the correct

procedure before operating the machine.

(5) Memorize the position of the emergency stop button so that you can press it immediately at any
time and from any position.

(6) Do not access the inside of the control panel, transformer, motor, etc., since they contain

high-voltage terminals and other components which are extremely dangerous.

(7) If two or more persons must work together, establish signals so that they can communicate to

confirm safety before proceeding to each new step.
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8. Symbols Used in This Manual

The following warning indications are used in this manual to draw attention to information of particular
importance. Read the instructions marked with these symbols carefully and follow them.

ADANGER Indicates an imminent hazard which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

\Amm ' ,ndicates hazards which. if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

ACAUTION : lndicates hazards which, if not avoided, could result in minor injuries or damage to devices
1- or equipment.

NOTICE Indicates precautions relating to operation or use.
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SECTION 1 FOREWORD

Before reading this manual, please read this Foreword which describes the features of the NC,
configuration of the manual and the items to be attended to for reading the manual.

[FEATURES OF NC]

(1) Multiple Main CPU System Permits CNC Growth

This NC adopts themulti-main CPU system in which up to 7engines {main CPU’s) can be installed.

(a) High level functions and high cost performance NC which can cope with ever advancing
machine tools for faster speed and higher accuracy.

(b) The ever-growing CNC which can cope with any machine model and specifications by the
configuration of the main CPU’s.

(c) A built-in PLC is used for machine control.

(2) Reliable and Compact Package

By the innovation in hardware- adoption of UCMB (universal compact main board), I/O link, and
servo link, high reliability is realized in compact package.

One of the technological philosophy of OSP, “variable software”, is realized by the flash memory.
After the installation at the user’s production field, the OSP can be upgraded meeting user’s new
requirements.

(3) NC Operation Panel

For the NC operation panel, the following three types of panels are available.

- 14-inch color CRT operation panel

- Compact and thin monochrome display operation panel

- Compact and thin color display operation panel

Depending on the NC specifications, some types of operation panel are not selectable.
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(4) Machining Management Function (MacMan)

The powerful management function comes with the NC to allow the effective use of the NC
functions. The main objective of the management function is to yield profits in small lot production
with wide variety of workpiece kinds and also in variable lot production with variable kinds of
workpieces.

(a) Reduction of setup time

- As the production style changes to small lot production, machining data must be changed more
frequently. To cope with this time consuming and error-prone work, Okuma makes quick set up
changepossible by introducing thesame operation procedure independent of floppy disk format
and file name selection from directory.

- Information such as job instruction which is needed in set up change work can be displayed on
the NC unit screen.

(b) Grasping the real production state

Machining state and machine operating status can be displayed on the NC unit screen real time.

(c) Reduction of troubleshooting time

The information necessary for troubleshooting can be output accurately and quickly in the usable
form. Here, the usable form means the print out or file output to the floppy disk.

For more details of this management function, refer to “MacMan INSTRUCTION MANUAL”.

(5) Help Function

At the occurrence of an alarm, details of the alarm are displayed on the screen by pressing the help
key.

The helpkey isalsousedtodisplay the history of alarms whenit ispressed while thereare no alarms
occurring. It is also possible to display the details of the specified alarm number.
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[CONTENTS OF THE MANUAL]

The manual consists of the following chapters.

I SPECIFICATIONS

This Chapter describes the table of specifications and the operation flow block diagrams of OSP.

II OPERATION

This Chapter gives explanation on the following items.

Functions of NC operation panel, machine information display, machine operation methods in
manual, MDI, and automatic modes, and other operation functions

III DATA OPERATION

This Chapter gives explanation on the following items.

Program operation method, setting methods of zero offset data and tool offset data, data
input/output method, and file editing method

IV PARAMETER

This Chapter describes the contents and setting procedure of the parameters used by the NC.

V APPENDIX

This Chapter gives external views showing the arrangement of switches and indicating lamps of NC
operation panels.
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1. OSP Specifications

(1) Basic Functions

•: Standard

O : Optional

X : Selection impossible

OSP OSPitem Description
U10M U100M

Number of controlled
axes

Controlled axes (machine)

X-, Y-, and Z-axis
(simultaneous 3 axes)

Max. number of
simultaneously
controllable axes

4 axes 6 axes

Max. number of
controllable axes

6 axes 24 axes

Position encoder OSP absolute position encoder
(no reference zero return required)

OSP absolute position encoder
(no reference zero return required)

Minimum input
increment

Metric system: 1 urn
Inch system: 0.0001 in.

Maximum input
increment

±99999.999 mm (8-digit decimal number)

Input unit setting 0.001 mm, 0.01 mm, 1 mm

Feed function Direct F code
command

Feedrate range:
Specified in the machine
specification table

Override: 0 to 200%
Dwell: 0.01 to 99999.99 sec

F1-digit feed O O4 sets, 8 sets, parameter type

Feedrate unit: Mixed use of “mm/rev” and
“mm/min” is possible.

Display function

(13 languages (English,
German, French,
Chinese, etc.) and the
required language can
be selected from
these.)

14-inch color CRT operation panel x

Compact and thin monochrome display operation
panel

Compact and thin color display operation panel O O

Help function Displays the alarm information (description,
history).
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(2) Operation Functions

•: Standard

O : Optional

X : Selection impossible

OSPOSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Program selection Selects one of the stored programs.

Schedule program Scheduled sequential running of stored multiple
programs

Automatic schedule program update function O O

Sequence number
search

Starts machining from the specified sequence
number.

Sequence stop Allows a program to stop at the specified
sequence number. O O

Mid block sequence
restart

Allows sequence restart from a command in a
block is possible. O O

Mid-auto manual mode
& auto restart

Allows manual operation intervention during
automatic operation.

After the completion of manual operation, restart
of automatic operation is possible from the
operation interrupted position.

Multi task processing Creation/editing of a program and interactive
programming operation are possible during
machining.

Program operation Permits program editing by a screen editor, verify
during tape read, and list output.

Manual operation Axis feed: Rapid traverse (10 steps), Manual
cutting feed (256 steps)
Pulse handle (1 pc.)

Switch operation Dry run, Z-axis command cancel, Machine lock,
Block skip, Optional stop, Single block, Override
(spindle, feed axis)
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(3) Programming Functions

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Program format Automatic ISO/EIA code recognition
N5, G3, X+53, Y+53, Z+53, F+53, S4, T3, M3

Basic interpolation Positioning, Linear interpolation, Circular
interpolation

3-dimensional circular
interpolation

3-dimensional circular interpolation is possible.
Ox

Helical cutting Large-diameter thread cutting using an angular
cutter is possible. O O

Synchronized tapping High-speed and high-accuracy tapping is possible
by synchronizing spindle rotation angular position
and feed axis position.

O O

Cylinder side-face
machining function

Programming for machining the side face of a
cylindrical workpiece is simplified. O o

Slanted-face machining
function

Programming for machining on the slanted face of
a workpiece is simplified. Ox

Work coordinate
system selection

Standard: 20 pairs

Selection of a work coordinate system is possible
by a program command.

Addition of offset compensation data pairs

- 200 pairs - 300 pairs
Oo

Tool length offset: 100 pairs
Cutter radius compensation: 100 pairs

Max. offset amount: ±99999.999 mm

Tool compensation
function

Standard: 100 pairs

Addition of offset compensation data pairs

- 200 pairs - 300 pairs
O o

3-dimensional tool
offset

Direction of offset is specified by I, J, and K
O O

Attachment
compensation function

- Extension attachment pcs.
- Universal attachment pcs.
- Angular attachment pcs. Angle deg.

Ox

Graphic conversion Programmable mirror image: G62 O O

Enlarge/contraction: G50, G51 O o
On-line automatic
programming MAP

Coordinate calculation function:
Line at angle, Arc, Grid, Double-grid, Square,
Bolt hole circle, Omit, Restart

Area machining:
Facemill, Pocket mill, Round mill

O O

Coordinate conversion: Allows the shift, rotation,
and copy of a coordinate system. O O

inch/mm setting unit
selection

Allows the selection of inch system or mm system
for programming by the setting for a parameter.

O O

Automatic any-angle
chamfering

Allows chamfering (C, R) in required angle by a
simple program. O O
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OSPOSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Fixed cycle G73, G74, G76, G81 to G87, G89: 11 kinds

Upper limit return, Specified point return, R-point
return

User task 1 Use of GOTO and IF statements and arithmetic
operations is possible.

Use of subprogram function, common variables,
local variables, and system variables, (and
variables related to machine operation) is
possible.

Common variable: 1000 variables (standard:
200) O o

User task 2

Function operation
function

Subprogram function, function operation function,
and logical operation function can be used. O O

Input/output variable
function

Input/output control of I/O is possible using a
program. (16 points) O O

Programmable
message function

Allows a message to be displayed on the screen
by specifying it in a part program. O O

Program branch
function

Allows part program branching to be turned on
and off by the corresponding switch. O o

Programmable stroke Allows stroke limit setting to be changed by G22
and G23. OOlimit

Axis name designation
function

Allows an axis name to be changed by a G code.
O o

Skip function G31 (program skip is controlled by the input of a
sensor signal.) O O

(4) Interactive Programming Function (automatic programming function for machining center)

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

IGF-M

Standard Allows an operator to make a program easily by
inputting the data according to the guide
messages displayed on the screen. No special
NC language is used.

O o

5-face machining Programming for 5-face machining is simplified. Ox

I-MAP Part program can be edited by following guide
drawings.

With the graphic calculation function
O O
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(5) Program Capacity

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

*: Selection not possible for OSP-U10

OSP OSPitem Description
U10M U100M

Program storage
capacity

- 320 m - 640 m - 1280 m - 2560 m*
-5120 m* - 10240 m*

Standard:
160 m

Standard:
320 m

Operation buffer
capacity

- 320 m - 640 m - 1280 m Standard:
160 m

Standard:
320 m

(6) Gauging Function

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Automatic gauging
function

Checks the workpiece dimensions and offsets the
zero point automatically. O O

Automatic tool length
offset/Automatic tool
breakage detection
function

Executes tool length offset and tool breakage
detection automatically for tools such as drills,
taps, reamers, and boring bars. O O

Simplifies zero-point setting and tool length offset
by displaying the operation guide on the screen.

Manual gauging
O O

Interactive gauging Simplifies zero-point setting and tool length offset
by pressing a button according to the operation
guide displayed on the screen.

O O

Gauging data printout Outputs the gauging data to a printer (connected
to RS232C IF). o o
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(7) Machining Management Function (MacMan)

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Collection and display
of machining
management
information

Machining report Collects and displays the operation progress state
for the selected main programs.

Operation report Collects and displays the machine operating state
(power on time, cutting time, etc.) of the machine.

Operation history Collects and displays the machine operation state
in time chart in intervals of 10 minutes.

Trouble information Collects and displays the status of CNC and
operation history at the occurrence of an alarm.

Output of machining
management
information

Outputs the machining management information
(machining report, operation report, operation
history, and trouble information) to floppy disk or
printer.

For OSP-U10, floppy disk input/output function
must be selected separately.

Network function

* Detailed technical
consultation is
necessary.

Allows input/output of the machining management
information (machining report, operation report,
operation history, and trouble information) through
the network (DNC-Pl/P2/P3yT1/T2yT3).

The DNC connection function must be selected
separately.

Oo
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(8) Monitoring Function

•: Standard

O : Optional

X : Selection impossible

OSP OSPItem Description
U100MU10M

Animated simulation
with cycle time
calculation function

Provides the means to check a program using
animated simulation so that an operator can start
actual production without worry.

The function simulates the program quickly and
calculates the estimated cycle time.

O O

Simple load monitor
function

The CNC monitors the spindle load.
O o

Tool life management Counts the number of machine workpieces or
cutting time and changes the tool to a spare tool if
the count data reaches the preset life value.

O O

MOP-TOOL Executes overload monitor and adaptive control
(built-in type). Ox

NC operation monitor Timers counting the cutting time, run time, spindle
rotating time, and external input time, and four
work counters are provided.

It is possible to generate an alarm when the count
value reaches the preset value.

OO

Operation end buzzer Sounds a buzzer at the execution of M02, MOO or
M01 to indicate the end of operation. O o

Work counter
installation

it is possible to select cycle stop, cycle start
disable for the processing at the full-count of a
work counter.

O O

NC operation meter
installation

Calculates the length of time of power ON, spindle
rotating, CNC running, etc. O O

Synchronized tapping
torque monitoring
function

Monitors spindle load torque during synchronized
tapping. O o

Operation end lamp
(yellow)

Lights at the execution of M02, MOO, or M01 to
indicate the end of operation. O O

Alarm lamp (red) Lights at the occurrence of an alarm to indicate
that a trouble has occurred with the machine. O O

Status indicating lamp
(3 tiers)

The lamp consists of three lamps- operation end
lamp, alarm lamp, and machining running lamp. O O
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(9) External Input/Output and Communication Function

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Reader/Punch interface Serial interface (RS232C), 1 channel

Addition of RS232C interface,
addition of channels O O

Built-in floppy disk drive
(3.5”)

Allows data exchange between OSP format FD
data and MS-DOS format FD data.

Format: 2DD/2HD/2HC
O

DNC connection

* Detailed technical
consultation is
necessary.

- DNC-A O o
- DNC-B o o
- DNC-C1 - DNC-C2 - DNC-C3 ox
- DNC-P1 - DNC-P2 - DNC-P3 O o
- DNC-T1 - DNC-T2 - DNC-T3 o o
- DNC-DT Ox

{10) Automation and Unmanned Operation Function

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

Spindle orientation The spindle is indexed to the predetermined
angular position by an M command.
(multi-point indexing using an RS command is
possible)

O O

External program
selection

A: Pushbutton method

B: Rotary switch method (8 steps)

C: External input method (BCD 4-digit)

OO

Automatic power
shutoff function

The function shuts off the power automatically
when the machine stops by the execution of M02
or due to the occurrence of an alarm.

O o

Warm-up function The function automatically turns on the power at
the preset time and starts warm-up operation. O O

Cycle time reduction
function

* Detailed technical
consultation is
necessary.

Proceeds program execution without waiting for
answer signals; called by an M command.

O O
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(11) High-speed, High-accuracy Function

•: Standard

O : Optional

x : Selection impossible

*: Selection not possible for OSP-U10

OSP OSPItem Description
U100MU10M

Super Hi-NC Adaptive velocity control for NURBS curve. Ox

NURBS command Allows the use of NURBS commands in a part
program. O O

Hi2-NC FF tolerance control OX

Absolute scale
detection

- X-axis - Y-axis - Z-axis - W-axis O O

Inductosyn scale
detection

- A-axis - B-axis - C-axis
O o

(12) Others

OSP OSPItem Description
U10M U100M

External M signal - 4-position index table (includes emergency stop)
- 4 sets - 8 sets

O O

Addition of pulse
handles

Number of added pulse handles:
1 pcs. (2 pcs. in total), 2 pcs. (3 pcs. in total)

Pulse handle installation position: Saddle, Pendant
O O

Additional axis - A-axis - B-axis - C-axis - U-axis - W-axis

Rotary table installation:
- Specification for rotary table installation
- Rotary table installation

Rotary table manufacturer

O O

Ground-fault power
shut off function

Prevents accidents caused by ground-fault using
the earth leakage breaker. O O

Control cabinet lighting Installs a lamp in the control cabinet. OO
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2. Operation Transfer Chart

(1) Automatic Operation Mode (1/2)

PHOGRAM\TO the mode in the program
SB'ecT_Xoperation mode

F1 Used to select a part pro¬
gram in the directory-
based selection mode

ACTUAL. POSIT. Used to display coordi¬
nates of the actual position

Used to display list of a
part program

SLOCK DATA Used to display the data in
one block

Used for page search in
check data display

Used to display ATC/APC
status

PROGRAM
SELECTAUTO

F2 SETFt Used to set new data

PART
PROGRAM

F3 F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored data

F4 F3

SEARCHF5 F4

SCREENl)-»
ATC/APCF6 F5

CHECK DATAF7 Used to display check F6
data

Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

[EXTEND!F8 Extensive functions F7 QUIT

F8

LIBRARY P. SET Used to register library
programs

PARAM F1 SET Used to select F1-digit
feed (parameter type)

F1

F2 F1

TOOL DISPLAY

PERSONAL

F3 F2

F4 Used to display print data

Used to change display
page for the other axes

F3

F5 DIAGNOSIS POT SEARCH Used to execute search
by a pot number

F4

AXIS CHANGE Used to display messages TOOL SEARCH Used to execute search
by a tool number

F6 F5

MESSAGE

[EXTEND]

F7 Used to set new data F6

F8 Extensive functions F7 QUIT Used to quit the tool dis¬
play mode

F8

Ft NUMBER
SEARCH

Used to execute sequence
number search

Used to execute sequence
restart

Used to execute sequence
stop

Used to select schedule
program in the directory-
based selection mode

Used to execute schedule
program number search

Used to register new
schedule program in the
directory-based selection
mode

F2 RESTART

NUMBER STOPF3

SP SELECT SCHEOULESTO *he mode in the program
/ operation mode

F4

SCREEN?ÿ SP NO.
SEARCH

F5

F6 NEW SP ENTRY

F7

[EXTEND] Extensive functionsF8

f
A
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Automatic Operation Mode (2/2)

A

TOOL LISTF1 Used to select the tool list
mode

Used to zero set the rela¬
tive position data

Used to preset the relative
position data

F1 FILE SELECT Used to select the tool list-*ÿ

RELATI.
ZEROSET

F2 F2 USE TOOL Used to display the tool list

F3 RELATI.
PRESET

DISUSED TOOLF3 Used to display the disuse
tool list

Used to display the lack
tool list

F4 F4 LACK TOOL

F5 FS

F6 F6

F7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the tool list
mode

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions F8

3
GRAPHIC Used to display the pro¬

gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select display
mode between tool paths
and animation

Used to switch ON/OFF
tool kind display

Used to display workpiece
material shape

Used to clear graphic dis¬
play

Used to switch ON/OFF
the display in the graphic
display area

Used to switch ON/OFF
the high-speed drawing
mode

Extensive functions

F1 F1 SET Used to set new data

TRACE/
ANIMATE

F2 F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored
data

TOOL KINDF3 F3

MATERIAL;F4 F4

GRAPHIC
ERASE

FS F5

F6 DATA ON/OFF F6

HIGH DRAWF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

[EXTEND]F8 F8

GRAPHICF1 Used to display the pro¬
gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select the drawing
mode

Used to automatic setting
of the drawing area

F1

F2 GRAPHIC DATA F2

AUTO SCALEF3 F3

F4 F4

AREA CHANGEF5 Used to select the area
change mode

Used to select the view
angle change mode

F5 MAKER Used 1o change the mark¬
er position

ANGLE
CHANGE

F6F6

F7 QUITF7 Used to quit 1he area
change/view angle change
mode

>[EXTEND]F8 Extensive functions F8PLC

To PLC check screen mode
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(2) MDI Operation Mode (1/2)

ID F1 DATA INPUT Used for manual data in¬
put operation

ACTUAL. POSIT. Used to display coordi¬
nates of the actual position

Used to display list of a
part program

BLOCK DATA Used to display the data in
one block

Used for page search in
check data display

Used to display ATC/APC
status

F1 SET Used to set new data
M D I

F2 ADDF2 Used to add the input data
to the currently stored data

F3 PART
PROGRAM

F3

F4 F4

SEARCHF5 F5

SCREENt>->
ATC/APCF6 F6

CHECK DATAF7 Used to display check F7 QUIT Used to quit the data set¬
ting modedata

F8 Extensive functions[EXTEND] F8

LIBRARY P. SET Used to register library
programs

PARAM F1 SET Used to select F1-digit
feed (parameter type)

F1 F1

F2 F2

F3 TOOL DISPLAY F3

PERSONALF4 Used to display print data POT SEARCHF4 Used to execute search
by a pot number

DIAGNOSISF5 Used to change display
page for the other axes

F5 TOOL SEARCH Used to execute search
by a tool number

AXIS CHANGE Used to display messages

Used to set new data

F6 F6

MESSAGEF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the tool dis¬
play mode

[EXTEND]F8 Extensive functions F8

TOOL LISTF1 Used to select the tool list
mode

Used to zero set the rela¬
tive position data

Used to preset the relative
position data

F1 FILE SELECT Used to select the tool list

F2 RELATI.
ZEROSET

USE TOOL Used to display the tool listF2

RELATI.
PRESET

DISUSED TOOL Used to display the disuse
tool list

LACK TOOL Used to display the lack
tool list

F3 F3

F4 F4

F5 F5

F6 F6

F7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the tool list
mode

F8 Extensive functions[EXTEND] F8

[
A
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MDI Operation Mode (2/2)

GRAPHICA F1 Used to display the pro¬
gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select display
mode between tool paths
and animation

Used to switch ON/OFF
tool kind display

Used to display workpiece
material shape

Used to clear graphic dis¬
play

Used to switch ON/OFF
the display in the graphic
display area

Used to switch ON/OFF
the high-speed drawing
mode

Extensive functions

F1 SET Used to set new data

F2 TRACE/
ANIMATE

F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored
data

F3 TOOL KIND F3

F4 MATERIAL; F4

GRAPHIC
ERASE

DATA ON/OFF

F5 F5

F6 F6

HIGH DRAWF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

[EXTEND)F8 F8

F1 GRAPHIC Used to display the pro¬
gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select the drawing
mode

Used to automatic setting
of the drawing area

Ft

GRAPHIC DATAF2 F2

AUTO SCALEF3 F3

F4 F4

AREA CHANGEF5 Used to select the area
change mode

Used to select the view
angle change mode

F5 MAKER Used to change the mark¬
er position

ANGLE
CHANGE

F6 F6

F7 F7 QUIT Used to quit 1he area
change/view angle change
mode

>F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions PLC F8

To PLC check screen mode
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(3) Manual Operation Mode (1/2)

ft Ft
MANUAL

ACTUAL. POSIT.F2 Used to display coordi¬
nates of the actual position

Used to display list of a
part program

Used to display 1he data in
one block

Used for page search in
check data display

F3 PART
PROGRAM

BLOCK DATAF4

F5 SEARCH

SCREEN1

F6

CHECK DATA Used to display checkF7
data

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions

F1 F1 SET Used to set new data

TOOL SETF2 *ÿ F2

F3 F3

F4 PERSONAL Used to display print data F4 POT SEARCH Used to execute search by
a pot number

TOOL SEARCH Used to execute search by
a tool number

F5 DIAGNOSIS Used to change display
page for the other axes

F5

AXIS CHANGEF6 Used to display messages

Used to set new data

F6

MESSAGEF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the tool display
mode

F8 Extensive functions[EXTEND] F8

n
TOOL LISTF1 Used to select the tool list

mode

Used to zero set the rela¬
tive position data

Used to preset the relative
position data

FILE SELECT Used to select the tool listF1
*ÿ

F2 RELATE
ZEROSET

USE TOOLF2 Used to display the tool list

F3 RELATE
PRESET

DISUSED TOOL Used to display the disuse
tool list

LACK TOOL Used to display the lack
tool list

F3

F4F4

F5 F5

F6 F6

F7 QUITF7 Used to quit the tool list
mode

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions F8

F1 3-D CO.
CONVERT

Used to quit the area
change/view angle change
mode

F1 SET Used to set new data

F2 F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored data

F3F3

> F4 F4

F5 F5

F6 F6

F7 QUITF7 Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions F8

f
A
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Manual Operation Mode (2/2)

A

GRAPHICFI Used to display the pro¬
gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select display
mode between tool paths
and animation

Used to switch ON/OFF
tool kind display

Used to display workpiece
material shape

Used to clear graphic dis¬
play

Used to switch ON/OFF
the display in the graphic
display area

Used to switch ON/OFF
the high-speed drawing
mode

Extensive functions

F1 SET Used to set new data

F2 TRACE/
ANIMATE

ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored

F2

data

TOOL KINDF3 F3

MATERIAL;F4 F4

GRAPHIC
ERASE

DATA ON/OFF

F5 F5

F6 F6

HIGH DRAWF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

[EXTEND]F8 F8

GRAPHICF1 Used to display the pro¬
gram in graphic display
mode

Used to select the drawing
mode

Used to automatic setting
of the drawing area

FI

F2 GRAPHIC DATA F2

AUTO SCALEF3 F3

F4 F4

F5 AREA CHANGE Used to select the area
change mode

Used to select the view
angle change mode

F5 MAKER Used to change the mark¬
er position

F6 ANGLE
CHANGE

F6

F7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the area
change/view angle change
mode

>F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions F8PLC

To PLC check screen mode
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SECTION 1 FOREWORD

(4) PLC Check Screen Mode (1/2) - From AUTO/MDI/MANUAL Mode

F1 RESETF1 Used to reset the display

PLC INFO. Used to display the PLC
information

Used to select the PLC
data mode

F2 F2

PLCF3 F3>PLC DATA

LADDER
MONITOR

F4 Used to select the ladder
monitor mode

F4

DATA TRACE Used to select the data
trace mode

F5 F5 SCREEN
SWITCH

Used to select display
type

PLC CHECK Used to select the PLC
check mode

F6 F6

F7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the PLC infor- --
mation display mode

Extensive functions- SCREENIÿ>
Tothe initial function key dis¬
play screen of the selected
operation mode.
To screen 1 of each opera¬
tion mode.

[EXTEND]F8 F8

F1

F2

F3

SEARCHF4 Used to execute data
search

Used to select display
page

SCREEN
SWITCH

F5

F6

QUIT Used to quit the tool dis¬
play mode

F7

F8

F1 F1 SET Used to set new data

Used to add the input data
to the currently stored
data

Used to start math opera¬
tion for the input data

F2 F2 ADD

F3 F3 CAL

SEARCH Used for ID/label searchF4 F4

F5 F5 ITEM t Used to update the PLC
data classification screen
(return)

Used to update the PLC
data classification screen
(advance)

F6 ITEMiF6

QUITF7 Used to quit the PLC data
display mode

F7

F8 QUIT Used to quit the PLC
check mode

F8

MODULE CALLF1 Used to call the module CONTACT
SRCH (R)

COIL (W)
SEARCH

ALL (A)
MODULE

Used to search for con¬
tacts

F1

PAGE SELECTF2 Used to specify page
number

Used to switch the mode
between identifier and la-

F2 Used to search for coils

LABELF3 F3 Used to search all pro¬
grams

bel

SEARCHF4 Used to select the ID/label
search mode

Used to role up the screen

Used to role down the
screen

Used to quit ladder/SFC
mode

Extensive functions —

F4

F5 ROLE|

ROLEi

F5

STARTF6 F6 Used to execute search

QUITF7 F7 CANCEL Used to quit the search
mode

>ÿ

F8 [EXTEND] F8

f ’ r

ABC D
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PLC Check Screen Mode (2/2) - From AUTO/MDI/MANUAL Mode

ABC D
ai t SET CONDFI Used to set new data F1

F2 F2

LABEL Used to switch the mode
between identifier and la-

F3 COMMENT ON/F3 Used to select whether or
not a comment is
displayed

Used to select the display
objective - data or label

OFF
beI

F4 DATA
ON/OFF

F4

>
F5 TRACE

SCREEN
Used to change the
screen to the trace screen

F5->

F6 F6

QUITF7 Used to quit the data trace
mode

QUITF7 Used to quit ladder/SFC
mode

Extensive functions —F8 F8 [EXTEND]

<-

TRACE START Used to execute traceF1 Ft TRACE START Used to execute trace

TRACE QUIT Used to end trace

DATA SWITCH Used to change the trace
address data

DISPLAY POINT Used to change the dis¬
play position

DISPLAY 8 DATA Used to select type 8 data -

CHANGE COND Used to select the trace “"

condition change mode

Used to quit the data trace
mode

TRACE QUITF2 Used to end trace F2

F3 F3

DISPLAY POINT Used to change the dis¬
play position

DISPLAY 1 DATA Used to select type 1 data

CHANGE COND Used to select the trace
condition change mode

Used to quit the data trace
mode

F4 F4>

F5 F5

F6 F6

QUITF7 F7 QUIT

F8 F8
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(5) Program Operation Mode (1/6)

2> DATEF1 Used for entering the date

Used to display the direc¬
tory of files

Used to select file transfer
mode

Used to select edit or
l-MAP mode from the di¬
rectory-based selection
mode

Used to select multi-file
transfer mode or IGF
mode

EDIT AUX
DIRF2

TRANSFERÿ-F3 PIP

EDITF4
(or I-MAP)

ED?F\

MULTI PIP
(or IGF)

- - To the IGF mode (IGF specification)F5
->ÿ

LISTLISTF6 Used to display the list of
file selected in the directo¬
ry-selection based screen

Used to condense the
memory area

Extensive functions

SCREENÿ—»ÿ

CONDENSF7

F8 [EXTEND] n
>F1 TIME Used for entering the time MULTI-READ Used to read multiple files

Used to punch multiple files

F1

F2 Used for initializing floppyINIT F2 MULTI
PUNCH

MULTI
VERIFY

disk

>DELETEF3 Used for deleting the data
of file selected in the direc¬
tory-selection based
screen

Used for renaming the file
selected in the directory-
selection based screen

Used to select the blank
definition mode

Used to display the free
area

Used to display the file op¬
eration status

Extensive functions

DELETE F3 Used to verify multiple files

RENAMEÿRENAMEF4 F4

>BLANK
DEFINE

BLANK
DEFINE

F5F5

SCREENÿ-*-
FREE F6F6

F7 RUN GUIDE F7 M-PIP QUIT Used to quit the multi-file —
transfer mode

[EXTEND] F8F8 n

1 r

A B
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SECTION 1 FOREWORD

Program Operation Mode (2/6)

A B

>PROTECT Used to protect the pro¬
gram file selected in the di¬
rectory-selection based
screen

Used to select the MS-
DOS mode

DIRF1 F1 Used to display the direc¬
tory of files

PROTECT

)MS-DOS COPYF2 F2 Used to copy files in the
directory-based selection
mode

Used to rename files in the
directory-based selection
mode

Used to delete the sped-
tied file in the directory-
based selection mode

Used to display free area

MS-DOS

Used to select the DNC-A
mode

F3 DNC-A F3 RENAME

V>-SCREEN

F4 DNC-B Used to select the DNC-B
mode

F4 FILE
DELETE

DNC-C Used to select the DNC-C
mode

Used to transfer multiple
files (for IGF specification)

F5F5 FREE

F6 MULTI PIP
(IGF specifi¬
cation)

FILEF6 Used to protect program -
files in the directory-based
selection mode

Used to quit the MS-DOS -
mode

Extensive functions

PROTECT

F7 MS-DOS
QUIT

[EXTEND)

F7

[EXTEND] Extensive functionsF8 F8

F1 PROGRAM
INPUT

Used to input program
files in the directory-based
selection mode

Used to output program
files in the directory-based
selection mode

>— MS-DOS

PROGRAM
OUTPUT

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7 MS-DOS
QUIT

[EXTEND]

Used to quit the MS-DOS
mode

Extensive functionsF8
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Program Operation Mode (3/6)

Directory-based File Selection

(PROGRAM SELECT}

>PROGRANK.
SELECT / * F1 INDEX SCREEN 1Used to display the pro¬

gram directory

Used to display the direc¬
tory of programs stored in
MD1:

Used to display the direc¬
tory of programs stored in
FDO:

Used to display the history
of commands

Used to select overwrite/
insert mode

Used to delete one char¬
acter

Command cancel

AUTO,

(SCHEDULE

SCHEDU SCREENÿMD1:INDEXF2
AUTO,

- (MS-DOS)

* 2)-(SCREENÿ
EDfTAUxJ I /

F3 FD0:INDEX

MS-DOS>->
F4 COMMAND

HISTORY
— To select file edit modeEDIT

(DELETE. RENAME)

2) — SCREENÿOVERWR/
INSERT

CHAR DELETE

DELETE F5 EDfTAUX

(PROTECT)

RENAM
SCREENF6

SDfTAUX,
PROTEC (LIST)

2) >F7 CANCEL Display the list of file SCREEN

>tLIST axrAux
F8r

In the directory-selection
based mode:
Used to input a file from
PTR

In the directory-selection
based mode:
Used to output a file to
tape punch

In the directory-selection
based mode:
Used to verify a file

In the directory-selection
based mode:
Used to copy a file _
Used for fast feed of PTR

READF1

F2 PUNCH

F3 VERIFY

COPYF4

TRANSFEÿ-*
F5 FAST

FORWARD

F6 FAST REWIND

PIP QUIT

[EXTEND]

Used for fast rewind

Used for quilling PIP mode

Extensive functions

F7

F8

F1

F2 MACRO LOAD Used to read maker library
programs

F3

F4

F5

F6

2> — /
PIP QUIT

[EXTEND]

F7 Used for quilling PIP mode

Extensive functions

SCREEN 1

EEK7AUX
F8

J

c
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Program Operation Mode (4/6)

INSERT LINE Used to insert a line

Used to delete a line
{blank line is filled)

Used to insert a character

FI

DELETE LINEF2

F3 INSERT
CHARACTER

DELETE
CHARACTER

F4 Used to delete a character

F5 DELETE Used to delete the speci¬
fied number of lines

Used to erase a line (blank
line is left)

Used to quit the edit mode

Extensive functions

ERASE LINEF6

2)-SCREENy
[EDTTAUXJ -/

EDIT QUIT

[EXTEND]

F7

F8

F1 FIND Used for character-string
search

Used to change character-
string

Used to copy the specified
number of lines to the oth¬
er specified area (the origi¬
nal data area remains)

Used to move the speci¬
fied number of lines to the
other specified area (the
original data area is
cleared)

Used to insert the speci¬
fied data from the other
area

Used to select the page
mode

Used to select the insert
mode

Extensive functions

CHANGEF2

F3 COPY

MOVEF4

F5 XTRACT

F6 PAGE MODE

INSERT MODEF7

[EXTEND]F8
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Program Operation Mode (5/6)

REGIS NUMBER Used to select blank regis¬
tration number

Used to set coordinate
system number

Used to change to the
symbol definition mode

BLANK SHIFT Used to change to the
blank shift mode

BLANK ENVLR Used to change to the
blank envelop mode

F1 Ft SET Used to set a number

F2 COOR. F2

BLANK F3 SYMBOL
DEFINE

F3

F4 F4

F5 F5 COPY Used to copy blank sym¬
bol data to other coordi¬
nate system number

Used to delete blank dataFILE CREATEF6 Used to create the part
program file from the blank
shape data

Used to quit the blank defi¬
nition mode-

F6 DELETE

QUITF7 F7 QUIT Used to end coordinate
system number registra¬
tion

SCREENS2>F8 F8
B*r»ux

CREATFI Used to select blank sym¬
bol pattern

Used to delete the se¬
lected symbol

Used to change the sym¬
bol shape presently se¬
lected

F2 DELETE

F3 AMEND

F4

F5 SYMBOL
SELECT

Used to select symbol

F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit the symbol
definition mode

>-

F8

F1 SET Used to set new data

Used 1o change the mode
between image input and
numerical value input

F2 IMAGE/NUMER.

F3

F4

F5 REGIS. Used to register the blank
symbol to coordinate sys¬
tem number

Used to abort symbol
selection

F6 CANCEL -*ÿ

F7

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions

j i

F GHD E
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Program Operation Mode (6/6)
FGHD E
l

F1

F2 POSIT./SHAPE Used to change the mode
between position deter¬
mination and shape deter¬
mination

Used to change the mark¬
er specifying vertex

Used to select incremental
shift amount of marker

Used to register the blank
symbol to coordinate sys¬
tem number

Used to abort symbol
selection

F3 VERTEX
SELECT

SHIFT SELECTF4

F5 REGIS.

F6 CANCEL

F7

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions

SETF1 Used to set new data

F2

F3 PLANE
MARKER

Used to select the plane
marker

Used to select the side
marker

F4 SIDE MARKER

F5 EXECUTE Used to execute blank
shift

F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit the blank shift
mode

F8

F1 SET Used to set new data

Used to change the mode
between image input and
numerical value input

Used to select plan view/
side view

Used to select incremental
shift amount of frame
marker

Used to execute blank dis¬
play area

F2 IMAGE/NUMR.

F3 MARKER
SELECT

SHIFT SELECTF4

F5 EXECUTE

F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit the blank
area mode

F8
1 1
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(6) Parameter Setting Mode

6> F1 SET Used to set new data

F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently storedPARAMETER
data

F3 CAL Used to start math opera¬
tion for the input data

Used for page or number
search

Used to change display
page for the other axes

Used to update the Pa¬
rameter data classification
screen (return)

Used to update the Pa¬
rameter data classification
screen (advance)

Extensive functions —

F4 SEARCH

AXIS CHANGEF5

F6 ITEM!

F7 ITEM)

[EXTEND)F8

READF1 Used to input parameter
data

Used to output parameter
data to tape punch

Used to verify parameter
data

F2 PUNCH

F3 VERIFY

F4

F5

F6

F7 BACK UP Used to change the mode
between image input and
numerical value input

Extensive functions —[EXTEND]F8
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(7) Zero Point Setting Mode

*
F1 SET Used to set new data

F2 ADD Used to add the input data
to the currently stored

ZERO SET

data

F3 CAL Used to start math opera¬
tion for the input data

Used for page or number
search

Used to change display
page for the other axes

SEARCHF4

F5 AXiS CHANGE

F6

F7

[EXTEND] Extensive functionsF8

F1 READ Used to input zero offset
data

Used to output zero offset
data to tape punch

Used to verify zero offset
data

PUNCHF2

VERIFYF3

F4

F5

F6

F7 BACK UP

[EXTEND]

Used to back up data

Extensive functionsF8
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(8) Tool Data Setting Mode

Oi SETF1 Used to set new data

ADDF2 Used to add the input data
to the currently stored

TOOLDATA

data

CALF3 Used to start math opera¬
tion for the input data

Used for page or number
search

Used to change display
page for the other axes

Used to update the tool
data classification screen
(return)

Used to update the toot
data classification screen
(advance)

Extensive functions —

F4 SEARCH

FS AXIS CHANGE

F6 ITEMf

ITEM1F7

F8 [EXTEND]

READFt Used to input too! data

Used to output tool data to
tape punch

Used to verify tool data

FILE SELECT

USE TOOL

F1 Used to select the tool list

Used to display the tool listPUNCHF2 F2

VERIFYF3 F3 DISUSED TOOL Used to display the disuse
tool list

Used to display the lack
tool list

F4 LACK TOOLF4

F5 GROUP F5

TOOL FILE DISP Used to select the tool list
mode

Used to back up data

F6 F6->ÿ

BACK UPF7 F7 QUIT Used to quit the data set¬
ting mode

F8 [EXTEND] Extensive functions F8
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(9) MacMan (1/6)

F1 WHICH NON OR Used to set a number MEMOMacMan F1 Used to display the memo —
file input previously

Used to display the job
procedure file input pre¬
viously

DOS DISPLAYF2 Used to select the docu¬
ment display mode

F2 JOB
PROCEDURE

F3 MACHINE
PREPARE

Used to select the machin¬
ing preparation mode

Used to select the report
information mode

Used to select the trouble
information mode

F3

F4 REPORT INFO F4

* TROUBLE
INFOF5 TROUBLE INFO F5

F6 F6
PREF

ISETTINGF7 PREF SETTING Used to change to the
preference setting mode

F7 QUIT Used to quit the document —
display mode

F8 F8

Ft F1

F2 F2

F3 F3

F4 F4

F5 F5

PROGRAM
INPUT

F6 Used to input program F6 DOC INPUT Used to input memo file

F7 QUIT Used to quit the machining —
preparation mode

QUITF7 Used to quit the memo file
input mode

F8 F8

MACHINE
REPORT

OPERATE
REPORT

Used to display machining
report

Used to display operation -
report

Used to display operation -
history

F1 F1

F2 F2

F3 OPERATE
HISTORY

F3

F4 F4

F5 F5

F6 F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit the report
mode

F7 DOC INPUT Used to input job proce¬
dure file

Used to quit the memo file
input mode

F8 QUITF8

'IIMI

A BCD
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MacMan (2/6)
A BCD

j
1 1

DAILY (TODAY) Used to display daily ma¬
chining report (today)

Used to display daily ma¬
chining report (previous
day)

Used to display period ma¬
chining report (up to
today)

F1

DAILY (PRE)F2

F3 PERIOD

F4

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output machining
report to printer

Used to output machining
report to FD

Used to quit the machining —
report mode

DATA OUTPUTF6

F7 QUIT

F8

DAILY (TODAY)Ft Used to display daily op¬
eration report (today)

Used to display daily op¬
eration report (previous
day)

Used to display period op¬
eration report (up to today)

F2 DAILY (PRE)

PERIODF3

F4

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output operation
report to printer

Used to output operation
report to FD

Used to quit the document —
display mode

DATA OUTPUTF6

F7 QUIT

F8

DAILY (TODAY)F1 Used to display daily op¬
eration history (today)

Used to display daily op¬
eration history (previous
day)

DAILY (PRE)F2

F3

F4
->ÿ

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output operation
history to printer

Used to output operation
history to FD

Used to quit the operation
history mode

F6 DATA OUTPUT

QUITF7

F8
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MacMan (3/6)

F1 NC AT ALARM Used to display alarm list
storing NC status

CURRENT NC Used to display NC status
STAT ALARM list

ALARM
HISTORY

OPERATE
HISTORY

F2

F3 Used to display alarm his¬
tory

F4 Used to display operation
hislory

Used to display variable
history

TROU
INFO

F5 VARBLES
HISTORY

F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit trouble in¬
formation mode

F8

F1

F2

F3

F4

PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output machining
report to printer

Used to output machining
report to FD

Used to quit the machining —
report mode

F5

DATA OUTPUTF6

QUITF7

F8

SELECT/
CANCEL

F1

F2

F3

F4
>

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output operation
report to printer

DATA OUTPUT Used to output operation
report to FD

Used to quit the document —
display mode

F6

QUITF7

F8

Ft

F2

F3

F4
-*ÿ

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output operation
history to printer

DATA OUTPUT Used to output operation
history to FD

Used to quit the operation
history mode

F6

QUITF7

F8

i >

” T

E F G
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MacMan (4/6)
E F G

j,i

CONSOLE LINE Used to display operation
history (console line)

OPERATE PANE Used to display operation
history (operation panel)

Used to display operation
history (I/O signal)

Ft

F2

I/O SIGNALF3

F4

F5 PRINTER
OUTPUT

Used to output operation
history to printer

Used to output operation
history to FD

Used to quit the operation
history mode

DATA OUTPUTF6

F7 QUIT

F8

F1 VAR-A Used to display history of
variable A

Used to display history of
variable B

Used to display history of
variable C

Used to display history of
variable D

Used to output operation
history to printer

Used to output operation
history to FD

Used to quit the operation
history mode

F2 VAR-B

F3 VAR-C

F4 VAR-D

+
FS PRINTER

OUTPUT

F6 DATA OUTPUT

QUITF7

F8
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MacMan (5/6)

F1 REPORT
PRINTER

Used to set machine
name, print device, etc.

Used to set input device
name

Used to set output device
name

Used to set I/O signal to
check

SETTINGF1 Used to set new data

INPUT DATAF2 F2

F3 OUTPUT DATA F3

PREF
SETTING

I/O SIGNALF4 F4

F5 F5 CANCEL Used to cancel the set
data

F6 F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit preference
setting mode

Extensive functions

F7 QUIT Used to back up the set
data

F8 [EXTEND] F8

F1 VAR-A Used to set address, size,
attribute, etc. for variable

SETTINGF1 Used to set new data

A

F2 VAR-B Used to set address, size,
attribute, etc. for variable

F2

B

VAR-CF3 Used to set address, size,
attribute, etc. for variable

F3

C

F4 VAR-D Used to set address, size,
attribute, etc. for variable

F4

D *ÿ

F5 F5 CANCEL Used to cancel the set
data

F6 F6

F7 QUIT Used to quit the machining
report mode

Extensive functions

QUITF7 Used to back up the set
data

F8 [EXTEND] F8

F1 SETTING Used to set new data SETTINGF1 Used to set new data

F2 F2

F3 F3

F4 F4
>•

F5 CANCEL Used to cancel the set
data

CANCELF5 Used to cancel the set
data

F6 F6

F7 QUIT Used to back up the set F7 QUIT Used to back up the set
data data

F8 F8
a

'MMi ' r V

MI J K LH
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MacMan (6/6)
I J K L M
1J k

F1 SETTING Used to set new data SETTINGFt Used to set new data

F2 F2

F3 F3

F4 F4

F5 CANCEL Used to cancel the set
data

CANCELF5 Used to cancel the set
data

F6 F6

F7 QUIT Used to back up the set F7 QUIT Used to back up the set
data data

F8 F8

F1 SETTING Sets data.

F2

F3

F4

F5 CANCEL Cancels the data having
been set.

F6

F7 QUIT Backs up the data having
been set.

F8

<-

F1 SETTING Sets data.

F2

F3

F4
->

F5 CANCEL Cancels the data having
been set.

F6

QUITF7 Backs up the data having
been set.

F8
i r
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SECTION 1 OPERATION

1. Basic Construction of Operation Panels

Operation panels consist of the following four types of panels and switches.

(1) NO Operation Panel

The NO operation panel is used for operating the machine in other than manual mode operation.

It is used for operations such as file operation and data setting.

(2) Machine Operation Panel

Switches andkeysmainly used for manual operation are arranged on themachine operation panel.

(3) Option Panel

An option panel is provided when switches and indicating lamps are additionally used according to

the selection of an optional specification. Arrangement of the switches and indicating lamps differ
depending on the selected optional specification.

(4) Manual Tool Change Operation Panel

The manual tool change operation panel is provided to change tools manually.

Arrangement of the switches and indicating lamps differ depending on the machine models.

(5) Manual Magazine Operation Panel

The manual magazine operation panel is provided to operate the magazine manually.

Arrangement of the switches and indicating lamps differ depending on the machine models.

(6) Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel

The APC operation panel is provided to control the APC manually.

Arrangement of the switches and indicating lamps differ depending on the machine models.

(7) AAC Operation Panel

The AAC operation panel is provided to change attachments manually.

(8) Manual Attachment Tool Change Operation Panel

The manual attachment tool change operation panel is provided to change attachment tools
manually.

There are various types of operation panels according to the shape of the panel and the arrangement of
the control on it. External views of the operation panels are provided in Appendix in this manual.
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2. Outline of Controls on Operation Panel

2-1. Operation Mode Selection Keys

(1) AUTO Key

Select the automatic mode to operate the machine using part programs
stored in thememory disk (MD). For the execution of apart program, it is
read out to the IC memory from the memory disk.

(2) MDI Key

Select the MDI mode to operate themachineusingaprogram, input from
thekeyboard, in the same manner as in the automatic mode. In the MDI,
mode a program is input and executed in units blocks.

(3) MANUAL Key

Select the manual mode to operate the machine using the manual
operation switches provided in the machine operation panel, the pulse
handle operation box. and other operation panels.

lAUTQj

!>
MD I

ft
MANUAL

2-2. Data Setting Mode Selection Keys

(1) EDIT AUX Key

Select the EDIT AUX (program operation) mode to read, edit, punch, or
print a part program, to operate the tape reader, or to manage files.

(2) PARAMETER Key

Select the parameter mode to set the parameters (system parameters,

user parameters, common variables, NC optional parameters, machine
system parameters, machine user parameters, etc.)

(3) ZERO SET Key

Select the zero set mode to set the zero offset data.

2>
.EDIT AUX

<e>
[PARAMETER,

J—H

.ZERO SET

(4) TOOL DATA

Select the tool data set mode to set the tool length offset data, tool

diameter compensation data, ATC related tool data, tool management

data, etc.

(5) MacMan

Press the [MacMan] key to use the MacMan (machining management

function).

ru
[TOOL DATA,

MacMan
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2-3. NC Status Indicating lamps

(1) RUN Lamp

The RUN indicating lamp are lit while the NC is processing data.

(2) S.T.M Lamp

The S.T.M. indicating lamp are lit while an S (spindle), T (tool), or M
(miscellaneous) command is executed.

(3) SLIDE HOLD Lamp

The SLIDE HOLD indicating lamp lights when the [SLIDE HOLD] button
on the machine operation panel is pressed.

(4) PROGRAM STOP Lamp

The PROGRAM STOP indicating lamp is lit while the operation is
suspended in the program stop or optional stop state.

The indicating lamp blinks while a dwell function is executed.

(5) LIMIT Lamp

The LIMIT indicating lamp is lit if an axis is at the variable limit position.

(6) ALARM Lamp

The ALARM indicating lamp lights at the occurrence of an alarm.

The lamp does not light if a warning message is displayed on the screen
for operator’s errors.

RUN

S.T.M

SLIDE
HOLD

PROGRAM
STOP

LIMIT

ALARM
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2-4. Other Controls on NC Operation Panel

(1) Function Keys: F1 to F8

When an operator selects adesiredoperation mode, thescreendisplays
the necessary operation functions at the bottom line. Each function
corresponds to a function key (F1 through F8). Select the function to

execute and press the corresponding function key.

The functions assigned to the function keys change according to the
currently valid mode as the operation progresses.

(2) ? (Help) Key

This key, called the help key, is provided to the left side of function key BE[FI].

The key is used to display the description of the alarm which occurred
during machine operation and also the alarm history.

(3) Display Screen

Thedisplay screenhasthe informationdisplay areaof 64charactersx 24
lines.

It shows actual position data, part program data, block data, zero offset
values, tool offset values, parameter data, alarm description, etc.

The basic format of display on the screen is shown below.

1st line:
Mode currently selected (guide display)

Current date and time

7ÿ 7
2nd line: Alarm contents

3rd line to 18th line: Data

19th line to 22nd line:
Console lines (display of input data)

23rd line to 24th line: J j j j
Effective function of respective function keys I I 1 I

GDGDGDB0GDGDQ

(4) WRITE Key

Press the [WRITE] key to select an operation and also to confirm the

input data.

WRITE
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(5) BS (Backspace) Key

Press the [BS] key when erroneous data has been input. Each time this
key is pressed, the character input last is erased.

For the display of file index and list, this key is used to display the next

page.

(6) CAN Key

Press the [CAN] key when erroneous datahasbeen input. Each timethis
key is pressed, one line of the data is erased.

(7) Cursor Keys

Four cursor keys are used to move the cursor displayed on the screen.

jcAN J
3m
3m

(8) Page keys

If the information called out is displayed in more than onepage, the page
keys are used to change the display page.

(9) Operator Keys

These keys areused when an operator is used for program editing or for C/S(ÿ)(+)[ —)
entering more than one piece of data with an operator in data setting
operation.

(10) Character Keys

Character keys are used for inputting acharacter for data input, program
operation, and file edit operation.

(a) To input a character shown at the upper right corner of a key top,
use the [UPPER CASE] key.

GH2)
UPPER

+ ACASE

(b) In the state the [CAPS LOCK] key is pressed (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner lit), upper case alphabetic letters A to Z are input.
When the [CAPS LOCK] key is not pressed, lower case alphabetic
letters a to z are input.

(11) Ten Keys

Character keys are used for inputting a number for data input, program
operation, and file edit operation.

[CAPS|
[ LOCK )

©0®
©©©
©©©
®o©

(12) Contrast Adjusting Keys
(only for Operation Panel with Monochrome STN Screen)

These keys are used to adjust the contrast for the display. d
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2-5. Controls on Machine Operation Panel

Flat keys used on the machine operation panel have features as indicated
below depending on whether or not an indicating lamp is provided in it.

< Flat keys with an indicating lamp >

The indicating lamp in a key indicates if the function of the key is valid or not.

Key function is valid.

Key function is invalid.

\ l

- Indicating lamp lit . .

- Indicating lamp unlit

< Flat keys without an indicating lamp >

The function of the key is valid only while the key is held down. In the state the
key is not pressed, the function is invalid.

(1) CONTROL ON Switch

The [CONTROLON] switch isusedtoturnonthecontrolpower of theNC
unit after turning on the main switch of the machine.

The pilot lamp in this switch lights when the control power is turned on.

If the [EMERGENCY STOP] button is pressed, the pilot lamp in this
switch goes off. To restore from the emergency stop state, press the
[CONTROL ON] switch.

(2) CONTROL OFF Switch

The [CONTROL OFF] switch is used to turn off the control power of the
NC unit.

When shutting off the power, turn off the control power first by pressing
the [CONTROL OFF] switch before turning off the main switch of the
machine.

I CONTROL ON

QCONTROL Off

(3) RESTART Key

The interlock function interrupts program execution if the door is opened
during automatic operation.

To restart the interrupted program, press the [RESTART] key. Then,

press the [CYCLE START] button.

(4) RESET Key

The NC unit is reset when the [RESET] key is pressed.

The key is used to recover the operation from such as an alarm state.

RESTART

RESET
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(5) NC PANEL Switch

(a) UNLOCK position

All controls on both theNC andmachine operation panels are enabled.

(b) EDIT LOCK position

Operations in the program operation (EDIT AUX) mode and parameter
setting mode are disabled.

(c) LOCK position

All controls on the NC operation panel are disabled.

(6) CYCLE START Button

The [CYCLE START] button is used to start the machine operation
according to the contents of the commands.

The CYCLE START signal is output when thebutton is released after it is
pressed.

(7) SLIDE HOLD Button

Axis movements of X-, Y-, and Z-axis stop immediately when the [SLIDE
HOLD] button is pressed. To resume axis movements, press the
[CYCLE START] button.

If this button is pressed while an axis is not moving, the slide hold
becomes valid after the completion of the sequence having been
executed at the time the [SLIDE HOLD] button was pressed or when the

next axis movement is going to be executed.

(8) EMG. STOP Button

Press the [EMG. STOP] button when an emergency state takes place.

Power supply to the NC is shut off when the [EMG. STOP] button is

pressed.

To release the emergency stop state, unlock the [EMG. STOP] button
and press the [CONTROL ON] button.

(9) AXIS SELECT Buttons

These buttons are used to select the axis to be moved manually (rapid
feed, cutting feed).

To move an axis by the pulse handle, select PULSE HANDLE.

NC PANEL
EDIT
LOCK IH-OCK LOCK

t~nCYCLE START

fp laIDE HOLD

EMG. STOP

1
.3=2.

-AXIS SELECT

T7
x Y z

©
54 PULSE

HANDLE

RAPID(10) RAPID Buttons

The [RAPID] buttons are used to move an axis manually at a rapid
traverse rate. The selectedaxismoves at arapid traverse rate only while
a [RAPID] button is held pressed.

[Supplement] Rapid traverse rate differs depending on machine model and
specifications.

+
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(11) JOG Buttons

The [JOG] buttons are used to move an axis manually at a cutting

feedrate. The selected axis starts moving when a [JOG] button is
pressed and it keeps moving even after the button is released. It stops

moving when the OFF [O] button is pressed.

[Supplement] Cutting feedrates differ depending on machine model and
specifications.

(12) SPINDLE STOP Button

Use the [SPINDLE STOP] button to stop the spindle manually.

AWV JOG

GIEiEj

E
(13) SPINDLE CW Button

Used to start the spindle in the forward (CW) direction. 0
(14) SPINDLE CCW Button

Used to start the spindle in the reverse (CCW) direction. m
(15) SPINDLE ORIENTATION Button

Press the [SPINDLE ORIENTATION] button while holding the
[INTERLOCK RELEASE] button to stop the spindle at a predetermined
angular position.

(16) SPINDLE RELEASE Button

Press the [SPINDLE RELEASE] button to set the spindle in the neutral
state.

0
PE)

[Supplement] Spindle speeds differ depending on machine model and
specifications.

(17) RAPID OVERRIDE Dial

The [RAPID OVERRIDE] dial sets the desired rapid feedrate in “%” in
terms of the preset rapid feedrate.

RAPID
OVERRIDE

,0ÿ70

.yss*
°<T Gffl)

(18) FEEDRATE Override Dial

The [FEEDRATE] dial sets the desired feedrate in “%” in terms of the
specified feedrate.

AWv % FEEDRATE

80 90Cj£l)i05,,n
?o*>ÿ7rsc,i2o

60, 130
50.
40' >150

30' '160

20«\
10V

'170
180

200

(19) SPINDLE OVERRIDE Dial

The [SPINDLE OVERRIDE] dial sets the desired spindle speed in “%” in
terms of the specified spindle speed.

SPINDLE OVERRIDE_110 130
,140

,15090

.16080,

>18070'
•20050'
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(Inch/min) JOG
(rim/min)(20) JOG SPEED Dial

The [JOG SPEED] dial sets jog feedrate (manual cutting feedrate).

SPEED
7000 40

2000 8020 500

,4000 160
8 200«

4100< *6000 240

2 50*
10000 4000.041'

(21) COOLANT Key

The [COOLANT] key is used to turn on manual coolant supply. a
(22) A.BNOZ. Key

The [A.B NOZ.] key is used to turn on air blow through the nozzle.
LJ
HI

A.0 NOZ.

(23) A.B ADAPT. Key

The [A.B ADAPT.] key is used to turn on air blow through the adapter.
UJ
HI

A. B ADAPT.

(24) OIL MIST Key

The [OIL MIST] key is used to turn on oil mist. it
A<

OIL MIST

(25) OIL HOLE Key

The [OIL HOLE] key is used to turn on oil hole coolant supply. !*
OIL H0LE;

(26) OIL HOLE HIGH Key

The [OIL HOLE HIGH] key is used to turn on high-pressure oil hole

coolant supply.

(27) SHOWER Key

The [SHOWER] key is used to turn on shower coolant supply.

i*
OIL HOLE

HIGH

SHOWER

(28) LIGHT Key

The [LIGHT] key is used to turn on the machine light. b
LIGHT

(29) LUB. Key

The [LUB.] key is used to supply lubricating oil to the slideway surfaces.
j LUB.

(30) CHIP CON. Key

The[ÿÿ CHIP CON.] key is used to operate the chip conveyor in the
reverse direction; the chip conveyor operates only while the [ÿ4«CHIP
CON.] key is held.

CHIP CON.
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(31) -ÿ CHIP CON. Key

The CHIP CON.] key is used to operate the chip conveyor in the
forward direction; the chip conveyor operates only while the [ÿ+ CHIP
CON.] key is held.

(32) DISPLAY OFF Key

To turn off the display, set this key valid (indicating lamp at the upper left
corner of the key lit).

EM-
CHIP CON.

DISPLAY
OFF

(33) DOOR INTERLOCK-ON/OFF Switch

The switch is used to select whether or not the door interlock function is

made valid for operations on which the interlock is set in the state the
door is open.

For details of the door interlock function, refer to the Door Interlock
Function Manual.

DOOR INTERLOCK
I O

3)

2-6. Mode Selection Keys

To operate the machine using a program, a variety of operation modes are provided.

(1) SINGLE BLOCK Key

(a) When the [SINGLE BLOCK] key is valid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner iit), a program is executed in units of blocks. To
execute the next block, press the [CYCLE START] button.

(b) When the [SINGLE BLOCK] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner unlit), program blocks are executed continuously.

(2) BLOCK SKIP Key

(a) When the [BLOCK SKIP] key is valid (indicating lamp at the upper

left corner lit), commands between a slash {/) code and “ER” code
are ignored.

SINGLE
BLOCK

BLOCK
SKIP

[Supplement] A slash code (/) must be placed at the start of a program
block or immediately after the sequence number (or

sequence name) of a block.

(b) When the [BLOCK SKIP] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the upper
left corner unlit), commands entered following a slash code (/) are
executed.

(3) PROGRAM BRANCH Key

(a) When the [PROGRAM BRANCH] key is valid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner of the key lit), a program branch instruction in a part

program is executed.

(b) When the [PROGRAM BRANCH] key is invalid (indicating lamp at
the upper left corner of the key unlit), a program branch instruction in

a part program is not executed.

PROGRAM
BRANCH

PROGRAM
BRANCH

21
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(4) OPTIONAL STOP Key

(a) When the [OPTIONAL STOP] key is valid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner lit), operation stops after the execution of an M01
block in a program.

When the [CYCLE START] button is pressed, the previous state is

recovered and the program is continuously executed.

(b) When the [OPTIONAL STOP] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner unlit), program is continuously executed even after
the execution of an M01 block.

OPTIONAL
STOP

(5) CYCLE STOP Key

(a) While in the execution of a schedule program, execution of a
program stops after the completion of a main program when the
[CYCLE STOP] key is valid (indicating lamp at the upper left area of
the key is lit).

(b) While in the execution of a schedule program, execution of a
program does not stop after the completion of a main program and
the program is executed continuously when the [CYCLE STOP] key
is invalid (indicating lamp at the upper left area of the key is unlit).

(6) AXIS COM. CANCEL Key

The command of the specified axis is not executed if the [AXIS COM.
CANCEL] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the upper left corner unlit).

(7) S.T.M LOCK Key

When the [S.T.M LOCK] key is valid (indicating lamp at the upper left
corner lit), only axis movement commands are executed and no
miscellaneous operations are not executed.

(8) DRY RUN Key

(a) If the [DRY RUN] key is valid (indicating lamp at the upper left corner
lit), feed commands specified in the cutting feed mode (G01, G02,
G03, etc.) in a program are executed at the feedrate set by the [JOG
SPEED] dial and feedrates specified in the program are all
disregarded.

(b) If the [DRY RUN] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the upper left
corner unlit), feed commands specified in a program are executed at

the feedrate specified in the program.

To change the dry run mode valid or invalid state, it is
necessary to press the [DRY RUN] key while holding down
the [INTERLOCK RELEASE] key.

CYCLE
STOP

AXIS
COM.

CANCEL

S.T.M
LOCK

DRY
RUN

[Supplement]
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(9) MACHINE LOCK Key

(a) When the [MACHINE LOCK] key is valid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner lit), all commands in a part program are executed
without actual machine operation.

However, the actualposition dataand block datadisplay are updatedas
the program is executed. The display of such data returns to the
previous state when the NC is reset.

(b) When the [MACHINE LOCK] key is invalid (indicating lamp at the
upper left corner unlit), all commands in a part program are executed
normally.

[Supplement] To change the machine lock mode valid/invalid state, it is
necessary to press the [MACHINE LOCK] key while holding
down the [INTERLOCK RELEASE] key.

MACHINE
LOCK

(10) MIRROR IMAGE Keys

(a) With the axis for which the mirror image

function is valid (indicating lamp at the

upper left corner lit), the sign of the
coordinate value data is reversed.

)(7
MIRROR

IMAGE
MIRROR
IMAGE

MIRROR
IMAGE

MIRROR
IMAGE

X Y Z 4

(b) With the axis for which the mirror image function is invalid (indicating
lamp at the upper left corner unlit), the sign of the coordinate value
data is not reversed.

[Supplement] To change the valid or invalid state of the mirror image
function, it is necessary to press the [MIRROR IMAGE] key
while holding down the [INTERLOCK RELEASE] key.

(11) INTERLOCK RELEASE Key

To change the valid/invalid state of the dry run mode, machine lock mode
and mirror image operation mode, it is necessary to press the

[INTERLOCK RELEASE] key at the same time the correspondingmode
key is pressed.

This key is also used to start a part program from a selected block.

Although the key has the indicating lamp at the upper left corner, the key

is valid only while it is pressed.

(12) SEQUENCE RESTART Key

The [SEQUENCE RESTART] key is used to restart a part program from
a desired block.

In the mid. auto manual operation mode, this key is used to return the
axes to the position where automatic operation has been interrupted to
perform manual operation.

(13) MID. AUTO MANUAL Key

To perform manual operation during automatic or MDI mode operation,

press the [MID. AUTO MANUAL] key.

'INTER
LOCK

RELEASE

SEQUENCE
RESTART

MID.
AUTO

MANUAL
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(14) PULSE HANDLE SHIFT Key

The [PULSE HANDLE SHIFT] key is used to add axis movements

operatedby turningthepulsehandleto theoperation executedaccording
to the commands in the program.

PULSE

HANDLE
SHIFT
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SECTION 2 POWER ON/OFF OPERATION

This section describes the basic power ON/OFF operation procedures.

1. Turning on the Power

Procedure:

(1) Press the CONTROL ON switch to turn it ON.

Power is turned on to the NC and the system software, resident in the
memory is loaded to the RAM area. While the software is being loaded,
the file names are displayed on the screen. After the completion of
loading of the system software, initial setting is made for the peripherals.
Upon completion of initial setting of the peripherals, the screen as
indicated below is displayed. The NC can now operate correctly.

I CONTROL ON

AUTO OPERATION N
197/07/15 14:10:00

X 2299. 582 0

Y 3385.812 N CO 3

Z -1883.255 F 0.0 H 0

S 0 D 0

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT | POSIT. PROGRAM | DATA SEARCH

CHECK

[EXTENDlyDATA

[Supplement] If an alarm or error occurs instead of the display of the screen as indicated to the right,
take proper corrective measures by referring to the separately prepared manual,

“ALARM & ERROR LIST”.
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2. Turning off the Power

Procedure:

(1) Make sure that all machine actuators have been stopped.

(2) Press the CONTROL OFF switch to turn it OFF.

If peripherals are connected to the NC, turn off power to these
peripherals.

QCOWTROL OFF

: The NC backs up the data such as tool length offset data, cutter radius compensation

data, work coordinate system offset data, and parameter data (excluding the system

parameters) in predetermined intervals. Therefore, if power is turned off just after
changing such data, the new data may not be backed up and the previous data might

remain unchanged.

In such a case, execute the backup command before turning off the power to ensure that the
data is changed without fail.

For backup operation, refer to III. DATA OPERATION, Section 1, 3-4-1. “Back Up
Command”.

3. Emergency Stop

If it becomes necessary to stop the operation immediately, press the EMG.
STOP switch. The machine stops immediately when the EMG. STOP switch is
pressed.

The push-to-lock type switch is locked if the switch is pressed; to unlock the
switch, turn it in the direction indicated by the arrow symbol. After unlocking the
emergency stop switch, reset the NC and the NC is placed in the operation
ready state.

EMG.STOP

rm
s=e-
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SECTION 3 MANUAL OPERATION FUNCTIONS

The following manual operation is possible when the MANUALis selected in the MODE selection keys on
the NC operation panel or when manual intervention mode is selected in the AUTO or MDI mode.

(1) Manual axis feed operation (rapid, jog, pulse handle)

(2) Spindle operation (CW/CCW, stop, release orientation)

1. Manual Axis Feed Functions

1-1. Manual Rapid Feed

After selecting the axis to feed using the AXIS SELECT switches on the machine operation panel, press
the manual rapid feed switch corresponding to the direction in which the axis should move, and the
selected axismoves in the requireddirection at the predeterminedrapidfeedrate. TheRAPIDOVERRIDE
rotary switch is used to adjust the rapid feedrate.

Operation procedure:

(1) Select the axis to feed by the AXIS SELECT switch. -AXIS SELECT

x Y z

rrTr®
HANDLE

(2) Select the override rate by the RAPID OVERRIDE rotary switch.

This switch is operative while an axis is being fed.
OVERRIDE

IOJLSLTO
,805,

i .90

O'

(3) Press the manual rapid feed switch.

Press the RAPID/+ switch to feed the axis in the plus direction.

Press the RAPID/- switch to feed the axis in the minus direction.

The axis moves only as long as these switches are pressed down.

When they are released, axis motion stops.

RAPID-

+
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1-2. Manual Cutting (Jog) Feed

After selecting the axisto feed with the AXIS SELECT switches on the machine operation panel, press the
manual cutting (JOG) feed switch corresponding to the direction in which the axis should move, and the
selected axis moves in the required direction at the feedrate set with the jog feedrate rotary switch.

Operation procedure:

(1) Select the axis to feed by the AXIS SELECT switch. -AXIS SELECT

x Y z

7 V@
54 PULSE

HANDLE

AAAA, (Inch/min) JOG
(miy'min) SPEED

1000 «o

(2) Select the jog feedrate by the jog feedrate selector switch. This
rotary switch is operative even during axis feed.

2000 8020 500

,1000 180
8 200,

4 1C0< '6000 240

2 50'
0.041' 10000 400

(3) Press the manual cutting feed switch.

Press the JOG/+ switch to feed the axis in the plus direction.

Press the JOG/- switch to feed the axis in the minus direction.

Pressing these switches once will activate the axis feed until the JOG
OFF switch is pressed.

(4) When the JOG OFF switch is pressed, the axis feed is stopped.

,-AWV JOG
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1-3. Manual Pulse Feed

After selecting the PULSE HANDLEin the AXIS SELECT switches, select the axisto feed with the PULSE
HANDLE AXIS SELECT switch and turn the pulse handle. The selected axis is moved in response to the
rotation of the pulse handle in the direction the pulse handle is turned.

The magnification factor switch is used to select the axis feed distance per pulse.

Operation procedure:

(1) Select the PULSE HANDLE from AXIS SELECT. -AXIS SELECT

V 7
x Y Z

V T©
5 PULSE4

HANDLE

(2) Select the axis feed distance per pulse with the magnification factor
switch. X10

<0> xi1 The selected axis is fed 0.001 mm (0.00004 in.).

The selected axis is fed 0.01 mm (0.0004 in.).

The selected axis is fed 0.05 mm (0.002 in.).

X5010

50

(3) Select the axis to be fed with the PULSE HANDLE AXIS SELECT

switch.

.o'

(4) Turn the pulse handle.

Turningthe handlein the clockwise direction feedsthe axisin thepositive
(plus) direction.

Turning the handle in the counterclockwise direction feeds the axis in the

negative (minus) direction.

[Supplement] Whenahigh pulsefeedratio isselectedfor themagnification,
the axis feeds almost as fast as rapid feedrate. In this case,
the alarm sometimes occurs.

To K UM A
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2. Spindle Operation

It is possible to rotate the spindle using the switches on the machine operation panel.

After setting the spindlespeed, inthe MDI modeoperation for example, press the spindle start (CW, CCW)
switch on themachine operation panel, and the spindle rotates at the set speed. Pressingthe spindle stop
switch stops spindle rotation.

The set spindle can be adjusted using the spindle speed override switch.

Procedure:

Spindle Rotation

Enter the desired spindle speed (S command) in the MDI mode. This
automatically selects the spindle drive gear range. Note that an S
command cannot be given in the manual mode.

Switch to the manual mode, select the spindle rotation direction either
CW or CCW, then press the key selected while holding down
INTERLOCK RELEASE button.

2-1.

f51 T fS)
f£T| ° fo]
[ CW J STOP [ CCW J

The spindle starts rotation at a commanded speed. When the spindle
speed override rotary switch is set at other than 100%, the spindle
rotates at the overridden speed.

SP'NH-E OVERRIDE
130

140

90. .150
80.

'18070'
-20050'

2-2. Spindle Stop

Press the SPINDLE STOP button to stop the spindle.

2-3. Spindle Release

Press the SPINDLE RELEASE button to put the spindle gear into the release (neutral) position. This
buttonisoperative only while the spindle stays at rest (SPINDLESTOPbuttonpressed). Thisrelease state
permits manual spindle rotation.

Pressing the CW/CCW button while the spindle is in the release state starts the spindle at a commanded
speed after the gear range previously selected has been selected again. The spindle release cannot be
canceled in any other way.

2-4. Spindle Orientation

Press the SPINDLE ORIENTATION button while holding down INTERLOCK RELEASE button to stop the
spindle at a definite angular position. This ORIENTATION button is operative while the spindle is rotating.

Pressing the ORIENTATION button simultaneously initiates spindle orientation and triggers the button’s
indicator lamp.

Upon completion of the orientation, the lamp stops flashing and remains illuminated. Rotating the spindle
cancels the orientation state. The orientation position and speed are set by machine system parameters.
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3. Indexing Swivel Head (Indexing Attachment)

The swivel head (attachment) can be indexed to the required position by pressing the swivel head
(attachment) indexing start button after selecting the required position (FR/RH/RR/LH) by the index
position selecting switch. For the swivel head (attachment) indexing operation, following conditions must
be met.

I BACK RIGHT

o
PINOLE INDEX

SWIVALHEAD

Conditions for the operation:

(1) Spindle is stopped.

(2) Tool is clamped (both for vertical and horizontal spindles).

(3) Tool change arm is retracted.

(4) Swivel head in indexable range indicating lamp is illuminated.

(5) Swivel head index pin is extracted, (only for MCM)

(6) Spindle orientation pin is not extracted.

(Swivel head index command includes the orientation pin extraction.)

(7) Not in alarm A occurrence

(8) ATC operation sequence number is within 1 to 19, 50 to 66. (only for MCM)

[Supplement] 1. In completely automated operation including ATC, the swivel head is automatically
indexed for automatic tool change operation after Z-axis is moved up to the tool

change position, (only for MCM)

RR position for vertical spindle

FR position for horizontal spindle

2. Usually, the swivel head (attachment) is rotated in the clockwise direction. In the
M17 mode, it is rotated in the counterclockwise direction.
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4. ATC

4-1. ATC Operations

4-1-1. Establishment of Correspondence between Toolpot Numbers and Tool Numbers by Manual Tool
Change Operation

In the memory-random ATC system the tool in the spindle is returned to the toolpot in which the tool to be
set in the spindle next is held. Therefore, the correspondence between the toolpot numbers and the tool
numbers changes each time the automatic tool change cycle is carried out. This means that the initial
correspondence between toolpot numbersandtool numbers must be set and stored in thememory before
starting the ATC operation.

For setting this correspondence, there are two ways as follows:

(a) The table listing the correspondence between the toolpot numbers and tool numbers is made
in advance, the correspondence table is established on the screen and individual tools are
stored in the corresponding toolpots according to the established correspondence.

(b) A tool is manually set in the spindle and is returned to the toolpot specified or to an empty pot,

automatically selected by the manual tool change operation.

In this section theprocedure for (b) isexplained. Refer toIII.DATAOPERATION, Section1,5-2. “ATCPot
No./Tool No. Table” for the procedure for (a).
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(1) Setting procedure

(a) Switch the mode to “manual” by pressing the MANUAL key.

The display ispossible in theautomatic andMDI modes also. However, the setting is effectiveonly
in the manual mode.

(b) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) to change function key guide message. Then press
function key [F2] (TOOL SET).

(c) The *ATC TOOL SET (POT REF) * page is displayed.

I AUTO OPERATION' N 1

197/07/15 14:UK00

* ATC TOOL SET (ROT REF) *
POT TOOL POT TOOL POT TOOL POT TOOL
NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO.

11 Oil
12 012
13 013
14 014
15 015
16 016
17 017
18 018
19 019
20 NA

1 001 :SPCY POT _NA
2 002
3 003
4 004
5 005
6 006
7 007
8 008
9 009

10 010

IMAGAZINE 10

POT TOOL
SEARCH | SEARCHSET QUIT

©©©©ClDCtDCfD®
Note that POT NO. and TOOLNO. at the left hand column are only for display purpose and setting
them is impossible.

(2) Symbols on the display pages are as follows

Indicates the next tool.

Indicates thetoolpot number which is locatedat theposition where atoolcan bemanually
removed from or inserted into the toolpot.

»

(3) The data to be set

(a) SPCYPOT

This is used for specifying the toolpot to which the active tool is to be returned, if necessary.

[Supplement] 1. The maximum number is the number of toolpots in the magazine.

2. If another tool number has already been assigned to the specified toolpot number,

an error occurs.

3. When specifyingatoolpot numberfor returninga large-diameter tool,” the adjacent
toolpots should have a dummy tool or they should be left empty. Otherwise, an

error occurs.
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(b) ACT TOOL

This indicates the tool number of the tool set in the spindle.

[Supplement] 1. The maximum tool number is the same as the number of tool offsets. (50 in
standard)

2. In case the set tool number has already been assigned to another toolpot number,
an error occurs. Although a large-diameter tool (XX, L) can be set, setting of a
dummy tool (D) is impossible. Incasethepotnumber hasalready been specifiedin

the SPCY POT column, and when a large-diameter tool is specified, the adjacent
toolpots should have no tool data or be assigned with dummy tool (D). Otherwise,
an alarm occurs.

Setting of a large-diameter tool (XX, L) is possible but the setting of a dummy tool
(D) is impossible.

In case a large-diameter tool is specified with pot number entered in the SPCY
POT, an error will occur if no tool or a dummy tool (D) is not assigned with the pots
prior/next to the SPCY POT.

In case a large-diameter tool is specified with no pot number entered in the SPCY
POT data location, an error will occur if there are no three empty pots arranged in

succession or no two empty pots in succession next to the pot assigned with a
dummy tool (D).

3.

4.

5.

(c) NXT TOOL

This indicates the tool number to be set in the spindie next. No data is entered for the first tool
returning cycle.

[Supplement] 1. The maximum number is the same as the active tool.

2. In case there is a mismatch between the tool number specified and the toolpot

number, an error occurs.

3. Setting of a large-diameter tool (,L) and dummy tool (D) is impossible.

4. An error will occur when pot number is specified in the SPCY POT data location.
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(4) Returning a tool to the magazine

When returning a tool to the magazine pot, there are twomethods such as (a) specifying the toolpot
number; and (b) returning the tool to an empty pot automatically. These two methods are detailed
below. For the procedure to set a tool on the spindle manually, refer to the section covering the
manual tool change procedure.

(a) Tool return cycle with pot number specified:

1) Position the cursor on the SPCY POT data location.

Key in the return pot number and press the WRITE key.

2) Set a tool in the spindle.

3) Position the cursor on the ACT TOOL data location.

After keying in the active tool number, press the WRITE key. In this case, the data of NXT TOOL
should be NA. If a tool number has been entered, key in after locating the cursor on NXT
TOOL, to clear the data.

4) Press the 1 CYCLE START key.

The tool in the spindle is returnedtothe specified pot andthe correspondencebetween the toolpot
number and the tool number is set and stored.

If this operation is intended for thepot which is assigned with another tool number, an error occurs
and tool return cycle is not started.

(b) Tool return cycle without pot number specified:

1) Clear the data of the SPCY POT by entering as asterisk (*).

2) Set a tool in the spindle.

3) Enter the active tool number for ACT TOOL

In this data entry, the NXT TOOL data must be NA.

4) Press the 1 CYCLE START key.

The empty pot located nearest to the presently indexed pot is automatically selected and the tool

return cycle is started.

[Supplement] 1. Pressing the1CYCLE START key with the next tool number specified, initiatesthe
normal tool change cycle.

2. The SPCY POT data is automatically cleared after the execution of “1 cycle start”
command.

3. TheSPCYPOT dataisonly for toolreturncycle. Therefore, if this dataandtheNXT
TOOL data have both been entered when the 1 CYCLE START key is pressed, an
error occurs.

4. In the automatic empty pot selection, the empty pot is looked for in the magazine

clockwise direction rotation. If there is no empty pot, an error occurs and no return

cycle is carried out.

5. When entering a large-diameter tool, enter “,L” following the tool number.
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4-1-2. Operation on ATC Operation Panel

(1) Status indication and operation keys

This indicates that the display screen displays the ATC status.

I AUTO OPERATION x"
97/07/15 14:10:00

ATC/APC *ATC DATA*

I ACTIVE NEXT ACT.POS. SEQ.N0.

ATC 001 002 001 001
ATC operation sequence
number_

RUN

Pot number presently selected
in the magazine_
Next tool number

Tool number currently set in
the spindle_

PR( (SRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

LECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH I ATC/APCI DATA I [EXTEND]
CHECK

This tiled displays “READY’,
“RUN”, depending on the
operation status.

ATC OPERATION Releases interlock.
INTER
LOCK""”

RELEASE
APC

Operations for ATC
are selected. _

[7

jÿRT,

/Reverses one step at a time.

Advances one step at a time.

Executes tool RETURN CYCLE.

Executes one cycle.

Fig. 3-1 ATC Operation Using Flat Panel

(a) ATC/APC display

Intheautomatic,MDIor manual mode, press function key [F6] (ATC/APC) to display the ATC/APC
screen.

(b) Selection of ATC operation

Press the ATC key at the ATC OPERATION panel. Whether the ATC operation is selected can be
checked by the display screen display - *ATC DATA*.
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(c) 1 CYCLE START

The“1-cycle start” operation isallowedonly when the message“READY’isdisplayed with theATC
sequence number set at “1”. This automatically carries out one complete automatic tool change
cycle.

When it is necessary to change the tool numbers of ACTIVE and NEXT, follow the procedure

indicated inIIIDATA OPERATION, Section 1, 5. “Tool Data Set Commands”.

(d) RETURN CYCLE START

The return cycle operation is possible from any ATC operation sequence number.

The operations activated by the pressing of the RETURN CYCLE START key depend on the ATC
operation sequence where it ispressed. That is, whenit ispressedbeforethetoolchangearm180
degree rotation, the tool return cycle immediately starts and no tool change cycle occurs.
However, when the RETURN CYCLE START key ispressed after the toolchange arm 180degree
rotation sequence, then the automatic tool change cycle is continued.

(e) 1 STEP ADVANCE

ATC operations advance one step at a time. When the cycle does not advance even if this key is
pressed, due to presence of unfulfilled conditions for tool change position or spindle orientation,
press theISTEP ADVANCEkey while pressing the INTERLOCK RELEASEkey. It will then ignore
them and continue operations.

This key is inoperative while the message “RUN” is being displayed on the display screen even if
the ATC is not operating. In this case, clear the “RUN” message from the screen by resetting,
before pressing the 1 STEP ADVANCE key.

Note that when mechanical conditions are not met, the 1 STEP ADVANCE key is not operative
even when the INTERLOCK RELEASEkey ispressed since these conditionsarenot ignored. The

message “RUN" remains on the display screen.

(f) 1 STEP REVERSE

This returns the ATC operations one step each time it is pressed. Functions of the 1 STEP
RETURN key are the same as the 1 STEP ADVANCE key except that the ATC operations are
returned instead of advanced.

(g) INTERLOCK RELEASE

The spindle orientation completion andtool change position conditions are ignored only as longas

this key is pressed. It will not ignore other mechanical conditions.

For ATC operation, refer to the maintenance manuals for each models.
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(2) ATC restoration

(a) When the ATC shuts down during the cycle, discover the defect by a diagnosis message, and,
after restoring conditions, reset the ATC operation sequence number to 1 with the 1 STEP
ADVANCE key.

For diagnosis message, refer to the Maintenance Manual for individual machine models.

(b) If a disconnection occurs during ATC cycle execution, the spindle orientation completion and
the tool change position conditions are erased. To restore, press the 1 STEP ADVANCE key
while pressing the INTERLOCK RELEASE key to reset the ATC operation sequence number
to“1”.

(c) When the ATC operation is reset during the cycle, the 1 STEP ADVANCE, t STEP REVERSE
or RETURN CYCLE START key can also be used.

(d) In the return cycle, even when the ATC operation sequence number is set to “1” by depressing
the RETURN CYCLE START key after resetting the operation, the next tool number is not set

at “0”. The operation above, during the ATC operation sequence, numbers smaller than those
indicated above, resets the next tool number to “0”. This is because the tool change operation

with the next tool will possibly be made if the next tool number has been written when the ATC
operation sequenced number is set to “1” by the 1 STEP ADVANCE key.

When it is necessary to set the next tool number to “0”, enter TOO in the MDI mode and press the
CYCLESTARTbutton after pressing the WRITEkey since “0”entry for thenext tool is impossible in

the tool data setting mode.

To change the next tool number, set the required number at the TOOL DATA SET screen.
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4-2. Manual Tool Change

(1) Press the TOOL CHANGE
CYCLE button. _

IV WVK. TOO. CH**G£ (2) Press the TOOL CLAMP button.

oo
g£roo<-0««ora£ (2) Press the TOOL UNCLAMP button.f TOOL

(Arrangement of operation switches
varies depending on machine model.)

(1) Press the TooL CHANGE CYCLE button.

The X-, Y- and Z-axis move together to the tool change position, (varies depending on machine
model.)

(2) Hold the tool set in the spindle by hand, press the TOOL UNCLAMP button, and remove the
tool.

Set the new tool in the spindle and press the TOOL CAMP button. This completes manual tool
change operation.

A lamp lights for each button pressed to show the respective condition.

(3)

' When chan9ing tools manually, the tool number presently on the spindle and the active
- tool number displayed on the ATC operation panel will differ. Write the correct active tool

number on the *TOOL DATA SET* page to avoid having the tool returned to the wrong
magazine pot.
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MCM:

(1) Press the TOOL CHANGE CYCLE button.

The indicating lamp above the TOOL CHANGE CYCLE button
comes on indicating that a tool change cycle can be carried out.

O
(2) Hold the tool in the spindle by hand or using a proper base and

press the TOOL UNCLAMP button for vertical or horizontal
spindle. The tool in the spindle can be removed. When the
TOOL UNCUWIP button is pressed, the indicating lamp above
the button comes on.

® -cCa) <j)

oo
(3) Set a new tool in the spindle and press the TOOL CLAMP

button for the spindle for which the tool is to be set. This turns

off the TOOL UNCLAMP and TOOL CHANGE CYCLE lamps
and the manual tool change cycle ends.

O O
: (1) When it is necessary to cancel the manual tool change cycle mode after pressing the

TOOL CHANGE CYCLE button, simply press the TOOL CHANGE FINISH button on

the machine operation panel.

(2) When changing tools manually, the tool number presently on the spindle and the active
tool number displayedon the ATC operation panel will differ. Write the correct active tool

number on the *TOOLDATA SET* screen to avoidhaving the tool returned to the swing
magazine pot.

4-3. Manual Magazine Operation

Turn the MANUAL INT. switch on the MG MANUAL operation panel ON to allow manual magazine

operation.

Switch Name Function

MANUAL INT - ON The automatic tool change cycle is interrupted immediately eve during
ATC operation when the MANUAL INT. switch is ON. The lamp above
the switch lights, indicating that manual magazine operations are
enabled. The lamp will not light up when manual magazine operation
creates hazards and it is not allowed. After returning the MANUAL INT.
switch back to OFF from ON, the interrupted cycle will automatically
restart from the ATC operation point reached before turning the switch
to ON and will execute until up to the end of the cycle.

CONSTANT INDEX - ON Continuously rotates the magazine without stopping at each pot.

INDEX START - CW/CCW CW Rotates the magazine in a clockwise direction.

Rotates the magazine in a counterclockwise direction.CCW

INDEX STOP Pressing this button while the magazine is in continuous rotation stops
the magazine at the nearest pot position in the direction of rotation.

EMG. STOP Cuts operating power to the NC control box.
(Refer to Section 2, 3. “Emergency Stop”.)
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Operating method is shown below:

(1) Turn the MANUAL INT
switch to ON._MG MANUAL

©
OFPÿON OFF

STANT INDEX

(2) Turn the CONSTANT INDEX
switch to ON or OFF._

INDEX STOP INDEX START
CW sCCW

(3) Press the INDEX START button to CW or COW.

(4) Press the INDEX STOP button to shut-down
continuous indexing.__

IEMG.STOPI

(Arrangement of operation switches varies
depending on machine model.)

£oJ
Fig. 3-2 Manual Magazine Operation

(1) The lamp lights when the MANUAL INT. switch is ON, indicating that manual magazine
operation is possible.

(2) Set the CONSTANT INDEX switch ON or OFF.

Starts continuous rotations.

Stops at each pot.

(3) After setting the INDEX START button to CW or CCW, press it. The magazine starts rotating.
Magazine operating conditions are shown below.

ON

OFF

Constant Index Index Start Magazine Operation

Continuous rotation in the clockwise direction until the
INDEX STOP button is pressed

CW

ON
Continuous rotation in the counterclockwise direction until
the INDEX STOP button is pressed

CCW

CW Stops at each pot while rotating in the clockwise direction.
OFF Stops at each pot while rotating in the counterclockwise

direction.
CCW

With the CONSTANT INDEX switch turned OFF, the magazine will rotate as long as the INDEX
START button is pressed. Releasing the button will stop the magazine at thenearest pot position in
the direction of rotation.

(4) The magazine rotates continuously when the CONSTANT INDEX switch is turned ON. Pressing
the INDEX STOP button stops the magazine at the nearest pot position in the direction of
rotation.
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4-4. Manual Tool Change in Automatic Mode Operation

(1) MDB

The entry of M06 places the control in the manual tool change mode like the TOOL CHANGE
CYCLE button has been pressed.

Exchange the tools in the same manner as exchanging the tools in the manual mode operation.

After the completion of the tool exchange, press the TOOL CHANGE CYCLE FINISH button on the
machine operation panel.

(2) MCV, MCR, MCM

The entry of M70 places the control in the manual tool change mode like the TOOL CHANGE
CYCLE button has been pressed.

Exchange the tools in the same manner as exchanging the tools in the manual mode operation.

After the completion of the tool exchange, press the TOOL CHANGE CYCLE FINISH button on the

machine operation panel.
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5. APC

5-1. APC Operation

(1) Status Indication and operation keys

This indicates that the display screen displays the APC status.

! AUTO OPERATION
1 97/07/15 14:i0:00

ATC/APC *APC DATA*

I ACTIVE NEXT ACT.POS. SEQ.N0.

APC 001 002 001 001
APC operation sequence
number_
Pot number presently selected
in the magazine_

RUN

Next tool number

Tool number currently set in
the spindle_

ACTUAL PART BLOCK CHECK
!LECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH ATC/APC| DATA [EXTEND]

©©©©©©©©
This filed displays “READY”,
“RUN”, depending on the
operation status._

ATC OPERATION Releases interlock.

ED INTER

ATC
RELEASE

Operations for APC
are selected. v

SlElbEJtei
/Reverses one step at a time.

Advances one step at a time.

Executes tool return cycle.

Executes one cycle.

Fig. 3-3 APC Operation Using Flat Panel
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(a) ATC/APC display

In the automatic, MDI or manual mode, press functionkey [F6] (ATC/APC) to display the ATC/APC
screen.

(b) Selection of APC operation

Press the APCkey at the APC OPERATION panel. Whether the APC operation is selected can be
checked by the CRT screen display- *APC DATA*.

(c) 1 CYCLE START

When this keyispressed, one automatic pallet changecycle is carriedout. Notethat this operation
is effective only when the message “READY’ is displayed on the screen.

(d) RETURN CYCLE START

When thiskey ispressed, theautomatic pallet change cycle iscarriedout inthe reverse order up to
its operation sequence number of “1”.

(e) 1 STEP ADVANCE

Each time this key is pressed, the automatic pallet change cycle is advanced step by step. Note
that this key is inoperative when “RUN” is displayed on the screen.

If “RUN” message is displayed for a long time, the cycle will be stopped due to unfulfilled step
advance conditions. In thiscase, press the RESET button toclear “RUN”message andthenpress
the 1 STEP ADVANCE key. Should “RUN” message appear again, consult your local Okuma
representative.

(f) 1 STEP REVERSE

This operation returns the automatic pallet change cycle step by step each time it is pressed.

Functions of the 1 STEP REVERSE key are the same as the 1 STEP ADVANCE key except that
the APC operations are returned instead of advanced.

For APC operation, refer to maintenance manuals for each models.
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5-2. Automatic APC Operations

(1) Pallet Change

Automatic pallet change cycle is carried out by executing the M60 command.

(2) Workpiece Setup Completion

Theautomatic palletchange cycle iscarriedout after the workpiece setuphasbeen confirmed. This
setup completion condition is confirmed by pressing the WORK LOAD FINISHED button.

The WORK LOAD FINISHED button is located on the operation panel and also on the separately
installed APC operation panel (option). Both of these buttons have the same function. When the
WORK LOAD FINISHED button is pressed, its indicating lamp lights.

Even when the automatic pallet change M code command is read while the workpiece setup
completion is not confirmed (lamp OFF), the APC does not operate. In this case, the diagnosis
message tells that the workpiece setup isnot confirmed. Press theWORKLOAD FINISHED button
after making sure that the workpiece has been set on the pallet.

In the manual mode, the control is always in the state that the WORK LOAD FINISHED button is

pressed.

(3) WORK LOAD RESET Pushbutton Switch

If the WORKLOAD FINISHED button is pressed mistakenly while a workpiece has not been set on
the pallet, this setup completion confirmation state can be cancelled by pressing the WORK LOAD
RESET button.

The WORK LOAD RESET button is located on the operation panel and also on the separately
installed APC operation panel (option). Both of these buttons have the same function. When the
WORK LOAD RESET button is pressed, its indicating lamp goes off.

The workpiece setup completed state cannot be cancelled by pressing the RESET button.

5-3. Manual APC Operations

Manual pallet changer operation is possible when the MANUAL INT. switch is set at the ON position.

(1) Parallel or Rotary Type 2-Pallet APC (Vertical/Horizontal Machining Center)

APC OPERATIONo o SET UP COMPLETIONCYCLE START

OFF ON

o EMG. STOP
SLIDE HOLD DOOR

OPEN

CLOSE

Fig. 3-4 APC Operation Panel-Parallel or Rotary Type 2-pallet APC
(Vertical/Horizontal Machining Center)
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Switch Name Function

MANUAL INT. ON/OFF Turning the MANUAL INT. switch ON during the automatic pallet
change cycle interrupts the automatic pallet change cycle being carried
out and manual pallet change operation is permitted. The indicating
lamp above this selector switch lights when the switch is ON. In case
the manual pallet change operation is dangerous, the indicating lamp
does not come on, thus inhibiting manual pallet change operation
intervention.

Returning the switch to the OFF position and pressing the SETUP
COMPLETION button will automatically resume the interrupted
automatic pallet change cycle from the sequence where the interruption
has occurred up to the end of the cycle._
This button should be pressed after the setup of workpiece on the pallet
has been completed. The indicating lamp lights and the CNC unit
acknowledges set up completion._

SETUP COMPLETION

DOOR OPEN/CLOSE OPEN

____
The door enclosing the machine is opened.

CLOSE .. . The door enclosing the machine is closed.

The setting of the DOOR CLOSE/DOOR OPEN switch is effective even
when the MANUAL INT. switch is set in the OFF position. During the
automatic pallet change cycle, the door will not be closed even when
the switch is turned down to the CLOSE position since automatic pallet
change cycle is carried out with the door open. The door will be closed
only after the completion of the cycle.

CYCLE START Pressing this button starts the NC system operation.

SLIDE HOLD This button brings the NC system into the slide hold mode.

EMG. STOP This button shuts off the control power of the NC system.
(Refer to Section 2, 3. “Emergency Stop”.)_

PALLET IN POSITION (for
MC-H parallel type 2-pallet
APC)

_

The PALLET IN POSITION lamp will light when the pallet is positioned
at the predetermined position.

SAFETY GUARD
INTERLOCK (rotary type
2-pallet APC)

While the guard is open, the SAFETY GUARD INTERLOCK indicating
lamp stays on and automatic pallet changer cycle is disabled. The
lamp will go off when the safety guard is closed, thus enabling pallet
changer position._
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6. Other Functions

These include the COOLANT, OIL MIST, AIR BLOW, OIL HOLE, CHIP CONVEYOR and DISPLAY
SCREEN.

(1) Operation keys

DESKS

These keys are flat keys. When a key is pressed, the LED at the upper left corner turns on and the
corresponding function is turnedon. Whenit is pressed again, thefunction isturnedoff and thelamp
goes off simultaneously.

(2) Keys

(a) COOLANT, OIL MIST, AIR BLOW, OIL HOLE

Setting of these keys is effective independent of the operation mode, whether MANUAL, MDI or
AUTO.

For both M08 and M09, the M codeentered last becomes effective in the same way as the coolant
switches.

(b) LUB.

When the key is pressed, axis slideway is lubricated.

(c) DISPLAY ON/OFF

Display is disabled.

Display is enabled.

Turning this key off when display screen isnot requiredcan elongate service life of display screen.

ON

OFF

NOTICE : Y/Z AXIS CROSS RAIL (W) CLAMP

When these axis clamp switches set at the upper position, the corresponding axis (Y for
spindlehead, Z for ram and W for crossrail) is clamped with the indicating lamp lighted up.
Turning the switches to the lower position unclamp the axis and the indicating lamp goes off.

If theaxesare clamped duringaxis feed, theaxismovement isbroughtto astop andclamped.
However, this operation will cause the guideways to be worn rapidly and therefore
clamp/unclamp operation should no be carried out while the axes are being fed.

When power is turned on to themachine, X-, Y-axis and crossrail (W-axis) are in the unclamp
state.
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SECTION 4 MDI OPERATION

MDI is an abbreviation for Manual Data Input and each block of data entered is executed as in automatic
mode operation.

1. Operation Procedure

The operation procedure is described below:

(1) Press MDI.

astaMZraEi]
iTirixH* ZE julinl
_ u lr*H
TIPTTEg

OIPl Q|R

vlW II X il Y

§81Kg)@| s>

7
7 7

7 7
7(4) Press WRITE.

(3) Key in the data.

(2) Press function key fF31 (PART PROGRAM).

Fig. 4-1 MDI Operation

(1) Press the MDI key.

“IN” is displayed on the 21st line on the display screen.

(2) Press function key [F3] (PART PROGRAM).

The title >kMDI PROGRAM* is displayed on the display screen.

If this display page is not given, press the PAGE key until this page is displayed.

Note that MDI operation is possible without this step.

(3) Enter the data of one block on the keyboard.

This data is displayed on the console line (21st line).
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(4) Press the WRITE key.

The entered data is displayed in the buffer field of the MDI program display. The RTMDI (Return
from MDI) Instruction is automatically inserted.

In the BUFFER field, only one block of commands may be entered. If an attempt is made to enter a
block of commands when another block of commands is displayed in the BUFFER field, the
commands presently displayed are cleared.

(5) Press the CYCLE START switch.

The input data is executed when this switch is pressed. The input data is transferred from the
BUFFER field to the CURRENT field and the BUFFER field is cleared.

(6) If steps (3) to (5) are executed repeatedly, the NC operates successively.
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2. Automatic Mode Operation and MDI Mode Operation

(1) During the execution of the automatic mode operation, the MDI mode operation may be

inserted after interrupting the automatic mode operation.

(2) Switching the operation mode from the automatic to the MDI causes the control to halt after the
execution of the commands in the block which has been read at the time of operation mode
switching, thus permitting the entry of the data. Note that the block which has just been read is
identified by the symbol “»” on the display screen. (The block being executed is designated
with T.)

When the operation mode is switched from the Single Block mode to the MDI mode, the control is
placed in the MDI mode right after the completion of the block, once it has been executed.

[Program]

t N110
N111
N112

> N113

[MDI]

GOO X100 Y100

N114
RTMDI

(3) If the MDI mode is switched on during N110 execution by automatic operation (single block
mode off), blocks up to N113 are executed and the machine stops operation. Then, if the

machine is returned to the automatic mode, the program execution is continued from block
N114 after several blocks are executed in the MDI mode.

(4) The commands entered the MDI mode are executed in the same manner as those in a

program, and the modal state established in the MDI mode will remain active after the operation

mode is switched back to automatic.

(5) When the MDI mode is selected while the cutter radius compensation function is active, the axis
movement commands keyed in and executed in the MDI mode are also controlled by this

function.

(6) The manually inputted data may be executed directly after the commands of the block which
has been executed when the operation mode is switched from the automatic (single block mode
off) to the MDI. That is, the data reading-in mode as in the single block mode can be set This
setting is made by bit 7 of NC optional parameter (bit) No. 2.
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3. Subprogram Call in the MDI Mode Operation

(1) Although the CALL command (single call) may be activated in the MDI mode, the MODIN
command (call of subprogram after axis movement) is not effective in this mode. For the call of
a subprogram, the main program from which the subprogram is called should be selected
before it is called in the MDI mode.

(2) During the execution of a subprogram, the single block mode may be turned on and off as
needed. While the single block mode is off, the called subprogram is executed up to its end
and then the control stops operation. If the single block mode is on, the called subprogram is

executed by one block and the control stops. Pressing the CYCLE START switch after that
causes blocks of commands to be executed sequentially block by block each time it is pressed.

The entry of new data is not allowed until the completion of the called subprogram.

[Supplement] 1. The following commands cannot be specified in the MDI mode:

Branch commands

Commands used in schedule program

2. During the execution of a schedule program, the MDI mode operation is possible if
a main program is not being executed.

3. The CYCLE START switch becomes effective when it is released after it is pressed
as in the automatic mode operation.

GOTO and IF

VSET, PSELECT, etc.
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SECTION 5 AUTOMATIC MODE OPERATION

Main Program Selection and Operation1.

Inorder toexecute apart program in the automatic mode, first select the part program. Programs stored in
the memory have their own filenames since programs aremanaged as files. The specified main program
is read from the part programs stored in the file and the subprogram, called in the main program, is
searched out in the specified sub file to be loaded to the NC.

For the selection of file, the directory-selection-based file operation screen is used.

The following explanation gives basic information on program selection operation. In addition to the basic
information given below, there are various functions including the function to display the registered part
program files in batch. For details of the functions, refer to III. DATA OPERATION, Section 2, 15.
“Directory-Selection-Based File Operation Function”.

The operating procedure is described below:

(1) Press the AUTO key. -

lAUTQj

(2) The lamp at the upper left corner in the key lights and the screen changes to the automatic
operation screen.

Press function key [FI] (PROGRAM SELECT).

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTEND]JDATA

F1 1 F2 ( F3 1 [ F4 F5 1 [ F6 } [ F7 1 F8

Press [F1] (PROGRAM SELECT).
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The screen changes to the auto operation screen and the following is displayed on the screen.

PROGRAM SELECT

PSIf

I AUTO OPERATION
197/07/15 14:10:00

PROGRAM SELECT OVERWRITE
PSEQ

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MDi:* MIN
[F3] — FDO:*. MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] .
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDI:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XPS
>

MDI: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX | INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT j DELETE CANCEL

(3) Enter the designation mode from the table below.

The input format is as indicated below and entry of anasterisk (*) instead of afilename, will display
a file name directory.

=PSL_I main-file-name, main-program-name, sub-file-name; option

File name of main programs

File name of sub programs which are called from a main program

Designation of A, B and S option

Main-file-name

Sub-file-name

Option

Designation
Mode

Procedure Contents Remarks

(a) PSL_I* Designates main file name. Designation of device name
for calling out main file is also
possible.

PSu*; Designates main file name and
option._

Same as above.

(b) PSL_,*,* Designates main file name and main
program name._

Same as above.

PSI_J*,*; Designates main file name, main
program name and option.

Same as above.

(c) PSi_i ,5k,*,* Designates main file name, main
program name and sub file name.

Designation of device name
for calling out main and sub
file is also possible.

PSÿ*,*,*; Designates main tile name, main
program name, sub file name and
option._

Same as above.
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Designation
Mode

Procedure Contents Remarks

(d) P$I_I*,,* Designates main file name and sub
file name.

PSL_I A.MIN is automatically selected as
main file name. Designates main
program name and sub tile name.

(a) Designation mode PSU* (or PS LJ *;)

1) Key in as PS i_i or PS i_i

2) Press the WRITE key.

The display is changed to the PROGRAM SELECT INDEX screen andmain file namesregistered
are displayed. (This searches files having extension “MIN” from MD1:.)

I AllTO OPERATION A.MIN 01 NGTR 1

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
1mm

PROGRAM SELECT INDEX
MAIN PROGRAM FILE
JW.MIN_ PAGE 1

I B. MIN
D.MIN
KS.MIN
K51.MIN
ABCD.MIN
K52. MIN
K53.MIN
P03.MIN
P00.UIN

=PS B
=what is the file name for program select ?

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT | POSIT. | PROGRAM j DATA
CHECK

SEARCH [EXTEND]JDATA

3) Position the cursor at the desired file name.

4) Press the WRITE key.
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5) If there is an option designation the screen automatically goes to the option designation
mode and the messages below are displayed at the lower block on the display screen.

A:method A B:method B S:without branch, subprogram function

What is the option for program select? !

Key in “A”, “B”, or “S” as desired. (Option B and option S can be specified simultaneously.)

I AUTO OPERATION A. MIN 01_N 3
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

1mm
PROGRAM SELECT INDEX

MAIN PROGRAM FILE
JW.MIN
B.MIN
D.MIN
KS. MIN
K51.MIN
ABCD.MIN
K52.MIN
K53.MIN
P03.MIN
POO. MIN

PAGE 1

=PS *;
=what is the file name for program select ?
Almethod A Blmethod B Slwithout branch
what is the option for program select ?

.subprogram function
IB

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM' DATA SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTEND]ÿDATA

6) Press the WRITE key.

Entry of “B” in response to the prompt “What is the option for program select? !” selects the
operation method B (large capacity operation method). If the control is not supported by this
operation method, the entry is ignored.

WhentheWRITEkey is pressed without enteringany character in responsetotheprompt “What is
the option for program select? !”, the control operates in accordance with the setting of the NC
optional parameter (word) No. 11.
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(b) Designation mode PSI_J (or PSLJ *,*;)

1) Key in as PSi_i or PSi_i

2) Select main file names in the same procedures as 2), 3) and 4) in (a).

3) Enter the main program name when the prompt “What is the program name for program
select? !’’ is displayed at the lower section of the screen.

i"\I AUTO OPERATION A. MIN 01_N

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
1mm

PROGRAM SELECT INDEX
MAIN PROGRAM FILE
WHEEL100. MIN
SHIL2.MIN
QEAR-1.MIN
BOX-1. MIN
0H0LE.MIN
BOX. MIN
0SHT2.MIN
OEAR.MIN
SHAFT. MIN

PAGE 1

=PS *,*
what is the file name for program select ?
what is the program name for program select ? !

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT | POSIT. PROGRAM | DATA
CHECK

[EXTEND]JSEARCH DATA

©©©©©©©@

For example, selecting main program name 0100 is as follows:

What is the program name for program select? 10100

4) Press the WRITE key.

If the WRITE key is pressed without entering the program name, the first program in the main file
is selected.

5) When there is an option designation the display screen allows the entry of option

designation code. Follow the steps 5) and 6) in (a).
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(c) Designation mode PSLJ (or PS i_> *,*,*;)

1) Key in as PSI_I or PSLJ *,*,*;.

2) Select the main file name in the same procedures as 2), 3) and 4) in (a).

3) Select the program name in the same procedures as 3) and 4) in (b).

4) The screen will then display the subprogram file names.

Files having extension “SUB” in MD1:.

I AUTO OPERATION A.MIN 0100 N

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
Irnn

PROGRAM SELECT INDEX
SU8 PROGRAM FILE
JW. SUB
JW1.SUB_

PAGE 1

I A. SUB
0SHT2.SUB
SHTHCLE.SUB
BOX1.SUB

=PS * * *
what is the file name for program select ?
what is the program name for program select ? 10100
what is the file name for program select ?

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT | POSIT. | PROGRAM | DATA

CHECK
SEARCH [EXTENDiyDATA

5) Position the cursor at the desired file name.

6) Press the WRITE key.

7) If there is an option designation the display screen allows the entry of option designation

code. Follow the steps 5) and 6) in (a).

(4) By pressing the WRITE key, the main program can be read from the specified main file, while
the subprogram called up in the main program is loaded to the NC, and the main program is

displayed on the display screen.

If thesubprogramcalledupin themain programcannotbe found inthe specifiedsub file, it shouldbe
searched for in the sub file of the extension SSB so that loading can start. If it still cannot be found,

an error occurs.
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(5) Press the CYCLE START switch.

By pressing the CYCLE START switch, the main program can be started.

[Supplement] 1. If a main file name is omitted, A.MIN is used. If the main program is omitted, the
first program in the main file name is used.

2. Search of the subprogram which has been stored as apart of the main file is made
first.

3. When the sub file name is omitted, the search of a subprogram called in the main
program is made only for the sub file of the extension SSB or MSB. Therefore, the
sub file with extension .SUB should be input without fail. Only one kind of sub file
can be input.

(If the subprogram in the main file calls the other subprogram, the subprogram to

becalled must be stored after the one from which it is called.)

4. If there is no specified file name or program name, an error occurs. Then, the
program selected previously becomes invalid. Always confirm that the valid file

name or program name is displayed on the first line of the display screen.

5. A program once selected is valid until the next program is selected. Selecting the
schedule program is invalid.

6. Direct specification of the file name without using symbol “*”is also allowed.

7. Main and sub file name directory can be searched for using alphabetic character,
“?”, or

8. An asterisk (*) is displayed at the beginning of the file name of the file which is
selected currently.

When the PROGRAM SELECT INDEX screen is displayed, the cursor is
positioned on the file name prefixed by an asterisk.

9. When there is no file where asterisk should be set, thefirst page of the PROGRAM
SELECT INDEX screen is displayed with the cursor at the top of the file names.

10. An asterisk (*) is not displayed in program selection such as external program
selection, DNC-C program selection, and PPC program selection, other than the
selection made by an operator.
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Table 5-1 Operation Comparison between Normal Storage Capacity Memory and Large Storage Capacity Memory

Selection and Operation of
Normal Storage Capacity

Item Selection and Operation of Large Storage Capacity Remarks

Parameter setting Method A Method B Method S

ValidSpecification of S option in
PROGRAM SELECT command mode

Invalid
S option not specified S option specified

Program size
limitation

Main program Up to total length of the stored main program Same as Method B

Subprogram
Total tape length varies
depending on the
selected operation
buffer area capacity*

Up to the operation buffer
area size.* Total tape length varies

depending on the
selected operation
buffer area capacity.*

Library program Same as Method B

Schedule program Same as Method B

Subprogram function Available Available Unavailable (alarm) Same as Method B
coBranch function Available Available Unavailable (alarm) Same as Method B m

3Instruction for
jump destination
of branch
instruction

Main program Sequence label only

OSubprogram
>

Sequence label, sequence
number

2
Sequence label or
sequence number

OlLibrary program
>

Schedule program c
H
oMain program sequence label limit No limit Fewer than 30 pcs. No limit Same as Method B
S

Execution time for PSELECT
command

Several tens seconds to
several minutes

Several tens seconds to
several minutes

%Ends at once Same as Method B
O
s* : This capacity can be extended by selecting the operation buffer expansion specification. O
D
m

9 6
"O 8m

5 m
3 -o

z 8
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2. Schedule Program Selection and Operation

(1) The schedule program function is provided to continuously machine different types of
workpieces automatically using the pallet changer, etc. without operator’s intervention.

In this item, selection and operation of the schedule program are explained.

For the programming of the schedule program, refer to Section 12, 3. “Schedule Programs” in
Programming Manual.

(2) For the selection of a schedule program, the directory-selection-based file operation screen is
used.

The following explanation gives basic information on selection and registration of the schedule
program. In addition to the basic information given below, there are various functions including the
function to display the registered part program files in batch. For details of the functions, refer toIII.
DATA OPERATION, Section 2, 15. “Directory-Selection-Based File Operation Function”.

2-1. Selection and Operation of Schedule Program

(1) Press the AUTO key.

lA U T QJ

(2) The lamp at the upper left corner in the key lights and the screen changes to the automatic

operation screen.

(3) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) two times.

(4) Press function key [F4] (SP SELECT).

=EX
=EX

NUMBER
SEARCI- RESTART

NUMBER SP SP-NO.
STOP SELECT SEARCH

NEW SP

ENTRY [EXTEND]J
FI I ( F2 1 [ F3 1 F4 ] ( F5 I [ F6 )| F7 ] [ F8

Press [F4] (SP SELECT).
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The screen changes to the auto operation screen and the following is displayed on the screen.

SCHEDULE PROGRAM SELECT

ssii

1 AUTO OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

SCHEDULE PROGRAM SELECT OVERWRITE
ssffi

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1 SDF
[F3] - FDO:*. SDF
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * SDF

>xss
>

MDK FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©©©
(5) Enter following “SS”.

(6) Press the WRITE key.

The display will be switched to the PROGRAM SELECT INDEX page and the schedule program file
names registered are shown. (Files having an extension of “SDF” are searched from the MD1:.)

I AUTO OPERATION 0 N 9
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

1mm
PROGRAM SELECT INDEX

SCHEDULE PROGRAM FILE
POO. SDF
AH. SDF_

I OPTDISPLAY. SDF

PAGE 1

=EX
=EX
=SS *
what is the file name for program select ?

NUMBER

SEARCH RESTART
NUIBER SP SP-NO.

STOP SELECT SEARCH [EXTENDjy/

©©©©©©©©
(7) Position the cursor at the desired file name.
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(8) Press the WRITE key.

The schedule program is selected and the NC enters the schedule operation mode.

(9) Press the CYCLE START switch.

This starts the continuous operation in accordance with the programmed schedule.

When the schedule operation cycle stop key on the machine operation panel is
pressed, the NC enters the cycle stop mode. In this mode, operation cycle
stops after theexecution of amain program. To resumethe operation, pressthe

CYCLE START switch.

[CYCLE
STOP

[Supplement] 1. Selection of a schedule program file by directly keying in the file name is also
possible.

SSLJ schedule-program-file-name [WRITE]

2. Main and sub file name directory can be searched for using alphabetic character,
“?”, or

3. Schedule program selection should be done only after resetting the NC. If the

schedule program is selected during operation, an error will occur.

4. When the normal automatic operation (AUTO mode operation by main program
selection) is done after selecting the schedule program, the program should be
selected again.

5. When the CYCLE START switch is pressed with the SINGLE BLOCK switch set

ON in schedule program operation mode, the main program will be selected by the
schedule program and the machine will wait in the start state. Then, if the CYCLE
START switch is pressed, the machine returns to the normal single block mode
state.

But the machine will not stop in the blocks containing VSET, IF and GOTO
instructions.

6. When the RESET switch is pressed during the operation in accordance with a

schedule program, the part program selected when the NC has been reset will be

executed again from the start if the CYCLE START switch is pressed.

If the repetition number of the part program is specified in the program block
selection block in the schedule program, the program execution stopped during
machining will not be counted.

7. When the CYCLE START switch is pressed after; selecting the schedule program,
the main program is first selected and machine operation using the selected main

program begins after the completion of main program selection. If the control is
reset while a main program is being selected, the main program is not selected.

8. The main program executed in the schedule program operation mode is cleared
from the operation buffer after the completion of the program execution.

9. An asterisk (*) is displayed at the beginning of the file name of the file which is

selected currently.

When the PROGRAM SELECT INDEX screen is displayed, the cursor is
positioned on the file name prefixed by an asterisk.
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[Supplement] 10. When there is no file where asterisk should beset, the first page of the PROGRAM
SELECT INDEX screen is displayed with the cursor at the top of the file names.

11. An asterisk (*) is not displayed in program selection such as external program
selection, other than the schedule program selection made by an operator.

3. Cycle Start and Slide Hold

(1) Cycle Start

Press the CYCLE START switch on the machine operation panel to start the NC operation with
either the selected part program or the one-block program entered in the MD1 mode.

(a) Cycle start after NC reset:

This is effective during automatic operation or MDI operation. The program is read and executed
for each separate mode, cycle start requires the following conditions.

[in automatic operation]

The schedule program or the main program has been selected correctly.

[In MDI operation]

The one-block instruction has been entered in the MDI buffer.

(b) Cycle start after shutdown by single block or program stop:

The next block can be executed by pressing the CYCLE START switch in automatic mode.

(c) Cycle start in slide hold mode:

When the CYCLE START switch is pressed, function generation which was interrupted, begins
again.

[Supplement] 1. Press and release the CYCLE START switch to begin the operation, but when the
machine is stopped temporarily due to the activation of the SLIDE HOLD switch,

cycle start is made when the CYCLE START switch is only pressed.

2. Pressing the CYCLE START switch during the program selection, sequence

number searching and return search is ineffective.

3. While the SLIDE HOLD switch is being pressed, the CYCLE START switch is
inoperative.

4. During the operation, the RUN lamp on the NC operation panel comes on,
excluding the slide hold mode.

5. Even in the data setting mode, cycle start is possible provided that the mode
previously selected is auto or MDI and the setting of bit 5 of NC optional parameter
(bit) No. 2 is “1”.

6. When alarms (P, A, B, and C) are on, cycle start by pressing the CYCLE START
switch is impossible.

An error occurs when the CYCLE START switch ispressedafter return search has
been executed. In this case, cycle start is possible by pressing the SEQUENCE
RESTART switch.

7.
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(2) Slide Hold

By pressingthe SLIDEHOLD switch on themachine operation panel while themachine is operating

as initiated by pressing the CYCLE START switch, explained in item (1) above, axis feed is

suspended or program execution is stopped.

(a) Slide hold means the NC halt is made during axis movement. Start-up hold means the NC
halt made before or after the completion of an axis movement.

(b) Slide hold during function generation:

- During axis movement by rapid feed or cutting feed

Axis movement stops after deceleration. When the axis stops halfway in a commanded axis
travel, it is in a slide hold state. If the axis reaches the target point before it is stopped, or the
operation mode stops after the execution of the other commands in that block are completed,
then this is the start-up hold state, and is the same as a stop in the singleblock or program stop.

- During dwell

Dwell immediately stops and the machine is brought to the slide hold state.

(c) During operation, excluding function generation
(during the execution of miscellaneous commands):

The slidehold isnot effective for miscellaneous functionsbut the SLIDE HOLD lamp stays on. The

machine is brought to a start-up hold state, since the operation halts after the execution of
miscellaneous functions.

[Supplement] 1. Whenaxismovement and miscellaneous functionsare in the sameblock, thereare
two cases for the execution order of the commands.

The execution of axis movement commands and auxiliary

functions start simultaneously.

The axismovement is completed the execution of miscellaneous
function starts.

Depending on the above conditions,

if machine hold occurs during axis movement
(including dwell)

if the machine halts at a time other than
axis movement

a) With

b) After

Slide hold

Start-up hold

During the slide hold (excluding start-up hold), the SLIDE HOLD lamp on the NC
operation panel comes on (although the slide hold state is a part of the machine
operating state, the RUN lamp will go off).

2.
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[Supplement] 3. If the machine is brought to the start-up hold state by the activation of the SLIDE
HOLD switch, both the SLIDE HOLD and the RUN lamp go off.

'
Cycle start in slide hold is activated once the CYCLE START switch is pressed. (In the

- start-up hold state, cycle start is activated when the pressed CYCLE START switch is

released.)

Examples of slide hold:

[During axis movement]

Axis movement

Slow down Slow up

During slide
hold stateSLIDE HOLD

switch

[During miscellaneous function execution]

During miscellaneous
function execution

CYCLE START switch

Miscellaneous function
execution completed

Operation of next block

During slide
hold state

Duringstart-up
hold state

SLIDE HOLD switch CYCLE START switch

Fig. 5-2 Examples of Slide Hold

4. Even if the SLIDE HOLD switch is pressed
during the execution of a tapping cycle -
G84 (tapping cycle) and G74 (reverse

tapping cycle), the tapping cycle is not

interrupted. Slidehold isactivatedafter the
completion of the tapping cycle. The

machine will not stop operation, but after
the operation is completed, it stops

operation temporarily.
synchronized tapping cycle (G284 and

G274) is different from above described
tapping cycle.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS MANUAL No. 1,

“SYNCHRONIZED TAPPING”.

........Rapid feed

-Cutting feed

ItT'During this period,
slide hold state is
not activated.

Note that the

For details, refer to

5. The slide hold function can be activated and deactivated by the programmed M
codes, M140 and M141.

M140 : Slide hold ineffective

M141 : Slide hold effective

The SLIDE HOLD switch is inoperative for the blocks containing MHO and M141,
and the slide hold function is not activated even when the SLIDE HOLD switch is

pressed during such period.

Note that the control is in the M141 mode after it is reset.
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4. Resetting NC

The NC reset means initializing the internal NC status.

The NC system is reset when:

(1) the RESET switch on the machine operation panel is pressed.

(2) the external reset signal is input.

(3) The MACHINE LOCK key on the machine operation panel is turned on or off.

(4) the operation mode is changed over from MANUAL mode to AUTO or MDI mode by pressing
the AUTO or MDI key on the NC operation panel.

(5) the operation mode is changed over from AUTO or MDI mode to MANUAL mode by pressing
the AUTO or MDI key on the NC operation panel.

(6) When the operation mode is changed from MANUAL mode to DATA SET mode by pressing the
DATA SET key on the NC operation panel, the system is not reset; however, when the mode is
changed to AUTO or MDI next, the system is reset.

The state that the NC is reset by the change of the operation mode is called mode reset.

NC resetting operation:

The NC resetting operation stops the machine operation immediately and the NC system is

initialized at the same time.

[Supplement] 1. When the RESET switch is pressed during axis movement, the machine slows
downandthen stops axismovement. The actual reset isdoneafter axismovement
has stopped.

2. Even if the RESET switch is continuously pressed, reset is done only one time.
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5. Sequence number Search and Mid-Start

Sequence search is used to start the operation from a required sequence of a main program. The
specified sequenceis searchedby thesequencename or thecursor, and then theoperationis started from
the searched sequence by pressing the CYCLE START switch.

The operating procedure for the sequence number search is described below.

Sequence Number Search by Sequence Name or No. of Blocks

When the main program is selected correctly in automatic mode, perform the following operation.

(1) Press AUTO.

fclMU, |

me V8 BS

l§t§
7

7 7 7
7 Z 7

/(5) Press WRITE.

(4) Key in the sequence name.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

(3) Press function key [F1J (NUMBER SEARCH).

Fig. 5-3 Sequence Search by Sequence Name or No. of Blocks

(1) Press the AUTO key.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

Function names such as [F1] NUMBER SEARCH will be displayed.

(3) Press function key [F1] (NUMBER SEARCH). “NS” is displayed on the 21st line of the display
screen.

(4) Enter the specified sequence name or the required number of blocks.

(5) Press the WRITE key.

The sequence name is searched for from the main program head currently selected, and the
sequence pointer moves to the found sequence name position. When the number of blocks has
been keyed in, the search is made in the specified number (either positive or negative) of blocks
from the currently located pointer position.
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The following cases result in errors:

(a) When the specified sequence name is not found in the program.

(b) While the schedule program is executed (from schedule program start-up to the end).

(c) Whether the search is made or not during the execution of a main program can be selected by

setting proper data at bit 3 of NC optional parameter (bit) No. 4.

(d) When the main program is not selected correctly.

[Supplement] In cases (b) and (c), the sequence number search can be executed after resetting the
NC.

Sequence Number Search by Cursor

In the automatic mode, the sequence number pointer may be moved as desired by the cursor keys

when the main program has been selected correctly and the screen displays the program.

one sequence advance

one sequence return

In the following cases, the cursor keys are inoperative:

- While the schedule program is being executed

- When the display screen is not the program display

- When the sequence pointer leaves the selected main program by the cursor key operation

Restart after Sequence Number Search

Program execution starts from the sequence identified by the sequence pointer when the CYCLE
START switch is pressed.

Since programmed commands which were not read during the sequence number search are not

valid, a model status must be set as needed by entering the necessary commands from the
keyboard so that the actual status and the programmed status match.

[Supplement] 1. During the sequence number search, the read pointer is moved, while the modal
instruction value and coordinate instruction value are disregarded. Subprogram
CALL and GOTO are not done.

©
©

2. The sequence number search is used for start-up after a pause during the

machining work, while the return search is used for the return to theblock while the
machining is underway.

The number of the sequence repetition cannot be specified during sequence

number search.

3.

4. Additionally, the optional block skip does not affect the sequence number search.
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6. Return Search and Sequence Restart

When the machining cycle is interrupted during automatic operation because of tool breakage or other
troubles, this function is used to restart the operation after necessary measures such as tool replacement
have been taken.

After locating the sequence pointer to the specified sequence by return-search-operation, in which the
commands are processed in the CPU, press the SEQ. RESTART switch. This positions the axes at the
pointcommanded lastat themanualcutting feedrate. Press the CYCLE START switch, then the operation
will be resumed from the same sequence.

6-1. Return Search

When the main program is selected correctly in the automatic mode, carry out the steps following:

(1) Press AUTO.

IHi MIJTK'I L1|MTH|[SP|

a jf)(V)(7) BS 1

g®© |]©
i

@<ga

z 7
7

/
/(5) Press WRITE.

(4) Key in the sequence name and repetition count.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

(3) Press function key [F2] (RESTART).

Fig. 5-4 Return Search and Sequence Restart

(1) Press the AUTO key.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

Function name “RESTART” is displayed for function key [F2].

(3) Press function key [F2] (RESTART).

“RS” is displayed on the 21st line on the display screen.
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(4) Enter the sequence name and repetition count, or the block count.

Input format is as follows:

= RS L_I sequence-name, repetition-count or block-count-value

When the sequence name is specified, the repetition count must be less than 9999. If entry of the
repetition counter is omitted, it is regarded as “1”.

When the block count is specified, the count value must be less than 99999999.

For entering a block count, the relative number may be given as indicated below.

Example:

592 592nd block

Block count value which was counted at NC reset*
*-2 The block two blocks ahead of the block count value above

(5) Press the WRITE key.

The return operation is executed up to the specified sequence.

Restarting operation refers to the operation in which all the commands are processed within the control,
without giving output signals for axis motions, and S, T, M and B functions. CALL command, RTS

command and coordinate system shifting are also processed.

The block count is the count of the sequence executed from the program start after reset. Control
statements such as GOTO, CALL, etc. are not counted. The count value and sequence name are not

cleared by NC reset or by turning the power source on or off, and can therefore, be used for return after
reset. They are cleared when the operation begins.

[Supplement] 1. If return search operation is intended while a schedule or a main program is being

executed, an error occurs.

2. The return operation up to M02 of the program is possible by the [F2]

(RESTART) i—i E [WRITE] key operation. Reset by M02 (or M03) is not carriedout.
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6-2. Sequence Restart

This function can be used only after the return search. (For the return search operation, refer to 6-1.
“Return Search” in this section.)

When the SEQ. RESTART switch on themachine operation panel ispressed, the program statusup tothe
specified block is returned automatically.

(1) Automatic Restoration of Miscellaneous Functions

(a) Restoring the last S code

If there is an S command, the S code of that command is executed unconditionally.

(b) A T code is not restored automatically.

Since aT code (next tool command) is not restoredautomatically, it is necessary to set the correct
toolnumber if the next tool number presently active is incorrect. If thenext tool number is ”0”, input

the tool number in the MDI operation before executing search.

(c) Only M codes related to spindle operation can be restored.

Since M codes are processed in groups, the last modal state of the individual M code groups is
restored.

- M03, M04, M05,andM19 are regarded asM codes in the same group, andthe last state of them

is restored.

- M codes related to ATC operation (M06, M63, M64, and M65) and APC operation (M60, etc.) are
not restored automatically. The operator must restore the correct status before restarting the
operation.

- One-shot M codes (MOO, M01, etc.) are not restored.

(d) The axes return to the point programmed in the return sequence at a manual cutting feedrate.

(e) After axes have reached the return point in the sequence return operation, the operation stops

at that point independent of SINGLE BLOCK key setting. To resume the operation, the
CYCLE START switch must be pressed.

1) Key in N100 after pressing function key [F2] (RESTART).

Then, press the WRITE key. This prepares for the return of
the latest state up to the N100.

2) Press the SEQ. RESTART switch.

The miscellaneous commands (S, T, M) are output to the
PLC, then after the confirmation of the respective answer

signals, the axes return to the point commanded last at the
cutting feedrate.

3) After axes have reached the return point in the sequence

return operation, the operation stops at that point

independent of SINGLE BLOCK key setting. To resume
the operation, the CYCLE START switch must be pressed.

Search for
restart N99

N100
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7. Sequence Stop (Option)

This is the function to stop the program execution at a desired sequence while the automatic operation is
carriedout. Notethat the sequence to be set must be theonealready executed. The operation stops in the
same manner as a single block stop. The operation can be resumed by simply pressing the CYCLE
START switch.

The operation procedure is described below:

(1) Press AUTO.

0

Ml
E

nnn| V II W X

®©®0 (*
(7)®j®(*) (c**

5© [e>i

OK/. X=
fÿ1l~Fi~| |~Fn l~F3l f~F4~l [~ral rreH~F7~j fFSl PST|

/ /
7 7
7 7

7
/15) Press WRITE.

(4) Key in the sequence name.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

(3) Press function key [F3] (NUMBER STOP).

Fig. 5-5 Sequence Stop Operation

(1) Press the AUTO key.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

Function name “NUMBER STOP” is displayed for function key [F3].

(3) Press function key [F3] (NUMBER STOP).

“NST” is displayed on the 21st line on the display screen.

(4) Key in the sequence name where the operation is to be halted on the keyboard.

(5) Press the WRITE key.

When theblock of the specifiedsequence name is readduringautomatic operation, theblocksupto

the sequence before the specified sequence are executed and the machine stops.
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Example:

When N112 is entered following function key [F3] (NUMBER

STOP) during the execution of N105 sequence, the machine
stops after N112 execution and before N113 execution.

N105

N106

Sequence stop

:

N111

N112

N113

The sequence name, where the sequence stop is to be executed, can be changed by specifying another

required sequence name. It is also possible to cancel the sequence stop by pressing the WRITE key
directly following function key [F3] (NUMBER STOP) without keying in any sequence name data.

[Supplement] 1. The sequence stop setting is cleared by NC reset.

2. The sequence name enteredfor the step sequencenameishandledasacharacter
string and therefore, comparison as a number is not made.

3. Setting during the scheduled operation causes errors.

4. If the main program is selected correctly, setting is possible either before or during

execution of the main program.

5. Even if the sequence name which hasbeenalready readis set, theprogramcannot

be stopped at that sequence.
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8. Single Block

When the SINGLE BLOCK switch on the machine operation panel is switched ON, the single block
function is turned on and the program stops after executing the current program block.

There are two types of single blocks.

(1) Execute Single Block

This stops by the block accompanyingaxismovement execution, miscellaneous function operation

or coordinate system setting. This does not stop by control statements such as CALL, GOTO, etc.,

or a macro call command, return command, and NOEX statement.

(2) Read Single Block

This stops at all blocks including the control statement.

(a) Execute single block is generally used, but for checking programmed operation, read single

block is used.

(b) Read single block is switched on by setting 1 at bit 0 of NC optional parameter (bit) No. 2.

(c) Execute single block is determined by switch status after one-block execution.

The read single block is determined by switch status when one block is read.

(d) If the single block is switched on during automatic operation and single block OFF state, the
block under execution is completed and the machine stops operation. If there is any buffered
block at this stage, one block is executed every time the CYCLE START switch is pressed. If
the buffer empties, a new block is read and executed.

(e) Read single block is used to stop the execution of a program by each control statement, IF,
GOTO and VSET in the schedule program.

(f) During the program execution called in MDI mode, setting of the SINGLE BLOCK key is

effective.

(g) For the details of the stopping manner during fixed cycle operation, refer to "FIXED CYCLES”
in the Programming Manual.

(h) During the area machining mode, the axis stops at the completion of each motion when the

single block is on.

9. Optional Block Skip

When the BLOCK SKIP switch on the machine operation panel is switched ON, the block skip function is
turned on and the blocks preceded by the slash code (/) are skipped.

For details, consult “OPTIONAL BLOCK SKIP” in the Programming Manual.
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10. Program Branch

When the PROGRAM BRANCH switch on the machine operation pane! is switched ON, the program
branch function is turned on and the program branch commands in the program are executed.

r
PROGRAM
BRANCH

PROGRAM
BRANCH

21

Two PROGRAM BRANCH keys are provided and each of them turns on/off aprogram branch command
respectively.

For details, refer to “SUBPROGRAM FUNCTIONS” in the Programming Manual.

11. Optional Stop

When the OPTIONAL STOP switch on the machine operation panel is switched ON, the optional stop

function is turnedon and program execution is suspendedat theblock in which M01 isspecified. Pressing
the CYCLE START switch cancels the optional stop state and the program is restarted.

When the switch isoff, M01 isneglected. In this case, the programis executed continuously without being
stopped.

12. Mirror Image

When the MIRROR IMAGE switch on the machine operation panel is switched ON, and the mirror image
function is turned on for the correspondingaxis. For the axis for which the mirror image function is called,

the sign of the coordinate values is reversed.

Press a MIRROR IMAGE switch while
holding the INTERLOCK RELEASE key.

MIRROI MIRROR
IMAGE

MIRROR
IMAGE

MIRROR
IMAGEIMA(

4X Y Z

INTER
LOCK

RELEASE

In addition, there is a programmable mirror image (G62) function, having the mutual relation described
below.

Mirror Image
by Switch

Mirror Image
by G Code

Switch of the Coordinate
Value Data Signs

OFF OFF Does not switch

OFF ON Switches

ON OFF Switches

ON ON Does not switch

The relation is established for each axis, independently.

For details of the programmable mirror image function, refer to “Programmable Mirror Image (G62)” in the
Programming Manual.
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Example:

a) In absolute dimensioning

N80G90X100Y100

N81 X50 Y80

b) In incremental dimensioning

N80G90X100Y100

N81 G91 X-50 Y-20

MIRROR IMAGE
Setting changed
here

Y (50, 120) (150, 120)
Y

(100, 100) 4)

(100,100)

100-
!

10CH-
-*£

(-50, 80)

2) (50, 80)(50,80)/ / (150, 80)
/ 50'/50-
/

/ I
/ J. XX7 t

50 10050, 100
/

//

/iS/3)
(-50, -80)

(50, -80)

1) X,Y: Normal

2) X : Mirror image ON
Y : Normal

3) X,Y: Mirror image ON

4) X : Normal
Y : Mirror image ON

Fig. 5-6 Example of Mirror Image

When the mirror image is on, as shown in the example, the sign of the programmed command itself

is switched, disregarding whether the selected dimensioning system is absolute or incremental.

[Supplement] 1. When the MIRROR IMAGE key is changed during automatic operation, the state
will be changed over from the newly read block. The buffered commands are
executed in the previously selected mirror image/normal state.

2. During the single block mode operation switching, the MIRROR IMAGE key from
on to off or vice versaafter the completion of a block of commands will change over
the state from the next block.

Example: When, after the execution block N101 in the

single block mode, start-up is done with
mirror image ON, the operation starts from
N102 in the mirror image ON state.

N100

N101

N102

Mirror image ON

3. Be aware of the following related capabilities:

The mirror image function is valid for the instruction G92 IP _ which establishes a
work coordinate system.

4. The mirror image function is valid for the instruction G51 F_ which indicates the
coordinates of the center for scaling.

5. The mirror image function is invalid for the coordinate system shift G11 P_.
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[Supplement] 6. While the mirror image function is active, G codes which indicate the direction of
axis movement and I, J, and K commands are changed as needed.

Circular interpolation (G02.G03)

Cutter radius compensation (G41.G42), etc.

7. The positioning direction for 660 one-direction positioning is not changed even in a
mirror image ON state.

Example:

Y

Mirror image ON Mirror imageOFF

X

8. On the display screen, the mirror image ON axes are identified by the
before the axis address of X, Y, Z, etc.

sign

12-1. Mirror Image in the Work Coordinate System

Normally, when programming is executed in the local coordinate system, the mirror image function is

effective in the localcoordinate system. However, it is also possibleto activate themirror image function in

the work coordinate system currently selected by changing parameter data.

(1) Parameter Setting

Whether the mirror image function is activated in the local coordinate system or in the work

coordinate system can be set at the following parameter:

NC Optional Parameter (bit) No. 34, bit 2

The mirror image function is activated in the local coordinate system.0

The mirror image function is activated in the work coordinate system.1

: (1) The initia| setting is

(2) When the setting has been changed, press function key [F7] (BACKUP). After the
completion of backup operation, turn off the power to the NC and turn it back on again.
The new setting does not become effective only by changing the setting.
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(2) Comparison of Mirror Image Between in the Local Coordinate System and in the Work
Coordinate System

In the figure to the right, the local coordinate system X’-Y is set on the X-Y plane of the work

coordinate system X-Y, and areaA is machined. Under such conditions, the relation of mirror image
between in the local coordinate system and in the work coordinate system is as explained below.

Y
c

&
b

*

o x

(a) In the G90 (absolute command) mode

1) Mirror image in the local coordinate system

Y

&c

&

b' 0 T' x

Fig. 5-7 Mirror Image in the Local Coordinate System (G90 Mode)

2) Mirror image in the work coordinate system

Y

*' i

-r< i
K

\>

*

0 X

9-

b-

5*-
C

Fig. 5-8 Mirror Image in the Work Coordinate System (G90 Mode)
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(b) In the G91 (incremental command) mode

1) Mirror image in the local coordinate system

Y
-T

V
1C

c

***o X

Fig. 5-9 Mirror Image in the Local Coordinate System (G91 Mode)

2) Mirror image in the work coordinate system

iY

c're*

d)
b’

N V
I

!r
C**J£

0 X
t

Fig. 5-10 Mirror Image in the Work Coordinate System (G91 Mode)

In the G91 mode, if no rotational elements are included in the local coordinate system and the
coordinate system is shifted only parallel, the mirror image function has the same effect in the local
and work coordinate systems.

Explanation for the figures:

AX X-axis mirror image is turned on for machining area A.

Y-axis mirror image is turned on for machining area A.

X-axis mirror image and Y-axis mirror image are turned on for machining area A.

(Machining order : a -* b-» c-» d)

AY

AXY
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13. Override

The override function changes the feedrate or the spindle speed during machine operation within acertain
range. The function includes the following:

- Rapid feedrate override

- Cutting feedrate override

- Spindle speed override

13-1. Feedrate Override

Programmed, manually input, or dial-set feedrates can be changed during operation.

13-1-1. Rapid Feedrate Override

This iseffective duringmanual rapid feed operation and programmed rapid feed
mode (GOO, G60, etc.).

Actual rapid feedrate is “rapid feedrate” x “override value”.

When 100% is selected, the axes move at the rapid feedrate determined by the o
machine specification.

RAPID
OVERRIDE

10 iS-ÿ70

irf
i

13-1-2. Cutting Feedrate Override

This is effective for the programmed cutting feedrates in G01, G02, G03 and A/WV % FEEDRATE

80 05,other modes. no
*12070

Actual cutting feedrate is “F command value” x “override value”. 60 •130
50, ‘140
40' '150

30<
20"

10 180
20"

[Supplement] 1. Override rotary switch setting is ignored in tapping cycles called by G74 and G84,
or in synchronized tapping cycles called by G274 and G284.

2. After the M136 (cutting feedrate override ineffective command) execution, the
override rate is fixed at 100% irrespective of the rotary switch setting until M137
(M136 cancel command) is commanded and executed.

3. The axis does not move at a 0% override switch setting.

13-2. Spindle Speed Override

Spindle speed can be changed while the spindle is

rotating.

The NC operates according to the spindle speed

command given from the PLC. The actual spindle
speed is displayed on the screen.

SPINDLE OVERRIDE_
.110 Iff 130

140

90. ,150

'16080,

70'

•20050’
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14. Manual Intervention During Automatic Operation and Restart

Manual intervention refers to the function in which manual operation is performed during AUTO or MDI
mode operations.

(1) During the AUTO or MDI mode operation, press either the SLIDE HOLD switch or the SINGLE
BLOCK switch to stop the cycle.

(2) Press the MANUAL INT ON switch.

The control is now placed in the manual intervention mode.

(3) Carry out necessary manual operations.

- Manual axis cutting feed

- Manual axis rapid feed

- Manual axis feed by pulse handle

- Spindle rotation

- Tool change, etc.

After manual axis feed, that distance is displayed on the display screen - 2nd page of ACT POSIT
pages:

[Display screen]

MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL Manually shifted amount in the present manual intervention
operation

A total of manually shifted amounts until the present manual
intervention operation

(4) Before restarting the sequence operation, restore the miscellaneous functions to the previous
conditions, and locate the axes near the position where the intervention has been made using
manual cutting feed or pulse handle. Then, press the SEQ. RESTART switch. With this, the

axes return to the original position. The data displayed at MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL will become
zero at the same time.

MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL

ACMTION ‘
th's return operation, the axes are fed at a rapid feedrate. Therefore, it is necessary to

- confirm that the return motion will not cause interference between the spindle or the

cutting tool with the workpiece or the fixture on the table.

If the SEQ. RESTART switch is not pressed, the manually fed amount is not zeroed.
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(5) Pressing the MANUAL INT OFF switch or SEQ. RESTART switch automatically cancels the
manual intervention mode.

Example of Manual Intervention:
Manually
shifted
amount

a)

SEQ.RESTART not pressed after manual
axis feed

a)

<r b)

Manual intervention
\ activated point

\ Programmed path

SEQ.RESTART pressed after manual axis
feed

ci
w

s a) SEQ.RESTART not pressed after manual
axis feedb)

b) SEQ.RESTART pressed after manual axis
feed\

/''Total of manually

X shifted amounts

c c) SEQ.RESTART not pressed after manual
axis feed

a)
programmed path

[Supplement] During manual intervention mode, automatic return of miscellaneous functions is not

made. This permits the change of spindle speed or tools during this mode.

' Even w*ien 1:001 °ffset and/or cutter radius compensation data has been changed for a

- newly set tool (manual change), this data does not become effective at the point when the

return to the originally located position is completed.
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15. Inserting Pulse Handle Operations

On amachiningcenter, it is sometimes required to feed the Z-axis manually whilepositioning of the X- and
Y-axis is made as programmed. Or when machining a cast workpiece on which stock removal amount

varies greatly, it isnecessary to adjust thedepthof cut manually. Insuch operations, axismotioncontrolled
by the pulse handle can be inserted to the programmed axis movements.

Operation to insert axis movement by the pulse handle is explained below:

(1) Press the PULSE HANDLE SHIFT key on the machine operation panel to turn it on.

(2) Set the AXIS SELECT selector on the pulse handle operation panel to the axis which is to be
moved. Also select the multiplication factor.

(3) Feed the axis by turning the pulse handle.

The amount fed by the pulse handle is shown in the MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL line. Automatic return
is not made for the amount fed by the pulse handle. If it is then necessary to return the axis by
turning the pulse handle while observing the MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL data on the display screen.

[Supplement] 1. The MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL data is cleared (“0”) when the MANUAL INT. ON key

is pressed.

2. The MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL data is cleared (“0”) when the POWER ON switch is
pressed.

It is also cleared when the RESET switch is pressed when parametric data (bit 2 of
NC optional parameter (bit) No. 4) is so set.

3. Axis travel amountusing thepulsehandle is addedtotheaxisposition datawhich is

used for judging travel end.

4. While the PULSE HANDLE SHIFT key is off, the pulse handle is inoperative.

16. Lock Functions

16-1. Machine Lock

When the MACHINE LOCK switch on themachine operation is switched ON, themachine lock function is
turned on. In this state, actual position values on the screen areupdated asthe program is executed while
the machine is stopped.

Press the MACHINE LOCK switch while
holding the INTERLOCK RELEASE key.

INTER
MACHINELOCK

LOCKRELEASE

[Supplement] When the machine lock function is turned on or off, the NC is reset.
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16-2. Cancellation of Axis Command

When the AXIS COM.CANCEL switch on themachine operation panel isswitchedON, theaxis command
cancel function is turnedonandthecommands of the axis set for the correspondingparameter areignored
to disable movement of that axis. The axis for which the commands are ignored is set for NC optional
parameter (bit) No. 7.

[Supplement] With the home position return command given by an external signal, the axis set to be
ignored is also moved according to the command.

16-3. S, T, and M Function Lock

When the STM LOCK switch on the machine operation panel is switched ON, the STM lock function is
turned on. In this state, the miscellaneous function operation specified by the S, T, and M codes is not
executed, and only axis feed is executed.

[Supplement] 1. Override or dry function is also effective as in normal cutting operation.

2. The axis specified by the axis command cancel function may be moved by manual
or manual intervention operation.

3. Spindle operation control is not executed.

4. With the home position return commandgiven by an external signal, the axis set to

be ignored is also moved according to the command.

5. While the STM lock function is active, manual operation of S, T and M functions is

possible by manual intervention operation.

17. Dry Run

Dry run is a function for running the machine at the feedrate set by the cutting feedrate rotary switch on the

machine operation panel, while disregarding the programmed feedrates in G01, G02, G03 and other
similar modes.

Press the DRY RUN switch while
holding the INTERLOCK RELEASE key.

/\M\, (Inch/min) JOG
(mm/min)

1000 40

SPEED

2000 8020 500

,4000 160

INTER
8 200.

DRY
RUN

LOCK 4 100. >6000 240

RELEASE 2 50*
IOOOO 4000.041'

In the rapid feed (GOO) mode, thedata set at bit 2 of NC optional parameter (bit) No. 2 determines whether
the dry run is effective or not.

Switching the DRY RUN switch on/off is possible even while commands in a block are being executed.

When changed over, the machine is immediately set to the state selected.

S, T and M functions are executed as usual when the DRY RUN switch is on.

The dry run function is effective while the machine lock function is active.

[Supplement] Becareful whenactivatingthis dry runfunctionsince it is effective duringaG74andG84
tapping cycle, or during the G31 skip function.
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18. Library Program Registration

This is the function necessary for executing such items as a subprogram and aG code macro through the
MDI operation or for operating the program which contains subprogram call commands in the large
capacity mode operation after specifying the S option. That is, the registration of subprograms is possible
with this library program registration function. Such a registration is usually made when the PROGRAM
SELECT function key is pressed.

The operating procedure is shown below:

(1) Press AUTO.

JIK || L ||M || N || 3*L1JL!

CD

OT ©©©© uj
®O©0 n

(ggr©nÿrwimnÿn*ir?rirF8i[Ej
7

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND).

(3) Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET).

Fig. 5-11 Registering Library Programs

(1) Press the AUTO key.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND).

The function messages will change as shown above. (The message “LIBRARY P.SET” appears
above F1 .)

(3) Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET).

“LP” is displayed on the 21st line on the display screen.
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Operating procedure for library program registration:

(1) Library Program Directory Display

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET), key in “LP L_. ” and then press the WRITE key.

The screen displays the library program directory and the remaining capacity in the number of
bytes.

I AUTO OPERATION A.MIN 0100
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

LIBRARY PROGRAM Iran

NAME SIZE

0100 86
0100 10

FREE

1904
=LP
=LP 0100.A. SUB
=LP

TOOL PER- DIAG-
DlSPLAY | S0NAL NOSIS

Lll
[EXTEND]JMESSAGEP.SET

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 5-12 Library Program Directory Display

When library program directory is displayed on two pages, use the BS or WRITE key to change the
display screen.

(2) Library Program Registration

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET) and key in program name and file name as follows:

LP i—1 program name, file name [WRITE]

The library program can now be registered.

When a file name is omitted, subprograms in all the SSB files are registered when the entered
program name is “O****”.

When a program name is omitted, all the subprograms in the file specified following the comma (,)
are registered as library programs.

Up to 65 subprograms can be registered.

Note that a main program cannot be registered as a library program.

(3) Deleting Library Program

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET) and key in the program name as follows:

LP L_I program name;C [WRITE]

With the operation above, the programs registered as library programs are deleted.
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(4) Initializing Library Program

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET) and key in as follows:

LPI_I ;l [WRITE]

With the operation above, the programs registered as library programs are all deleted.

(5) Specifying Buffer Size of Library Program

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P.SET) and key in as follows:

LP I_J n;l [WRITE]

With the operation above, thebuffer size of “n” bytes for registering the library programs isensured.

Note that when the buffer size specification is changed, the library program registration state and
the program selection state are all cleared.

To ensuretheNCprogram registration areafor operation without using library programsasmuch as
practicable, zero the library program registration by the operation below.

Press function key [F1] (LIBRARY P. SET) and key in as follows:

LPI_J 0;I [WRITE]

The library programs registered in the operations above, can be accessed by the required MDI
mode operation. They can also be referenced in the S option mode or the equivalent operation
mode (DNC, for instance).

(6) The subprograms in the file which have an extension LIB are automatically registered as library
programs when power supply to the control is turned on. Therefore, G code macro or other
subprograms which are frequently used are recommended to be stored in the LIB file. This
permits them to be called any time as conventional G codes.

NOTICE : (1) A library programisdistinguishedonly by itsprogram name. Therefore, it is impossibleto

register more than one library program which have the same name.

If the subprogram in the user program has the same name as the library program, the

library program is given priority when such a subprogram is intended to be called.

(2) Turn off and on the power alter adding a new library program.

19. Operation End Light (Option)

The operation end light goes on when thefollowing conditionshavebeensatisfied. Note thatthe setting for
the related machine user parameter must be set “effective”.

Mode Condition

Automatic operation

Single block off

When program is completed

(1) schedule program after executing END in a schedule program.

(2) main program after executing MOO, M01, M02 or M30 in a main program.

Restarting will extinguish the operation end light.

When the alarm occurs, resetting the CNC unit will extinguish the operation end light.
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20. Operation End Buzzer (Option)

Operates in the same conditions as theoperation end light. The operation end buzzer sounds when these
conditions have been satisfied. Note that the setting for the related machine user parameter must be set

“effective”.

The operation end buzzer sounds for the length of time set for machine user parameter, “Buzzer, 7.
Operation end buzzer timer”.

Restarting will cut off the operation end buzzer.

21. Error Light (Option)

The ERROR lamp is turned on at theoccurrence of an alarm. Notethat the setting for the related machine
user parameter must be set “effective”.

The lamp is turned off when the NC is reset.

22. Auto Power Off (Option)

The power is shut down when the following conditions are satisfied. Note that the setting for the related
machine user parameter must be set “effective”.

Mode Condition

Automatic operation

Single block off

(1) Schedule program after executing END in a schedule program

(2) Main program after executing M02 or M30 in a main program

When this function is used and there are blocks changing/setting parameters on the program, it is
recommended to make the backup function effective with M02/M03 (Set “1” at NC optionalparameter (bit)

No. 33, bit 1).

23. Work Counter (Option)

Count data is incremented when the machining completion signal (M02 or M30) is executed. The counter
has a six-digit capacity (0 to 999999). It is provided with the reset function.

Dt 000000

\ Reset button
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24. Hour Meter (Option)

POWER ON TIME24-1. POWER ON TIME Hour Meter

The hour meter accumulates length of time in which operation power
has been turned on.

Hour meter range: 0 to 99999.9 hours jj|773THE
HOURMETER

24-2. NC RUNNING TIME Hour Meter NO RUNNING TIME

The hour meter accumulates length of time in which the RUN lamp in

the NC operation panel status indicating lamps has been lit.

Hour meter range: 0 to 9999.9 hours

The hour meter is provided with the RESET button.

O
RESET

LIE0 12 3 4

HOURMETER

24-3. CUTTING TIME Hour Meter
CUTTING TIME

The hour meter accumulates length of time in which cutting has been
conducted (G01, G02 or G03 mode) in the automatic or MDI

operations.

Hour meter range: 0 to 9999.9 hours

The hour meter is provided with the RESET button.

O
RESET

ll° 1

HOURMETER

24-4. SPINDLE REVOLUTION TIME Hour Meter
SPINDLE
REVOLUTION TIMEThe hour meter accumulates length of time in which the spindle has

been rotating (CW or CCW) disregarding the operation mode.

Hour meter range: 0 to 9999.9 hours

The hour meter is provided with the RESET button.

O
RESET

mE12 3 4

HOURMETER

[Supplement] When hour meters are selected, 24-1. “POWER ON TIME Hour Meter” and 24-2. “NC
RUNNING TIME Hour Meter” are usually equipped.
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SECTION 6 DISPLAY ON NC OPERATION PANEL

This section describes the contents of NC STATUS lamps on the NC operation panel, contents of the
information displayed on the operation mode screen, and the information displayed on the special screen
such as NC HOUR METER screen.

1. Status Indicating Lamps

On the NC operation panel, the following six NC status indicating lamps are arranged, and the current NC
operating status can be confirmed from the lamp which is lit.

HHOCiRAM
STOPRUN S. T. M LIMIT ALARM, HQLP ,

Lamp Name Function

RUN This lamp lights when NC is computing the axis position.

S.T.M This lamp lights while the NC is executing the processing for the S
(spindle function), T (tool function), and/or M (miscellaneous function)
command.

SLIDE HOLD This lamp lights when the SLIDE HOLD switch on the machine operation
panel is pressed._
This lamp lights when the NC is in the program stop or the optional stop
status. It flickers while the dwell command is being executed._
This lamp lights if the calculated axis position is on or beyond the soft-limit
position._

PROGRAM STOP

LIMIT

ALARM This lamp lights when an alarm comes on.

This lamp does not light when a warning message comes from an opera¬
tion mistake.
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2. Actual Position Display

When function key [F2] (ACTUAL POSIT.) is pressed in the operation mode, the actual position data
screen is displayed.

Theactual positiondatais displayed inthefollowing three absoluteposition datadisplay modesand also in
the relative position data display mode. The display screens can be changed by using the page keys.

2-1. Actual Position Display

For page [1] of actual position data display, two display modes are provided, double extension mode and
four-fold extension mode. Which of the display mode should be used can be set using NC optional
parameter (bit) No. 4, bit 6.

(1) Page [1] (Double Extension)

Main program name currently selected

Last sequence name executed in main program

File name currently selected Block counter

X X X
TST9.MIM 0TST9 N13I AUTO OPERATION

197/07/15 14:i0:00

39. 500 0X TST9

185. 850 N CO 33-Y

Z -1100.000 F 0.0 H 0

S 0 D 0
A-Mtd

=PR
=P0
=P0

.OCK' PROGRAM ACTUAL PART

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM j

CHECK
DATA [EXTEND]ITA SEARCH

HD©©©© ©©©
The symbol appears before axis address
on which the mirror image function is active. Running method currently selected

Fig. 6-1 Actual Position Display-Page [1] (Double Extension)

The following display data items are in common to the two actual position data display screens [1]
(double extension and four-fold extension) and also to actual position display screen [2].

X-axis actual position on active block

Y-axis actual position on active block

Z-axis actual position on active block

CO Work coordinate system number

O Currently active program name

X

Y

Z
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N Currently active sequence name

Actual feedrate (overridden programmed F value)

Actual spindle speed (overridden programmed S value)

Tool length offset number

Cutter radius compensation number

Actual position display of additional axes

In the double extension display mode:

1st additional axis data is displayed below “Z-axis”.

2nd and 3rd additional axis dataare displayed in the next page, which is accessible
by pressing function key [F8] (EXTEND) and [F6] (AXIS CHANGE).

In the four-fold extension display mode:

1st to 3rd addition axis data are displayed in the next page, which is accessible by

pressing function key [F8] (EXTEND) and [F6] (AXIS CHANGE).

F

S

H

D

[Supplement]

(2) Page [1] (Four-fold Extension)

I AUTO OPERATION TST9.MIN 0TST9 N13 16
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

39.500
185.850

-1100.000

X

Y
Z

C0 33 0 TST9 F 0.0
S 0N

=PR
=P0
=P0

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTENDjyDATA

©©©©©©®@

Fig. 6-2 Actual Position Display -Page [1] (Four-fold Extension)
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(3) Page [2]

I AUTO OPERATION A. MIN 1N
197/07/15 14:10:00

ACTUAL POSITION LOAD DISPLAY 1mm
(300 100 200

T T0.000X
Spindle

0.000Y 0%

0.000z X
036

0.000w Y
036

Co 0 0 011 z
0360.0NF

0S W
036H= 0 TOUCH SENSOR

D= 0 TOUCH PROBE

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT | POSIT. PROGRAM DATA | SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTEND]ÿ/DATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-3 Actual Position Display [2]

TOUCH SENSOR

TOUCH PROBE

LOAD DISPLAY

Touch sensor status; Reverse display with touch sensor ON

Touch probe status; Reverse display with touch probe ON

Loaded condition of the spindle and axes

(indicated by graph and percent values)

For the spindle overload monitor specification, the symbol “ V ” (max. load value) and
the message “LOAD MONITOR (*;{;*%)'’ are displayed on the screen. The message
“TORQUE MONITOR (***%)” is displayed instead of “LOAD MONITOR (***%)”
during torque monitoring for synchronized tapping operation.

[Supplement]
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(4) Page [3]

TST9.MINAUTO OPERATION 0TST9 N13 TF
97/07/15 14:10:00

ACTUAL POSITION lrrm

X Y Z
39.500
39.500
39. 500
39.500

2539.500
39.500
0.000

LOCAL COORDINATES
WORK COORDS (APA)
WOW COORDS
MACHINE COORDS
FEEDBACK COORDS
TARGET VALUE
DISTANCE REMAINING

185. 850
185.850
185.850
185.850

2685.650
185.850

0.000

-1100.000
-1100.000
-1100.000
-1100.000
1400.000

-1100.000
0.000

MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL
MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL
PITCH ERROR COMP

0.000
0.000
0. 000

0.000 0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0. 000

A-Mtd
=P0
=PO
=P0

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH

CHECK

[EXTEND]ÿ/V SELECT DATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-4 Actual Position Display [3]

LOCAL COORDINATES

WORK COORDS (APA)

WORK COORDS

MACHINE COORDS

FEEDBACK COORDS

TARGET VALUE

DISTANCE REMAINING

: Distance referenced to the origin of the local coordinate system

Distance referenced to the origin of the work coordinate system

Distance referenced to the origin of the work coordinate system

Distance referenced to the machine origin

Output (numerical value) from the position encoder

: Target value

: Distance remaining to the target point (commanded point)

: Axis manual shift amount (current operation) in manual or pulse
handle intervention operation

Axis manual shift amount (total) in manual or pulse handle
intervention operation

Thread pitch error compensation amount

MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL

MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL

PITCH ERROR COMP
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2-2. RELATIVE ACT POSIT Screen

The RELATIVE ACT POSIT screen looks like as follows.

I AUTO OPERATION" D3-CIR.M1N 0 N 2
I 97/07/15 I4:io:oo

RELATIVE ACT POSIT lmm

2287. 999 A 349. 999X

1540.189—Y

2287. 989 F 0.0 S 0Z

Ar-Mtd
‘EX

{=EX
=EX

RELATI.I
PRESET)

RELATI.
ZEROSET [EXTEMJ]J

CfD®(fDGEO® ®® ®
(a) Axis name (c) Relative actual position data

(b) Mirror image effective

Fig. 6-5 Relative Act Posit Screen

(a) Axis name

Indicates a basic axis name (X, Y, or Z) or an additional axis name (A, B, C, etc.).

An additional axis name is displayed only when an additional axis has been selected.

(b) Mirror image effective

When mirror image is effective, a minus sign is placed preceding the axis name.

When mirror image is not effective, no sign is placed.

(c) Relative actual position data

Relative actual position data calculated using the following equation is displayed in the selected
unit system.

Relative actual position data = (Coordinate value output from the encoder *1)
- (Reference position *2) - (Tool length offset value)

- (Machine zero point)

Whether or not the manual shift amount is added can
be set at NC optional parameter (bit) No. 5, bit 7.

*2 .... The reference position is the zero point (in the

machine coordinate system) for the relative actual
position. For the procedure to set the reference
position, refer to (1) “Reference Position Setting”.

*1
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(d) Reference position

The reference position is the zero point in the machine coordinate system and is used to display
the relative actual position, or, in their words, the zero point in the relative coordinate system. The

reference position is calculated form the equation below and displayed for each axis in the
selected unit system.

Reference position = (output from position encoder *1) - (actual position value *2)

- (tool length offset value) - (machine zero point)

Like the actual position display, it is possible to select whether
ornot themanual shift amount is included in the output formthe

position encoder by setting data at NC optional parameter (bit)

No. 5, bit 7.

Where the actual position is set in the coordinate system is

input.

Refer to (1) “Reference Position Setting”.

*1

*2
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(1) Reference Position Setting

The reference position is the zero point (in the machine coordinate system) which is used to display
the relative actual position, or, in other words, the zero point in the relative coordinate system. The
reference position can be obtained by setting the coordinate value of the actual position.

The reference position can be set in two different manners: by setting the actual position at “0” and
by setting the actual position at a desired position.

To set the reference position, press function key [F8] (EXTEND) in the automatic, MDI, or manual
operation mode repeatedly until functions “RELATI. ZEROSET' and “RELATI. PRESET’ are
assigned to function keys [F2] and [F3], respectively.

=EX
=EX
=EX

RELATI. RELATI.
ZEROSET PRESET [EXTEND]J

(a) Setting the actual position at “0”

Follow the procedure below when setting the actual position at “0” in the relative coordinate
system.

1) Press function key [F2] (RELATI. ZEROSET) in the automatic, MDI, or manual operation

mode.

The prompt “= RPZS” will be displayed on the console line of the display screen.

=EX
=EX
=EX
=RPZS

RELATI. RELATI.
ZEROSET PRESET [EXTEND]J

FI I F2 [ F3 F4 [ F5 ] ( F6 [ F7 F8

"RPZS" is displayed. \ Press [F2] (RELATI. ZEROSET).
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2) Key in axis address(es) for which “0” is set through the keyboard. When no axis address has
been keyed in, “0” is set for all axes.

Example: To set “0” for X and Z axes

= RPZS XZ

r
Key in axis addresses

A-Mtd
=EX
=EX
=EX
=RPZS XZ

RELATI. RELATI.
ZEROSET PRESET [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©(©(©©)©)

3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

I AUTO OPERATION D3-CIR.MIN 0 N 2
197/07/15 14:10:00

RELATIVE ACT POSIT 1mm

0. 000 A 349. 999X

Y 1540.189

0.000Z

A-Mtd
=EX
=EX
=RPZS XZ

RELATI. RELATI.|
ZEROSETj PRESET] [EXTEND]J

©©©©©©El©
The reference position with which the actual position of the designated axis is “0” is obtained and
relative actual position data of the designated axis will change to “0”.
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(b) Setting the actual position at a desired position

Follow the procedure below when setting the actual position at a desired position in the relative
coordinate system.

1) Press function key [F3] (RELATI. PRESET) in the automatic, MDI, or manual operation mode.

The prompt “= RPPS” will be displayed on the console line of the display screen.

A-Wtd
=EX
=EX
=EX
=RPPS

RELATI. RELATI.

ZEROSET PRESET [EXTEND]J
FI ] F2 [ F3 F4 F5 ] [ F6 ] f F7 ] [ F8

Press [F3] (RELATI. PRESET).“RPPS” is displayed.

2) Key in axis address(es) and numerical value for which the actual position is set at a desired
position through the keyboard. When no axis address has been keyed in, the actual position
is set at a desired position for each axis.

Example 1: To set the actual position of X and Z axes at 200 and 300, respectively

= RPPS X200Z300

T
Key in axis addresses and numerical values.

Example 2: To set the actual position of all axes at 100

= RPPS 100

T
Key in a numerical value without specifying axis addresses.

A-Mtd
=EX
=EX
=EX
=RPPS X200Z300

RELATI. RELATI.
ZEROSET PRESET [EXTEND]

3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE
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I AUTO OPERATION D3-CIR.MIN 0 N
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

RELATIVE ACT POSIT tmm

200. 000 A 349. 999X

Y 1540.189

300. 000Z

A-Mtd
=EX
=EX
=RPPS X200Z300

RELATI. RELATI.
ZEROSET] PRESET [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©©
The reference position with which the actual position of the designated axis is a desired position is
obtained and relative actual position data of the designated axis will change to a desired position.

[Supplement] Pressing the WRITE key without keying in address(es) and numerical vaiue{s) doesnot
set anything.

(c) Data setting range and restrictions

1) Data is input in the unit system (metric or inch) employed for machine operation and the
decimal point position is fixed, For example, when “1” has been input while the 0.001 mm unit
system is selected, it is recognized as 1 mm. The same rule also applies to the inch system.

2) Data can be set within the following range.

For linear axes: -99999.999 mm to +99999.999 mm

(When the inch system is selected, the entered value is converted into a
metric value and checked if it is within the above range.)

For rotary axes: -99999.999° to +99999.999° (for the 0.0010 unit system)

-9999.9999° to +9999.9999° (for the 0.0001° unit system)
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(2) Precautions

(a) Data is input in the unit system (metric or inch) employed for machine operation and the

decimal point position is fixed. (For example, when “1” has been input while the 0.001 mm

unit system is selected, it is recognized as 1 mm.)

(b) When changing the reference position of all axes including rotary axes, the entered value is
interpreted as length and degree.

(c) The reference position cannot be set for an indexable axis. In this case, the actual position

data is displayed on the RELATIVE ACT POSIT screen.

However, when axis designation was not made with reference position setting, “0" is set at the

indexable axis, causing no error.

(d) When the power is turned off, reference position data becomes “0” since it is not backed up by
turning off of the power. (The machine zero point is employed as the reference position.)

However, when actual position data in the work coordinate system is rounded (parameter (bit) No.

2 bit 1 is ON) with the multi-turn rotary table specification, reference position data is calculated in
reverse order. Therefore, whenthework zero point is otherthan“0”, avalueother than“0” isset as
reference position data.

(e) Work coordinate values do not change when the reference position has been changed.

(f) When the relative actual position value is smaller than -99999.999 mm (-9999.9999 inch for
the inch system), “- OVERFLOW’ will be displayed on the display screen.

When the relative actual position value is larger than +99999.999 mm (+9999.9999 inch for the
inch system), “+ OVERFLOW’ will be displayed on the display screen.

(g) The display of the relative actual position of a rotary axis (rotary table) varies depending on the

rotary axis specification.

1) Rotary table and indexable axis specification

The relative actual position is displayed within 0° and 360°. The reference position is also
displayed within 0° and 360°.

2) Rotary axis with limits and multi-turn rotary table

The relative actual position obtained using the equation on page 23 is displayed as it is. With the
multi-turn rotary table, whether or not relative actual position data is expressed within0° and 360°

when the NC is reset can be set at NC optional parameter No. 2, bit 1.

Whenthe additional axis is removed with the removableaxis specification, “-OVERFLOW”willbe
displayed as relative actual position data.
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3. Program Display

In the operation mode, press function key [F3] (PART PROGRAM) and, the program information screens
are accessed. There are three types of program information display screens such as schedule program,
main program and MDI program. The display screen can be changed by pressing the PAGE key.

(1) Schedule Program

iT\I AUTO OPERATION N13
197/07/15 14:10:00

PROGRAM •SCHEDULE* Iran

»N001 VSET VC1=1
N002 PSELECT GEAP. MIN, 0100 0-10
N003 PSELECT SHAFT.MIN
N004 PSELECT WHEEL. MIN

DIS X 0.000
Y 0.000
Z 0.000

END
CO 33
0 F 0.0
N S 0
H= 0
D= 0

0.000
0.000

X Y Z
ACT POSIT (WORK) 39.500 185.850 -1100.000

=EX
=EX
=PR

PROGRAM ACTUAL |PART

\SELECT
BLOCK

POSIT. |PROGRAM | DATA SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTBD]/DATA

Fig. 6-6 Schedule Program Screen

The following display data items are in common to the CURRENT MAIN PROGRAM, READ MAIN
PROGRAM, and MDI PROGRAM display screens.

DIS X: Remaining X-axis movement distance to the target position

DIS Y: Remaining Y-axis movement distance to the target position

DIS Z : Remaining Z-axis movement distance to the target position

Co : Work coordinate system number

Currently active program number

Currently active sequence number

Actual feedrate (overridden programmed F value)

Actual spindle speed (overridden programmed S value)

Tool length offset number and offset data

Cutter radius compensation number and compensation data

ACT POSIT (WORK) X Actual X-axis position in the currently active block (work coordinate
system)

ACT POSIT (WORK) Y : Actual Y-axis position in the currently active block (work coordinate
system)

ACT POSIT (WORK) Z : Actual Z-axis position in the currently activeblock (work coordinate
system)

O

N

F

S

H

D
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[Supplement] The DIS data and ACT POSIT (WORK) data of additional axes are displayed in the
following manner.

For thefirst additional axis, the data is displayed below the “Z-axis”dataof DIS andright
to the “Z-axis” dataof (ACT POSIT) on the screen indicated above. For the secondand
third additional axes, the data is displayed on the page accessible by pressing function
key [F8] (EXTEND) and [F6] (AXIS CHANGE).

(2) Current Main Program

N jP'NI AUTO OPERATION A.MIN 0
I 97/07/15 14:ToTOO~

PROGRAM CURRENT MAIN PROGRAM* 1nrwn

»G15H5
G56X0Y0Z500H1
S1000M3
G0X100Y100
CALL 0100
G0X200Y150
CALL 0100

DIS X 0.000
Y 0.000
Z 0.000
W 0.000

CO 0
0 F 0.0

M30 S 0N
H= 0
D= 0

0.000
0.000LOAD MONITOR(IIOX)LOAD MAX

SPINDLE LOAD OH
X Y Z w

ACT POSIT (WORK) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
A-Mtd

=PS A

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT I POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH

CHECK

DATA [EXTEND]J
©©©©©©©©

» : Block just read into the buffer

t Block being executed.

Fig. 6-7 Current Main Program Screen

[Supplement] For the spindle overload monitor specification, the symbol “ V ” (max. load value) and

the message “LOAD MONITOR (***%)” are displayed on the screen. The message

“TORQUE MONITOR (*** %)" is displayed instead of “LOAD MONITOR (***%)’

during torque monitoring for synchronized tapping operation.
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(3) Read Main Program

I AUTO OPERATION A.MIN 0 N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PROGRAM READ MAIN PROGRAMS linn

»G15H5
G56X0Y0Z500H1
S1000M3
GOXIOOYIOO
CALL 0100
G0X200Y150
CALL 0100

DIS X 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Y
z
w

CO 0
0 F 0.0

M30 N S 0
0 0.000

0.000
H=

LOAD M0NIT0R(110%)LOAD MAX
SPINDLE LOAD

D= 0
056

X Y Z W
ACT POSIT (WORK) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

A-Mtd

=PS A

PROGRAM | ACTUAL PART BLOCK
POSIT. PROGRAM DATA

CHECK

\SELECT [EXTEND]ÿ/SEARCH DATA

(ID©©©©©©©

Fig. 6-8 Read Main Program Screen

(4) MDI Program

I AUTO OPERATION TST9.MIN 0TST9 N 1

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
PROGRAM MDI PROGRAMS 1mm

CURRENT DIS X 0.000
0.000
0.000

G90G0X0Y0Z0
RTUDI

Y
Z

CO 1
0 TST9 0.0F

SN 0
H= 0 0. 000

0.000D= 0

X Y z
ACT POSIT (WORK) 0.000 0.000 100.000

A-Mtd -1

=IN

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA

CHECK

[EXTEND]ÿ/SEARCH DATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-9 MDI Program Screen
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4. Block Display

In operation mode, function key [F4] (BLOCK DATA) accesses the block data screens.

Under the heading of BLOCK DATA, four screens of block data display are available: CURRENT,
BUFFER, SECOND BUFFER, and THIRD BUFFER.

These display screens are selectable by pressing the PAGE key.

(1) Display of One Block Data Currently Executed

i\I AUTO OPERATION TST9.MIN 0TST9 N3
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

BLOCK DATA CURRENT 1mm

GOO M15 X 2000.000 S 0
Y 2000.000 Tc 0
Z -1100.000 Tn 0

M 0
H 0
D 0

0Sr
G17 M115 So 0
G23 Ml31
G53 Ml35 Fm 0.000
G90 M137 0.000Fr
G94 Ml39

M133 I 0.000 Pr 0
0.000J Pe 0

K 0.000 Np 0 Nr 0
F 0.000 Ns
Fd 0.000 He Cr 0
Ft 0 Ce 0
F1 BC 3

A-Mtd EMPTY
=BL
=PR
=BL

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT | POSIT. |PROGRAM | DATA | SEARCH
CHECK
DATA | [EXTEND]

Fig. 6-10 Display of One Block Date Currently Executed

The following display data items are in common to the BUFFER, SECOND BUFFER, and THIRD
BUFFER display screens.

X-axis command value

Y-axis command value

Z-axis command value

I command value

J command value

K command value

Feedrate command value

Fd Feedrate command value (0.001 mm/6.4 ms)

Ft : F command value for dwell

F1 : Feedrate (F1-digit command)

Spindle speed command value

Sr Actual spindle speed

So Actual spindle speed (overridden programmed S value)

X

Y

Z

I

J

K

F

S
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Tc Active tool number

Next tool number

M command value

Tool length offset number

Cutter radius compensation number

Fm Actual feedrate (mm/min)

Actual feedrate (mm/rev)

Main program repeat count by schedule operation

Pe Main program execution count by schedule operation

Np Hole number in coordinate calculation

Hole number for restart

Sequence specified by the sequence stop

He Work coordinate system number

Cr Number of subprogram to be repeated

Ce Number of subprogram actually repeated

BC : Block counter

EMPTY : No data in buffer

(EXIST : Data existing in buffer)

[Supplement] For the additional axis specification, the data of the additional axes (first, second, third)

is displayed below the “Z-axis” data.

(2) Display of One Block Data in Buffer (to be Executed Next)

Tn

M

H

D

Fr

Pr

Nr

Ns

I AUTO OPERATION TST9.MIN 0TST9 N3 _3
I 97/07/15 14:i0:00

BLOCK DATA BUFFER 1mm

Ml5 X 2000.000 S 0
Y 2000.000 Tc 0
Z -1100.000 Tn 0

M 0
H 0
D 0

G00 Sr 0
G17 Ml15 So 0
623 Ml31
G53 M135 Fm 0.000

0.000690 M137 Fr
G94 Ml39

Ml33 I 0.000
0.000
0.000 Np 0
0.000
0.000 He

0Pr
J Pe 0
K Nr 0
F Ns
Fd Cr 0

0Ft Ce 0
FI BC 3

A-Mtd EMPTY
=BL
=PR
=BL

BLOCK
POSIT. | PROGRAM I DATA

PROGRAM | ACTUAL | PART

V SELECT
CHECK

[EXTEND]SEARCH DATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-11 Display of One Block Data in Buffer (to be Executed Next)
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(3) Display of One Block Data in Second Buffer

I AUTO OPERATION TST9.MIN 0TST9 N3 3i

I 97/07/15 14:TQT00
SECOND BUFFERBLOCK DATA 1mm

GOO Ml 5 X 2000.000
Y 2000.000
2 -1100.000

S 0 Sr 0
Ml 15G17 Tc 0 So 0
Ml 31G23 Tn 0

G53 Ml35 0M Fm 0.000
0.000G90 Ml37 0H Fr

G94 Ml39 D 0
Ml33 I 0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0Pr
J Pe 0

0K Np Nr 0
F Ns
Fd He Cr 0
Ft 0 Ce 0
FI BC 3

A-Mtd EMPTY
=BL
=PR
=8L

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH

CHECK
SELECT [EXTEND]ÿ/

CfD CfD CfID CfE) CED CLD CLD
Fig. 6-12 Display of One Block Data in Second Buffer

DATA

(4) Display of One Block Data in Third Buffer

I AUTO OPERATION A.MIN O N
97/07/15 14:10I00

BLOCK DATA THIRD BUFFER 1mm

GOO 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

M15 0X s 0Sr
G17 Mil5 Y 0 SoTc 0
G23 Ml 31 0Z Tn
G53 Ml 35 W 0 Fm 0.000

Fr+OVERFLOW
M

G90 Ml37 0H
G94 Ml39 0D

Ml33 I 0.000
0.000
0.000

Pr 0
M326 J Pe 0

K Np 0 ONr
F Ns

0.000Fd 5 CrHe 0
Ft 0 Ce 0
FI 1BC

A-Mtd EMPTY

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART
SELECT

BLOCK
POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH

CHECK

[EXTENDiyDATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-13 Display of One Block Data in Third Buffer
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5. ATC Tool Setting Data Display
(Memory-Random ATC Specification)

Pressing function key [F8] (EXTEND) changes the key guidance display. Function key [F3] (TOOL
DISPLAY) allows the ATC tool setting page to be accessed.

[ AUTO OPERATION N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* ATC TOOL SET (POT REF) *
POT TOOL POT TOOL POT TOOL
NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO.

11 011
12 012
13 013
14 014
15 015
16 016
17 017
18 018
19 019
20 NA

POT TOOL
NO. NO.

1 001 :SPCY POT

jACT TOOL
:NXT TOOL

NA
2 002
3 003

020
007

4 004
5 005
6 006
7 007
8 008

:MAGAZINE 10

9 009
10 010

POT TOOL
SEARCH SEARCHSET QUIT

(ZD©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-14 ATC Tool Set (Pot Reference) Screen
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6. Message Display (Option)

In the operation mode, display the function guide and press function key [F7] (MESSAGE) and the
messages in a program can be displayed.

While the display screen is in the message display mode, display page may be switched to the actual
position display, program display, block display, andcheck display usingaproperfunction key. The NMSG
command in a program automatically returns the display mode from the message display mode to the
original display mode. The message displayed on the display screen is the one specified in the program
last.

Example:

N100

N101

N102 MOO MSG (CHECK TOOL!) This automatically changes the display mode to
the message mode and “CHECK TOOL!”
appears on the display screen.

This restores the display mode to the original
mode.

N103 NMSG

N104

N110 X100 Y100 (WORK FINISH) Switching the display mode into the message by
pressing function key allows the display screen to
display the comment “WORK FINISH”.

I AUTO OPERATION B.MIN 01 N003 3
I 97/07/15 14:i0:00

CHECK TOOL!

=PS 8

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT | POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH

CHECK

[EXTEND]ÿ/DATA

©©©©©©(ID©

Fig. 6-15 Message Display Screen
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7. Check Display

During operation in automatic, MDl, or manual mode, it is possible to check the NC axis data and the
contents of the system variables by displaying them on the screen.

The following check items can be displayed.

Note that the actual display screens and check items will vary according the selected specifications.

1. NC specification codes

2. NC axis data

3. NC axis data enlarge display

4. Diagnostics

5. System variables - axis data

6. System variables-zero offset

7. System variables-tool offset

8. System variables-system parameter

9. System variables -home position

10. System variables -NC communication

11. System variables -other data

Select the data to be displayed by an NC optional parameter (bit) No. 5, bit 0 to bit 4.

Description of operating procedure:
(1) Press either the MANUAL, MDl

or AUTO key._

GIIE,

ffimXSSXasaS

®®®0
jjjj ©©©©
MO©0©

®o©01

BS

(3) Press the page key to change the
screen display one screen at a time.(2) Press function key [F7] (CHECK DATA).,

Fig. 6-16 Displaying the CHECK DATA INDEX Page
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(1) Press either MANUAL, MDI, or AUTO key.

(2) Press function key [F7] (CHECK DATA).

The screen displays a check data indications page.

(3) Press either the (gB) or (SB) page key to display the check data desired.

Pressing (Lg) once advances a page.

Pressing (SB) once returns a page.

The SEARCH command displays the check data by one-touch operation, without repeatedly pressingthe
page key.

The explanation of operations (1) and (2) given above is omitted here as they both apply in this case.

(4) Press function key [F5] (SEARCH).

“= F” is displayed on the display screen console line.

(5) Enter the desired page number through the keyboard.

The input data is displayed following “= F L_I ”.

Example: =FL_.10

(6) Press the WRITE key.

This will display the desired check data.

When the WRITE key is pressed without inputting data following “=F i_i ”, the menu display shown
below will be displayed.

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

CHECK DATA INDEX PAGE1

NO. ITEM

* 1 NC SPEX TABLE
2 NC AXIS DATA
3 NC AXIS DATA MAG. DISP.
4 PLC AXIS DATA
5 PLC AXIS DATA MAG. DISP
6 MEMORY DATA
7 MCS DIAGNOSIS
8 SYS. VAR. AXIS DATA
9 SYS. VAR. ZERO OFFSET

10 SYS. VAR. ZERO OFFSET MSB
11 SYS. VAR. TOOL OFFSET
12 SYS. VAR. TOOL OFFSET MSB

NO. ITEM
13 SYS. VAR. SYSTEM PARAMETER
14 SYS. VAR. HOME POSITION
15 SYS. VAR. NC COMMUNICATION
16 SYS. VAR. VARIOUS DATA

=F
Input a number of screen. !1
=F
Input a number of screen. !

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM! DATA

CHECK
SEARCH ATC/APC| DATA [EXTEND]

Fig. 6-17 Check Display Screen

Input the number for required item and press the WRITE key to display the first page of the required item

screen.
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7-1. Display Screen

7-1-1. NC Specification Codes

The NC SPEC TABLE screen has three pages and page selection is possible using the page keys.

( AUTO OPERATION __N_
I 97/07/15
PAGE1

1
14:10:00

TmmNC SPEC TABLECHECK DATA

bit7 bit6 bi t5 bit4 bit3 bi12 bitl bitO
SDRP SBPR ECAL SYV 01DG 01MC REVF INML
T100 T300 T200 Z050 Z020 3DCR MVOL LSTR
BFUN EPHD PHD3 PHD2 PH1N S6AX S5AX S4AX
G50S G62S G61S G43S G92S G31S G60S HELI
EPSN OKUM 232C FIPR FID4
MADS FRPD
GRTB SYC5 RLT1 RLTO SYC4 SYCZ SYCY SYCX
EXP4 EXP2 GRP PPC IGF FDFI FDFO COLR
AXCH EXPB EXPA MIR6 MIR5 MIR4 BSP3 BSP2
EIGF EPBK MSG G22S G28S MAP5 MAP4 MAP2
SSTP RET AXSC MEED PHID AXSL JGNF SFTH
ElML EGCA DNC3 DNC2 DNC1 DNCB DNCA NPPC

NO. data
1 11111011=FB
2 10001010=8A
3 00110000=30
4 11111111=FF
5 00000000=00
6 01000100=44
7 10000000=80
8 10100011=A3
9 00000000=00

10 00110111=37
11 10101000=A8
12 00000000=00

F1DG RAMC
BLSM EC-T AX-T EC-P AX-P

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA

CHECK
SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

©©©©©©(ID©

Fig. 6-18 NC Specification Codes Screen
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7-1-2. NC Axis Data

The NC axis data is displayed in decimal numbers on the display screen, as shown below.

I AUTO OPERATION- _N_ 1
97/07/15 14:10:00

CHECK DATA NC AXIS DATA PAGE 4 1nm

X Y Z
0.001RDIF 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.000

28799.999
28799. 998

ODIF 0.000
35999.999 35999.999
35999.998 35999.998

0.000
0.000
0.000

00000000
00000000

RCON
RAPA

0.000 0.000RSAPA
RSVPVAR1
RSVPVAR2
RLEDATA
RFEDIDC
FIDFR(AK)

0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000

00000000
00000000

00000000
00000000

0000 0000 0000

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM [ DATA I SEARCH ATC/APC I DATA I [EXTEND]
CHECK

(ZD©©©®©©®

Fig. 6-19 NC Axis Data Screen

RDIF : Difference between calculated value and position encoder output

: Difference between calculated value and position encoder output with acceleration/
deceleration activated

: Calculated value

: Position encoder output

: Position encoder output when contact with the touch setter is detected

RSVPVAR1 : Servo data (Designate the content of display with NC optional parameter (word) No. 10.)

RSVPVAR2: Servo data (Designate the content of display with NC optional parameter (word) No. 10.)

RLEDATA : Absolute scale data

RFEDIDC : Position encoder data

FIDFR(AK) : Indicates the inductosyn ON/OFF state.

0000 — Inductosyn effective. For the axis for which inductosyn on/off is ineffective,

“0000” is always displayed.

8080

____
Inductosyn ineffective.

8000 .... Inductosyn effective/ineffective status is changing from ineffective to effective.

0080 ----Inductosyn effective/ineffective status is changing from effective to ineffective.

ODIF

RCON

RAPA

RSAPA
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The NC axis data screens also include the following page where ODIF, RAPA, and LOAD values are
displayed in enlarged characters. This page is displayed by pressing the page key from the screen
indicated above.

I AUTO OPERATION N
97/07/15 14:10:00

NC AXIS DATACHECK DATA Tmri

LOAD %ODIF RAPA
0.000 35999.998X 0
0.000
0.000

35999. 998
28799. 998

Y 0
0z

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA | SEARCH ATC/APC

CHECK
[EXTEND]DATA

©©©©©©CfDCfD
LOAD : Axis loaded status is displayed in %.
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7-1-3. Diagnostics

Any memory content in the memory can be displayed in a designated format on the screen.

The diagnostics function si provided to be used by the machine tool manufacturer.

Address display

/
/

I ALTTO OPERATION 7 N 1
97/07/15 14:770

CHECK DATA MEMORY 0ATA ran
a)

:hÿc X Y z
-0. 001MACH COORDS -0.001 -0.001

DCM-PO $00000000

l\$00000000
PCM 2 '600000000

3\$00000000
HEX 4 6080013AC 80000403

5\ $fCA0B556 FFF807FF

b)

00000000
00000000

oooooooo
00000000

FLW 6 1000
7 )00

BIT 8 '60801 10
9"

PROGRAM ACTUAL ' P
SELECT POSIT. R

BLOCK CHECK
DATA SEARCH ATC/APC DATA 'EXTEND]

CLDSCL
Decimal code indication (4 bytes)

Decimal code indication (4 bytes or 2 bytes)

Hexadecimal code indication (4 bytes)

Floating decimal point indication (8 bytes)

Bit string indication (1 byte)

Fig. 6-20 Diagnostics Screen

a) * : Displayed to the right of the diagnosis data: indicates the cursor key operation enabling
position.

(Once a check address is set in the conventional manner, check address is increased or

decreased in units of the data type being checked by pressing the cursor keys (ÿ) , (5) ,

© © •)

b) W : 2-byte indication of DCM data

L : 4-byte indication of DCM data
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7-1-4. System Variables

The contents of the system variables are displayed on the screen.

Some of system variables (tool offset, etc.) cannot be displayed in one page. For such variables, the next

page can be displayed by pressing the page key.

For details of the system variable names, refer to “System Variables” in the Programming Manual.

[Supplement] On the display screens where axis related system variablesare displayed, those for the
first additional axis are displayed to the right of the “Z-axis” data. For the second and
third additional axes, the data is displayed on the page accessible by pressing function
key [F8] (EXTEND) and [F6] (AXIS CHANGE).

(1) Axis Data

I AUTO POERATTON N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

CHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE PAGE 10 Trim

X zY
VRCO*
VAPA*
VSAP*
VDIM*
VALA*
VODM*
VDMP*
VDOA*
WDA*
VDAM*

35999.999
35999.998

0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.000

35999.999
35999.998

0.000
0.000
0.000

28799.999
28799.998

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.0000.000

5243 5243 5243
256 256 256

3880 3880 3880
0 0 0

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLXK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH ATC/APC I DATA [EXTEND]

CHECK

Fig. 6-21 System Variables Screen -Axis Data
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(2) Zero Offset

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
197/07/15 14110100

CHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE PAGE 11 Tim

X Y Z
VZOF*[ 1] 0.000

0. 000
-490.212
-361.042

59.645
-90. 355
-25. 578

-820. 799
-51.000
-1.500

0.000
0.000

-108.797
-108.797

41.201
-108.799
-389.835
-389.835
-108.800
-388. 800

0.000
0.000

-258.854
-258. 854
-78. 854

-258.854
-250. 034
-250. 034
-417.216
-260. 545

[ 2]
[ 3]
[ 4]
[ 5]
[ 6]
[ 7]
[ 8]
[ 9]
[10]

PR093AM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT! POSIT. |PROGRAM | DATA | SEARCH ATC/APC
CHECK

DATA [EXTEND]IJ
©©©©©©©©

Fig. 6-22 System Variables Screen -Zero Offset

(3) Zero Offset (for system)

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

CHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE PAGE 13 1mm

X Y Z
VSZ0*[ 1] 0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
[ 2] 0.000

0.000
0.000

[ 3]
[ 4]
[ 5] 0.000
[ 6] 0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

[ 7]
[ 8]
[ 9]
[10]

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [ffi3£l
CHECK

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-23 System Variables Screen- Zero Offset (for system)
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(4) Tool Offset

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PAGE 18 TiTSYSTEM VARIABLECHECK DATA

VTOFHtN] VT0FD[N]

2.000
30.100
0.950
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.925
1.500
2.000

NO.NO. NO. NO.
11 0.000

-92.927
-84.368
-85.932
-82.647
-76.238
-72.593
-79.892
-80.586
-80.632

1 1.000 1 5.000
30. 000
3.250
3.990
4.730
5.500
6.500
6.960

51.500
5.000

11
-65.974
-65.629

2 12 122
33 13 13

0.000 14 44 14
0.0005 15 5 15
0.000 166 6 16

7 0.000
-92.110
-71.620
-68.702

17 7 17
188 8 18

9 19 9 19
10 20 10 20

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH ATC/APC

CHECK
DATA [EXTEND]

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-24 System Variables Screen -Tool Offset

(5) Tool Offset (for system)

I AUTO OPERATION 1N
I 97/07/15 14110:00

SYSTEM VARIABLECHECK DATA PAGE 23 Timf

VSTOH[N] VSTODfN]
NO. NO.NO. NO.

0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0. 000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000 1 0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1 11 11
122 0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2 12
133 3 13
14 44 14
15 55 15
166 6 16

717 177
8 818 18

19 99 19
10 20 10 20

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

[EXTEND]SEARCH ATC/APC DATA

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-25 System Variables Screen -Tool Offset (for system)
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(6) System Parameter

I AUTO OPERATION 1N
| 97/07/15 HHOTOO

PAGE 26 TimCHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE

X Y Z
5000.000

-5000. 000
5000.000

-5000. 000
0.100
0.000

36000.000
0.020

VPPL*
VNPL*
VPSL*
VNSL*
VINP*
VBLC*
VMOF*
VHPI*

5000.000
-5000. 000
5000.000

-5000. 000
0.100
0. 000

36000.000
0.020

5000.000
-5000. 000

5000.000
-5000.000

0.100
0.000

28800.000
0.020

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]SEARCH

Fig. 6-26 System Variables Screen- System Parameter

(7) Home Position

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
197/07/15 14:10:00

SYSTEM VARIABLECHECK DATA PAGE 27 Imi

X Y Z
1] 200.000

200.000
300.000

40. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

200.000
200.000
300.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

VHPP* 200.000
200. 000
300. 000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2]
3]
4]
5]
6]
11
8]

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

Fig. 6-27 System Variables Screen -Home Position
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(8) NO Communication Buffer

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
| 97/07/15 14: io:oo

CHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE PAGE 31 1mm

VNC0M[1] 00000000
oooooooo
00000000
oooooooo

[2]
[3]
[4]

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

fD©©©©©©CE V.

Fig. 6-28 System Variables Screen-NO Communication Buffer

(9) Other Data

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
j 97/07/15 14:i0:00

CHECK DATA SYSTEM VARIABLE 1mmPAGE 32

0VPCNT VEST 00000000=00
01000010=42
10001010=8A
00010000=10
00000000=00

00000000=00
OOOOOOOCLOO

V0K1 VINCH
VSPCO
VSPSB
VMLOK
VACOD
VFDMX
VFSOV
VTLNN

V0K2
0VNLM
0VINTG

00000000=00
00000000=00
00000000=00
00000000=00

0VPRT
VtPCI 100000
VMPC2 100
VMCT 7

7VTLCN VSTM 00000000=00
01000010=42
00000000=00

VINS
VINF

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-29 System Variables Screen -Other Data
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7-1-5. PLC Axis Data

The PLC axis data is displayed in decimal numbers on the display screen, as shown below.

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

PLC AXIS DATACHECK DATA "PAGE 6 Iran

MA TS
0.000
0.000

0.000RDIF
0DIF 0.000

0.000RCON 359.999
359.998
359.999
359.999
359.998

RAPA 0. 000
0.000ROOM
0.000RCCON

RCAPA
RSWAR1
RSWAR2

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

PROGRAM | ACTUAL |PART

\SELECT
8L0CK

POSIT. |PROGRAM] DATA
CHECK

SEARCH ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

Fig. 6-30 PLC Axis Data Screen

RDIF

ODIF

: Difference between calculated value and position encoder output

: Difference between calculated value and position encoder output with acceleration/
deceleration activated

: Calculated value

: Position encoder output

: Command value

: This is the RCON with the position encoder offset incorporated (applies to systems with
axis switching specifications).

: This is the RAPA with the position encoder offset incorporated (applies to systems with
axis switching specifications).

: Servo data (Designate the content of display with NC optional parameter (word) No. 10.)

: Servo data (Designate the content of display with NC optional parameter (word) No. 10.)

: Crossrail

: Magazine

: Varies depending on the machine being used. Refer to the Maintenance Manual for the
machine in question.

: Varies depending on the machine being used. Refer to the Maintenance Manual for the
machine in question.

RCON

RAPA

RCOM

RCCON

RCAPA

RAWAR1

RAWAR2

WA

MA

TS

Tl
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Additionally, the machine axis data enlarge display screen displaying ODIF, RAPA and load data in
enlarged characters is provided.

"\I AITTO OPERATION N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PLC AXIS DATACHECK DATA Imm

RAPA LOAD %
0.000 0

359. 998 0

ODIF
MA 0. 000
TS 0.000

s:

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK
SELECT | POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH ATC/APC

CHECK
[EXTEND]DATA

7-1-6. MCS Diagnostics

I AUTO OPERATION N 1
97/07/15 14:10:00

CHECK DATA MCS DIAGNOSIS PAGE 9 Imm

X Y Z
MACHINE COORDS -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

AXIS COM. CODE DATA ID DATA

* CH 1 **
CH 2 **
CH 3
CH 4

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART
SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM

BLOCK CHECK
DATA SEARCH ] ATC/APC DATA [EXTEND]

Fig. 6-31 MCS Diagnostics Screen
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8. Run Guide Display

After selecting the EDIT AUXmode, press function key [F7] (RUN GUIDE), andthe RUN GUIDE screen is
displayed.

(1) RUNNING FILE

The operation status of the file currently selected is displayed at the left half area on the screen.

I PROGRAM OPERATION RUN GUIDE
197/07/15 14:10:00

ROFTTTLERUNNING FILE SELECT ER

(a) MANUAL SELECT MODE
MAIN FILE NAME
TST9.MIN
MAIN PROGRAM NAME
0TST9

MAIN FILE NAME
EfcPTY
MAIN PROGRAM NAME
EMPTY
SUB FILE NAME
EMPTY
SELECT RUNNING METHOD

RUNNING(b)

(C)

RUNNING METHOD
A-Mtd(d)

(e)

=EX
=GD

RUN
TIME INIT DELETE RENAME GUIDE [EXTEND]J

Fig. 6-32 Running File Display

(a) File selection method

This field indicates how the file has been selected and is being operated.

Display Contents

EXTERNAL SELECT MODE Operation by external program selection command

SCHEDULE MODE Scheduled program operation

MANUAL SELECT MODE Operation by manual program selection

(b) MAIN FILE NAME

This field indicates the main file name currently selected.

(c) MAIN PROGRAM NAME

This field indicates the main file program name currently selected.
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(d) RUNNING METHOD

This field indicates the operation method of the program currently selected.

ContentsDisplay

A-Mtd Normal operation

B-Mtd Large volume operation

S-Mtd Operation without branching and subprogram

(e) Operation status

This field indicates the current operation status of the program selected.

Display Contents

SELECTED Program selection complete, but it is not run.

RUNNING Program is being executed.

END Program execution has been completed; this dis¬
play is given until the next program is selected or
the next cycle is started._

(2) SELECT ERROR FILE

If an error occurred during automatic program selection, file is displayed at the right half of the
screen.

PROGRAM OPERATION RUN GUIDE
2203 ALARM B| Schedule program: main program load 10000002

SELECT ERROR FILERUNNING FILE

SCHEDULE MODE
SCHEDULE PROGRAM FILE
TST9.MIN
MAIN PROGRAM NAME
0TST9

MAIN FILE NAME
GEAR. MIN-
MAIN PROGRAM NAME

END (f)

0100 (g)
SUB FILE NAME
EMPTY-
SELECT RUNNING METHOD
A-Mtd-

(h)
RUNNING METHOD
A-Mtd 0)

=EX
=GD

RUN
[EXTEND]TIME 1NIT DELETE RENAME GUIDE

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 6-33 Select Error File Display

(f) MAIN FILE NAME

This field indicates the main file name selected if a program selection error has occurred.

(g) MAIN PROGRAM NAME

This field indicates the main file program name selected if aprogram selection error has occurred.
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(h) SUB FILE NAME

This field indicates the sub file name selected if a program selection error has occurred.

(i) SELECTED RUNNING METHOD

This field indicates the operation method selected when a program selection error has occurred.
The operation method is explained in detail in d) in (1), “RUNNING FILE”.
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SECTION 7 HELP FUNCTION

1. Summary

If your are in trouble due to the occurrence of an alarm, or if you are not sure about G/M codes or other
commands while you are creating a program, press the HELP key.

The HELP screen displays guidance concerning the following information:

- Alarm

- Geodes

- M codes

- System variables

- Mnemonic codes

MacMan
HELP KEY

HELP SCREEN0

EJ KPARAMETER SET HELP
)

PROGRAM OPERATION
7

MANUAL OPERATION

MDI OPERATION

AUTO OPERATION

•ALARM HISTORY
•GUIDANCE OF ALARMS
•GUIDANCE OF G CODES
•GUIDANCE OF M CODES

GUIDANCE OF SYSTEM VARIABLES

GUIDANCE OF MNEMONIC CODES

When the HELP key is pressed in an alarm state, guidance of the alarm is displayed.

If the HELPkey ispressed while the NC isnot in an alarm state, theHELP screen which was displayed last
is displayed. In the previous operation, however, if the guidance screen was scrolled by cursor keys or
page keys, the guidance screen before it was scrolled is displayed.
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2. HELP Screen

After calling the HELP screen, you can display the desired guidance by pressing the corresponding
function key.

]

HELP

Guidance display
area

Screen operation
procedure

Console lines

ALARM

HISTORY

SYSTEM |MNEMONC
CODEGOODE M CODE QUITVAR

m©©©©©©©©©
Displays
mnemonic code
guidance.

Displays
alarm history.

Displays M
code guidance.

Quits the
HELP screen.

Displays G
code guidance. Displays system

variable guidance

“What G code should be used for this fixed cycle?”

If this is your question, press [F1] (G CODE), and the list of G codes is displayed.

Scroll the screen using cursor keys or page keys until you find the G code of the desired fixed cycle.

What is the nature of alarm No. 2000?

What mode is called by G91?

What function is called by M05?

What is VPVLX?

WhatisATAN?

If you need the guidance on specific alarm or code, input the alarm number or the code and press the
WRITE key.
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3. HELP Screen for Alarms

3-1. Guidance on Active Alarms

If the NCis in an alarm state, simply pressthe HELP key andthe guidance isdisplayed for theactive alarm.

If an alarm occurred while a HELP screen was displayed, quit the HELP screen once by pressing [F7]
(QUIT) then press the HELP key again.

3-2. Selection from Alarm History

Move the cursor to the alarm for which you need the guidance and press the WRITE key.

HELP ALARM HISTORY PAGE 1

DATE TIME ALARM NO. ALARM CODE ALARM CHAR STRINGS

98/03/03 10:24:12 2280 1

98/03/03 8:58:32 4200

98/02/28 17:05:48 1206

98/02/27 13:30:59 3200

1

CURSORA

USE THE CURSOR TO THE HIGHLIGHT THE ALARM, THEN PRESS THE WRITE KEY.

ENTER THE ALARM NO. OR G/M CODE etc., THEN PRESS THE WRITE KEY.

ALARM

HISTORY

MNEMONC

CODE

SYSTEM
G CODE M CODE QUIT

VAR

( y---- ( \f \( \ /--\/-\ /-\C-
£D F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

v 7 V v v vv. v v y v >v

r

A

3-3. Entering an Alarm Number

After entering an alarm number using numeric keys, press the WRITE key.

Enter the alarm number.

=2000

ALARM

HISTORY

SYSTEM MNEMONC

CODE
M CODEG CODE QUIT

VAR

G33CfD©®®®Cre)®®C
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4. Program Help

The program help screens show the guidance on G codes, M codes, system variables, and mnemonic
codes.

When a function key ([F3] to [F6]) is pressed, the guidance is displayed from the top. Scroll the screen by
pressing cursor keys and page keys until the screen displays the guidance you need.

To display the guidance of a specific code, enter the code and press the WRITE key. The screen displays
the guidance on the entered code.

4-1. G Codes

Enter the G code.

=G01_

ALARM

HISTORY

SYSTEM |MNEMONC

CODE
G CODE M CODE QUIT

VAR

S3 ®
Displays the G code guidance from the top.

4-2. M Codes

Enter the M code.

=M02

ALARM

HISTORY
SYSTEM MNEMONC

CODE
M CODE QUITG CODE VAR

(53BBBBBBBBB
Displays theM code guidance from the top.

4-3. System Variables

Enter the system variable.

=VZOFX

ALARM

HISTORY
SYSTEM MNEMONC

CODE
M CODEG CODE QUIT

VAR

[53BB®B®®B®B
Displays the system variable guidance from the top.
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4-4. Mnemonic Codes

Enter the mnemonic code.

=ATAN

ALARM

HISTORY

SYSTEM MNEMONIC

CODE
G CODE QUITM CODE

VAR

(23 C
Displays the system variable guidance from the top.
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5. Supplement

There are screens (REPORT IMFORMATION and JOB PROCEDURE DISPLAY in the MacMan mode,
etc.) on which the help function does not run due to the restrictions on internal processing.

If the HELP key is pressed while these screen are displayed, the screen does not change.

If the guidance is not provided for the entered alarm number, G code, M code, system variable, or

mnemonic code, “THERE IS NO HELP MESSAGE” appears in the console line and the guidance display
area is blanked.

THERE IS NO HELP MESSAGE.

ALARM

HISTORY
MNEMONC

CODE

SYSTEM
QUITG CODE M CODE

VAR

(HD ®
If you input numbers or character-strings shown below, “ERROR IN INPUT DATA” is displayed. In this
case, the previous guidance remains displayed in the guidance display area.

- An alarm number of 2 digits or less or 5 digits or larger

- A G or M code of 6 characters or more

- A G or M code including an alphabetic letter other than G and M

- A character-string of 10 characters or more

ERROR IN INPUT DATA.

ALARM

HISTORY

SYSTEM MNEMONC

CODE
G CODE M CODE QUIT

VAR

(WjfiTTKirrairÿnrrairÿYWTra)®
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If the HELP key is pressed while the NC is not in an alarm state, the HELP screen displayed last is
displayed. If the last HELP screen was scrolled, the screen before the scroll is displayed.

Example

HELP

T
F3 (G CODE)

PROGRAM OPERATION

—| HELP KEY~~|— HELP

G code guidance
is displayed
from the beginning.

H F7 (QUIT) |—

i

CURSOR KEY OR PAGE KEY INPUT “G92”
T

HELP KEY [PROGRAM OPERATION

HELP

The guidance of
G92 is displayed.H F7(QUIT) I—

PROGRAM OPERATION

HELP
] HELP KEY

The guidance of
G92 is displayed.F7 (QUIT)
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SECTION 1 DATA SETTING

This section describes the commands used in the parameter set, zero set, and tool data set mode
operation. Theprocedure for setting the zeropoint dataandtooldata is also explained. For the procedure
used for setting the parameter data and the contents of the parameters, refer toIII“PARAMETER” in this
manual.

1. Mode Selection Keys
MODE selection keys

/MM

isclD*H ri|Fjl_gJKjg

®®®0 [E
00©® Q
0©®© ~© €
®O0© t

Fig. 1-1 Mode Selection Keys

The mode selection keys are classified into the three groups, operation mode, data setting mode, and
machining management (MacMan) mode.

(1) Operation Mode

(a) AUTO

in the automatic mode, thepart programstoredin the memory areais readintotheoperationbuffer
and then executed.

(b) MDI

In the MDI mode, the program is input from the keyboard and executed.

(c) MANUAL

In the manual mode, machine operation is controlledusing the switches on the machine operation
panel.
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(2) Data Setting Mode

(a) EDIT/AUX

This is the mode for reading, editing, punching-out, and printing out the program, operating the
tape reader, and managing files.

(b) PARAMETER

Parameters and variables, including system parameters, user parameters, common variables
and NC optional parameters are set.

For details of the parameters, refer to IV “PARAMETER” in this manual.

(c) TOOL DATA

Used to set the tool datasuch as tool length offset values and cutter radius compensation values.

(d) ZERO SET

In this mode, the work zero offset value is set.

(3) MacMan Mode

Theactual status of theproductionfield iscollected in thismode,andthe result of dataprocessing is
output to the NC screen, printer, or 3.5-inch floppy disk.

For details of the MacMan mode, refer to the separately prepared manual, “MacMan
INSTRUCTION MANUAL”.

(4) Pressing any of the mode operation selection keys will light the lamp in the key.

(5) If the mode is switched from any of the operation modes to the data setting mode, the lamp in
the selected operation mode key starts flashing. This allows the operator to recognize the
selected operation mode at a glance.

(6) Once program execution is started in the AUTO mode or MDI mode, switching the mode to

Data Setting Mode, such as EDIT/AUX, PARAMETER, TOOL DATA, and ZERO SET, will not

interrupt the program execution. Therefore, program editing, tape punching-out, tape

reading-in, parameter setting, zero setting, tool data setting and other data setting operations

are possible during stored program execution.

When program execution halts in the AUTO mode operation, while data setting operation is being

carried out, due to Single Block ON or Program Stop command, it isnecessary topress the CYCLE
START switch after switching the mode to AUTO to continue the AUTO mode operation.

(7) Switching the operation modes in the following sequence will reset the control:

(a) From manual to auto or MDI

(b) From auto or MDI to manual

(c) When the mode is switched from manual to the data setting mode, although the control is not

reset, it is reset when any operation is selected after that.

: When the data has been set, the new data is stored in memory after two to three minutes

have passed. Therefore, if the power is turned off immediately after the data has been

set, the data may not be updated as desired.

Before turning off the power supply and after setting the data, backup the data following the
procedure explained in 3-4-1. “Back Up Command”.
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2. Data Setting

Here is a list of parameters for data setting, together with their contents.

Internal
Data
Type

Sub Entry Axis
Type

SubcategoryCategory Data Elements Unitsubcategory Type

Work
coordinate
origin

Microns;
integer

Linear 4 to Max. 100 Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integeraxis

Rotary 4 to Max. 100 Degrees 4-byte
integeraxis

Tool data Tool data Tool length
offset

Microns;
integer

Linear
axis

50 to Max. 300 Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Cutter radius
compensation

Microns;
integer

Linear
axis

50 to Max. 300 Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Parameter Common
variable

Microns;
integer

200 8-byte
floating¬
point
data

System
parameter

Travel end limit Liner
axis

Microns;
integer

2/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary
axis

Degrees2/1 axis 4-byte
integer

Pitch error
compensation
range

Microns;
integer

Liner
axis

2/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary 2/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integeraxis

Pitch error
compensation
interval

2-byte;
integer

Liner
axis

1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary
axis

1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

Number of pitch
error
compensation
points

Liner
axis

2-byte;
integer

1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary 1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integeraxis

Zero return
operation
execution
sequence

2-byte;
integer

Liner
axis

Inch system
Metric system

1/1 axis 4-byte
integer

Rotary
axis

1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

In-position
width

2-byte;
integer

Liner 1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integeraxis

Rotary 1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integeraxis
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Internal
Data
Type

Sub Entry Axis
Type

SubcategoryCategory Data Elements Unitsubcategory Type

System
parameter

Parameter Home position 2-byte;
integer

Liner 32 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integeraxis

Rotary
axis

32 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

Machine
coordinate
system origin

Microns;
integer

Liner
axis

1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary 1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integeraxis

User
parameter

Programmable
travel limit

Microns;
integer

Liner
axis

2/1 axis 4-byte
integer

Inch system
Metric system

Rotary
axis

2/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

G60
over-passing
amount

Microns;
integer

Liner
axis

1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary
axis

1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

Backlash Microns;
integer

Liner
axis

1/1 axis Inch system
Metric system

4-byte
integer

Rotary
axis

1/1 axis Degrees 4-byte
integer

G/M code
macro

Simple call Charact 10 4-byte
characterer

Axis move call Charact 10 4-byte
characterer

Program
name

Charact 4 4-byte
characterer

Pitch error
compensation

Integer Liner
axis

384 2-byte
integer

Rotary 384 2-byte
integeraxis

NC optional
parameter
(long word)

Integer 4-byte
integer

64

NC optional
parameter
(word)

Integer 120 2-byte
integer

NC optional
parameter

Bit string 512 bits 1-byte

(bit)

[Supplement] The unit system for data setting can be set at NC optional parameter (bit) No. 9.
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3. Data Set Commands

The data set commands are detailed in the following pages, and may be classified into three groups:
commands for data setting, commands for parameter selection, and input/output commands for
peripherals.

3-1. Commands for Data Setting

This group consists of three commands:

SET, ADD, and CAL

3-1-1. SET Command

=S

CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEM; [EXTEND]ySET ADD

F1 ] [ F2 ] [ F3 ] F4 ] F5 [ F6 1 [ F7 1 [ F8

Press [F1] (SET)

"S'1 is displayed.

The data entered itself is a command serving as new data. The SET command is effective when function
key [F1] is pressed, and displays “S” on the 21st line on the display screen.

Enter the data from the keyboard and press the WRITE key, then the keyed in data is input.

3-1-2. ADD Command

=AD

ITEM T ITEM; [EXTEND]JADD CAL SEARCH/SET

F1 1| F2 [ F3 1 F4 F5 [ F6 1 F7 F8

Press [F2] (ADD)

"AD” is displayed.

The data entered is added to the current data to form a command serving as new data.

The ADD command is effective when function key [F2] is pressed, providing a display of “AD” on the 21st

line on the display screen.

Enter the data from the keyboard and press the WRITE key, and the entered data is added to the current
data. The result of addition is input as the new data.
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3-1-3. CAL Command

=C

ITEM t [EXTEND]JCAL SEARCH ITEMlSET ADD

FI ) ( F2 1 ( F3 1 [ F4 ] ( F5 ] [ F6 ] [ F7 ] ( F8

Press [F3] (CAL)

“C” is displayed.

An arithmetic operation is carried out between the data entered and the current value to form a command
serving as new data for setting.

The CAL command is effective by pressing function key [F3], providing a display of “C" on the 21st line on
the display screen.

Enter the data from the keyboard and press the WRITE key, and the math operation is executed between
the entered data and the current data. The result of math operation is input as the new data.

3-2. Commands for Parameter Selection

This group consists of six commands:

ITEM, SEARCH, AXIS CHANGE, CURSOR, PAGE and EXTEND

3-2-1. ITEM Command

=IF
=IB

SEARCH ITEM t ITEMi [EXTEND]SET CALADD

CfD GD© © CED ©dp
“IF’ or “IB” is displayed. / \

/ Each time [F7]
(ITEMJ) is pressed,
the screen display
switches to the next
category.

©
Each time [F6] (ITEMT)
is pressed, the screen
display switches to the
preceding category.

This command is intended to select an appropriate parameter from those belonging to the subcategories
in the table given in Section 4, 2. “DATA SETTING”.

The ITEM command is carried out when function key [F6] or [F7] is pressed. Each time one of these keys

is pressed, the display screen is switched over to the preceding or next subcategory items.

“IF’ or “IB” is displayed on the 21st line on the display screen and the screen display is switched over.
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3-2-2. SEARCH Command

=F

[EXTEND]|JADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMISET

T is display. \p,as,F4) (SEARCH).

Inthe subcategory group, which involvesseveral dataelements, the screen display is, sometimes, greater
than one page. This SEARCH command, engaged by function key [F4], may be conveniently used to set

the cursor with ease, although it ispossible to place the cursor at the desired datausing the page key and
the cursor key.

Operating procedure is given below:

(1) Press function key [F4].

This produces display of “F’ on the 21st line on the display screen.

(2) Key in a data number on the keyboard.

Display of “F” is followed by this particular data.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

This allows the cursor to be positioned at the datanumber specified. If the current screen does not
include the data number, then the screen is switched over until that data number appears and the
cursor is positioned there.

If there is nothing corresponding to the data number entered, the cursor is then positioned as follows:

(1) When smaller

The cursor is positioned at the first data.

(2) When greater

The cursor is positioned at the last data.

The screen for setting bit type data, NC optional parameter (bit)) allows the simultaneous setting of both
parameter number searching and parameter number setting.

(1) Press function key [F4].

(2) Key in the parameter number.

(3) Key in a comma {,).

(4) Key in a bit number.

(5) Press the WRITE key.
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3-2-3. AXIS CHANGE Command

=AX

AXIS

[EXTEND]ÿ/SEARCH CHANGE ITEM t ITEMISET ADD CAL

FI [ F2 [ F3 F4 F5 F6 1 F7 1 [ F8

“AX” is displayed.
Each time [F5] (AXIS CHANGE)
is pressed, the screen is switch
over to the next axis display.

In data setting, if there is a parameter of axis type, the 5th and 6th axes cannot be displayed on the same
screen. The AXIS CHANGE command is intended to switch the screen from one display to another.

Since the pitch error compensation data may be displayed on one axis per screen, the command is used
for axis selection.

When function key [F5] is pressed, “AX” appears on the 21st line on the display screen, resulting in a

screen switch.

3-2-4. Cursor Keys

@©
@@

Move the cursor in the arrow-pointed direction, where the cursor stays at only the points including data to
be set. When, for example, the cursor is at

rest at the extreme left, press the cursor key (?) ;

this brings the cursor to the data element located at the extreme right, When the cursor is at the

extreme right, press the cursor key (ÿ) ; this

brings the cursor to the data element located at the extreme left. A similar relationship exists between

the cursor keys @ and @ .

3-2-5. Page Keys

®(jD

When the (Qg) key is pressed, the screen advances one page in the same category only.

When the (8B) key is pressed, the screen returns one page in the same category only.
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3-2-6. EXTEND Command

=EX

[EXTEND]JSET CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMiADD

FI F2 1 [ F3 F4 F5 [ F6 1 [ F7 1 [ F8

"EX" is displayed.
Press [F8] (EXTEND)

Data setting involves many commands, which cannot be displayed at the same time (there are eight
function keys available). The EXTEND command is intended to switch command displays.

Function key [F8] provides a display of “EX” on the 21st line on the screen, resulting in a switched
command only.
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3-3. Input/Output Commands for Peripherals

This group consists of two commands: READ and PUNCH.

3-3-1. READ Command

This is a command to read a variety of data required for data setting from paper tape and set it in place.

The format is shown below:

C L C L C L
P_ Q_ (X_ Y _•••ÿ% R F R F R F %

Feed holes P No. Q No.
' Data

The P and Q numbers must be specified, and are related to data setting as follows: P and Q specify the
category and subcategory. Axis data is specified by X, Y, and Z, and the data not related to an axis is
specified by R.

Feed holes

P and Q numbers are modal. It is not necessary to reprogram if the number is the same as the one
programmed previously.

Both ISO and EIA codes may be used as conventional programs as the coding system.

The relationship of data setting, P numbers and Q numbers, is as indicated below.

Category Subcategory PNo. Q No. Remark

Work coordinate
system origin

1 to No. of work coordi-
nate systems_

100

Tool length offsetTool data 1 to No. of offsets200

Cutter radius compensa-
1 to No. of offsets210

tion

Common variableParameter 300 1 to 200

1 to 40 : real
41 to 56 : integer

_(Supplement)
System parameter 400 1 to 56

User parameter 1 to 32410

1 to No. of compensation
points._Pitch error compensation (Supplement)600

NC optional parameter
(long word)_

1 to 32 : user
33 to 64 : system

700 1 to 64

NC optional parameter
(word)_

1 to 32 : user
33 to 120: system

710 1 to 120

NC optional parameter 1 to 16 : user
17 to 64 : system

720 1 to 64
(bit)
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Operating procedure is given below:

(D Press PARAMETER, TOOL DATA or ZERO SET.

[ uaa syg [

BSE)®®D G’ h
K L M| NK SPH J

©000 (*
HH ©00® B
mm o©0© 0
l©©l ©O©0 h

1 t
7

© Press WRITEA

'® Press [F1] (READ). '© Press [F8] (EXTEND).

Fig. 1-2 Reading the Data from Tape

© Press the PARAMETER, TOOL DATA or ZERO SET key.

© Press function key [F8] (EXTEND).

This displays the READ (F1) command.

® Set a paper tape for data setting on the tape reader so that the leading feed holes come to the
reader.

© Press function key [F1] (READ).

This displays “R” on the 21st line on the display screen.

© Press the WRITE key.

This allows the paper tape to advance, so that the data on the tape is sequentially read and set.

Note that the tape reader stops when an error occurs during the setting and the display screen shows the
message below:

read continuing? (Y/N)!

Press Y or N key. Keying in “Y" permits the tape reader to continue reading. The entry of “N” aborts the
read command.
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3-3-2. PUNCH Command

This isacommand to punch various data requiredfor data setting on the paper tape. Paper tape format is
the same as with the READ operation. This command allows setting data to be stored on a paper tape.

Tape format is the same as indicated in Section 4, 3-3-1. “READ Command”.

Punching out data under special conditions are shown below:

R Normal data

R/0 Empty

R/1 + overflow

R/2 -overflow

R/3 + underflow

R/4 -underflow

When the data of the type indicated above is entered, the same condition is set. Operating procedure is
shown as follows:

© Press PARAMETER, TOOL DATA or ZERO SET.

X
X] V,M. I Al*HW ~j

x

H*J IRF
o jJIulM

®©(J> BS

®0®0\0
g)@j Q 3)(+

900©
® CUD ®0303)Q3G3£3®0 7

Z z 7
7

© Key in a P No. / © Enter the \
device name.© Press [F2] (PUNCH).

© Press [F8] ©® Press WRITE.
(EXTEND).-

Fig. 1-3 PUNCH Command
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CD Press the PARAMETER, TOOL DATA or ZERO SET key.

<D Press function key [F8] (EXTEND)

This displays the PUNCH [F2] command.

© Press function key [F2] (PUNCH).

This displays “PU” on the 21st line on the display screen.

© Enter the device name following “PU”,the following names are usable.

PU i_i device name: File name

If a sector device is designated, a search will be conducted for the relevant sector device, and a
check will be conducted to determine if a file of the same name already exists. If a file of the same
name is found, a “File exists, over write? (Y/N)!” message will be displayed. Enter “Y” to execute

overwriting, or “N” to cancel the punch operation. A “Comment input” message will be displayed,
requesting any comments which may be required regarding the punch data. Enter a comment if
necessary. If no comment is required, nothing should be entered.

* Parentheses marks “(“ and ”)” cannot be used in the comment. If used, an error will occur.

“5320 Wring character”

© Press the WRITE key.

The punch menu is displayed under the heading of DATA TAPE PUNCH MENU*
and then the feed holes and the percent code (%) are punched on paper tape.

The prompt [parameter No.!] then appears.

I PARAMETER~SET
I 97/07/15 14: io:oo

•PARAMETER DATA TAPE PUNCH MENU*

P NO. ITEM P NO. ITEM

700 OPTIONAL PARAMETER (LONG WORD)
710 OPTIONAL PARAMETER (WORD)
720 OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

100 ZERO OFFSET
200 TOOL LENGTH OFFSET
210 CUTTER RADIUS COMP
230 TOOL MANAGE DATA
300 COMMON VARIABLE
400 SYSTEM PARAMETER
410 USER PARAMETER
600 PITCH ERROR COMP

=EX
=PU TT:
pies© input message !
parameter No. !_

BACKUP [EXTEND]READ PUNCH VERIFY

©©©©©©©©
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© From the menu, select the item number of the parameter data to be punched. The data entry
format is as below:

P No. (A) - P No. (B) , Q No. (A) Q No. (B)

Entry of aP and Q number should bemade without characters P andQ. Useadelimiter whenaQ

number is entered following a P number.

When a range of P numbers or Q numbers is to be specified, the P number (B) or the Q number (B)
must be larger than the P number (A) or the Q number (A), respectively.

For the data entry, see examples below:

Example 1: Punching out all tool length offset data

parameter No. !200 [or 200-200]

Example 2: Punching out all the data from tool length offset to common variable

parameter No. !200-300

Example 3: Punching out No. 8 data of tool length offset data

parameter No. I200, 8 [or 200, 8-8]

Example 4: Punching out No. 8 data of parameter data from tool length offset data to common
variable data

parameter No. I200-300, 8

Example 5: Punching out tool length offset data within a required range, from No. 2 to No. 8,

for example

parameter No. !200, 2-8

Example 6: Punching out within a required range of parameter data from tool length offset data

to common variable data

parameter No. !200-300, 2-8

(?) Press the WRITE key.

The data within the selected range is punched out from the specified output device.

® After the completion of punching out the desired data, the parameter No. ! is displayed again.
Repeat the steps f) and g) to punch out all the required data.

© Finally, press only the WRITE key.

Thepercent (%) code andthe trailing feedholes arepunched outon thepaper tape, thus endingthe

datapunch mode. The display mode isalso restored from thepunchmenu to the originally selected
mode.
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3-3-3. Verify

The VERIFY operation occurs in the same manner as the READ operation. The data which is read is not

determined by the parameter settings. There may be cases when an error occurs even though the
numeral displayed at “Parameter Set” is the same as that at the verify data. However, this is due simply to

thefact that thenumber of digits following thedisplayednumeralarebeing heldby theOSP, andthere isno
actual error.

A “tolerance” designation can be made at the VERIFY operation as follows:

DV Device name; file name; numeric value

By entering the optional tolerance (numeric value) designation, an error will not occur even if a data
mismatch occurs, provided thatpart of theparameter datawhich is readis within the tolerance range. Only
positive integers can be designated as tolerance values. The tolerance system-of-units varies according

to the parameter types being compared. Regarding data items with decimal points (system parameters,

user parameters, zero offset, tool data, etc.), comparison will begin from the smallest displayed numeral
(following decimal point). Optional parameter words and long parameter words, etc., have no decimal
points, and are therefore compared as they are.

If the data error value exceeds the tolerance range, the following error message will be displayed:

5375 DATA VERIFY ERROR “MISMATCH LINES”

The following parameters (including the tolerance value) are compared during the VERIFY operation:

PNo.

Zero offset
Tool length offset
Cutter radius compensation

System parameter (excluding home position return order data)

User parameter

Thread pitch offset
NC optional parameter (long word)

NC optional parameter (word)

NC optional parameter (bit)

3-3-4. Omitting the File Name and Device Name

- If thedevicenameisnot specifiedat the READ andVERIFYoperations, the setting will be determinedby

optional parameter word No. 104 (initial value: 0, setting range: 0-11).

The devices which correspond to the setting values are shown below.
(This parameter setting becomes valid when power is switched ON.)

100

200

210

400

410

600

700

710

720

Setting Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1110

Device Name TR CN0 CN1 CN2 CN3 CN4 FD0 FD3MD0 MD1 FD1 FD2

The “CN0” device name shown above represents the same device as the “TT” (teletyper) name.
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- If the device name is not specified at the PUNCH operation, the setting will be determined by optional

parameter word No. 103 (initial value: 0, setting range: 0-11). The devices which correspond to the
setting values are shown below.

(This parameter setting becomes valid when power is switched ON.)

Setting Value 0 21 3 5 6 7 8 9 104 11

Device Name CNO CN1 CN2 CN3 CN4 PP MDO FDOMD1 FD1 FD2 FD3

The “CNO” device name shown above represents the same device as the “TT” (teletyper) name.

- If the filename is not specified, adefault filename will be designatedaccording to operation function and
device in question.

The default file name is “A.TOP”. This function features separate default values for the file and extend
names. If only the extension name is omitted, it will be designated as “.TOP”.

3-4. Other Commands

The NC has other commands as explained below:

3-4-1. Back Up Command

: Data such as tool length offset, cutter radius compensation, origin of work coordinate

systems and parameter except system parameter is backed up to the memory in a preset

interval. Therefore, turning off the power to the control right after renewing the data will

cause the data to stay as it was without being updated.

Theexecutionof theback upcommandwill updatethedataeven when thepower is turnedoff.

Operating procedure is shown below:

(1) Press the PARAMETER, ZERO SET or TOOL DATA key.

(2) Press function key [F8] (EXTEND).

The commands will be changed as indicated right.

=BA

[EXTEND]ÿ/READ PUNCH VERYFY BACKUP

CED © GD ©© © GZ F8

“=BA” is displayed.
After the completion of
backup, “=* is displayed.

Press [F8]
([EXTEND]).

Press [F7] (BACKUP).

(3) Press function key [F7] (BACKUP).

“= BA” appears on the console line and back up is continuously executed.
After back up completion, “=” will appear on the screen.

Now, all the data has been backed up and the power to the control may be turned off at any time.
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4. Zero Set Commands

4-1. Work Coordinate System Origin

This is theorigin of the work coordinate systemreferenced to the origin of the machine coordinate system.
Asthe standard feature, 20 sets of the work coordinatesystem origincanbe set, and thiscan be expanded
to 50 or 100 sets.

Yd Ym YW1 Ywa
X4 Tool*

X1 2k 2k
Y4 Xw3Local coordinate

system zero
(Set by user) V3

X*1c---
/" Work coordinate system
/ zero (Set by user)

Y2

XmMachine coordinate system zero
(Set by maker)

Y1

Xd
Position encoder zero point

Y1: Machine zero offset amount

Y2: Work zero offset amount

Fig. 1-4 Work Coordinate System Origin

A function called the machine coordinate system origin has been implemented. After the position detector
is replaced, all that remains is to set another machine coordinate system origin, without having to set all of
the work coordinate system origins (and others) at new values. This may be applied to soft-limits, thus
helping to reduce the jobs required after the position encoder is replaced.

How to set the work coordinate system origin as follows:

(1) Press the ZERO SET key.

This changes the display screen to Zero Set display.

(2) One page of the screen can display 10 sets of data. To display the data for the 11th and later
sets,

press the page key (Cg) .
Fromthe standpoint of axes, onepage displays thedatafor four axes. Therefore, todisplay thedata

for the fifth and later axes, press function key [F5] (AXIS CHANGE).

When the desired page is displayed, move the cursor to the data which should be set or changed.
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I ZERO SET
I 97/07/15 14 fToToo"

•PROGRAM ZERO* Inn
NO. X Y Z

10.000
0.000

0.000 0.000* 1
2 0.000

32.000
1230.000

-0.014
0.000
0.000

0.000
3 45.000 8.000
4 23.500

32.580
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

456.200
2.5805

6 0.000
0.0007

£ 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 777.000

0.00010 0.000

X Y z
ACT POSIT (WORK) -260.000 -100.000 300.000

A-Mtd

55
=S B

[EXTENDjySET CAL SEARCHADD

©©©©©©©©
(3) Setting

(a) When the offset of the work zero (origin of work coordinate system) is known, press function
key [F1] (SET) and enter that work zero offset. (The entry data is X2 and Y2 on the previous
drawing.)

(b) When the work zero has been set and it serves as the reference of further offset, press
function key [F2] (ADD) and enter the distance of the position to be set as viewed from the
preset position.

(c) When it is necessary to set the work zero offset which causes the present actual machine
position to be the new desired actual position, press function key [F3] (CAL) and enter the new
actual position data. (In the previous drawing, key in X4 and Y4, to set X2 and Y2.) The
entered data is displayed on the 21st line of the screen.

(4) Press the WRITE key.

This updates the data indicated by the cursor.

Note that a appears before the number of the work coordinate system which is currently
selected.

[Supplement] Local coordinate systems are effective only in programming.
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5. Tool Data Set Commands

5-1. Tool Length Offset and Cutter Radius Compensation

Tool offset or compensation has been incorporated since the tip position is dependent on tool type.

Tool data consists of length offset data and cutter radius compensation data.

The system offers 50 sets of tool length offset and cutter radius compensation data as the standard
feature, and this can be expanded to 100, 200, or 300 sets of offset and compensation data.

For offset number 0, only ”0” can be set.

Data is set as follows:

(1) Press the TOOL DATA key.

This displays the tool data.

(2) One page of display covers 20 sets of tool length offset values and as many sets of cutter

radius compensation values. If desired data is not seen on the page, operate the page keys or
the [F4] (SEARCH).

TOOL DATA SEf
197/07/15 14:10:00

•CUTTER R COMP* (D—)•TOOL LENGTH OFFSET* (H—) Trim
NO. NO. NO NO.

1.000 11 0.000
2.000 12 0.000
1.000 13 0.000
1.000 14 0.000

* 5 I 10.000 I 15 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

889.499 20 0.000

1 1 10.000 11
5.000 12
2.320 13
0.000 14
0.000 15
0.000 16
5.000 17
0.000 18
0.000 19
0.000 20

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

2 2
3 3
4 4

5
6 0.000 16

0.000 17
8 122.432 18

0.000 19

6
7 7

8
9 9

10 10

X Y Z
ACT POSIT (WORK) -260.000 -100.000 300.000

A-Mtd
=S 5.
=S 5.
=S 10

[EXTEND]JSET CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMlADD

©©©©©©©@

After obtaining the page displaying the desired tool data, position the cursor at the desired data
element.

(3) Setting

(a) When the tool data is known, press function key [F1] (SET) and enter tool data on the
keyboard.

(b) When the tool data has been set and the change amount from the set data is known, press

function key [F2] (ADD) and enter the change amount.
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(c) Tool length offset

Before carrying out the above steps (1) and (2), set the zero offset of the tool axis. Mount the tool
for setting.

Manually align the tool tip with the reference surface.

Press function key [F3] (CAL) and key in the data, which consists of the axis name, the direction,
and the current position as viewed from the origin. Note, here, that the axis name represents the
axis parallel to the axis on which the tool rotates (X-, Y- and Z-axis).

Generally, the axis name is Z-axis.

Example: CAL Z 10.5

CAL Z -20.5

(4) Press the WRITE key.

The data is set at the position indicated by the cursor.

The tool offset number presently selected is identified by an asterisk (*) appearing right before that
tool offset number.

5-2. ATC Pot No./Tool No. Table

For vertical machining centers and other machines which have a small number of tools, the
memory-random ATC specification is adopted and for machines with a large number of tools, the fixed
address ATC specification is adopted.

5-2-1. Memory-random ATC Specification

; In the memory-random ATC system, the tool set in the spindle is returned to the magazine

toolpot of the tool to be set in the spindle next. Therefore, the correspondence between

the tool number and the pot number will change each time the tool change cycle is carried

out. This requires the initial correspondence between the tool number and the magazine

pot number to be stored in the control memory after setting all the tools in the magazine.

In addition, since the use of a large-diameter tool will cause an interference with adjacent
tools, the control must be capable of recognizing a large-diameter tool so that the toolpot

whichaccommodates one is placedbetween the pots having dummy tools or no tool. That is,
the large-diameter tool must be returned to the toolpot originally stored.

A large-diameter tool is distinguished from other conventional tools based on the machine

specifications. Distinguishing of tools-large-diameter tools and conventional tools -is made
according to the tool diameter and the value used to classify tools into these two categories

depends on the machine specifications.

Setting of the correspondence between the tool number and toolpot number is made in the following two

ways:

(1) The table listing the original correspondence between the tool numbers and toolpot numbers
should be made beforehand on the display screen. After that, the tools are set in the toolpots in

accordance with the correspondence table data.

(2) Tools are set in the spindle and they are returned to the magazine in the manual tool change

operations. In this case, the toolpot where the tool in the spindle is to be returned may be

specified or the one automatically selected may be used, as required.

Explanations in this section cover the procedure indicated in (1). For the procedure of (2), please

refer toII, OPERATION, Section3, 4-1 “ATC”.
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Setting:

I TOOL DATA SET N 1
I &7/07/15 14:10:00

* POT NO./ TOOL NO. TABLE *
POT TOOL
NO. NO.

POT TOOL
NO. NO.
11 011
12 012
13 013
14 014
15 0i5
16 016
17 017
18 018
19 019
20 NA

POT TOOL POT TOOL
NO. NO.NO. NO.

1 001 21 NA
22 022
23 023
24 024
25 025
26 026
27 027
28 028
29 029
30 030

:SPCY POT
:ACT TOOL
:NXT TOOL

NA
2 002 020
3 003 007
4 004
5 005 IMAGAZINE 10
6 006
7 007
8 008
9 009

IQlofn

ITEM i. [EXTEND]SET SEARCH ITEM T

©©©©©©©©
Fig. 1-5 Tool Data Offset (ATC Pot No./Tool No. Table)

(1) Press the TOOL DATA key.

(2) Press function key [F7] (ITEM i).

The CRT will display the page of “*POT NO./TOOL NO. TABLE*”.

(3) Locate the cursor at TOOL NO. position of the POT NO. for which the tool number is to be set.

(4) Press function key [F1] (SET).

“S I_J ” will be displayed on the console line. (“ I_I ” indicates the space.)

(5) Key in the desired tool number through the keyboard.

(a) Conventional tool

(b) Large-diameter tool

(c) Dummy tool

(d) For clearing tool number

(e) Planer tool (optional)

(f) Heavy tool (depending on the machine type) S i_i 5, M

(g) Press the WRITE key.

This sets the correspondence between the tool number and the toolpot number.

S L-i 1

Su 7, L

SLUD

Su*
Su 6, P
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[Supplement] 1. The symbols and “»” appearing in the POT NO. column indicate the position

of the corresponding toolpot.

-*ÿ : Tool change position with A TC

» : Manual tool change position

2. The range of toolpot numbers which can be set is from“1” to the magazinecapacity
(the number of tools accommodated in the magazine).

Theusable number of tool numbers is identical to the programmable number of tool
offset numbers.

3. For a large-diameter, setting is allowed only when the two adjacent toolpots are
assigned with no tool number or dummy tool code, “D”. An error occurs if either of
two adjacent toolpots is assigned with an actual tool number.

The setting of a large-diameter tool in a toolpot automatically sets dummy tool

code, “D”, at two adjacent toolpots.

4. In case the tool number already used is again entered for a new toolpot, an alarm
occurs.

5. Any attempt to set a tool number for a toolpot which has a dummy tool in it causes
an error. In this case, cancel the dummy tool code by entering code. Note that
the dummy tools placed in the adjacent toolpots for the one accommodating a
large-diameter tool should not be cleared. A dummy tool may be placed between
two large-diameter tools as a common dummy tool.
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5-2-2. Fixed Address ATC Specifications

To select a tool from the tools in the magazine using a tool number command, it is necessary to set the
correspondence between the tool numbers and the toolpot numbers.

If an interference occurs between the tools stored in the two adjacent toolpots due to their diameters, set
the safety adaptor in toolpots at both sides of the toolpot which holds a large-diameter tool. This prevents

an occurrence of interference between the tools during tool setting operations.

Setting:

i TOOL DATA~SEf N_ 1

I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* POT NO./ TOOL NO. TABLE *
POT TOOL
NO. NO.
11 011
12 012
13 013
14 014
15 015
16 016
17 017
18 018
19 019
20 NA

POT TOOL
NO. NO.

1 001
2 002
3 003
4 004
5 005
6 006
7 007
8 008
9 009

10l02ll

POT TOOL POT TOOL
NO. NO. NO. NO.
21 NA
22 022
23 023
24 024
25 025
26 026
27 027
28 028
29 029
30 030

TOOL
:ACT TOOL
:NXT TOOL

NA
020
007

:MAGAZINE 10

ITEM t ITEM 4 [EXTEND]SEARCHSET

(ZD©©©®©®©

(1) Press the TOOL DATA key.

(2) Press function key [F7] (ITEM 1).

The CRT will display the page of “*POT NO./TOOL NO. TABLE*”.

(3) Locate the cursor at the TOOL NO. position of the POT NO. for which the tool number is to be
set.

(4) Press function key [F1] (SET).

The CRT will display “S” on its console line. (I_I indicates the space.)

(5) Key in the desired tool number through the keyboard.

(a) Tool number

(b) Safety adaptor

(c) For clearing tool number

(d) Planer tool (optional)

(e) Heavy tool

Sÿ 1

Su_. D

SL-I *
S 6, P

Sÿ 1, M
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(6) Press the WRITE key.

This sets the correspondence between the tool number and the toolpot number.

[Supplement] 1. If the tool number already used isagain entered for anew toolpot, an alarm occurs.

2. An attempt toset atool number for atoolpot whichhas adummy tool in it causesan

error. In this case, cancel the dummy tool code by entering “*” and set

5-2-3. Clearing/Setting Tool Numbers

it ispossible toclear tool numbers set on the“*POTNO./TOOL NO. TABLE*” screen at one time, or to set

tool numbers which correspond to toolpot numbers (having same numbers) on the “ATC POT NO./TOOL
NO. TABLE” at one time.

Note tool numbers can not ben set at one time unless the correspondence between toolpot numbers and
tool numbers are all cleared.

Operating Procedure

(1) Clearing tool numbers

(a) Press the TOOL DATA key.

(b) Press function key [F7] (ITEM J).

The CRT will display the page of “*POT NO./TOOL NO. TABLE*”.

(c) Key in “ATC” through the keyboard and press the WRITE key.

The following message will be displayed on the screen.

Tool table initialize OK? (Y/N)

(d) Key in “Y” and press the WRITE key to clear tool numbers.

Key in “N” and press the write key to cancel clearing tool numbers.

(2) Setting tool numbers

(a) Press the TOOL DATA key.

(b) Press function key [F7] (ITEM |).

The CRT will display the page of “ATC POT NO./TOOL NO. TABLE”.

(c) Key in “TSET” and press the WRITE key.

[Supplement] When an attempt is made to set tool numbers without clearing the correspondence
between toolpot numbers and tool numbers, no data will be set.
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6. Parameter Setting

To perform NC operations, for example positioning, program editing, and so forth, data such as axis travel
ranges, tape output code, and others, are predetermined for each individual function. However, there are
cases in which these data needs to be changed in accordance with the change in operation conditions.

The data elements used to control NC functions are called parameters.

The parameters can be classified into 18 types as indicated below.

(1) Display selection (selection for display/not-display of parameter setting screens)

(2) Common variable

(3) User parameter

(4) G/M code macro

(5) NC optional parameter (long word)

(6) NC optional parameter (word)

(7) NC optional parameter (bit)

(8) Input unit system

(9) NC optional parameter -RS232C (CNO:)

(10) NC optional parameter -Spindle (OKUMA VAC)

(11) Machine axis parameter

(12) System parameter

(13) Pitch error compensation data

(14) NC run timer

(15) Spindle load monitor

(16) Tapping torque monitor

(17) Machine user parameter

(18) Machine system parameter

Contents and setting procedures of parameters are detailed in IV “PARAMETER”.
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SECTION 2 PROGRAM OPERATION

This section describes the program operation procedure and the contents of the commands used in the
program operation.

The NCunit hascommands for DATE entry, initializing, program deletion, etc. in addition to reading inand
punching-put of a program tape and program editing.

In this system the filenames can also be interchanged as individual programs areassigned afile name for
managing the programs.

List of Program Commands1.

Item Command Functions Remarks

Date DATE Sets the date.

Directory DIR Displays file directory.

Transfer * PIP Transfers program file. Sub commands provided

Edit *
(Supplement 1)

EDIT Edits program file. Sub commands provided

Multi-file transfer MPIP Transfers multiple files between
the NC and an external device
using the RS232C interface.

Sub commands provided

LIST Lists file contents.List *
CONDENSArrangement Arranges the stored data.

Time TIME Sets the time.

Initializing INIT Initializes the memory, floppy
disks and other data storage de¬
vices.

Deletion * DELETE Deletes the specified file.

Operation guide
(Supplement 2)

GD Displays the operation state of
the selected file.

Free area FREE Displays the free area in the
memory.

RENAMERenaming * Changes the specified file name.

File protection * PROTECT Prohibits writing to or renewing of
the specified file._

MS-DOS * MSDS Transfers the program files in the
MS-DOS format.

Sub commands provided
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The commands indicated by an asterisk (*) are operated using the directory-selection-based file
operation screen. For the PIP command, the directory-selection-based type file operation screen is used
only for READ, PUNCH, VERIFY, and COPY commands. Basic operation using the commands indicated
above isexplainedbelow, suchasthefunctiontodisplay theregistered machining programs in batchusing
the function displayed on the directory-selection-based file operation screen. For details of the functions,
refer to Section 15, “DIRECTORY-SELECTION-BASED FILE OPERATION FUNCTION”.

[Supplement] 1. The file edit command is changed to the l-MAP edit command for the l-MAP

specification. For details and operation procedure of the l-MAP edit commandand
sub commands, refer to l-MAP EDIT FUNCTION published separately.

2. For details of operation guide commands, refer toIIOPERATION, Section 6, 8.
“Run Guide Display”.

Details of the commands accessible in the program operation mode are explained below.

The operation to select the program operation mode before starting the command operation is used in

commonto all commands. Thisprogram operation mode selection procedure is first explained;this stepis

not explained for the explanation on the command operation.

Procedure to select the program operation mode:

(1) Press the EDIT AUX key. r?-
2>

EDIT AUX,
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(2) The lamp at the upper left corner in the key lights and the screen changes to the program
operation screen. The function names also change as indicated below.

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]ÿ/DATE DIR

©©©©©©©©
Thekeys change in
this order when
[F8] (EXTEND) is
pressed.=EX

BLANK
INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE GUIDE

RUN

[EXTEND]ÿ/TIME

©©©©©©©©

=EX
=EX

[EXTEND]ÿ/PROTECT MS-DOS DNC-A DNC-B

©©©©©©©©
These commands are explained below.
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2. Date

The NC’s clock function continues counting time even when the power is turned off. Therefore, when the
power is turned on, the current date is displayed.

NOTICE : Sincethisdatedataisvery important for thefunctions suchas MacMan, alarm log, etc., donot

change it inadvertently.

Date setting procedure is given below.

(1) Press function key [F1] (DATE).

The following is displayed on the console line and the system becomes ready for the input of date.

=DA
1994. 9.30 FRIDAY 14:33:30

enter date (Y.M.D) !_

=EX
=DA
1994. 9.30 FRIDAY
enter date(Y.M.D) !

14:33:30

MULTI

DIR PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTENDiyDATE

\ Press [F1] (DATE)

=DA
1994. 9.30 FRIDAY 14:33:30
enter date (Y.M.D) !__

This is only an example; current date,
day of week, and time are displayed.

(2) Key in the year, month, and date with period put after each item following the prompt “!”.

Example: 1994.9.30

(3) Press the WRITE key.

When the correct entry has been made, the display screen indicates date and a day of the week.

If the data entry is not correct, the display screen requests data entry again.

[Supplement] 1. Entry of only right two digits is acceptable for year entry.

2. Pressing the WRITE key without entering the date ends the operation and nothing
occurs.
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3. Directory

This is the function for making a list of files stored in the memory (MD1:) or the floppy disk (FDO:). The list
may be displayed on the display screen and it may also be printed.

(1) Press function key [F2] (DIR).

The screen displays the prompt “Dl” on its console line.

=DI

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP [EXTENDjyDATE DIR LIST CONDENS

FI ] [ F2 ] [ F3 ] [ F4 ( F5 ] F6 ] [ F7 ] [ F8

Press [F2] (DIR)
“Dl'' is displayed.

(2) Enter the device name (MD1: or FDO:) following “=DI”. The default device name is MD1

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The directory of file names of the files registered in the specified device (MD1:or FDO:) is displayed.

I PROGRAM OPERATION DIR
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

MD1:*.*DIR PAGE T

FILENAME SEC BYTE CHARACTER DATE

0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045
0001 000045

1994.9.27
1994.9.30
1994.9.30
1994.9.30
1994.9.30
1994.9.30
1994.9. 30
1994.9.30
1994.9.30

A. MIN
8.MIN
C.MIN
O.MIN
E.MIN
F.MIN
G.MIN
H. MIN
I.MIN

69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

=DI

MULTI
DIR I PIP EDIT | PIP | LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]JDATE
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[Supplement] 1. Up to 12 filenames are displayed on the screen.

When all filenames are not indicated on one display page, the display screen does
not provide the prompt “=” and the cursor remains as it was.

In this case:

(1) Press the BS key, and the display advances one page.

(2) Press the WRITE key, and the display will advance continuously. To stop
this advancement, press the BS key.

(3) Press the CANCEL key, and the command will be aborted with the display
unchanged.

Example: When there are many filenames,

- DIR and WRITE

- BS

Display of the 1st page

Keep pressing until the required page
is displayed.

Abort the directory mode

Specify the file, observing the display.

- CANCEL

- EDIT .. .

2. When there are no files, the message “no file” is given.

3. Key in a file name following the prompt “Dl”, and you can check whether that file
exists or not.

In this file name entry step, the use of symbols (asterisk) and “?” (question
mark) is permitted.

The symbol “>ÿ<” indicates a string of characters while the symbol “?” represents a
character. may be used only once in both a file name and extended name.

Therefore, by specifying and “?” in a filename, all thefile names corresponding
to the entered file name are given.

Example 1:= Dl *.MIN [WRITE]

All the file names assigned with the extended file name MIN

Example 2:=Dlu_, BOX*.MlN [WRITE]

All the file names assigned with the extended name MIN and the main
file name beginning with BOX

Example 3:= Dl L_I *.* [WRITE]

All the file names (same as no data entry)

Example 4:= DI???.SUB [WRITE]

All the file names assigned with the extended name SUB, and whose

main file name consists of up to three characters

Example 5:=DIUJ BOX-1 ???.* [WRITE]

All the file names whose main file name begins with BOX-1 and the

remaining filename consists of up to three characters
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[Supplement] 4. Output device name can be entered following the filename. A comma should be
inserted before the output device name.

Example 6:= Dl i_i *.*, TT: [WRITE]

With the data entered as above, all the filenames are printed out by the
teletypewriter.

As an output device name, PR: (printer) is also used.

5. There is an Option Setting, indicated below, which follows the filename.

;P (file protected state is displayed following the date)

00 : Not protected

01 : File protected

For the file protection specification method, refer to Section 5, 14. “Protect”.
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4. File Transfer

This is the command to transfer a program, with the following sub commands:

Item Command Functions

Registers a part program after reading it through the tape
reader.

Read READ

Punch PUNCH Punches out the part program stored in the memory.

Verifies the program in the memory with the program on
the paper tape._

Verify VERIFY

Copy COPY Copies the program file on memory.

Forward FAST FORWARD Tape reader rapid forward feed motion

Rewind FAST REWIND Tape reader rewinding

Ends transfer mode and restores the program operation
mode.

PIP quit QUIT

Macro
program loading

Copies files with extension .LIB from 3.5-inch floppy disk
drive to MD1:.

MACRO LOADING

NOTICE • Never turn off power supply during the execution offile transfer orfile editing. If it is turnedoff,

- the file contents will be unreliable.

4-1. Read

This is the operation to readapart program from program reading device such as tape reader and to store

it in the memory.

The following explanation is given assuming a taper reader.

(1) Set the program tape in the tape reader.

Set this portion in the
tape reader.

(

l
© o o o oo © o .......

Program ___ Tape feed _Program name (number) and
I holes i machining program

Tape feed holes ---- — Tape feed holesfile name

(2) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (3) below.

=PIP
>

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP [EXTEND]JDIR LIST CONDENSDATE

FI I [ F2 1 [ F3 1 F4 ] [ F5 I { F6 1 f F7 1 [ F8

Press [F3] (PIP).
“PIP >” is displayed.
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(3) Press -function key [F1] (READ).

=P!P
>

FAST RAST PIP

FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]JVERIFY COPYPUNCHREAD

N Press [FI] (READ)

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is

displayed on the screen.

PIP:READ RII

PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PIP :READ OVERWRITE
R[fl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — ND1:*.MIN
[F3] — FD0:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES. AFTER PRESSING [Ft] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XR
>

MDi; FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©(ZD©
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(4) Enter the file name of the file to be punch and press the WRITE key.

Example: TEST9.MIN

I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/16 14:TQT00

PIP :READ OVERWRITE
R TEST9. MINffl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MDI:*.MIN
[F3] - FDO:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER FRESSING [FI] .
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDI :
DEFAULT FILE NAJiE = * MIN

€>>XR
> WRITE

ftFDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.

INDEX HISTORYj INSBRT DELETE CANCEL
MDI:

INDEX INDEX

Pressing this key starts thetape reader. The commands on the tapeare read and stored inmemory.

While the tape is being read, the screen displays “READ” along with the “file name” on the first line.

When the first EOB code appears after the start of the tape reading-in, the message “VALID
INFORMATION READING” is displayed.

At the completion of the tape reading-in, the tape is then rewound and read in the reverse order to

verify the read and stored program against the program on the tape.

When the tape reading-in and verification is completed, “>” appears on the console line.
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[Supplement] Taperewinding with or without tapeverification is selectable by settingbits 4and 5of NO
optional parameter (bit) No. 1.

I PROGRAM OPERATION TRANSFER READ TEST9.MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

TEST9.M1N
file exist overwrite ? (Y/N) !Y
varid information reading
>

FAST FAST PIP
[EXTEND]READ PUNCH VERIFY | COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT

©©©©©©©©
(5) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

TEST9. MI N
file exist overwrite ? (Y/N) !Y
varid information reading

>
FAST FAST PIP

COPY FORWARD) REWIND | QUIT [EXTEND]/READ PUNCH VERIFY

(ZD©©©©©©®
The screen returns to the one displayed in item (1). Details and precautions on this operation are
given in 4-3-1. “Precautions for Tape Reading-in, Punching-out, andVerifying Operations”. Be sure
to read this item.

[Supplement] If an error occurs during tape reading, 31 characters preceding the error character are
displayed on the console line of display screen.
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4-2. Punching Out Stored Program Data

This is the function to punch out the program data stored in the memory.

The procedure is as follows:

(1) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (2) below.

=PIP
>

MULTI
DIR PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTENDjyDATE

F1 1 ( F2 1 [ F3 ] [ F4 ] [ F5 1 [ F6 ] { F7 1 [ F8

Press [F3] (PIP).
“PIP >" is displayed.

(2) Press function key [F2] (PUNCH).

=XP
>

FAST RAST
COPY FORWARD REWIND

PIP

[EXTEND]ÿ/READ PUNCH VERIFY QUIT

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F2] (PUNCH).
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The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

PIP:PUNCH PH

I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PIP :FJNCH OVERWRITE

Pffl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1:*. MIN
[F3] — FD0:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XP
>

MD1: FDO: | COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

(3) Enter the file name of the file to be punch and press the WRITE key.

Example: BOX-1350.MIN

This step is unnecessary for a program without a file name, i.e., A.MIN.

I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:TOTOO

PIP :PUNCH OVERWRITE
P BOX-1350.MIN[T]

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MD1:*.MIN
[F3] —*• FD(K*. MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.MIN

>XP
>

FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

MDT: WRITE

/9INDEX INDEX
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This starts the tape punching out operation, during which the screen displays “PUNCH” along with

the “filename”.

When tape punching-out is completed, the message “file-end” is given on the console line and “>"
appears in the following line.

>
>P BOX-1350. MIN
f i le end
>

FAST RAST PIP
READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©©
(4) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

>
>P BOX-1350.MIN
file end
>

FAST RAST PIP

FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]JREAD PUNCH VERIFY COPY

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F7] (PIP QUIT)

This completes the tape punching out operation and the display returns to the mode as in step (1).

[Supplement] 1. That tape punching speed will be slowed down while machine operation is carried
out simultaneously.

2. Tape Punching Out Format

•—*00O o 0 SA.MIN - = o* * * * to

Program name

Machining program Feed holesFeed holes File name Feed holes
(5)in (2) (3) (6)(4)

(1) 600 tape feed holes are punched in the tape leader section.

The number of feed holes to be punched out can range, as needed, from 1 to 10000 with a
parameter.

For details, refer toIV “PARAMETER”, Section 4, 5. “NC Optional Parameter (Word)”.

(2) The file name is punched out following the “$” code. (Program data is punched out in the ISO

coding system.)

(3) 50 tape feed holes are punched out.

The number of the tape feed holes cannot be changed.
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(4) “%”, and “OR”, “LF” codes are punched out.

(5) The part program data is punched out following the program name (number).

(6) The same number of tape feed holes as in (1) are punched out in the tape trailing section.

[Supplement] 1. When the program data is punched out in the ElA coding system, the “CR” code is
punched instead of the “CR” and “LF” codes.

When the program data is punched out in the EIA code, the presence of a codenot
available in the EIA coding system causes an error. Tape punching-out halts and
an error message is given on the display screen.

When the tape delimiting code is the “%” (ER) code, i.e., when bit 3 of parameter

No. 1 of NC optional parameter (bit) is 1, the “%” code is punched out before feed

holes.

2. The part program is split and punched out, if it is too long to be contained in one
paper tape roll. Paper tape length may be changed from 1 to 300 meters (3 to 984

feed) using the NC optional parameter (word) No. 2.

As the format, the file name is also punched out, for the second tape and so on.

Sincethe tapeends with “CR”or “LF”, actual tape length issomewhat differentfrom
the tape length set using the parameter.

When designating paper tape punch out operation on more than one paper taper
roll, specify option D in the following format:

P <file-name>, <device-name>:;D

\ \ ®®’
| File | Feed ! ' 7
| name |holes I Tape length for parameter setting

• = SA.MIN 1st tape

Feed
Feed holes holes

2nd tape= SA.MIN = -
Machining program

Refer to 4-3-1, “Precautions for Tape Reading-in, Punching-out, and Verifying Operations” for
details and cautions on this operation.
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4-3. Verifying Punched Out Programs

This is the function for verifying the program transmitted to a target device or medium against theprogram
stored in the source device between the paper tape and the floppy, the paper tape and the memory, the
floppy and the memory, the floppy and the floppy, the memory and the memory.

The following explanation is given for the verify operation made between the program punched on tape
and the program stored in memory.

The procedure is as follows:

(1) Set the tape to be verified in the tape reader in the same manner as for storing a program from
a tape to memory.

(2) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (3) below.

=PIP
>

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP . LIST CONDENSDATE [EXTEND]/DIR

FI 1 F2 ] [ F3 1 F4 ] F5 1 F6 ] [ F7 ] [ F8

Press [F3] (PIP).
“PIP >” is displayed.

(3) Press function key [F3] (VERIFY).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP

READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTENDly

\ Press [F3] (VERIFY).

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

PIP:VERIFY V m
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f I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 HTTQTOO

PIP :VERIFY OVERWRITE
vm

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MDi:* MIN
[F3] - FDO:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [F1] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDI:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.UIN

>XV
>

MDI: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX |HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

(4) Enter the file name of the file to be verify and press the WRITE key.

Example: BOX-1350.MIN.

This step is unnecessary for a program without a file name, i.e., A.MIN.

i PROGRAM OPERATION
[97/07/15 14noTOO

PIP .-VERIFY OVERWRITE
V BOX-1350.MINE

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MDU*.MIN
[F3] - FDO:* MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDI:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XV
>

FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX HI STORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

kD1: WRITE

/9lINDEX INDEX

©©©©©©©©
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This starts the tape reader, and program data on the tape is read and compared with the stored
program data.

While verifying operation, the screen displayed “VERIFY’ along with the “file name”.

I PROGRAM OPERATION TRANSFER VERIFY BOX-1350. M.N
197/07/15 14:10:00

tape file name =BOX-1350.MIN
fi le end
data match
>

FAST FAST
FORWARD| REWIND

PIP
PUNCH VERIFY COPY [EXTEND]ÿ/READ QUIT

©©©©©©©©
(5) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

tape file name =B0X-1350.MIN
f i le end
data match
>

FAST FAST PIP
PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTENDÿ/READ

F1 I F2 [ F3 1 F4 ( F5 [ F6 [ F7 1 [ F8

Press [F7] (PIP QUIT).

This completes verification of the punched out program data andthe display mode return to theone
in step (1).
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[Supplement] When a data mismatch is found during tape verification, the block (line) which contains
inconsistent data is displayed on the screen and the inconsistent character flickers.

I PROG OPERATION TRANSFER VERIFY BOX-1350. MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

Blinks

>V B. MIN ,
tape f i le/nt
N005 GO 00
verify continuing ? (Y/N) !

ime=80X-1350. MIN

FAST FAST PIP
READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]

©(ID©©©©©©

The following message is displayed, asking the operator if he wants to continue
verification.

To continue verification, type “Y” and press the WRITE key.

To abort verification, type “N” and press the WRITE key.

Whenno datamismatch is found in verification operation, the following message will be
displayed on the screen.

tape end

file end
data match

If datais left in thefile after data on a tape hasbeen read, the following messages will be
displayed on the screen.

tape end

data match

If data is left in the tape after dataon the filehasbeen read, the following messages will

be displayed on the screen.

file end

data match
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Example 1: Verifying A.MIN in TR: (paper tape) against A.MIN in FDO: (floppy disk)

VuTR:A.MIN,FDO:A.MIN

Example 2: Verifying A.MIN in TR: (paper tape) against A.MIN in MD1: (memory)

V i_i TR:A.MIN,MD1:A.MIN

Example 3: Verifying A.M1N in FDO: (floppy disk) against A.MIN in MD1: (memory)

Vÿ FD0:A.MIN,MD1:A.MIN

Example 4: Verifying A.MIN in FDO: (floppy disk) against B.MIN in FDO: (floppy disk)

V._J FDO:A.MIN,FDO:B.MIN

Example 5: Verifying A.MIN in MD1: (memory) against B.MIN in MD1: (memory)

Vc_, MD1:A.MIN,MD1;B.MIN

Note that the underlined device name MD1:, which is the default device name, can be omitted.

4-3-1. Precautions for Tape Reading-in, Punching-out, and Verifying Operations

(1) There are two tape coding systems, ElA and ISO. The selection of a coding system can be
conducted by:

(a) Parameter setting

Bit 1 and bit 0 of NO optional parameter (bit) No. 1 are used to determine the tape coding system:

bit 1 for tape code parity discrimination and bit 0 for tape code. The tape coding system is
determined by the combination of these bits.

Refer to IV “PARAMETER”, Section 4, “DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING
PROCEDURE” for the procedure to set parameters.

(b) ISO or EIA designation for READ, VERIFY, and PUNCH operations

Follow the steps below when conducting READ, VERIFY, and PUNCH operations. This will allow

the operator to directly select the coding system regardless of the coding system set by the

parameter.

Example: To punch out stored program data in the EIA code

Key in the following command in step (3) of the punch-out procedure of a stored
program.

Indicates EIA.

BOX-1350.MIN;E

7
Key in “;E” following the file to be punched out.

Designation of EIA ISO, and Verifying

EIA code

ISO code
Verifying

E

V
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(2) There are two different methods to operate the machine with stored programs.

(a) When one main program is stored in the memory

In this case, it is necessary to assign a file name to the program. In the memory, however, the
program is assigned the file name “A.MIN”.

(b) When more than one program is stored in the memory

In this case, a program can be executed in two different ways.

1) One file for one program

Only one program is registered in one file.

2) One file for several programs

More than one program is registered in one file.

In both cases, it is advisable to create the program by assigning a file name on the tape. If the file
name is not assigned on the tape, follow the steps below and assign a file name when storing a
program in the memory.

© Press function key [F1] (READ).

(f) Key in the file name following a comma.

“,file-name”

® Press the WRITE key.

With the steps above, the file name is specified and the program on the tape is stored in the
memory.

To simplify program tape management, it is recommended to register one program in one file.

(3) To store program data following the program data already stored in the memory, follow the
steps below.

© Press function key [F1] (READ)

© Key in the file name and “;A”.

“,file-name;A”

® Press the WRITE key.

When the program is long and cannot be punched on one tape, the second and subsequent tapes

should be read following the above steps.
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(4) When the file name is already registered in the memory and when it is necessary to store a
program with the same file name, follow the steps indicated below to erase the previous

program and to store a new program.

© Press function key [F1] (READ), key in the file name and press the WRITE key.

(|) The following message will be displayed on the display screen.

file exist overwrite? (Y/N)

I PROG OPERATION TRANSFER VERIFY TEST9.MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>R
tape f i le name = TEST9.MIN
TEST9.MIN
file exist overwrite ? (Y/N) !

FAST FAST PIP
READ PUNCH | VERIFY COPY FORWARD | REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]J

(D Type “Y” and press the WRITE key.

Data in the specified file is erased and new data is read from the tape reader and stored in the
memory.

[Supplement] If data does not need to be stored, type “N” and press the WRITE key.

Whenafilename isnot given on the tape while thename of thefile stored in thememory
is “A.MIN” (that is, the file is not assigned a file name), it is not necessary to specify the

file name after pressing function key [F1] (READ).

(5) File names can be specified and changed as required by inputting the following.

[F1] (READ) “input file name”, “output file name”

Whenan input filename has not been specified, the filename given on the tape is taken as the input

file name. If no file name is given on the tape, the program is assigned the file name “A.MIN.”

When an input filenameisspecified, it is necessary to check that the specified filename agreeswith

the file name on the tape. If the specified filename agrees with the file name on the tape, an error is

generated. (An error message is displayed on the display screen.)

When an output file name has been specified, the specified file name is created in the memory.

When anoutput file name hasnotbeen specified, the input file name isusedas the output filename.

In this case, the delimiter can be omitted.

To specify an output file name without entering an input file name, be sure to enter the delimiter
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Example 1: [F1] (READ) BOX-1.MIN, BOX-2.MIN [WRITE]

A program assigned the file name “BOX-1.MIN” is stored in the memory with its file
name changed to “BOX-2.MIN”.

Example 2: [F1] (READ), BOX-2.MIN [WRITE]

The program is stored in the memory assigned the file name “BOX-2.MIN” regardless
of the current file name.

Example 3: [F1] (READ) BOX-2.MIN [WRITE]

The control first checks whether or not the filename given on the tape is “BOX-2.MIN”.
Then, the program is stored in the memory assigned with the file name “BOX-2.MIN”.

Example 4: [F1] (READ) [WRITE]

The program is stored in the memory with a file name assigned on the tape. If not file
name is given on the tape, the program is assigned the file name “A.MIN”.

Example 5: [F1] (READ) BOX-1.MIN, BOX-2.MIN;AI [WRITE]

Stored in succession with a file name Designates the ISO code.
which is already stored in the memory.

The ISO-coded program data which has the filename “BOX-1.MIN” is storedfollowing
the file which is already stored in the memory with the file name “BOX-2.MIN”

(6) The following command reads a tape which contains wrong codes up to the end while replacing
them with “I”.

[F1] (READ) file-name;C [WRITE]

The number of read wrong codes is counted and displayed after the completion of tape read
operation. Correct them in the program edit mode.

(7) Reading of a Tape which has a File Name Punched in the EIA Code

The filename punched in the EIA code can be read if an ElA-coded character which corresponds to

$ has been set at NC optional parameter (bit) No. 31.

E
File name in
EIA code

Feed holes $ Feed holes Significant informationO
B

EIA corresponding code

The control recognizes the coding system of the file by the first “$” code.

Thecoding system employed for NC datawithin thesignificant information areais recognized by the
first end-of-program code (EOB).

During tape punch operation, the file name is always punched in the ISO code irrespective of the

coding system which is employed to punch NC data.
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4-4. Duplication of Stored Program

To duplicate a file in the memory (MD1:) or a floppy disk (FDO:), follow the steps below.

(1) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (2) below.

=PIP
>

MULTI
DATE DIR PIP EDIT [EXTENDiyLIST CONDENSPIP

\ f

FT) fpfj [fb] ("nT) (77) f~F8FI F2

Press [F3] (PIP).
“PIP >" is displayed.

(2) Press function key [F4] (COPY).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP
[EXTEND]JCOPYREAD PUNCH VERIFY FORWARD REWIND QUIT

IZJ©(©(©(fD
Press [F4] (COPY).

FI

"PIP>'’ is displayed.

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

PIP:COPY CO 8*

Enter the device name, MD1: or FDO:. (The default is MD1:.)

I PROGRAM OPERATION
1 97/07/15 14:10:00

PIP :C0PY OVERWRITE
C0[E

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MDU*.MIN
[F3] - FDO:* MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [F1] .
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDU
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>xco
>

MDU FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©(ZD©
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(3) Enter the file name of the file to be copy and press the WRITE key.

Example: BOX-135Q.MIN, BQX-2000.MIN

T T
Input file name Output file name

I PROGRAM OPERATION
l 97/07/15 14:10:00

PIP :COPY OVERWRITE
CO BOX-1350.MIN, BOX-2000. Ml NQ]

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — l®i:*.MIN
[F3] FD0I*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.MIN

>XC0
>

WRITE

/9lMDK FD0: COMMAND 0VERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

®©©®©©©®
The program which has the file name “BOX-1350.MIN” is duplicated and stored in the memory with

the file name “BOX-2000.MIN”.

While the file isbeing copied, “COPY” and “file name” are displayed at the upper area of the screen.

At the completion of copying, “>” appears on the console line.

200OlN\I PROGRAM OPERATION TRANSFER COPY BOX-
97/07/15 14:10:00

>XC0
>
>C0 B0X-1350. MIN, BOX-2000. MIN
>

FAST FAST PIP
READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]ÿ/

@®©©©©®©
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(4) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

>XC0
>
>C0 BOX-1350.MIN.BOX-2000.MIN
>

FAST FAST PIP

[EXTENDjyREAD PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT

FI 1 [ F2 1 [ F3 1 F4 ] F5 [ F6 ] [ F7 1 F8

Press [F7] (PIP QUIT).

The screen returns to the one displayed in item (1).

[Supplement] 1. When the specified file name “BOX-1350.MIN” is not found in the memory, the
message “no file” will be displayed on the command line.

2. When the file name “BOX-2000.MIN” which has been specified as the output file
name already exists in the memory, the following message will appear.

BOX-2000.MIN

file exist overwrite? (Y/N)

To erase the currently stored program and store the duplicated one, type “Y” and
press the WRITE key.

3. The output file name can be omitted when the output file name is the same as the
input file name.

4. When the output file name is omitted, symbols and “?” can be used in an input
file name. In this case, all the correspondingfiles are duplicated. (Refer to Section
5, 3. “DIRECTORY’.)

5. In addition to the above duplicating functions, the following functions are optionally
available.

(a) [COPY] input file name, output file name ;A

Duplication is executed following the file which is specified as the output file
name.

(b) [COPY] input file name, output file name ;V

The message “copy OK? (Y/N)” is displayed before starting program
duplication.

To start duplication, type “Y” and press the WRITE key.

To abort the operation, type “N” and press the WRITE key.

Example 1: Copying A-MIN in MD1: (memory) to MD1: (memory) under the file name of B.MIN

CO._, MD1:A.M!N,MD1:B.MIN

Example 2: Copying A.MIN in MD1: (memory) to FDO: (floppy disk) under the file name of B.MIN

COLJ MD1:A.MIN,FD0:B.MIN

Example 3: Copying A.MIN in FDO: (floppy disk) to MD1: (memory) under the file name of B.MIN

COÿ FDO:A.MIN,MD1:B.MIN
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Example 4: Copying A-MIN in FDO: (floppy disk) to FDO: (floppy disk) under the file name of B.MIN

COLJ FDO:A.MIN,FDO:B.MIN

Note that the underlined device name MD1 which is the default device name, can be omitted.

4-5. Tape Reader Operation- Fast Forward Feed

To feed the tape rapidly, follow the procedure below.

(1) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (2) below.

=PIP
>

MULTI

[EXTEND]ÿ/DATE DIR PIP LIST CONDENSEDIT PIP

F1 1 F2 [ F3 1 F4 [ F5 F6 1 [ F7 ] F8

Press [F3] (PIP).
"PIP >" is displayed.

(2) Press function key [F5] (FAST FORWARD).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP
READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]/

©©©©©©©©
Press [F5J
(FAST FORWARD).

The prompt “>FF” will be displayed on the command line (21st line). The tape is fast forwarded to

the end of the tape.

By setting corresponding data at NC optional parameter (bit) No. 1, bit 3, it is possible to select
whether the control recognizes the end of a tape by feed holes or by a code. (% for ISO and ER for
EIA).
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(3) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP

READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]J
FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F7] (PIP QUIT).

This completes verification of the punched out program dataand the display mode return to theone
in step (1).

4-6. Tape Reader Operation - Rewind

To rewind the tape, follow the procedure below.

(1) Press function key [F3] (PIP).

=PIP
>

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]JDATE DIR

FI F2 J [ F3 1 [ F4 F5 1 [ F6 1 [ F7 J [ F8

Press [F3] (PIP).
“PIP >’’ is displayed.

The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (2) below.

(2) Press function key [F6] (FAST REWIND).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP
READ PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]y

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F6]
(FAST RESIND).

Theprompt “>FR" willbe displayedon the line (21st line). The tape is rewoundup to thebeginning
of the tape.

By setting corresponding data at NC optional parameter (bit) No. 1,bit3, it is possibleto select how
the control recognizes the beginning of a tape; feed holes on a code. (% for ISO and ER for EIA.)
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(3) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

=PIP
>

FAST RAST PIP

COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTENDI|JREAD PUNCH VERIFY

©©©©©©©©
\

Press IF7] (PIP QUIT).

Thiscompletes verification of the punchedout programdata andthe display mode return to theone
in step (1).

4-7. PIP Quit

This sub command quits the transfer mode, and provides a return to the previous program operation
mode.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

=P!P
>0

FAST RAST PIP
PUNCH VERIFY COPY FORWARD REWIND QUIT [EXTEND]READ

F1 ) [ F2 [ F3 ] [ F4 ( F5 ] F6 ] [ F7 ] [ F8

“Q” is displayed.
Press [F7] (PIP QUIT)

Theprompt “>Q” will be displayed on thecommand line. Thetransfer mode isquit andtheprevious

program operation mode is restored.

The display screen will change as shown to the right with assigned function names also changed.

=PIP
>Q

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]yDATE DIR

©©©©©©©©
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5. Program Editing

In the program edit mode, modification, insertion, deletion, and others can be conducted for on programs
stored in the memory.

(1) Programs are edited in units of file.

(2) Program editing-related terms are defined as follows:

(a) Edit Line

This is the line on which program edit operation is carried out.

On the display screen, the symbol “»” appears at the left-most position of the edit line. One line
on the display screen contains a maximum of 63 characters.

(b) Edit Pointer

This refers to the identifier indicating the character to be edited. On the display screen, such a
character is displayed in the reversed display mode.

(c) Record

This is so called ablock in the program. The record consists of several commands beginning with
a character right after the “LF code and ending with the next “LF” code. If commands in a block
cannot be displayed in one line on the display screen, they are displayedon multiple lines with the
2nd and subsequent lines preceded by indicating that the commands are continuous.

(d) The extract buffer means the buffer where commands are temporarily saved for copy or
transfer operation. The buffer capacity is 64 character x 23 lines.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN I ~|
1 97/07/15 14:10:00 I

''V'NIOO GOO
/ N101 G56

N103 G41G01
N104 G03

000
X300 Y300 S250Edit line

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 FI00 D11
X500 Y300 1 0

Edit pointer
16 linesJ100

I NT 05 XI00 Y300 1-200 JO
/ N106

N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X200 Y200 1100 JO
X4001 record
X300 Y200(one block for

a machining
program)

Z100
N110
N111

=E WHEEL100. MIN
f i le end
>

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT | DELETE | INSERT | DELETE DELETE ERASE | QUIT
LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©©
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NOTICE : When program edit operation has been completed, press function key [F7] (PIP QUIT).

Otherwise, edited data cannot be stored in the memory._

I PROG OPERATION EDIT WHEEL100-MINP MODE
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>;©000
N100 600 X300 Y300 $250
N101 G56
N103 G41G01 X400 Y200
N104 G03

Z-55 M09 M03
F100 D11

X500 Y300 10
X100 Y300 I-200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 JO

J100
N105
N106
Ml07 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

2100
N110
N111

=E WHEEL100.MIN
file end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT
LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]/

©©©©©©GÿD©
Press [F7] (EDIT QUIT).

Program edit operation is complete, and the display screen as indicated to the right will be

displayed on the command line.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100.M1N
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

»®000
N100 GOO
N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

X300 Y300 S250
Z-55 M09 M03

X400 Y200 F100 D11
X500 Y300 I0
XI00 Y300
X20O Y200

J100
N105 1-200 JO

MOO JON106
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

Z100
N110
Nil1

f i le end
>
>Q

MULTI
DATE DIR PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©©
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5-1. Commands Used in the Program Edit Mode

Item Command Functions

Insert line INSERT LINE Inserts a blank line right after the present edit line.

Delete line DELETE LINE Deletes the line including the edit pointer.

Insert character INSERT
CHARACTER

Inserts a blank space (for one character) right before the edit pointer.

Delete character DELETE
CHARACTER

Deletes the character identified by the edit pointer.

Delete DELETE Deletes the specified number of records (blocks) in a program.

Erase line ERSE LINE Erases the commands in the line which contains the edit pointer.
The line remains as a blank line.

Quit QUIT Ends the program edit mode.

Find Searches the specified character-string.

Shifts the edit line by the specified number of lines.

FIND

Change CHANGE Replaces the specified character-string with the newly specified char-
acter-string._

Copy COPY Duplicates program data in the specified number of lines to the ex-
tract buffer. The original program data remains as it is._

Move MOVE Duplicates program data in the specified number of lines to the ex-
tract buffer. The original program data is deleted._

Extract XTRACT Inserts program data in the extract buffer before the edit pointer.

Page mode PAGE MODE Replaces the character located by the edit pointer with the keyed-in
character.

Insert mode INSERT MODE Inserts the character which has been keyed i through the keyboard
before the character located by the edit pointer._
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5-2. Fundamental Operations Necessary for Program Editing

5-2-1. Readout of a Program File from the Memory

(1) Press function key [F4] (EDIT).

MULTI

[EXTEND]ÿ/DIR PIP EDIT LIST CONDENSDATE PIP

\ Press [F4] (EDIT)

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

EDIT E m

n PROGRUM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

EDIT OVERWRITE
Effl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MD1:*.MIN
[F3] — FDO:*. MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XE
>

MD1: FDO; COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.

INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL
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(2) Enter the tile name of the file to be edited and press the WRITE key.

WHEEL1OO.MIN

When a program has been stored without specifying a file name, that is, when a program is stored
with the file name “A.MIN”, this step can be skipped.

I PROGRAM OPERATION
197/07/15 14:10:00

OVERWRITEEDIT
E WHEELIOO.MINffi

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1 MIN
[F3] — FDO:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAVE AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAI£ = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XE
>

WRITEMDi: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

Program data of the specified file is searched and read into the editing area. At the same time,

program data is displayed on the display screen.

Program data of the file name “WHEEL1OO.MIN” is ready for editing.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN
97/07/15 14:10:00

>>0000
X300N100 GOO S250Y30O

N101 G56 Z-55 M09 M03
G41G01 X400N103 Y200 F100 D11

N104 G03 Y300X500 10 J100
XI00N105 Y300 I -200 JO
X200 Y200 JON106 1100

N107 G01 X400
G40N108 X300 Y200

N109 GOO Z100
N110
Mill

=E WHEEL100. MIN
f i le end
>

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE 1 DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT
[EXTEND
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[Supplement] If the same file as the one selected for large-capacity program operation (method B,

method S, method M) is edited while the selected program is not executed, program
selection is canceled.

5-2-2. Readout of a Program File from the Memory Using Wild Card “*.*”)

(1) Key in “E or “E *.*” and press the WRITE key.

(2) The list of names of stored files is displayed on the screen. Move the cursor to the required file
name using the cursor and page keys, then press the WRITE key.

I AUTO OPERATION A.MIN 01 NGTR 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

PROGRAM SELECT INDEX
MAIN PROGRAM FILE
JW, MIN _ PAGE 1

»l B. MIN
D.MIN
KS. MIN
K51.MIN
ABCD.MIN
K52.MIN
<53. MIN
P03.MIN
POO. MIN

=PS B
=what is the file name for program select ?

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

POSIT. PROGRAM DATA
CHECK

[EXTENDjy\ySELECT SEARCH DATA

[Supplement] 1. An asterisk (*) isdisplayed at the beginning of thefilename of thefile thathasbeen
created or edited last.

When the PROGRAM EDIT INDEX screen is displayed, the cursor ispositionedon
the file name prefixed by an asterisk.

2. When there is no file where asterisk should be set, the first page of the PROGRAM
EDIT INDEX screen is displayed with the cursor at the top of the file names.

3. If the same file as the one selected for large-capacity program operation (method

B, method S, method M) is edited while the selected program is not executed,

program selection is canceled.
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5-2-3. Cursor Operations

When the cursor key is pressed, the edit pointer and the edit line can be moved.

(1) Cursor Right Movement

®@
o)ft>

Each time the cursor key is pressed, the edit pointer (reversed display) moves to the right.

The edit pointer moves continuously while the cursor key is held down.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>5® 000
X300 Y300 S250N100 GOO

N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 FI00 D11
X500 Y300 I0
X100 Y300 I-200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 JO

J100
N105
N106
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

Z100
N110
Nil 1

=E WHEEL100. MIN
fi le end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

(2) Cursor Left Movement

@©

Each time the cursor key is pressed, the edit pointer (reversed display) moves to the left.

The edit pointer moves continuously while the cursor key is held down.
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I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100.MIN
97/07/15 14:10:00

>>010®
N100 X300 Y300 S250GOO
N101 G56 Z-55 M09 M03

X400 Y200 FI00 D11
X500 Y300 I0
X100 Y300
X200 Y200

N103 G41G01
N104 G03 J100

1-200 JO
1100 JO

N105
N106
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

Z10O
N110
Nil1

=E WHEEL100. MIN
f i le end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE | DELETE

LINE EDIT
ERASE QUIT [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©©
(3) Cursor Downward Movement

I®
@@1

Each time the cursor key is pressed, the edit pointer (reversed display) and the edit line (») move
down one line.

The edit pointer and the edit line move continuously while the cursor key is held down.

When the cursor key is pressed with the edit line (») placed at the bottom, the edit line (») moves
to the next block (the first line in the next page).

f'I PROG OPERATION AEDIT P MODE WHEEL100.VIN
97/07/15 14:10:00

>ÿ2Hooo
X30O Y300 S250GOON100

N101 G56 Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 FI00 Dll
X500 Y300 10
X100 Y300 I-200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 JO

N103 G41G01
N104 G03 J100
N105
N106

X400N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X300 Y200
Z10O

N110
N111

=E WHEEL100.MIN
f i le end
>

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE I DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©(©
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(4) Cursor Upward Movement

M
l©@l

Each time the cursor key is pressed, the edit pointer (reversed display) and the edit line (») move
up one line.

The edit pointer and the edit line move continuously while the cursor key is held down.

When the cursor key is pressed with the edit line (») placed at the top (01000 on the display
screen), the edit line (») does not move.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>>01000
N100 600 X300 Y300 S250

G56 Z-55 M09 M03
F100 D11

N101
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

X400 Y200
X500 Y300 10 J100

005 XI00 Y300 1-200 JO
1100 JON106 X200 Y200

N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X4C0
X300 Y200

Z100
N110
Nin

=E WHEEL100.MIN
f i le end
>

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE I DELETE ERASE

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/QUIT

©©©©©©El®
[Supplement) 1. When the cursor key is pressed continuously or held down until the edit pointer

(reversed display) reaches the left-end or right-end position, the edit line (»)

moves up or down, respectively.

2. The edit pointer (reversed display) is placed on the edit line (»). This means that
the edit line and the edit pointer move together. The edit pointer moves as the edit

line changes.
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[Supplement] 3. If there is a record exceeding 63 characters (one block of data is not displayed
within one line) and if the edit data cannot be displayed within the display area (16
lines), a blank line is automatically generated. The symbol of is displayed on
the automatically generated blank line so that it is distinguished from the line
generated by the “one-iine insertion” function.

In thisprocessing,ablank line is generated only at thebottomof the screen andnot
generated at a middle or the top of the screen.

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL!00. MIN
97/07/15 14:10:00

»N098 GOO
N099 GOO
N100 GOO
N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

XI00 Y0
X200 Y100
X300 Y300 S250

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 F100 Dll
X500 Y300 10
XI00 Y300 1-200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 X

J100
N105
N106
Ml07 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

Z100
N110 X200
Will Y100
N112 G01
N1®

X100 Y200
X200 Y300

t
=E WHEEL!00.MIN
f i le end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT [ DELETE INSERT | DELETE DELETE | ERASE

EDITLINE

[EXTEND]ÿ/QUIT

I
The cursor is moved.

I
I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL! 00. MIN

I 97/07/15 14:10:00

X200 Y100
X300 Y300 S250

»N099 GOO
N100 GOO
N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 FI00 D11
X500 Y300 iO
X100 Y300 I -200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 X

J100
N105
N106

X400N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X300 Y200
Z100

Nil0 X200
N111 Y100
Nil2 G01 XI00 Y200

X200 Y300
X300 Y200

N113
N110 GOO
&Z400

=E WHEEL100. MIN
f i le end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT | DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE | (XIIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTENDly
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5-2-4. Page Down

When the page key (Qg) is pressed, the next page is displayed.

On thedisplay screen, 16 lines of program dataare displayedon one display page. When programdatato
be edited is not found on the given page, press the page keys until required data is obtained.

Positions of the edit pointer and edit line remain unchanged.

When the last part of the file has been reached while the page key is pressed, the remaining blocks are
displayed on the screen. The message “file end” will appear on the command line.

5-2-5. Page Up

When the page key (©) is pressed, the previous page is displayed.

When the first page has been reached, the display remains unchanged even if the page key is kept
pressed. The message “beginning of file” will appear on the command line.
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5-3. One Line Insertion

(1) This function inserts a blank line right before the edit line.

Press function key [F1] (LINE INSERT) to insert a blank line before the edit line (»).

(2) Lines following the edit line shift down and the last line on that page disappears from the display
and shifts to the next page.

(3) The edit pointer shifts to the beginning of the inserted blank line.

(4) One line insertion operation at the line which has more than 63 characters differs from ordinary

one line insertion processing. (See the figure.)

N101 GOO X800

X250

Z200

N102

» &Y100

N103 G01 F0.3Z150

N104 X300

N117 G01 X113

I
=E WHEEL100. MIN
file end
>
>IL

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE

LINE EDIT

[EXTENDiyQUIT

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7

Press [F1] (LINE INSERT).

i
N101 GOO X800 Z200

N102

&Y100

N103

N104

X250

G01 2150 F0.3

X300

(5) The prompt “>IL” will be displayed on the command line.

(6) This function is effective for inserting lines in the stored program.
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5-4. One Line Deletion

(1) This function deletes the edit line.

Press function key [F2] (LINE DELETE) to delete the edit line.

(2) Lines following the edit line shift up and the first line on the next page shifts to the current page
and displayed on the last line.

(3) The edit pointer shifts to the first character of the line next to the deleted line.

(4) One line deletion operation at the line which has more than 63 characters differs from ordinary
one line deletion processing. (See the figure.)

N101

N102

» &Y100

N103

GOO X800 2200

X250

G01 Z150 F0.3

I

>DL
file end

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

FI | F2 ] [ F3 ] F4 j ( F5 ] [ F6 1 [ F7 ] [ F8
Press [F2] (LINE DELETE).

I
N101

» 0103
N104

GOO X800 Z200

G01 Z150 F0.3

X300

N117 G01 X113

(5) Theprompt “>DL” will be displayed on the command line.

(6) This function is effective for deleting an entire line in the stored program.
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5-5. One Character Insertion

(1) This function inserts a space before the edit pointer.

Press function key [F3] (CHAR. INSERT) to insert a space right before the edit pointer.

(2) Data following the edit pointer shifts to the right when a space has been inserted.

(3) One character insertion operation at the line which has more than 63 characters differs from
ordinary one character insertion processing. (See the figure.)

>@oo» N101 GOO Y200 2200

T

>ic

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT | DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT
LINE EDIT

[EXTEND/

©©©©©©©©
\ Press [F3] (CHAR. INSERT).

I
X|800GOO» N101 Y200 Z20

&0

(4) The position of the edit pointer remains unchanged.

(5) The prompt “>IC” will be displayed on the command line.

(6) This function is effective for inserting a character (numeral).
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5-6. One Character Deletion

(1) This function deletes a character located by the edit pointer.

Press function key [F4] (CHAR. DELETE) to delete the character located by the edit pointer.

(2) When the character is deleted, characters following the deleted one shift to the left.

(3) One character deletion operation at the line which has more than 63 characters differs from
ordinary one character deletion processing. (See the figure.)

§800» N101 GOO Y200 Z20
&0

T

>DC

CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT | DELETE I DELETE | ERASE

LINE LINE
INSERT DELETE

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/QUIT

©©©CfjD©©©©
Press [F4] (CHAR. DELETE).

i
» N101 GOO 800 Y200 Z200

(4) The position of the edit pointer remains unchanged.

(5) The prompt “>DC” will be displayed on the command line.
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5-7. Deletion

(1) Program data in a specified range is deleted.

After specifying the number of lines tobe deleted, press functionkey [F5] (DELETE). Thespecified
number of lines will be deleted including the edit line (»).

The edit pointer is placed at the first character of the block which follows the final line of the
deleted blocks.

(2)

(3) When the number of the specified lines to be deleted is larger than the final block of the file, all
program data up to the end of the file is deleted and the line right after the final line of the file
becomes the edit line. In this case, the message “file end” will appear.

After program data has been deleted, the message “ÿRECORD DELETE” appears on the
command line. Here, indicates the number of the deleted lines.

(4)

(5) Lines following the deleted range will shift up.

Operation:

[F5] (DELETE)-4 [WRITE]

Four lines preceding the edit line (edit line not included) are deleted.

[F5] (DELETE) [WRITE]

Only the edit line is deleted.
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N101 GOO X800
X250

Z200
N102

» N103
N104
N105
N106
N107

@>1 Z150 F0.3
X300
X310
X200

GOO Z200

G01 Z100

To delete four blocks from N103 to N106

i

>DEL 4

CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT DELETE DELETE

LINELINE LINE EDIT

[EXTEND/INSERT DELETE ERASE QUIT

©©©©©QijlfLJlf!
\Press [F5] (DELETE).

\ /

1
Key in “4” through the keyboard.

i
$>Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

» N101

N102

0107

GOO X800

X250

Z200

G01 Z100

The command line of the screen will show the following message.

>DEL 4
4 RECORD DELETE

file end
beginning of file

CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE DELETE

LINE LINE LINE EDIT

ERASE QUIT [EXTEND]JINSERT DELETE

©©©©©©(ZD©
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5-8. One Line Erasing

(1) This function erases program data in the edit line (»). The blank line remains.

Press function key [F6] (LINE ERASE) to eraseprogram data in the edit line. When data is erased,
a blank line will remain.

(2) The edit pointer is placed at the first character of the erased edit line.

(3) The prompt “>ER” will be displayed on the command line.

(4) One line deletion operation at the line which has more than 63 characters differs from ordinary
one line deletion processing. (See the figure.)

GOON101 X800

X250

Z200

N102

» &Z200

N103

N104

G01 Z150 F0.3

X300

T

>ER

CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT DELETE DELETE

LINE LINE LINE EDIT
[EXTEND]/INSERT DELETE ERASE QUIT

Press [F6] (LINE ERASE)

1
N101 GOO X800 Z200

N103

N104

G01 Z150 F0.3

X300

(5) This function is effective when replacing entire program data in a block with new program data.
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* Before executing operations explained in 5-9. “Find”, press function key [F8] (EXTEND).

Press function key [F8] (EXTEND). The function names onthe display screen will change as shown
below.

>ER

LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.
INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

/
Press [F8] (EXTEND).

=E WHEEL100. MIN
file end
>
>EX

PAGE INSERT
FIND CHANGE COPY MOVE EXTRACT MODE MODE [EXTEND]ÿ
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5-9. Find

This function searches for a specified character-string. It is also possible to advance or return the edit

pointer by the specified number of lines.

(1) Search for Character-string

Example: To search “X300” in the following program

(a) The character-string specified by keying-in operation is searched for, starting from the
character which is next to the one located by the edit pointer.

(b) When the specified character-string has been found, the edit pointer stops at the first
character of the character-string.

(c) To specify a character-string, key in a character before and after it. Here, the character before
and after the character-string must be the same, and the following characters cannot be used.

+, -, „ ;, :, 0 through 9, space, and characters used within the character-string

Example: /X300/

(d) The symbol “?” which specifies an arbitrary character can be used.

Example: /N?01/

This is the command to search for three-digit N codes whose lower two digits are “01

Once a character-string has been specified, it is searched for each time function key
[F1] (FIND) and the WRITE key are pressed.

(e) The symbol “ i_i ” in character-strings represents one character other than numbers and a
decimal point.

Example: /X10 i_i /

With this command, character-strings such as X100, X10.5, and others are not
searched for.

(f) Pressing any key on the operation panel interrupts this function at the point the key has been
pressed.
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m» N101
N102
N103
N104
N105
N106
N107

X800
X250

Z200

G01 Z150 F0.3
X300
X310
X200

GOO Z200

G01 Z100

I
f i le end
>
>EX
>F 7X300/

PAGE INSERT
CHANGE MOVE [EXTEND]yCOPY EXTRACTFIND MODEMODE

)©©©©©©©FI
\

iPress [F1] (FIND).

Key in “/X300f through the keyboard.

I
s>Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

GOON101 X800
X250

Z200
N102
N103

» N104
N105
N106
N107

G01 Z150 F0.3

0300
X310
X200

GOO Z200

GOT Z100
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(2) Edit Line Shifting

Example; When the 4th block is specified in the following program

(a) This function shifts the edit line by a specified number of lines.

(b) The edit pointer is placed at the first character of that line.

(c) On the display screen, the display changes so that the edit line is located on the first line of the
screen.

(d) When the specified number is larger than the last line of the file, the edit pointer is placed in
the line next to the last line. In this case, two lines from the last line are displayed on the
screen, followed by the following message on the command line.

file end

(e) When a negative number is specified, the edit line shifts backward and the edit pointer is
placed at the first character of the specified line.

(f) When a negative number exceeding the first line of the file is specified, the edit pointer is
placed at the beginning of the file. The message “beginning of file” will be displayed on the
command line.

0800
X250

» N101
N102
N103
N104
N105
N106
N107

GOO Z200

G01 Z150 F0.3
X300
X310
X200

GOO Z200

G01 Z100

T

>F 4

PAGE INSERT
CHANGE COPY MOVE [EXTENDI/FIND EXTRACT MODE MODE

Gp©©©©©©©
lPress [F1] (FIND).

Key in “4” through the keyboard.

4
s>Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

»[N}|05
N106
N107

GOO X310
X200

Z200

G01 Z100
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5-10. Change

Example: To change “Z200” in N105 block to “Z210” in the following program

(1) This function replaces a specified character-string with another character-string specified.

Press function key [F2] (CHANGE) to select this function.

(2) The edit pointer is placed at the first character of the character-string which has replaced the
previous character-string.

When the specifiedcharacter-stringisnot found, themessage “nocharacter string” isdisplayedand
the edit pointer does not move.

(3) The same delimiter as explained in 5-9 is used.

(4) The symbol “?” is used in quite the same manner as in 5-9. “Find” operation.

(5) When program data contains several same character-strings, press function key [F2]

(CHANGE) and the WRITE key. The character-strings will be replaced one by one.

(6) Pressing any key on the operation panel interrupts this function at the point the key has been
pressed. In this case, character-strings are not replaced.

(7) The following option code can be used:

“;A” When this option code is designated, global search and replace can be executed. The
character-strings are replaced at one time.
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@00» N101
N102
N103
M104
N105
N106

X800
X250

Z250

G01 Z150 F0.300
X300
X310
X200

GOO Z200

T
>C /210/200/
file end
file start
>C /Z200/Z210/

PAGE INSERT
MODE MODE [EXTEND]ÿ/FIND CHANGE COPY EXTRACTMOVE

©©©©©©©©
\ Press [F2] (CHANGE).

i
Key in “/Z200/Z21Of' through the keyboard.

t
6>Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

N101 GOO X800
X250

Z250
N102
N103
N104

» N105
N106

G01 Z150 F0.300
X300
X310
X200

Q210GOO
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5-11. Copy, Move, and Extract

These functions are used to transfer a group of commands from one program to another or to insert the
same group of commands into several different positions of a program.

:
N101
N102

N103
S

N121

Copy or moveN122
N123

I
;

Extract buffer
f

N103

Stored
1

N121
.j

i

N215
N216

N103

Extract

Extract
N121

N217
N218

i
: To other areas

Fig. 2-1 Copy, Move, and Extract Functions

Operation sequence:

(1) Save the group of commands into the extract buffer using the COPY of MOVE command.

(2) The EXTRACT command will insert the commands saved in the extract buffer into the specified
sequence.
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5-11-1. Copy

This function transfers specified program data to the extract buffer.

Press function key [F3] (COPY) after the range (in terms of lines) of program data to be duplicated has
been specified.

Example: To copy blocks from “N103” to “N105” in the following program

(1) Program data in the specified range which starts from the edit line (») is transferred to the
extract buffer.

(2) The edit pointer is placed at the first character of the line that is preceded by the last line of the
specified range.

(3) Program data previously registered in the extract buffer is erased.

(4) When the specified number is larger than the last line of the file, program data up to the last line
is transferred.

(5) When a negative number is specified, program data in the blocks preceding the edit line (edit
line not included) is transferred.

When a negative number exceeding the first line of the file is specified, program data up to

the first line of the file is transferred.

(6) Pressing the WRITE key without entering the number of lines causes program data in the edit
line to be transferred.

(7) When an attempt has been made to transfer program data which is larger than the extract
buffer, the message “extract buffer overflow” will appear on the display screen and copy
operation is not executed.
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GOON101 X800

X250

Z200
N102

» N103

M104

N105

N106

N107

Hi50G01 F0.300

X300

X310
X200

GOO Z200

G01 Z170

I
Move the symbol "»” to N103 using the cursor control Keys.

I

>C0 3

INSERTPAGE
CHANGE MOVEFIND COPY EXTRACT [EXTEND]ÿ/MODE MODE

©©©©©©©@
\ Press [F3] (COPY).

1
Key in “3” through the keyboard.

* 3>Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

GOON101 X800

X250

Z200

N102

N103

N104

N105

» 0106
N107

G01 Z150 F0.300

X300

X310

X200

GOO Z210

G01 Z170
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5-11-2. Move

This function extracts program data in the specified range of a file and transfers it to the extract buffer.

Press function key [F4] (MOVE) after the range (in terms of lines) of program data to be transferred has
been specified.

Example: To transfer blocks from “N103” to “N105” in the following program

(1) Program data in the specified range which starts from the edit line (») is transferred to the
extract buffer.

(2) The lines transferred to the extract buffer are erased from the display screen.

(3) The edit pointer is shifted to the first character of the line next to the last line of transferred
lines.

(4) Program data previously registered in the extract buffer is erased.

(5) When the specified number is larger than the last line of the file, program data up to the last line

is transferred.

(6) After program data has been transferred, the message “**RECORD DELETE” appears on the
command line. Here, indicates the number of the specified lines.

(7) When a negative number is specified, program data in the blocks preceding the edit line (edit

line not included) is transferred.

When a negative number exceeding the first line of the file is specified, program data up to the first
line of the file is transferred.

(8) When an attempt has been made to transfer program data which is larger than the extract

buffer, the message “extract buffer overflow” will appear on the display screen and move
operation is not executed.

(9) Pressing the WRITE key without entering the number of lines causes program data in the edit
line to be transferred.
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N101 Q00 X800

X250

Z200

N102

» N103

M104

N105

N106

N107

@01 Z150 F0.300

X300

GOO X310 Z200
X200

G01 Z170

T
Move the symbol “»” to N103 using the cursor control keys.

I

>M 3

PAGE INSERT
CHANGE MOVE [EXTEND]ÿ/FIND COPY EXTRACT MODE MODE

fD©F4 F5 F6
' v

\ Press [F4] (MOVE).

I
Key in “3” through the keyboard.

i
Press the WRITE key.

I WRITE

GOON101 X800

X250

X200

Z200
N102

» 0106
N107 G01 Z170

I
The following message is displayed on the command line.

I

>M 3
3 RECORD DELETE

PAGE I NSERT

FIND CHANGE COPY MOVE EXTRACT MODE MODE [EXTENDiy

©©©©©©©©
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5-11-3. Extract

This function inserts program data which is registered in the extra buffer before the edit line (»).

Press function key [F5] (EXTRACT) and the WRITE key after the edit line has been selected.

Example: When the extra buffer data insert before the block “N203”

(1) Data in the extract buffer is inserted before the edit line {»).

(2) Data in the extract buffer is not erased.

(3) The edit pointer remains at the same position.

(4) If no data is registered in the extract buffer when EXTRACT operation is attempted, the
message “extract buffer empty” is displayed and data transfer is not initiated.

(5) To erase program data registered in the extract buffer, proceed as follows.

[F5] (EXTRACT);C [WRITE]

File data is not changed.
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Data in the extract buffer

N103

N104

N105

G01 Z150 F0.300

X300
X310GOO Z200

N210

N202

» ®03
N204

N205

GOO X600

X150

Z200

G01 Z150 F0.400

X200

X210GOO Z200

I
Move the symbol “»" to N103 using the cursor control keys.

I

>X

PAGE INSERT
CHANGE MOVE [EXTEND]ÿ/FIND COPY EXTRACT MODE MODE

7T) (771(77) (77) (77) (77) [771(77_
J \
_

/l J v -/ \
_

/ v J V
_

/ v >

\
Press [F5] (EXTF1ACT) .

I
*>Press the WRITE key.

I WRITE

GOON210

N202

N103

M104

N105

» 0203
N204

N205

X600

X150

Z200

G01 Z150 F0.3Q0

X300

X310GOO Z200

Z150G01 F0.400

X200

X210GOO Z200
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5-12. Page Mode

In the page mode (P mode), displayed screen is fixed and keying in of a character, etc. overwrites the
existing screen data. For the input on the screen, insert mode (I mode) is also provided in which keyed in
characters, etc. are inserted. For details of the insert mode, refer to 5-13. “Insert Mode”.

This page mode is used in the following cases:

{1) creating a new file

(2) replacing one character in an existing file

(3) adding a character-string to the end of a line

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

Press function key [F6] (PAGE MODE) “P MODE” will be displayed on the 1st line of the screen.

“P MODE” is displayed.

/
i PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100.MIN

I 97/07/15 14110:00

>>01000
N100 GOO
N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

X300 Y300 S250
Z-55 M09 M03

X400 Y200 FI00
X500 Y300 10
X100 Y300 I-200 JO
X200 Y200 1100 JO

Dll
J100

N105
N106
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

2100
N110
N111

=E WHEEL100.MIN
file end

>
>EX

INSERTPAGE
FIND CHANGE COPY MOVE EXTRACT [EXTENDiyMODE MODE

FI ) F2 F3 ) F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F6] (PAGE MODE).

(a) When a character is keyed in in the page mode, the cursor-located character is replaced by
the keyed-in character and the cursor moves to the right. In other words, in the page mode,
the cursor is moved to the right and the character (including a space) located by the cursor is

replaced by a keyed-in character each time data is entered. Therefore, if an attempt has been
made to assign a character-string many digits of characters, subsequent character data might

be replaced.

(b) If one line has more than 63 characters, such a line is displayed in two lines on the screen with

the second line preceded by These lines are processed as one line. In this case, the edit
pointer and the edit line move to the lower line.

(c) Each page has a total of 16 lines for edit operation.

WhentheWRITE keyispressed while thebottom lineis designatedastheedit line, 16 lines of data
are shifted by one line each and a blank line is created on the 16th line. The edit line does not

change and the edit pointer is placed at the beginning of that line.
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(d) When the WRITE key is pressed while a line other than the bottom line is designated as the
edit line, the edit line is moved to the subsequent line and the edit pointer is moved to the
beginning of that line. This also applies to the insert mode.

(e) When the program cannot be displayed in one page (16 lines), press the page key (tg) .

To return the display to the previous page, press the page key (3B) .

5-13. Insert Mode

In the insert mode (I mode), keyed in characters are added to thedata in thedisplayed file. For the input on
thescreen, page mode (P mode) is alsoprovided in which keyed in characters, etc. overwrites the existing

characters. For details of the page mode, refer to 5-12. “Page Mode”.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F7] (INSERT MODE) “I MODE” will be displayed on the 1st line of the
screen.

“I MODE" is displayed.

I PROG OPERATION" EDIT i MODE WHEEL 100. MIN

197/07/15 14:10:00

>>01000
N100 GOO
N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

X300 $250Y300
Z-55 M09 M03
F100 D11Y200X400

X500 Y300 10 J100
XI00 Y300 1-200 JO

1100 JO
N105
IK) 06 X200 Y200
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
Y200X300

Z100
MHO
N111

=E WHEEL100.MIN
f i le end
>
>EX

PAGE INSERT
FIND CHANGE COPY MOVE EXTRACT MODE MODE [EXTENDÿ/

FI F2 ] F3 F4 ] F5 F6 F7 ) F8

Press [F7] (INSERTMODE).

(a) Each time a character is keyed in in the insert mode, it is inserted before the edit pointer and
the character-strings following the edit pointer are shifted by one character. When data is

inserted successively and the currently displayed data has reached the right end, data is
inserted in the next line that is preceded by These lines are processed as one line.

(b) Each page has a total of 16 lines for edit operation.

When theWRITE key ispressedwhile thebottom line isdesignated as the edit line, 16 lines of data
are shifted by one line each and a blank line is created on the 16th line. The edit line does not

change and the edit pointer is placed at the beginning of that line.
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(c) When the WRITE key is pressed while a line other than the bottom line is designated as the

edit line, the edit line is moved to the subsequent line and the edit pointer is moved to the
beginning of that line. This also applies to the page mode.

(d) When the program cannot be displayed in one page (16 lines), press the page key (jg) .

To return the display to the previous page, press the page key (6B) .

5-14. Power Failure/Shutdown during Editing

The function to avoid the file from being lost is provided even if power failure occurs or power is shut down
by mistake during editing.

5-14-1. In-editing Comment

If power is shut downduring editing, the following “in-editing comment” is attached to the first data block of
the file having been edited.

“THIS FILE NEEDS EDITING AGAIN!'

OKUMA MACHINERY WORKS LTD.'

This comment is deleted when the same file is read out from the memory.

Note: This comment is not displayedon the edit screen.
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5-14-2. Alarm

If the file with the “in-editing” comment is run, the following alarm occurs.

2230 Unusable: direct of left side

If this alarm message is displayed, read out the same file from the memory and complete editing.

( \I AUTO OPERATION -\A.MIN 0 N 1
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

1 2230 ALARtO direct of left side 3E00
CURRENT MAIN PROGRAM*PROGRAM 1mm

DIS X 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Y
z
w

"THIS FILE NEEDS EDITING AGAIN!”»
CO 0
0 F 0.0

S 0N
0KUMA MACHINERY WORKS LTD. H= 0 0.000

0.000LOAD MAX V

SPINDLE LOAD
D= 0

0)6
X Y Z w

ACT POSIT (WORK) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
A-Mtd

=XPS
>
=PS A.MIN

PROGRAM ACTUAL PART BLOCK

SELECT POSIT. PROGRAM DATA SEARCH
CHECK

[EXTEND]JDATA

To give warning to an operator, the following alarm is displayed on the screen when the power is turned on
after the power was shut down during editing. In this case, an error file name is stored to the file of
“MD0:ERROR.BAK” (or “MDO:ERROR.LOG”).

4248 Error File
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5-14-3. Not-guaranteed Area Indicating Symbol

If the power isshutdown duringediting, the first character of theprogram displayedon the screen {16 lines
x 63 columns) where a character was changed or added last is replaced with the not-guaranteed area
indicating symbol “<”.

Note that this replacement occurs only when “1” is set for NC optional parameter (bit) No. 16, bit 4.

Example: NC optional parameter (bit) No. 16, bit 4 = 0

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN
197/07/15 14:10:00

>5® 000
GOO X300 Y300N100 S250

N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 F100 Dll
X500 Y300 10 J100

N105 X100 Y300 1-200 JO
N106 X200 Y200 1100 JO
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y200

Z100
N110
mu

=E WHEEL100. MIN
file end
>
LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT | DELETE | INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ

©©©©©©©©
Example: NC optional parameter (bit) No. 16, bit 4 = 1

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100. MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>ÿ3000
X300 S250N100 GOO Y300

N101 G56
N103 G41G01
N104 G03

Z-55 M09 M03
X400 Y200 FI00 D11

Y300X500 10 J100
N105 X100 Y300 1-200 JO
N106 X200 Y200 1100 JO
N107 G01
N108 G40
N109 GOO

X400
X300 Y20O

Z100
N110
N111

=E WHEEL100.MIN
file end
>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]/

©©©©©©©©
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5-14-4. File Edit Starting Processing

If the first data block of a file, selected for editing, is the “in-editing” symbol (see 5-14-1), the message of
“under repair of error file.” is displayed.

If the file includes the “not-guaranteed area” symbol (see 5-14-3), the screen where the “not-guaranteed
area” symbol is included is displayed.

Example: File not including the “not-guaranteed area” symbol

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MOPE WHEEL100. Ml N
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>5®000
X300N100 GOO Y300 S250

N101 G56 Z-55 MOO M03
N103 G41G01 X400 Y200 FI00 on
N104 G03 X500 Y300 10 J100
N105 XI00 Y300 1-200 JO
N106 X200 Y200 1100 JO
N107 GOT X400

G40 X300 Y200N108
N109 GOO Z100
N110
Mill

=E A. MIN
under repair of error file.
Please file maintenance.
>
LINE LINE CHAU. CHAR.
INSERT I DELETE INSERT DELETE DELETE ERASE

LINE EDIT
[EXTENDQUIT

©©©©©©©©
Example: File including the “not-guaranteed area” symbol

I PROG OPERATION EDIT P MODE WHEEL100.MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

>50000
Y300NT 00 GOO X300 S250

N101 G56 Z-55 M09 M03
F100 . D11N103 G41G01 X400 Y200

G03 X500 Y300N104 10 J100
N105 X100 Y300 I-200 JO

1100 JOX200 Y200N106
X400N107 G01
X300N108 G40 Y200

N109 GOO Z100
N110
N111

=E A.MIN
under repa
Please edit because abort editing in the page.

i r of error f i le.

>
LINE LINE CHAR. CHAR.

INSERT DELETE INSERT [ DELETE DELETE | ERASE QUIT

LINE EDIT

[EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©(ID©
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6. Multi-file Transfer (MPIP)

The MPIP command is used to transfer multiple part program files at a time using the RS232C interface.

The following sub commands are provided.

Item Command Function

Multi-file read MR Reads multiple part program files from an external device
and stores them to the memory.

Multi-file punch MP Outputs multiple part program files, stored in the memory, to
a tape punch.

Multi-file verify MV Verifies multiple part program files, in an external device,
against those in the memory._

Multi-file transfer end Quits the multi-file transfer mode.Q

NOTICE : During file transfer processing, do not turn off the power supply. If the power supply is turned

- off during file transfer, the contents of file might be destroyed.

6-1. Multi-file Read

The multi-file read function reads multiplepartprograms fromthe external device andstorethemin theNC
memory.

The operation procedure is indicated below:

(1) Press function key [F5] (MULTI PIP).

=MPIP
>

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIPDATE CONDENS [EXTEND/DIR LIST

FI I F2 ] [ F3 1 F4 ] ( F5 ] F6 ] f F7 I F8

“=MPIP
>' is displayed.

Press [F5] (MULTI PIP).

The function key names change as indicated in item (2).

(2) Press function key [F1] (MULTI READ).

=MPIP
>MR

MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ PUNCH VERIFY

M-PIP
QUIT

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Press [F1] (MULTI READ).“>MR” is displayed.

“MR” is displayed on the console line.
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(3) Following “>MR”, enter the tile name of the file to be read using the keyboard and press the
WRITE key.

The machining programs are read and stored in the NC memory.

While the program is being read, “M-READ” and the file name are displayed at the upper right area
of the screen.

After the start of program reading, “Valid information reading” is displayed on the console line.

At the completion of reading, “>” appears on the console line.

I PROGRAN OPERATION M-PIP M-READ BOX-1350.MIN
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

BOX-1350.MIN
file exist overwrite ? (Y/N) !Y
varid information reading
>
MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ PUNCH | VERIFY
M-PIP
QUIT

©©©©©©El©
(4) Press function key [F7] (M-PIP QUIT).

>Q

MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ PUNCH VERIFY
M-PIP

QUIT

©)©©)©)©)©©)©
Press [F7]
(M-PIP QUIT).

“>Q" is displayed.

The function key names return to those as displayed in item (1).

[Supplement]

— Command format-
>MP <input-device:xinput-file-namex,<output-device:»<;option>WRITE
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(a) input-device:

TT:, CNO:, CN1:, CN2:, CN3:, CN4:

If no input-device name is specified, the default device set for optional parameter (word) No. 57 is

selected. (If “0” is set for this parameter, CNO: is selected.)

(b) input-file-name

Main file name: Alphanumerics (max. 16 characters), beginning with an alphabetical letter.
Wild card (“*”, “?”) can be used.

: Alphanumerics (max. 3 characters), beginning with an alphabetical letter. Wild
card “?”) can be used.

Extension

(c) output-device:

MDO:, MD1:, FDO:, FD1:, FD2:, FD3:

Default device is MD1:.

(d) option

Y: Unconditional overwrite; if the file of the same file name to be output already exists in the
specified output device, the file is unconditionally overwritten in this operation.

[Supplement] 1. If the text (tape data) read from the input device does not agree with the specified

input file name, it is skipped and not stored to the output device.

2. If input file name is omitted, input file name of is assumed and all read texts
are stored to the specified output device.

3. If available space in the output device becomes full during reading, an error occurs
and communication is shut off. In this case, the file being read is not stored.

4. If the file of the same file name already exists in the output device while no option Y

is specified, the following messages are displayed on the console line.

A.MIN

file exist overwrite ? (Y/N) !

If “Y” is input, the existing file is overwritten, and if “N” is input, the text to be read is

skipped and the next file is read.

5. If an output file name is specified, an error occurs.

5213 File name, error 11

6. If the read fileagrees with thefile selected for DNC-Bmode operation, thetext tobe
read is skipped and the next file is read.

5226 Main program file selecting A.MIN

7. If the read text already exists in the output device and if it isprotected, the text to be
read is skipped and the next file is read.

A.MIN File write protect
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Example 1: >MP *.MIN [WRITE]

All files with extension “.MIN” are read and stored to MD1

Example 2: >MP BOX1???.MIN [WRITE]

All files beginning with “BOX1” and with extension “.MIN” are read and stored to
MD1:. Files such as BOX1001.MIN and BOX1002.MIN are read.

Example 3: >MP [WRITE]

All input files are read and stored to MD1:.

6-2. Multi-file Punch

The multi-file punch function outputs multiple part programs, stored in the NC memory, to the punch
device.

The operation procedure is indicated below:

(1) Press function key [F5] (MULTI PIP).

=MPIP
>

MULTI |
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENSDATE DIR [EXTENDÿ/

C!D©©©©CfDCE)CfD
“=MPIP
>” is displayed. Press [F5] (MULTI PIP).

The function key names change as indicated in item (2).

(2) Press function key [F2] (MULTI PUNCH).

=W>IP
>MP

MULTI MULTI MULTI

PUNCH VERIFY
M-PIP

READ QUIT

FI ] ( F2 ] [ F3 1 [ F4 [ F5 F6 1 [ F7 ] [ F8

">MP” is displayed. \Press [F2] (MULTI PUNCH).

“MP” is displayed on the console line.
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(3) Following “>MP”, enter the file name of the file to be output to the punch device using the
keyboard and press the WRITE key.

The part programs are output to the punch device.

While theprogram is being output to thepunch device, “M-PUNCH” andthefile name are displayed
at the upper right area of the screen.

At the completion of output, “file end” appears on the console line, then “>” appears.

I PROGRAM OPERATION M-PIP M-PUNCH BOX-1350.MIN
197/07/15 14:10:00

=MPIP
>MP B0X-1350. MIN
B0X-1350.MIN file end
>
MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ PUNCH VERIFY

M-PIP

QUIT

Q!D©©G!D©©GiD©
(4) Press function key [F7] (M-PIP QUIT).

>Q

MULTI MULTI MULT!
READ PUNCH VERIFY

M-PIP
QUIT

©©©©CfDCfDCfD®
Press [F7]
(M-PIP QUIT).“>Q'' is displayed.

The function key names return to those as displayed in item (1).
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[Supplement] 1.

— Command format

>MV <input-device:><input-file-namex,<output-device:»<;option>WRITE

(a) input-device:

MDO:, MD1:, FDO:, FD1:, FD2:, FD3:

Default device is MD1

(b) input-file-name

Main file name : Alphanumerics (max. 16 characters), beginning with an
alphabetical letter. Wild card “?”) can be used.

Extension : Alphanumerics (max. 3 characters), beginning with an
alphabetical letter. Wild card “?”) can be used.

(c) output-device:

TT:, CNO:, CN1:, CN2:, CN3:, CN4:

If no output-device name is specified, the default device set for optional
parameter (word) No. 45 is selected. (If “5” is set for this parameter, CNO: is
selected.)

(d) option

P: Only protected files are output.

C: Only files which are not protected are output.

2. If input file name is omitted, input file name of is assumed and all files are
output to the punch device.

3. If none of the specified files exists in the input device, file is not output.

File not found

4. If an output file name is specified, an error occurs.

5213 File name, error 11

5. If only one file is output, it does not cause an error.

Example 1: >MP *.MIN [WRITE]

All files with extension .MIN in MD1: are output.

Example 2: >MP B0X1???.MIN [WRITE]

All files beginning with “BOX1” and with extension “.MIN” in MD1:
are output. Files such as BOX1001.MIN and BOX1002.MIN are
output.

Example 3: >MP [WRITE]

All files in MD1: are output.
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6-3. Muiti-file Verify

The multi-file verify function verifies multiple machining programs, stored in an external device, against
those in the NC memory.

The operation procedure is indicated below:

(1) Press function key [F5] (MULTI PIP).

=MPIP
>

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENSDIR [EXTEND]JDATE

“=MPIP
>” is displayed. Press [F5] (MULTI PIP).

The function key names change as indicated in item (2).

(2) Press function key [F3] (MULTI VERIFY).

=MP!P
>MV

MULTI MULTI MULTI
READ PUNCH VERIFY

M-PIP
QUIT

©©©©©©(ZDCZD
“>MV" is displayed.

Press [F3] (MULTI VERIFY).

“MV” is displayed on the console line.
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(3) Following “>MV”, enter the file name of the file to be verified using the keyboard and press the
WRITE key.

The specified part programs are read and compared to those stored in the NC memory.

While the program is being verified, “M-VERIFY” and the file name are displayed at the upper right
area of the screen.

BOX-1350.ulmNI PROGRAM OPERATION M-PIP M-VERIFY
197/07/15 14:10:00

endtat
f end
data match
>
MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ I PUNCH | VERIFY
M-PIP
QUIT

©©©©©©(©©

(4) Press function key [F7] (M-PIP QUIT).

>Q

MULTI MULTI MULTI
READ PUNCH VERIFY

M-PIP

QUIT

©©©©©©©®
“>0’’ is displayed. Press [F7]

(M-PIP QUIT).

The function key names return to those as displayed in item (1).
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[Supplement] 1.

Command format

[ >MV <input-device:><input-file-namex,<output-device:»WRITE

(a) input-device:

TT:, CNO:, CN1:, CN2:, CN3:, CN4:

If no input-device name is specified, the default device set for optional
parameter (word) No. 57 is selected. (If “0” is set for this parameter, CNO: is
selected.)

(b) input-file-name

Main file name : Alphanumerics (max. 16 characters), beginning with an
alphabetical letter. Wild card (“*”, “?”) can be used.

Extension Alphanumerics (max. 3 characters), beginning with an
alphabetical letter. Wild card (“*”, “?”) can be used.

(c) output-device:

MDO:, MD1:, FDO:, FD1:, FD2:, FD3:

Default device is MD1:.

2. If the text (tape data) read from the input device does not agree with the specified
file name, it is skipped and not verified.

In this case, the following message is displayed.

5210 Input file name not same a ‘(tape) file name’
a: Number of unmatched files

If no files match with the tape data, the following message is displayed at the end.

5210 Input file name not same error p
(3: Total number of unmatched files

3. If input file name is omitted, input file name of is assumed and those which
match the read texts are verified.

4. If unmatch is found, the corresponding line is displayed on the console line with
unmatch character blinking on and off.

The message “verify continuing (Y/N) !” is displayed. To continue verify, input “Y”,

then the program verify restarts from the next line. If “N” is input, the file containing
the unmatch is skipped and program verify is executed from the next file.

For each file, the result of verify is displayed:

(a) If all data matched, the following message is displayed and the next file is

continuously verified.

tape end . file end . data match .
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(b) If file data remains although text (tape data) has been read to the end, the
following message is displayed on the console line and the next file is
continuously verified.

tape end
data match

(c) If tape data remains although file data has been read to the end, the
following message is displayed on the console line and the next file is

continuously verified.

5. If an output file is output, it does not cause an error.

5213 File name, error 11

Example 1: >MV *.MIN [WRITE]

Verify is made with the files which have the same file name as the input

files, having extension .MIN.

Example 2: >MV BOX1???.MIN [WRITE]

Verify is made with the files which have the same file name as the input
files, having extension .MIN and beginning with BOX1. The files such
as BOX1001.MIN and BOX1002.MIN are examples of such files.

Example 3: >MV [WRITE]

Verify is made for all input files with the files having the same file name.
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6-4. Quitting Multi-file Transfer

This function is used to quit the multi-file transfer mode and to return to the program operation mode.

(1) Press function key [F7] (MULTI QUIT).

>0

MULTI MULTI MULTI

READ PUNCH VERIFY
M-PIP
QUIT

©©©©©©©©
*>Q” is displayed. Press [F7]

(M-PIP QUIT).

“>Q” is displayed on the console line and the system quits the multi-file transfer mode. The screen
returns to the program operation mode screen and the function key names as indicated below are
displayed.

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP [EXTEND]ÿ/DATE DIR LIST CONDENS

©©©©©©©©
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6-5. Notes on Using Multi-file Transfer Sub Commands

(1) Communication Text Format

The text format used in multi-file transfer operation differs from the format used in a single file
transfer operation. The format used in multi-file transfer operation is indicated below.

(a) ISO code

File File$ % CR LF NC program % $ % CR LF NC program % %name name

Last file -HSecond fileFirst file

1) The file name is preceded by symbol.

2) The data which follows “% CR LF” is regarded as the machining program.

3) The program end code is fixed to “%”. (NULL code is not allowed.)

4) The end of communication code is fixed to “%%”. (NULL code is not allowed.)

5) Leading and trailing feed holes (NULL or space) are not provided.

(b) ElAcode

File File$ ER EOB NC program ER $ ER EOB NC program ER ERname name

Last file -—*\Second fileFirst file

1) A file name is preceded by “$” symbol (set for optional parameter (bit) No. 31).

2) The data which follows “ER EOB” is regarded as the part program.

3) The program end code is fixed to “ER”. (NULL code is not allowed.)

4) The end of communication code is fixed to “ER ER”. (NULL code is not allowed.)

5) Leading and trailing feed holes (NULL or space) are not provided.

(2) Timing Chart

(a) Multi-file read and multi-file verify (CNC: master)

DC1 DC3 DC1 DCS DC1 DC3 DC1 DC3

_I L nn n_n_n_

t \t
Send
(CNC—HOST)

\ t \ \
Communica- %]
tion text 1

Infinite

%FLCommunica- %I
tion text 2

j Communica-
tion text n

Receive
(HOST-CNC)

a

H W «

1. The DC3 code is output in the following cases.

(1) Just after receiving the text file name

(2) Just before writing text name to output device (every 252 characters)

(3) Just after receiving “%” code at the end of a part program

(4) Just after receiving “%%” code which indicates the end of communication.

H MH ti

[Supplement]

2. t1

“t1” indicates the “RS232C ready wait time” set for parameter.

(b) Multi-file punch (CNC: master, DC2/DC4 code output)
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((

Communication %%|
text n

Communica- %|
tion text 1

Communica- %|
tion text 2

Send
(CNC—HOST) DC2 DC4

(c) Multi-file punch (CNC: master, DC2/DC4 code not output)

;
Communication %%
text n

Communica- %|
tion text 1

Communica- %|
tion text 2

Send
(CNC—HOST)

(d) Multi-file punch (CNC: slave)

Communica- %
tion text 1

Communica- %
tion text 2

Communica- %
tion text n

Send xc
(CNC-HOST)'

\ t \ \ tt t
_n n_n n „ n n_nReceive

(HOST—CNC) DC3 " DC1DC1 DC3 DC1

**l t2

DC3 DC1

**| t2H t2

H H t3 HoInfinite

[Supplement] 1. t2

“t2” indicates the “RS232C ready wait time” set for parameter.

2. t3

‘13” indicates the “RS232C ready wait time” set for parameter.

(e) Multi-file read and multi-file verify

K
1

Communication %%|
text n

_ | Communica- %| Communica- % j
tion text 1 tion text 2

Receive
(HOST—CNC) DC2 (DC4)
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(3) Parameter Settings

Before connecting an external device, it is necessary to set the following parameters.

For details of parameters, refer toIII “PARAMETERS”.

(a) Optional parameter (bit) No. 1, 8, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 40

[Supplement] 1. In multi-file transfer operation, since the tape delimiter code is fixed to “%” or “ER”,
the parameter (No. 1, bit 3) used for this setting is not used.

2. Verify in tape reading is effective only when the input device is TR: (tape reader).

Therefore, the parameter (No. 1,bit 4) usedto set the device is not used in multi-file
transfer operation.

3. The multi-file transfer operation supports only standard DC code. Therefore, if the
parameter setting* is for “DC code control type 2” or “no DC code control”, an error

occurs.

Bit 5 and 6 of No. 8, 13, 14, and 15:

Setting should be ON for bit 5 and OFF for bit 6.

5261 Device name error 1 ‘CNO’

T
Varies depending on the selected device name

4. In multi-file transfer operation, since file name punch is fixed to “yes”, the
parameter (No. 12, bit 2) used for this setting is not used.

5. In multi-file transfer operation, since feedhole punch is fixed to “no”, the parameter
(No. 12, bit 4 and bit 5) used for this setting is not used.

(b) Optional parameter (word) No. 6, 34 to 42, 45, and 57

1. In multi-file transfer operation, if “5” is set in the punch device name designation

(No. 45), it selects “CNO:” instead of “PP:”.

2. In multi-file transfer operation, if “0” is set in the tape read device name designation
(No. 57), it selects “CNO:” instead of “TR:”.

[Supplement]
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7. List

The list function outputs the list of a file to the display screen, printer, or other external device.

This section describes the details of the list function using the screen for the output device.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F6] (LIST).

MULTI
EDIT PIP LIST CONDENSDATE DIR PIP [EXTEND]J

CfD©FI 1 F2 F3 [ F4 ] ( F5 F6

Press [F6] (LIST).

The screen changes to the directory-selection-

based file operation screen and the following is displayed on the screen.

LIST

LSI

I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

LIST OVERWRITE
LE

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1:*.MIN
[F3] - EDO:*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MDi:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.MIN

>XL
>

MDI : FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX | INDEX | INDEX |HISTORY INSERT | DELETE CANCEL
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(2) Enter the tile name of the file for which the list should be displayed and press the WRITE key.

Example: BOX-1.MIN

Note that it isnot necessary to input thefilename for theprogram for which filenameis not specified.
In other words, for outputting the list of A.MIN, input of the file name is not required.

( \I PROGRAM OPERATION
[97/07/15 14:TQT00

LIST OVERWRITE
L BOX-1.BlN|B

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MD1 MIN
[F3] - FOO:*. MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES. AFTER PRESSING [F1] .
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = K>1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XL
>

FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

MD1: WRITE
INDEX INDEX

©©©©©©©©
The list of file BOX-1.MIN is output to the screen.

I PROGRAM OPERATION LIST
97/07/15 14:10:00

MDKBOX-I.MINLIST PAGE 1

»0OOO
GOO X300 S250N100 Y300
G56N101 M09 M03Z-55

X400 Y200N103 G41G01 FI00 Dll
G03 X500 10N104 Y300 J100

XI00 Y300N105 I -200 JO
Y200X200 1100 JON106

X400N107 G01
N108 X300 Y200G40
N109 GOO Z100
Nil0

=XL
>
=L BOX-1. MIN

MULTI
DIR PIP EDIT PIP LIST C0NDENS [EXTENDiyDATE

©©©©©©©©
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[Supplement] 1. The list of a file is displayed in units of 12 lines per page.

If the list cannot be displayed on one page, the “=” code which indicates that the
control is waiting for next command input is not displayedon the command lineand
the cursor remains as it was. Possible operations and the results are as indicated
below.

(a) When the BS key is pressed, the display page will advance by one.

(b) When the WRITE key is pressed, the display page will advance
continuously up to the last page. To stop it, press the BS key.

(c) When the CANCEL key is pressed, the command is aborted with the
display page unchanged.

Example: When the list of a file is large

(1) press function key [F6] (LIST) and the WRITE key. This will display
the first page of the list.

(2) press the BS key repeatedly until the required page is obtained.

(3) press the CANCEL key to abort operation.

(4) the next function can be started with the display unchanged.

2. When a file name has not been entered, the screen will display the list of the file
“A.MIN”. That is, pressing the WRITE key without entering a file name has the
same effect as entry of the file name “A.MIN”.

3. Thedevicenameto which the list of a file isoutput can be specifiedfollowing thefile
name.

Each output device is provided with a code as specified below.

Display screen on the NC operation pane

Printer

Teletypewriter

Specify the code of the output device folio wing the file name with a delimiter
placed between them. Key in after the output device code.

When an output device code isnot specified, the system selects the display screen
on the operation panel as the output device.

Example 1: = Lu ,PR: [WRITE]

The list of the file named A.MIN is output to the printer.

Example 2: = Li
_
i BOX-1.MIN,TT: [WRITE]

The list of the file named BOX-1.MIN is output to the teletypewriter.

PN

PR

TT
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[Supplement] 4. The option code “;H" allows the operator to add a comment at the beginning of the
list page. Key in “;H” following the output device.

Example: L i
_

i GEAR-1,MIN,TT:;H [WRITE]

When the instructions indicated above are keyed in, the prompt “I” will appear on
the command line, indicating that a comment can be entered.

A comment consisting of a maximum of 60 characters can be entered in through
the keyboard.

When a command has been entered, press the WRITE key. List output will start.

=L GEAR-1. WIN,TT:;H
'MAIN PROGRAM GEAR KOUTE 1 1

MULTI
PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENSDATE [EXTEND]ÿ/DIR

(ZD©©©©©®©
Keyed-in comment

List output to the teletypewriter is as shown below. The comment is output to on
each list page.

L MD1 GEAR-1, MIN

MAIN PROGRAM GEAR KOUTEI 1

PAGE1

01000

N100 GOO X300

N101 G56

N103 G41 G01

N104 G03

N105

Y300 S250

Z-55 H09 M03

X400 Y200 F100 D11

X500 Y300 l 0 J100

X100 Y300 I-200 JO
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8. Data Arrangement in Memory

When the program stored in the memory is edited repeatedly, the unusable area in the memory will
increase. This decreases theavailable capacity of the memory andrestricts the number ofprograms to be
stored.

This function is used to arrange data in the memory so that it can be used effectively.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F7] (CONDENS).

“=CO” is displayed on the console line.

=C0

MULTI
EDIT PIPDATE DIR PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTENDjy

©©©©©©©©
Press [F7]
(CONDENS)."=CO- is displayed.

(2) Press the WRITE key.

Arrangement of data in the memory will start.

After the completion of arrangement, the prompt “=” will appear on the command line.
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9. Time

The NC’s clock function contains counting time even when the power is turned off. Therefore, when the
power is turned on, the current time is displayed.

NOTICE : Since this timedata is very important for the functions suchas MacMan, alarm log, etc., donot
- change it inadvertently.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F1] (TIME).

The following is displayed on the console line and the system becomes ready for the input of time,

=T
1994.9.30 FRIDAY 15:13:52

enter time (H:M:S)I

=EX
=T
1994. 9.30 FRIDAY 15:13:52
enter time (H:M:S) !_

BUNK
TIME INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE QJIDE

RUN
[EXTEND]y

FI ] [ F2 1 ( F3 ] [ F4 [ F5 ] ( F6 1 ( F7 ] [ F8

Press [F1] (TIME).
“=T
1994.9:30 FRIDAY15:13:52
enter time (H:M:S)!” is displayed.

(2) Key in the present time through the keyboard: hours, minute, and second, each delimited by

Example: 8:30:5

Press the WRITE key.

When time data has been entered correctly, the screen displays the set date, day of the week, and

time.

If time data has not ben entered correctly, the screen displays “enter time (H:M:S)!” again,
requesting the operator to enter correct data.

(3)

[Supplement] 1. When time data only needs to be checked and does not need to be set, simply
press the WRITE key. The TIME command will terminate.

2. The data setting range is as follows.

Hour

Minute

0 through 23

0 through 59

Second : 0 through 59

3. After 23-hour 59-minute 59 second, the time changes to 0-hour 0-minute 0-second
and the date and the day of the week change.
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10. Initializing

This function initializes the storage device such as memory and floppy disk. When this function is
activated, all the data in the storage device will be deleted.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F2] (INIT).

“IN” is displayed on the console line.

=EX
=IN

BLANK
TIME INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE QUIOE

RUN
[EXTEND]y

©©©©GDCfDCfD©
“IN" is displayed.

Press [F2] (INIT).

(2) Enter the device name, MD1: or FDO:.

The default is MD1:.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The indication as shown below will appear on the screen, requiring the operator to respond.

=IN

Initialize OK (Y/N) !

=EX
=IN
initialize OK (Y/N) !N

BLANK
INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE QUIDE

RUN
TIME [EXTENDÿ/

(4) To initialize the device, type Y. To abort operation, type N.

(5) Press the WRITE key.

When “Y” has been typed and the WRITE key has been pressed, the storage device will be
initialized.

When “N” has been typed and the WRITE key has been pressed, initialization will be aborted.
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11. Deletion

This function deletes the specified file in the memory (MD1:) or a floppy disk (FDO:).

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F3] (DELETE).

=EX

BLANK
TIME INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE

RUN

[EXTENDlyGUIDE

©©©©©©(2D©l

Press [F3] (DELETE).

The screen changes to the directory-seiection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

DELETE
DEL|®

I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

DELETE OVERWRITE
DEL E

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] -* MD1 :*.MIN
[F3] - FDO:* MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XDEL
>

MD1: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX HISTORY | INSERT DELETE | CANCELINDEX INDEX

(2D©©©©©®©

(2) Following “DEL”, enter the device name, MD1: or FDO:.

The default is MD1:.

(3) Press the WRITE key, and the following message is displayed on the console line.

A.MIN delete OK (Y/N) !

Type Y andpress the WRITE key. The file of “A.MIN” is deleted andthe following message appears
on the screen on completion of deletion.
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A.MIN deleted

To abort operation, type N and press the WRITE key.

=DEL A
A.MIN
A.MIN

delete OK (Y/N) ! Y
deleted

:=

; BLANK
INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE

RUN

[EXTENDjyTIME FREE QUIDE

©©©©©©©©
[Supplement] 1. To delete a file other than A. MIN, specify a file name.

The file name extension .MIN can be omitted.

Example: Can be omitted

ABC.MIN DEL ABC
ABC.SUB DEL ABC.SUB

2. When the specified file name does not exist in the storage device, the message “no
file” is displayed on the command line.

3. Symbols “?“ and “*” can be used to specify a file name.

Functions of these symbols are the same as explained in 3. “DIRECTORY”.

Example: DEL * Files whose file name extension is .MIN are all
deleted.

DEL*.SUB Files whose file name extension is .SUB are all
deleted.

DEL BOX*.* ... Files whose main file name begins with BOX are
all deleted.

All files are deleted.DEL *.*

DEL???.SUB ... Files whose main file name consists of up to three
characters followed by the extension .SUB are all
deleted.

4. Option code for file deleting operation

When the code “;C” is specified following the file name, it is possible to display the
file name of the file to be deleted and delete the file without confirmation.
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12. Rename

This function changes the name of the file stored in the memory.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F4] (RENAME).

=EX
ZZ

BLANK
INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE

RUN
TIME [EXTENDjyGUIDE

Press [F4] (RENAME).

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

RENAME

( \I PROGRAM OPERATION
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

RENAME OVERWRITE
R HI

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1:*. MIN
[F3j — FD0I*.MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XR
>

MD1: FDO; COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX | H I STORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©©©
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(2) Following “R", first key in the current file name and then key in the new file name with a comma
placed between them.

Example: RL_I SHIL1.SHIL2
SHIL2.MIN.

R I_I SHIL1.SUB,SHIL1.SSB The file name SHIL1.SUB is changed to
SHIL1.SSB.

R LJ SHIL1.SUB,SHIL2.SUB The file name SHIL1.SUB is changed to
SHIL2.SUB.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

This completes file name change operation.

The file name is SHIL1.MIN is changed to

=XR
>
=R SHILI,SHIL2

BLANK
INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE QUIDE

RUN
[EXTEND]yTIME

CfD©©©©CZDCfDCfD
[Supplement] 1. When thecurrent filename specified isnot found, the message“nofile” isdisplayed

on the command line and renaming operation terminates.

2. When the new file name specified already exists in the memory, the message “file
exists” is displayed on the command line and renaming operation terminates.

3. Symbols “?”and cannot be used to specify afile name. The error message “file
name error” will be displayed on the screen if specified.
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13. Free

This function displays the available capacity of the memory (MD1:) or a floppy disk (FD0:). The indication
is made both in the number of sectors and bytes.

1 sector = 252 bytes

When creating a new file, all the remaining storage area cannot be used for storing program data since a
file name, the number of sectors to be used, and other data are also stored together with program data.

One byte corresponds to one character.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F6] (FREE).

The screen displays the prompt “FR” on its console line.

=EX
=FR

BLANK

INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE
RUN

[EXTEND]yQUIDETIME

FI ] [ F2 1 [ F3 F4 ] [ F5 ] [ F6 1 { F7 ] [ F8

"FR'' is displayed. Press [F6] (FREE).

(2) Following “FR”, enter the device name, MD1: or FDO:.

The default is MD1:.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

I PROGRAM OPERATION FREE
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

FREE MD1: PAGE T

1740/$06cc
438480

1113 m

TOTAL SECTORS AVAILABLE
TOTAL BYTES
TAPE STORE LENGTH

=EX
=FR

BLANK
TIME INIT DELETE RENAME DEFINE FREE

RUN
QUIDE [EXTEND]

©©©©©©©©
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Free area of the specified device (MD1: or FDO:) is displayed on the screen.

1740/$06CC* TOTAL SECTORS AVAILABLE
438480

1113 m

The number preceded by the symbol “$” is a hexadecimal notation.

[Supplement] * $06CC is the hexadecimal notation of 1740.

The following option code can be used:

“;C" When this option code is designated, sizes of continuous capacity available are displayed in
succession.

Example: = FR;C

TOTAL BYTES
TAPE STORE LENGTH
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14. Protect

This function protects the specified file in the memory (MD1:) or in a floppy disk (FDO:).

When this function is activated, file operations such as editing, deleting, and renaming cannot be

conducted.

The operating procedure is as indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F1] (PROTECT).

=EX
=EX

PROTECT MS-DOS DNC-B [EXTEND]ÿ/

©©©©©©©FI

Press function key [F1]
(PROTECT)._

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is

displayed on the screen.

PROTECT

PROTH

I PROGRAM OPERATION

I 97/07/15 14: io:oo
PROTECT OVERWRITE
PROT m

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1 MIN
[F3] - FDO:*. MIN
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [F1] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = HOI:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * MIN

>XPR0T
>

MD1: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©©©
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(2) Following “PROT’, enter the device name, file name to be protected, and option code.

Device name : MD1: or FDO:
The default is MD1:.

Option code : ;C, ;V, or ;CV
The option code can be omitted.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

[Supplement] 1. When the specified file name does not exist in the storage device, the message“no
file” will be displayed on the command line.

2. Symbols “?” and can be used to specify a file name.

Functions of these symbols are the same as explained in 3. “DIRECTORY”.

Option codes for file protection:

The code “;C” specified following the file name cancels file protection.

The code “;V” specified following the file name displays the following message on the command line of the
display screen to allow the operator to select whether or not the specified file is protected.

FILE PROTECT OK (Y/N)?

When file protection is desired, type “Y” and press the WRITE key.

When file protection is not desired, type “N” and press the WRITE key.

The code “;CV” specified following the file name displays the following message on the command line of
the display screen allow the operator to select whether or not protection of the specified file is canceled.

FILE PROTECT CANCEL (Y/N)?

When file protection needs to be canceled, type “Y” and press the WRITE key.

When file protection does not need to be canceled, type “N” and press the WRITE key.

Example 1: PROTÿ ABC.MIN or PROTÿ MD1:ABC.MIN

This instruction protects the file ABC.MIN registered in the memory.

Example 2: PROTÿ BCD.MIN;C or PROTu.. MD1:BCD.MIN;C

This instruction cancels protection of the file BCD.MIN registered in the memory.

Example 3: PROTÿ CDE.MIN;Vor PROTUJ MD1:CDE.MIN;V

When the WRITE key is pressed following the above instruction, the prompt as
indicated below will be displayed on the command line.

CED.MIN FILE PROTECT OK (Y/N)?

Type “Y” and press the WRITE key to protect the file.

Type “N” and press the WRITE key not to protect the file.

Example 4: PROT DEF.MIN;CV or PROT I_J MD1:DEF.MIN;CV

When the WRITE key is pressed following the above instruction, the prompt as
indicated below will be displayed on the command line.

DEF.MIN FILE PROTECT CANCEL (Y/N)?

Type “Y” and press the WRITE key to cancel protection of the specified file.

Type “N” and press the WRITE key not to cancel protection of the specified file.
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15. Directory-selection-based File Operation Function

Operations such as writing files (part programs, etc.) to the NC and outputting files from the NC to floppy

disks are collectively called “file processing”. In order to execute a file processing operation, a command
that describes the details of the intended processing must be created and the created command must be
given to the NC.

15-1. File Processing

15-1-1. Procedure for Executing File Processing

(1) Calling Up the Command Creation Screen

Press one of the file processing function keys - for example COPY or READ - to display the
command creation screen.

(2) Creating the Command

Create andedit thecommandon thecommandcreationscreen. Since the first part of thecommand
(which specifies the command function) is entered automatically, the user has only to input the file

name(s) and option codes.
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(3) Executing the Command

With the command creation screen still displayed, press the WRITE key.

The created command is given to the NC and executed.

Any screen

IPROGRAM OPgUTIflM TFUNSFBI IPROGFWM OPERATIC* TRANSFER

>00 Pwomi.yiN, ftp:

T r
! CHIT I

PIP
PEAP HEWPUNCH I VERIFY I COPY PUNCH VERIFY I COPY QUIT

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 j F8

I
(1)

Command creation screen

ISBIweMTitw TTWCFSI Ipftocam OPERATION TPANSFfX

roopv'

\™Y
OVEHWITE OVEHÿITE

CC PFICW*U<IN.F0C:1

INDEX DISPLAY TOOCEDURE INDEX DISPLAY PROCHXJFE
[F23 -> *M:MUN
WJ -> FDO:«.inK

TO DISPLAY O-rrtR IIC0ES,AFTER PRESSING [Ft].
INPUT IKE DEVICE JUNE A» FILE IWNE.TM0I PRESS [WITE] KEY,

DEFAULT DEVICE NHK = 1D1;

DEFAULT FILE HUE -

[F2J -> iOnMIlN
[F3] -> FCO:*IIIK

TO DISPLAY OTHeÿ INDEXES.AFTS» «€SSING [FlJ.

IWVT THE DEVICE MANE AND FILE NUC.'HEN PRES5 tNRITE] KEY.

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME » IC1:
DEFAULT FILE WNE “ *.IHN *.NIN

FDO: J COHAVO
I INDEX I (»0( IHISTORY I

I ici: | FDO: fcouwo lovgw/ iouft T
1 IICO ' INDEX 1 HISTORY I INSERT • DELETE I

CVERNR/ CHAP
INSBTT I DELETE 1 CUlCt'L \WC0CINDEX CANCEL

l J(2)

Fig. 2-2 Procedure for Executing File Processing
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15-1-2. Method for Creating Commands

To delete the File “PROGRAM.MIN”:

The procedure used for deleting the file by directly entering the file name

(a) Press function key [F3] (DELETE) in the PROG OPERATION mode.

The command creation screen will be displayed.

“DEL”, which indicates the DELETE function, will automatically appear on the command line.

DEL m
(b) Key in the file name “PROGRAM.MIN”.

DEL PROGRAM.MINS§

(c) The command is now completed; press the [WRITE] key.

The created command “DELPROGRAM.MIN” will be given to the NC and the file
“PROGRAM.MIN” will be deleted.

Copying the File ’’PROGRAM.MIN” from a Floppy Disk to the NC Memory under the File Name
”S01.MIN”:

The procedure used for copying the file by selecting the file name from the directory

(a) Press function key [F4] (COPY) in the PROG OPERATION mode.

The command creation screen will be displayed.

“CO”, which indicates the COPY function, will automatically appear on the command line.

CO u
(b) Enter the device name “FDO:” and the file name “PROGRAM.MIN”.

Do this either by keying in “FDO:” and “PROGRAM.MIN” or by displaying the directory for device
“FDO:” and selecting the file name “PROGRAM.MIN” from it.

For details on selecting files from directories, see 15-4, “Selecting Files From Directories (OSP
Format)” or 15-5, “Selecting Files From Directories (MS-DOS Format)”.

CO FDO:PROGRAM.MIN?|!

(c) Key in the rest of the command “, S01.MIN”.

CO FDO:PROGRAM.MIN,S01.MINI!

(d) The command is now completed; press the [WRITE] key to execute it.

The created command, “CO FD0:PROGRAM.MIN,S01.MIN” will be given to the NC and file
“PROGRAM.MIN” in the floppy disk will be copied to the memory under the file name “S01.MIN”.

Copying the File ”S01.MIN” in the NC Memory to a Floppy Disk under the File Name
“PROGRAM.MIN”:

The procedure used for copying the file by selecting the file name from the directory

(a) Press function key [F4] (COPY) in the PROG OPERATION mode.

The command creation screen will be displayed.“CO”, which indicates the COPY function, will
automatically appear on the command line.

co m
(b) Key in the file name “S01.MIN” and a comma

CO S01.MIN,t«
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(c) Enter the device name “FDO:” and the file name “PROGRAM.MIN”.

Do this either by keying in “FDO:” and “PROGRAM.MIN" or by displaying the directory for device
“FDO:” and selecting the file name “PROGRAM.MIN” from it.

For details on selecting files from directories, see 15-4, “Selecting Files From Directories (OSP
Format)’’ or 15-5, “Selecting Files From Directories (MS-DOS Format)”.

CO S01.MIN,FD0:PROGRAM.MINi§

(d) The command is now completed: press the WRITE key to execute it.

The created command, “CO S01.MIN,FD0:PROGRAM.MIN” will be given to the NC and file
“S01.MIN” will be copied to the floppy disk under the file name “PROGRAM.MIN”.

If Input Error is Found:

If an error is found in the created command, move the edit pointer to the location of the error and
correct the character.

(a) Assume that the following erroneous command has been keyed in instead of “CO
PROGRAM.MIN,S01.MIN” due to a typing error:

CO PROGTAM.MIN.S01.MINH

(b) Using the cursor keys, move the edit pointer |f to the character to be corrected, “T”.

CO PROGTAM.MIN,S01.MIN

(c) Key in “R”.

For details on editing commands, see 15-2, “Creating and Editing Commands”.

CO PROGR®VI.MIN,S01.MINI1

(d) The command has now been corrected; press the WRITE key to execute it.

Executing a Command Similar to the Command Previously Executed:

When executing the command “CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S02.MIN” after the execution of the similar
command “CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S01.MIN”, the new command can be created following the
procedure indicated below using the previously executed command.

Create the required command by editing the previous command.

(a) Press function key [F4] (COPY) in the PROG OPERATION mode.

The command creation screen will be displayed.

“CO”, which indicates the COPY function, will automatically appear on the command line.

co *(b) Key in the file name “PROGRAM.MIN” and a comma

CO PROGRAM.MIN,

(c) Enter the device name “FDO:” and the file name “S01.MIN”.

Do this either by keying in “FDO:” and “S01.MIN” or by displaying the directory for device “FDO:”
and selecting the file name “S01.MIN” from it.

For details on selecting files from directories, see15-4, “Selecting Files From Directories (OSP

Format)” or 15-5, “Selecting Files From Directories (MS-DOS Format)”.

CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S01.MIN
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(d) The command is now completed: press the WRITE key to execute it.

The created command, “CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S01.MIN” will be given to the NC and file
“PROGRAM.MIN” will be copied to the floppy disk under the file name “S01.MIN”.

(e) Press function key [F4] (COPY) in the PROG OPERATION mode once more.

CO If

(f) Read the previous command.

For details on how to do this, refer to 15-3, “Use of the Previous Command”.

CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S01.MINH

(g) Using the cursor keys, move the edit pointer “gf to the character to be changed, “1”.

CO PROGRAM.MIN,FDO:SOt;MINM

(h) Key in “2”.

CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S02yMINM

(i) The command is now completed; press the WRITE key to execute it.

The created command, “CO PROGRAM.MIN,FD0:S02.MIN” will be given to the NC and file
“PROGRAM.MIN” will be copied to the floppy disk under the file name “S02.MIN”.
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15-1-3. Command Execution

(1) To Execute a Command

To execute the command that is currently displayed in lines 4 to7 of the command creation screen,
press the WRITE key. The screen will revert to its original condition and the command will be
executed.

The created command will be saved as the “command history”.

(2) To Abort Execution of a Command

To abort execution of the command currently displayed in lines 4 to 7 of the command creation
screen, press function key [F7] (CANCEL). The screen will revert to its original condition and the
command will not be executed.

The created command will not be saved as the “command history”.

Command creation screen

corowimWr

INDEX
tF2] —> Wi:*.NIV
tF3l —>

10 DU
INfVT

oemr DEVICE ME - tti:
OSmT FILE NAME - MIN

DISPLAY PMCEOAE

SPLAY OTMB INDEXES. AFTER

THE DEVICE MJE MO PILE
PRESSING tFt).
NAME, THEN PftESS (WJTEJ KEY.

Original screen

I ITS. telCVBWV
once.

Command is executed

>CO PROGRAM. BIN. FDD!

v **

Command is not executed
F

V BBC I <WCH I I Z, T

Fig. 2-3 Command Creation Screen
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15-1-4. Operation Transition

Use the file processing function keys (copy, delete, etc.)
f AUTO Operation

[ Program Operation
< 1

\

MacMan

>ÿ

INDEX Displays “ISO” at the console line.
Following the ISO character string, enter the
device name then press the WRITE key.

Displays MD1: Directories.

Displays FDO: Directories.

[II]

Command Creation
Screen

j F 2 | MD1: INDEX

[Tl~l FDO: INDEX

| F 4 | COMMAND HISTORY .. Displays the command log.

ITT! OVERWR/INSERT

*ÿ

Switches the command editing mode.

j F 6 l CHAR DELETE ... Deletes the character indicated by the edit pointer.

| F 7~t CANCEL

| WRITE ]
Cancels the created command.

Executes the created command.

When the device is OSP formatted:

|~F~6 | RETURN

\~F~7~\ CANCEL

I WRITE |
| CAN 1

When the device is MS-DOS formatted:

j F 6 j RETURN

1 F 7 | CANCEL

| WRITE [

For device name selection only.

Cancels the selection.

For selection of device name and file name indicated by cursor.

Same as [FT] (CANCEL).

Directory Selection
Screen

*ÿ

For selection of device name and current directory only.

Cancels the selection.

If cursor is at the directory name, a directory change occures.
If cursor is at the file name, selection of the device name,
current directory name, or file name occurs.

CAN Same as [FT] (CANCEL).

EH CANCEL .. Cancels the selection.

Selects the command indicated by the cursor.

Same as [FT] (CANCEL).
1 WRITE' (

Command History
Screen

CAN 1
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15-2. Creating and Editing Commands

15-2-1. Command Creation Screen

Lines 4 to 7 : The command is created and edited here.

Characters keyed in are entered at the position of the edit pointer. When a character
is entered, the edit pointer moves to the next character space.

The downward-pointing arrow “J,” indicates the end of the command. Up to 255
characters can be entered.

The character string being entered to create a command can be modified by moving
the edit pointer with the cursor keys.

Lines 9 to 15 : The procedure for displaying directories is shown below.To display a directory, press
one of the following function keys:

[FI] (INDEX), [F2] (MD1: INDEX), [F3] (EDO: INDEX)

[F2] MD1: :k.MIN

If the [F2] (MD1: INDEX) key is pressed, the directory of MD1 related
(machiningfiles

programs) with an extend name of “MIN” will be displayed.

[F3] FDO: *.MIN

If the [F3] (FDO: INDEX) key is pressed, the directory of the “FDO” floppy
disk

files (machining programs) with an extend name of “MIN” will be
displayed.

PROGRAM OPERATION TRANSFER

ICOPY. OVERWRITE

COD \Command created

and edited here \EDIT POINTER EDIT MODE

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] ~> UDt:*.MIN
[F3] -> FD0:*.UIN

TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES. AFTER PRESSING [Ft],

INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = MD1 t

DEFAULT FILE NAME = •.MIN

FDO: COMMAf® OVEFWR/ CHAR
INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE

MDI:
INDEXINDEX CANCEL

Fig. 2-4 Command Creation Screen
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15-2-2. Operation of the Edit Pointer

(1) Moving the Edit Pointer to the Right

The edit pointer will move one space to the right every time the right cursor key is pressed.

Whenthe edit pointer is at the right endof a line, pressing the right cursor key will cause ittomoveto
the left end of the next line, unless it is on the final (7th) line, in which case it will not move.

(2) Moving the Edit Pointer to the Left

The edit pointer will move one space to the left every time the left cursor key is pressed.

Whentheedit pointer isat the left endof aline,pressing the left cursor key will cause it tomove to the
right end of the next line, unless it is on the uppermost (4th) line, in which case it will not move.

(3) Moving the Edit Pointer Downward

The edit pointer will move one line downward every time the “down” cursor key is pressed, unless it
is on the final (7th) line, in which case it will not move.

(4) Moving the Edit Pointer Upward

The edit pointer will move one line upward every time the “up” cursor key ispressed, unless it is on
the uppermost (4th) line, in which case it will not move.

CO FDO:PROGR0M.UIN.FD1:i

EDIT POINTER\

*0
Gunna*

CO FDOlPflOGRAj .MIN.FDI:i

I oo
ESEESi

CO FMKPROGfWM.NIN.FDl:1

Fig. 2-5 Operation of Edit Pointer
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15-2-3. Editing Modes

Lines 4 to 7 of the command creation screen have two editing modes, function key [F5]
(OVERWR/INSERT).

Immediately after displaying the command creation screen, the overwrite mode will be effective.

(1) Overwrite Mode

The overwrite mode is used to fix the command displayed in lines 4 to 7 of the command creation
screen in order to overwrite a character or characters in the command.

In the example shown below, “1” is entered at the position of the edit pointer and the edit pointer
moves to the position of the next character Note that in this case none of the characters has
moved.

OVERWRITE MODE

COPY ovERwan
CO REPROGRAM.MINI

\EDIT POINTER

1

COPY OVERWRITE
ICO FD1BPR0GRA11.MINI

Fig. 2-6 Editing Modes (Overwrite Mode)

(2) Insert Mode

The insert mode is used to insert additional characters into the command displayed in lines 4to7 of
the command creation screen.

In the example shown below, the character stringto the right of the edit pointer-“AM.MIN”-moves
to the right to accommodate the character “R” as it is inserted at the left of the edit pointer.

INSERT MODE

INSERTCpav

CO FD0:Pf»6EH.HINl

\EDIT POINTER

R

INSERTCOPY
CO FDO:PROGRAM. MINi

Fig. 2-7 Editing Modes (Insert Mode)
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(3) Switching between Editing Modes

To change the editing mode, press function key [F5] (OVERWR/INSERT). If the overwrite mode is

currently effective the insert mode will become effective, and if the insert mode is currently effective
the overwrite mode will become effective.

1f
iPROffiAil OPfflATl

/
OVERWRITE MODE INSERT MODE

INOO DISPLAY PWXSXJRG INOEX DISPLAY PROCEDWe

-> ®i:*.NlN
[F3J ->

TO DISPLAY OTHER INOEXES.ArTS
i«vr THE DEVICE NMC WC FILE

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME •= »1:
DEFAULT FP.i NAME “

70 DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES..
T>€ DEVICE MAC VC

DEFAULT DEVICE NAlE - 4DI:
DEFAULT FILE NAME -

THEN »ESS {(filTe' HEY.
AFTER fRESSt
I FILE MAME.T NAÿlIÿPRESS iNRlTE] KEY.

I I R30: |00WAW IOVEWV Joan1 IWO£X I IIQEX 1HISTORY 1 IMS8TT I DELETE I 01: RX5: CONNMO OVEMV } CHAR
1 INDEX I INDEX 1 HISTORY 1 INSBTT ' DELETE JV INOEX V IWEXCANCEL CANCEL

Fig. 2-8 Switching between Editing Modes

15-2-4. Deleting Characters

(1) Function Key [F5] (CHAR DELETE)

Use of thiskey deletes asingle character at the position of the edit pointer, whereupon the character

string to the right of the deleted character shifts one place to the left to close the space. The edit
pointer remains at the same position.

In the example shown below, the character “A” located by the edit pointer is deleted and the
character string “:PROGRAM.MIN” to the right of the editpointer moves oneplace to the left to close

the space.

CO FDO0:PROGRAM. MINi

\
EDIT POINTER

F6 (CHAR DELETE)

COPY OVERWRITE
CO FDOflPROGRAM.MIN;

Fig. 2-9 Deleting Characters (Function Key [F5])
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(2) BS Key (Backspace Key)

Use of this key deletes a single character to the left of the edit pointer and causes the character
string that starts at the position of the edit pointer to move one place to the left to close the space.

In the example shown below the character “A” to the left of the edit pointer is deleted and the
character string “PROGRAM.MIN” that starts at the position of the edit pointer shifts one place to

the left.

CO FDOAgPROGRAM.MINl

\
EDIT POINTER

BS

O
COPY OVERWRITE
CO FDOflPROGRAM.il INl

Fig. 2-10 Deleting Characters (BS Key)

15-2-5. Notes on Creating and Editing Commands

(1) Maximum Command Length

The downward-pointing arrow symbol signifies the end of the command and the maximum
command length of 255 characters is reached when this symbol is at the right end of the seventh

line.

When the “insert” editing mode is effective, it is not possible to key in a character at any position
when this limit has been reached.
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(2) Automatic Space Insertion

When a character is keyed in while the edit pointer is located to the right of the downward-pointing

arrow spaces are automatically inserted up to the position where that character is keyed in.

When the BS key is pressed while the edit pointer is located to the right of the downward-pointing
arrow “1”, the edit pointer moves to the position of the downward-pointing arrow.

CO FDC:PROGRAM. MIM, 1

\EDIT POINTER

A

O
ICO FDOlPfiOGKAH.MIN,

AB

BS
BS

[SuHSiai
co FDO:PROGRAM.MIN.

B

E5E2HIHB
co FDO:PROGRA«.HIN.B

Fig. 2-11 Automatic Space Insertion
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15-3. Use of the Command History

The last 5 commands which have been used are stored as the “command log”. Previously created
commands can therefore by used again by selecting them from the command log. They can also be
revised before they are used.

(1) At the command creation screen, press function key [F4] (COMMAND HISTORY) to switch to

the command history screen.

(2) Use the cursor control keys to move the cursor to the desired command.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The system will return to the Command Selection screen, and the selected command will be read
into lines 4 to 7. To execute the command as it is, press the WRITE key.

If reading to the command selection screen is not required, press the [F7] (CANCEL) key at the
command history screen. The system will return to the command selection screen without reading

the selected command.

[fflBBHL iTOGVM

CO FXITaF.WIN.RBWAUl.yiNU

V'EDIT POINTEREDIT POINTER

INDEX DISPLAY ROCSURF
{Rj -> tot:*.Mm
[F3] -> FQK«.WN

TO DISPLAY 0T>€R INDEXES, AFT0? TOSSING [Ft].
INPUT WE OD/ICE NME JUO FILE NAME. WEN TOSS (*ITEJ KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAA£ * Wl:
06FAULT FILE NAME - MAIN

DISPLAY PWCHXHE
WIN

TOSSING Ift).
RAW. WEN TOSS (NRITc) XfY.

TO 0 1 SPLAY 0WE3 INDEXES. AFTS*
THE OEYICE NAME AW FILE

OEVLCE NAME - Wi:
FILE NAME - -.MIR

OEFAULT
DEFAULT

I Wt: I FDQ: ICCHIAW lovsw/ I OlAR [
1 INOEX I licex I HISTORY I 1NSB1T » 0Q-£TE ' CANCSL

E IOl: Traci I COMMAND loVETOV I CHAP T
1 IW£X * |HOP; I HISTORY I INSERT I DELETE >

F1 F2 F3 F5 I F7 F8

I
u)

I PROGRAM 0PE4ATI

..

____
aa*iÿs i W«r

CO TOOtPHOOUILHIN.rai:
[CO TOiTBP.UIN.PaKW.NIK
PS »I:PMGRAM.MIN,OCOCL»I:PPOGFAM.SUB;SA
tt FCO;¥F fLi120.01WPILEXI.01WFIIMB.OHTOESSACE.TXT

|°B0T W>:TEST.MIN;C _
\

MSS*CURSOR \:ss»5E.TIT- CURSOR

i.

T TCANCEL • CANCEL

)(2)

Fig. 2-12 Use of the Command History
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15-4. Selecting Files From Directories (OSP Format)

15-4-1. Procedure for Selecting Files from Directories

(1) At the Command Creation screen, press one of the following function keys:

[F1] (INDEX), [F2] (MD1: INDEX), [F3] (FDO:INDEX)

If function key [F1] (INDEX) is pressed, “ISO” will be displayed at the console line. Following the
“ISO" character string, enter the desired device name and file name, then press the WRITE key.

(2) At the directory selection screen, use the cursor keys to locate the cursor at the file name of the
file to be selected.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The display will return to thecommand creation screen and the device nameand filename selected
with the cursor are entered at the position of the edit pointer.

Command creation screen Command creation screen

TRANSFER

tPOOl.UIN

\EDIT POINTER EDIT POINTER

IMOEX DISPLAY PBOCSKFE
CRZ) -> HN:M
[F3] -> RJOtM

TO DISPLAY OTTO iWEXES.AFTW
INPUT TVS DEVICE NAME MC FILE
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME - Bit
C6FAW.T FILE NAME “ M»IN

DISPLAY PPOCtMPCINDEX
CF2) ~> MDIf,

-> FDO:*.

TO DISPLAY
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME = 101:
DEFAULT FILE NAME - *.W

in]

PRESSING (F1).
NAME. TO WSS [MITE] KEY.

ES.AFTB PRESS
ANO FILE NAME.TO PRESS t«ITE} KEY.

I lot: j TO: I ccmuc IDVEJWV' I Ow T
1 INDEX 1 IPQEX 1 HISTORY » INSgTT 1 1 CANCEL I loi" I RJO: | CDINIAND joVEJWV I OAP T

1 INDEX I INOEX 1 HISTORY < INSERT I DELETE »V INDEX CANCEL

t
(3)F1 W F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

(1)

Directofy selection screen

]OVFawFTI-

jtNoex SELECTION"
CURSOR

PXZ.MIN
POO*.MIN
PX6.VIN
P006.M1N
P91C.MIN
P312.M1N
P014.NIN
P016.L

ii%\:Z

T T flETJW ( CANCEL

Fig. 2-13 Selecting a File from Directory
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15-4-2. Directory Selection Screen

If the selected device is OSP format, the directory selection screen will take the form shown below.

For its appearance when the selected device is MS-DOS format, refer to 15-5, “Selecting Files From
Directories (MS-DOS Format)”.

Lines 4 to 7 : The command being created is displayed here.

The selected file name is entered at the position of the edit pointer. The edit pointer

cannot be moved by pressing the cursor keys.

: The device name for the displayed directory is displayed here.

Lines 12 to 20 : The directory is displayed here.

Move the cursor to the file name to be selected by using the cursor keys.

If no file name is displayed, it means that the selected device does not contain files.

Upto18filenamesaredisplayedoneachscreen. If therearemorethan 18registered
files in a directory, the page up/down keys can be used to display other pages.

Line 9

COPY OVERWRITE
co uThe command being

created is displayed

here.
\

EDIT POINTER

QZE9D
The device name of —*ÿ

directory is
displayed here. r

FDO:
CURSOR

P002.MIN
P004.MIN
POOS. MIN
POOS. MIN
POT 0- IIIN
P012.MIN
P014.UIN
P016.MIN
POTS- MIN

P003.M1N
P005.MIN
P007.MIN
P009.MIN
POU.MIN
P013.MIN
POT 5.MIN
P017.MIN

The directory is
displayed here.

RETURN I CANCEL

Fig. 2-14 Directory Selection Screen
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15-4-3. Cursor and Page Operations

(1) Moving the Cursor to the Right

Each time the “right” cursor key is pressed, the cursor moves to the file name which is adjacent and
to the right, or below andto theleft, with respect to thecurrentcursor position, if thecursor is located
at the final file name in the directory, it moves to the first file name in the directory.

(2) Moving the Cursor to the Left

Each timethe “left” cursor key ispressed, thecursor movesto thefile name which is adjacent andto

the left, or aboveand to the right, with respect to the current cursor position. If the cursor is located
at the first file name in the directory, it moves to the final file name in the directory.

(3) Moving the Cursor Downward

Each time the “down” cursor key is pressed, the cursor moves to the file name directly below the

current position. If the cursor is located at the final file name in the directory, it moves to the first file
name in the directory.

(4) Moving the Cursor Upward

Each time the “up” cursor key is pressed, the cursor moves to the file name directly above the

current position. If the cursor is located at the first file name in the directory, it moves to the final file
name in the directory.

(5) Changing Pages

Up to 18 file names cam be displayed on the directory selection screen. If there are more than 18

files registered in the directory, other pages can be displayed by pressing the page up/down keys.

1f
l=TOWI OPOttfl

PROGRAM.M1K.B CO PROGRAM.MIH.|

----
CURSOR .CURSOR

/

£scs
IPC07.MTN
P009.MIM

PC?b.Mlfr

5!SR&5 TOJA.MtM
P01S.MIH
POlfl.MI*sa:

CAWCcL

i
Fig. 2-15 Cursor and Page Operations
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15-4-4. Function Key [F6] (RETURN), JF7] (CANCEL) and Cancel Key

When function key [F6] (RETURN) key is pressed, the command creation screen is displayed and the

device name only is entered at the position of theedit pointer. The file name that was at the cursor position
is not entered.

When function key [F7] (CANCEL) or the Cancel key is pressed, the command creation screen is
displayed and neither the device name nor the file name at the cursor position are entered on it.

Directory selection screen Command creation screen

I PROGRAM ppcRArKH PflOtElAU OPERATIC* J3flt££EL

"-"JatagMrE.Ulcopy Copy OVERURil
OD PAOGWLHIlOJ CO PROGRAM. MIN.g

\
EDIT POINTER

INDEX SELECTION
FDO:

PAGE
INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDUPE
(F2J ->
(F3) -> FDOf.MIN

TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES.ArTHT PRESSING [Fit,
INPUT THE DEVICE rUME AND FILE NAME.T>€N PRESS OHITtl KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME - kOl:
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.HIN

PC02.MIN
P004.MIM
PCC6.Ut«
P0G3.UIN

P010JHN

POOLurn
PCCd.MtH
POO.MIN

P007.MIN
KXB.MIN
POlt.MIN
P013.MIN
P015.HIN
P017.WM

: CURSOR
/

POU.MIN
POTS.MIN
FQlfl.MIM

T j UD1
1 INDEX

I COMWG I OVErWR/ I OVW
INDEX lHISTOW I INSERT I DELETE * CANCEL

FX::
CANCELRETURN IfflEX

)[ F 7 ] OR I CAN 1
XT '

iTOfflljl OPERAflON TRANSFER

COPY OVF3YRI ~

CO PKKAAU.MIN.FOC:g

\
EDIT POINTER

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
MIN

TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES. AFTER PRESSING (FlJ.
INPUT THE DEVICE KAUE AMD FILE HAi£.TV£N PRESS tWIJTO KEY.
DEFAULT OEVICS NAME - «DK
DEFAULT FILE NAME —

CF23 -> MOr:
[F3] -> FDD:1=6

*
*.MIN

t [ IDK T FDD; j COMMAND j OVERNR/' I CHAR [
\. iwex J INDEX I INOEX I HISTORY I INSERT I OELETE I CANCEL

WOCRAH OPERATION TRANSFER

COPT CVFF9RI~

CC PFtOGWALUlh. POO-'POl 2. W IHQ

\
EDIT POINTER

INDEX DISPLAY PfWHXRE
tF2] - > lOi:
[F3] — > EDO:

TO DISPLAY OTHER INOEXES, AFTER PRESSING [Fll.
INPUT THE DEVICE NAI£ AND FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WITEj KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME - ID1:
DEFAULT FILE NAME -

a *.KIN
•.MIN

RHT

#

MAIN

( loi: ! R»: 1 coat*HD I 0V51W/
I INDEX I INDEX I HISTORY ' INSERT

CHAR

V INDEX DELETE I CANCEL

Fig. 2-16 Function Key [F6] (RETURN) and Cancel Key
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15-4-5. Effects of the Editing Modes

(1) Overwrite Mode

In the overwritemode, the positions of characters in thecharacter string are fixed andthe file name
selected from the directory is written over the part of the character string that starts at the position of
the edit pointer.

(2) Insert Mode

In the insert mode, the part of thecharacter string that starts at the position of the edit cursor shifts to
the right as the file name selected from the directory is inserted to the left of the edit pointer.

If the command length is caused to exceed 255 characters by adding the file name, the 256th and
subsequent characters are deleted.

Directory selection screen Command creation screen

Ijsyyam CPCRATiOH iPROGRAM $g£RAT1jH TRANSFER

Inyy_
« FSCCRA*.

WEfWRlTF
MIXI / FDQ:P0I2, MIN

\ \OVERWRITE MODE
EDIT POINTER EDIT POINTER

SELECTIOHIMOEX
R50:

PACE
l*)0t DISPLAY PROCTORS
(F2] -> UI:MHN
(RAJ -> TO:*,MIN

TO OlS\AY OTHER INDEXES.AFTER PRESSING [Ft],
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME,THEN WE!

CEFAULT
DEFAULT

PC02.MIH
pax.iitN

POX.HtX
PC08.MIK /
P010.MIN /

root.MIN
PD02.MIN
PC05.MIN
TO7.MIN
PC09.MIN
POU.MIM
P013.MIH
KM 5.NIN
POT 7.MIN

SS [HRITE] KEY.
CURSOR DEVICE HM. - I®11

FILE NA1£ -
POW.MIN
P016.UIN
POTS.MIN

ioi: TO: COUMO
I INDEX I INDEX IHISTORY I

OYEFWV
INSERTV HOEXRETLRI I CANCEL CANCEL

l J
tire

Directory selection screen Command creation screen

IWOCRAM CPBUTICT IPHOGftHfl OPERATION TRANSIT

inscrn COPY__
TO TO:PO12.MIN|Pfi0GWlLHINl/MIN:

N \INSERT MODE
EDIT POINTER EDIT POINTER

INDEX "SELECT few PAGE \
INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE

-> IDI:«.MIN

-> R»:*.MIN

10 DISPLAY OTHER ItCEXES,

INPUT THE DEVICE NA1£ AND

CEFAULT DEVICE NAME ” ICt:
DEFAULT FILE HAJ£ - -.BIN

TO:
[ÿ:;
[«]

PC01.MIH
PC03.MIN

POD9.HIH
POT 1.MIN
P013.MIN
PQTJ.MIN
PQ1X.WIN

POOZ.MIN
PC04.NIN
PC06.NIN
PC08.MIH
PQlQ.MIH

(FT j.
PRESS [IRITE] KEY.

AFTER
I FILE

PRESSING
KAME.TtCN

CURSOR
/

POM.BIN
P016.MIN
POia.HIN

IDI: TO: COWAJO
! INDEX I INDEX [HISTORY

‘
OYPW

INSERTV INDEXRETURN I CANCEL

l )
UT6

Fig. 2-17 Effects of the Editing Modes
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15-4-6. Directory Display Method

(1) To Display NO Memory “MD1 Directory

Press function key [F2] (MD1: INDEX).

The input examples given below show how to designate which file directory is to be displayed.

[F2] -* MD1: sjc.MIN

When function key [F2] (MD1: INDEX) is pressed, the directory (in NC memory) for MD1: related
files with extend names of “MIN” (work programs) will be displayed.

[F2] -* MD1: *.SDF

When function key [F2] (MD1: INDEX) is pressed, the directory (in NC memory) for MD1: related
files with extend names of “SDF” (schedule programs) will be displayed.

[F2] -* MD1:

When function key [F2] (MD1: INDEX) is pressed, the directory (in NC memory) for all MD1:
related files will be displayed.

(2) To Display Floppy Disk “FDO:” Directory

Press function key [F3] (FDO: INDEX).

The input examples given below show how to designate which file directory is to be displayed.

[F3] -» FDO: *.MIN

When function key [F3] (FDO: INDEX) is pressed, thedirectory (in floppy disk) for FDO: relatedfiles
with extend names of “MIN” (work programs) will be displayed.

[F3] -»FDO: *.SDF

Whenfunction key [F3] (FDO: INDEX) is pressed, the directory (in floppy disk) for FDO: relatedfiles
with extend names of “SDF” (schedule programs) will be displayed.

[F3] -* FDO:

When function key [F3] (FDO: INDEX) is pressed, the directory (in floppy disk) for all FDO: related
files will be displayed.

(3) To Display Other Directories

When function key [F1] (INDEX) is pressed, “ISO” will be displayed at the console line. Following
the “ISO” character string, enter the desired device name and file name, then press the [WRITE]
key. The following examples apply when an OSP formatted floppy disk is being used.

>ISO MD1: [WRITE]

The directory for the default file name at the MD1: device will be displayed.

The default file name is indicated at the directory display procedure.

>ISO FDO: [WRITE]

The directory corresponding to device “FDO:" is displayed.
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>ISO FD*: [WRITE]

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED DEVICE NAME.” is displayed on the console line and the
directory selection screen is displayed.

It is not allowed to use wild card “*” or “?” when specifying a device name.

>ISO FDO:*.* [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” is displayed.

The same happens if any of the following are specified as the file name: “*”, “*.”, “.*”, “. ”.

>ISO FD0:*.MIN [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” with the extension name “MIN” is displayed.

>ISO FD0:???.MIN [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” whose main file name consists of three or fewer
alphanumeric characters and whose extension name is “MIN” is displayed.

>ISO FD0:ABC.* [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” whose main file name is “ABC” is displayed.

The same would happen if the specified file name were “ABC” or “ABC.”.

>ISO FD0:ABC.?? [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” whose main file name is “ABC” and whose extension name
consists of no more than two alphanumeric characters is displayed.

>ISO FD0:MS*.TXT [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” whose main file name starts with “MS” and whose

extension name is “TXT” is displayed.

>ISO FD0:MS??.TXT [WRITE]

The directory of all files in floppy “FDO:” whose main file name starts with “MS” and comprises a
total of no more than 4alphanumeric characters,and whose extension nameis “TXT” is displayed.

>ISO FDO:ABC.MIN [WRITE]

The file “ABC.MIN” in floppy “FDO:” is displayed (assuming this file exists in the device).

>ISO FDO:123.* [WRITE]

>ISO FD0:ABCDEFG123456789.* [WRITE]

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED FILE NAME.” is displayed.

In the OSP format, main file names must start with a letter of the alphabet and consist of a total of
no more than 16 alphanumeric characters.

>ISO FD0:*.123 [WRITE]

>ISO FDO:*.ABCD [WRITE]

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED FILE NAME.” is displayed.

In the OSP format, extension names must start with a letter of the alphabet andconsist of atotal of
no more than three alphanumeric characters.
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>ISO FD0:\ABC\*.* [WRITE]

If a path name is specified although the device to be selected is OSP format, the message “PATH
NAME CANNOT BE SPECIFIED IN THIS DEVICE.” will be displayed on the console line.
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15-5. Selecting Files From Directories (MS-DOS Format)

When working with the MS-DOS format-for example in the machining management mode and MS-DOS
file convert- it is possible to display the directories of MS-DOS format floppy disks.

15-5-1. Procedure for Selecting Files from Directories

(1) At the Command Creation screen, press one of the following function keys:

[F1] (INDEX), [F2] (MD1: INDEX), [F3] (FDO:INDEX)

If function key [F1] (INDEX) is pressed, “ISO” will be displayed at the console line. Following the
“ISO” character string, enter the desired device name, path name, and file name, then press the
WRITE key.

(2) At the directory selection screen, use the cursor keys to locate the cursor at the file name of the
file to be selected.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The display will return to the command creation screen and the device name, current directory
name, and file name selected with the cursor, are entered on it at the position of the edit pointer.

Command creation screenCommand creation screen

JSWSSSL IPROGRAM QpgUTION

MS-OOS cowmrgi

CO FDO:\ASC.DIR\P011.M1K||
OVERWRITE

CO

\ \
EDIT POINTER EDIT POINTER

IWEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] -> »!:•.*
0=33 ->

TO DISPLAY 0THS1 INOEXES.AFTW PRESSING [Fl],
J*VT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME.THEH PRESS [WWTE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE HAilE -DEFAULT FILE NAME - *.*

INDEX DISPLAY PROCffiURE
[F?3 -> tti:* •
[F3] -> R30:*.*

TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES,AFTER PRESSING [FI],
INPUT THE DEYICE PUNE AN) FILE NAME.THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME -DEFAULT FILE NAME - *.*

I lot: I EDO: ICOMMAND loVSWV I WAR ,
I INDEX I INDEX » HISTORY i INSSTT I DELETE 1 CANCEL

I lOi: FDO: IcOMUND IbVEWR/ I CHAR I
I HCEX > IfCEX 1 HISTORY I INSERT I DOfTE I CANCELV INDEX\iwa

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

(1)

i ;

Directory selection screen

IPROGRAM OPBOTI0N MS-DOS CCNVffrr

QVFPHRITT

00

DEVICE FORMAT\
/EDIT POINTER

(D® INOEX SELECTION MS-DOS
FD0:\ABC.D

PATOfT DIRECTORY
A001.0IR\
A003.DIR\
AD05.DIR\
POQ2.NIN

A002.D
ADD4.D

IR\
IR\

P001.MIN
P003.MIM,
P0C5.MIN
P007.MIN

POW.
P006.

MIN CURSOR

P013.HIN

MIN
POOS.MIN
P010.MIN
P0I2.MIN

POOS.

T InenJPN I CANCEL

Fig. 2-18 Procedure for Selecting Files from Directories
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15-5-2. Directory Selection Screen (for MS-DOS Format Devices)

Lines 4 to 7 The command being created is displayed here.

The selected file name is entered at the position of the edit pointer. The edit pointer
cannot be moved by pressing the cursor keys.

If the device is MS-DOS format, “MS-DOS” is displayed here.

The device name for the displayed directory, and the current directory name, are
displayed here.

Normally, “PARENT DIRECTORY” is displayed here.

To change the directory to the parent directory, locate the cursor at “PARENT
DIRECTORY" and press the [WRITE] key.

Lines 12 to 20 : The directory is displayed here.

File names anddirectory names are displayed (T is appended at the end of directory
names).

If no file name is displayed, it means that the selected device does not contain files.

When the cursor is located at a file name and the WRITE key pressed, the selected
file name is entered at the position of the edit pointer.

When the cursor is located at a directory name and the WRITE key pressed, the
directory changes to the selected directory.

Line 8

Line 9

Line 11

MS -DOS CONVERTER iCOPY OVERWRIT:

The Command being
created is displayed
here.

COD
DEVICE FORMAT\

EDIT POINTER

The device name of
the directory and

the current directory

are displayed here.

FD0:\ABC.DIR\

A002.0 1R\
A004.DIR\
P001.MIN
P003.MIN
P005.MIN
P007.MIN
P009.MIN
P011.UIN
P013.MIN

A001.DIR\
A003.DIR\
A005.DIR\
P002.MIN
P004.HIN
P006.UIN
P008.UIN
P010.UIN
P012.MIN

\
CURSOR

The directory is
displayed here.

>_

RETURN CANCEL

Fig. 2-19 Directory Selection Screen (for MS-DOS Format Devices)
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15-5-3. Changing the Directory

The directory can be changed by locating the cursor at the required directory name and pressing the
WRITE key.

If the cursor is located at “PARENT DIRECTORY’ and the WRITE key pressed, the directory changes to

the parent directory.

IPROGRAM OPERATION" ]HtS-OOS CONVERT

W OVEfrftlTP ICCHVEKTgl :CCPY

CURRENT DIRECTORY

/. INDEX SELECTIOH

roo:\
IS-0Q$ PAGE I

4A0C.OtR\
XD02.DtR\

XD01.DIRX\
CURSOR

>

flETWM CANCEL

#.
4 'RITE

T\ nImogmt CPBAATION 1PROGRAM OPERATIONMS-00S CONVERT us-oos CQKVffrr

w
CURRENT DIRECTORY

wGOWVFRTffl ICOPY OVEMftITE OVEFHRITFCONVERTER ICOPY

CURRENT DIRECTORY

L LNCEX SELECTION KS-OOS PAGE 1 INDEX SELECTION PAGE >KS-OOS
EDO: \ FD0:\>8C.DIft\

PAROfT Oil

X00l-DIR\ A001.DIR\
A0CG.DIR\
AQQ5.01R\
POO?.IllN
POOL BIN
P0C6.IIIN
POOe.MIN
P010.NIN
P0I2.MIN

Aoce.om\
AOW.OWN

CURSOR POOLNIN
P0C3.KIN
PCC6.M5N
P007.HIN
P009.MIN
POn.lllN
P013.UIN

\wnz.om\ \
CURSOR

> >

I RETURN CANCEL PETWW CANCEL

Fig. 2-20 Changing the Directory
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15-5-4. Function Key [F6] (RETURN), [F7] (CANCEL) and Cancel Key

When function key [F6] (RETURN) is pressed, the command creation screen is displayed and the device
and current directory names are entered at the position of the edit pointer. The file name that was at the
cursor position is not entered.

When function key [F7] (CANCEL) or the Cancel key is pressed, the command creation screen is
displayed and the device name, current directory name and the file name at the cursor position are not
entered on it.

Directory selection screen Command creation screen

Irorwmi QPBWIQH [PROGRAM CPFRATIOMItS-nOS COWffRT HS-OOS CCHVfflT

PVOTRITE Ilis-nos
CO PflDGWLkllNj

:COPY MS-005 CCKYERTEB
CO PRCOVULlfrHj

:CQPY OVERWRITE

\ \EDrr POINTER EDIT POINTER
PAGE 1usrosINDEX SELECTION

INDEX DISPLAY PROCHXHE
[F2] -> IOI:*.*
[F3] -> TO:*.*

TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES.AFTER PRESSING (Flj.
INPUT THE DEVICE NAtf- JJC FILE NAIIE, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.

OEPAULT DEVICE KANE -
DEFAULT FILE NAiE -

R»:\ABCDIR\

PAflatT DIRECTORY
M01.Dlft\
XXJ3.DIH\
AC05.DIR\
P002.IHN
POCM.NIN
P006.MIN

A002.DIR\
AflW.DIRN
P0D1.MIN

t(*
P005.MIN \

CURSOR

> >

IDi: FOOT COHIAND |o\€RWR/ IOUfi
IWEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT I DELETE CANCB.V INDEXCANCELRETUfW

)[ CAN)F7 OR

IPROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVBTT

MS-OOS COWERTER .‘COPY_
CO PROGRAM.MlA“TO."\A8C.DlR\|

OVFEWRITF

EDIT POINTER

INDEX DISPLAY PROCSXXC
{F2J -> an:*.*
[F3] -> TO:*.*

TO DISPLAY OTHBt INDEMES.AFTER PRESSING [FI].
INPUT THE DEVICE KANE A»FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.

DEFAULT DEVICE NAME “
DEFAULT FILE NAME -

F6

>

mu FDG: cow** ovewv CHAR
IWEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT OELETE CANCEL\l«E<

IPROGRAM OPERATION MS-OOS ccNvmr

MS-OOS CONVBTTBt tCOPY OVgWRIlT

CO TO0mAiLMIN.R»:\A«:.0IR\POO3.MIN8
\

EDIT POINTER

INDEX DISPLAY PROCHXRE
[F2] -> lOK*.*
[F3] -> TO:*.*

TO DISPLAY OTHER IHEXES.AFTER MESSING [FI
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAIC.THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.

DEFAULT DEVICE WME -
DEFAULT FILE NAIE =

fame

>

MDI: TO: caiw© ovum/ oiw
jwex INDEX HISTORY INSSTT DELETE CANCaINDEX

Fig. 2-21 Function Key [F6] (RETURN) and Cancel Key
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15-5-5. Directory Display Method

(1) To Display Floppy Disk “FDO:” Directory

Press [F3] function key (FDO: INDEX).

The input examples given below show how to designate which file directory is to be displayed.

(2) When function key [F1] (INDEX) is pressed, “ISO” will be displayed at the console line.

Following the “ISO” character string, enter thedesired devicename, pathname, and filename, then
press the [WRITE] key. The following examples apply when an MS-DOS formatted floppy disk is
being used.

>ISO FDO: [WRITE]

The directory for the default path name and file name at the FDO: device will be displayed.

The default file name is indicated at the directory display procedure.

The default path name used at the MS-DOS file convert function is route directory “\”. The default
path name used at the MacMan mode can be designated as desired at the environment setting
operation.

(3) When a path name is entered before pressing the WRITE key:

>ISO FD0:\ABC\ [WRITE] (Absolute path designation)

The directory for the FDO: device, “\ABC\” path name, and default file name will be displayed.

If the path “\ABC\” does not exist in the device, the message “SPECIFIED PATH DOESN’T
EXIST.” is displayed on the console line.

>ISO FD0:ABC\ [WRITE] (Relative path designation)

A path name which doesn’t begin with “\” is interpreted as a relative path from the default path

name.

>ISO FDO:\*.*\ [WRITE]

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED PATH NAME.” is displayed on the console line.

The wildcards and“?”cannot beusedinany of the directory names that make up a path name.

>ISO FD0:\ABC.1234\ [WRITE]

>ISO FD0:\123456789.ABC\ [WRITE]

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED PATH NAME.” is displayed on the console line.

The following restrictions apply to the directory names that make up path names: the main
directory name must comprise no more than eight alphanumeric characters and the extension
must comprise no more than three alphanumeric characters.

>lSO FD0:\ABC\123456789.ABC

>ISO FDO:\ABC\ABC.1234

The message “ERROR IN SPECIFIED FILE NAME.” is displayed on the console line.

If a path name is specified, the format is taken to be MS-DOS and therefore the main file name
must consist of no more than eightalphanumeric characters andthe extension namemust consist

of no more than three alphanumeric characters.
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SECTION 3 DATA INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATION

1. NC Program Input/Output Function Using MS-DOS Format Floppy
Disk

The MS-DOS format I/O function enables input and output of NC part programs using MS-DOS format
3.5-inch floppy disks.

(1) Program input and output using this function is possible with the following MS-DOS formats:

- 3.5-inch 2DD floppy disks (640 KB/720 KB)

- 3.5-inch 2HD floppy disks (1.20 MB)

- 3.5-inch 2HD floppy disks (1.23 MB)

- 3.5-inch 2HD floppy disks (1.44 MB)

[Supplement] 1. “MS-DOS” is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.

2. Even if a3.5-inch floppy disk can be read and written to at an MS-DOS-compatible
personal computer, it may not be possible to read and write to the disk using this
function if its format is not a regular one conforming to published MS-DOS
literature.

1-1. Operation Overview

The MS-DOS format I/O function indicates the operation (1) and (2) in the illustration given below.

(D

3.5-inch floppy
Memory (MD1) disk

(2)

Fig. 3-1 Operation Overview

(1) in the program operation mode, part programs and other NC data stored in the NC memory are

copied to a floppy disk using the copy command.

(2) In the program operation mode, part programs and other NC data saved in the floppy disk are
copied to the NC memory using the copy command.

1-2. Specifying MS-DOS File Names

MS-DOS file names are specified in the way shown below.

FDO: \PATH1\PATH2\ABC.MIN

\
Device name Directory File name

Path name

[Supplement] 1. The reverse slash “\” is used as the delimiter between directory names (the T
following the device name can be omitted).

2. it is not normally necessary to specify a device name when handling NC files but it

is essential to specify one for MS-DOS files.
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[Supplement] 3. The total length of the sequence “device name:path-name\file name” must not
exceed 64 characters.

4. The length of the path-name must not exceed 47 characters.

5. The file name consists of amain file name (with amaximum length of 8 characters)

and an extension name (with a maximum length of 3 characters), and aperiod is
used as a delimiter between themain file name and extension. The file name must
begin with a letter of the alphabet and the characters that follow it can only be
numerals, letters of the alphabet, or

1-3. Command List

The list of commands used for the MS-DOS format I/O function are given below.

CommandItem Function Outline

Directory DIR Displays an MS-DOS format directory.

Copying* COPY Copies files from MS-DOS format to OSP format and vice versa.

Renaming* RENAME Used to change specified file names in the MS-DOS format.

Deletion* DELETE Used to delete specified files in the MS-DOS format.

Remaining
capacity

FREE Indicates the remaining memory capacity in the MS-DOS format.

File protection* PROTECT Prohibits updating the information of specified files in the MS-
DOS format.

Program im-
put*

IN Program Input Work program files are input from the MS-DOS
formatted floppy disk to the memory disk while deleting any “%”
codes.

OUTProgram out¬ work program files are output from the memory disk to an MS-
DOS formatted floppy disk. If option “E” is selected, only the “%”
record will be added at the beginning and end of the output files.

put*

MS-DOS Quit QUIT Used to quit MS-DOS.

The commands indicated by an asterisk (*) are executed on the directory-selection-based file operation

screen. The following explanation gives basic information on using these commands. In addition to the

basic information given below, there are various functions including the function to display the registered
part program files in batch. For details of the functions, refer to Section 2, 15. “Directory-selection-based

File Operation Function”.

Operation for the commands is described below.

Since all of these commands are executable in the MS-DOS mode, the procedure to set the MS-DOS
mode is explained first. Description of the individual commands is given assuming that the MS-DOS has
been set.

Procedure used to set the MS-DOS operation mode:

(1) Press the EDIT AUX mode selection key to select the PROG OPERATION
mode. 2>

EDIT AUX,
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(2) Press the function key [F8] (EXTEND) twice.

MULTI

DIR PIP EDIT PIP LIST CONDENS [EXTEND]JDATE

Press [F8] (EXTEND) twice/
The function names on the screen will change to those given in item (3) below.

(3) Press the function key [F2] (MS-DOS).

4ISDS
>

PROTECT MS-DOS DNC-B [EXTEND]ÿ/

CEDQIDCEDCE)©©®©
\ Press [F2] (MS-DOS).

“MSDS"
is displayed.

>

The function names on the screen will change as indicated to the right.

=EX
=MSDS
>

FILE MS-DOS
COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUIT

FILE
[EXTEND]JDIR

Press function [F8] (EXTEND).

The function names on the screen will change as indicated to the roght

=EX
=MSDS
>EX
>
PROQTAM PROGRAM
IINPUT OUTPUT

MS-DOS

[EXTEND]yQUIT

The commands are explained below.
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1-4. DIR (directory)

This function is used to display a list of the files and directories saved in an MS-DOS format floppy disk
(FDO:).

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F1] (DIR).

“Dl” is displayed on the command line.

=MSDS
,>DI

COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUITDIR

\ Press [F1] (DIR).

"Dl” is displayed.

(2) Enter the device name following “>DI” for the device which stores the files.

Example 1: The following command displays all the directory names and file names in the

MS-DOS format floppy disk designated as device “FDO:”.

>D1 FDO:

Example 2: The following command displays all the directory names and file names in the-
directory “PATH” of the disk designated as device “FDO:”.

>DI FD0:PATH (or alternatively, >DI FD0:\PATH)

Example 3: The following command displays all the directory names and file names under the

directory “PATH1” which is under the directory “PATH” of the disk designated as

device “FDO:”.

>DI FDO:PATH\PATH1

Example 4: The following command format displays all the directory names and file names that
start with the character string “FO” in the directory “PATH” of the disk designated as
device “FDO:”.

>DI FDO:PATH\FO*

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE
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[Supplement] 1. Theuseof the wildcards and“?” isonly valid for files;an error wilIoccur if either
of these symbols is used with a device name or directory name (path name).

2. A maximum of 12 file names and directory names can be displayed on each
screen.

If it is not possible to display all the directory and file names on asingle screen, the
symbol “=” (the command prompt) will not be displayed on the command line and
the cursor display will remain unchanged. In this condition:

(a) Pressing the BS key will scroll the screen forward one page.

(b) Pressing the WRITE key will scroll the display continuously in page units
until the end of the directory is reached (press BS to stop scrolling part way
through).

(c) Pressing the CAN key will terminate execution of the command and leave
the currently displayed page.

3. “<DIR>” displayed in the sector column indicates that the entry is a directory.

4. If a file name includes a character other than those indicated below, such a
character is replaced with “?” to be displayed.

Space, I, ”, #, $, %, &, ’, (, ), *, +,-, ., /, Oto 9, :, ;, <, =, >, ?, AtoZ, [, ¥, ], A, a to
z, {, I, }, '

5. The following options can be specified after the file name. They must be preceded
by a semicolon

;P (file protected state is displayed following the date)

00 : Not protected

01 : File protected

1-5. COPY (copying)

This function copies files from the MS-DOS format to the OSP format and vice versa.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F2] (COPY).

-MS0S

DIR COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUIT

Press [F2] (COPY).
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The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is

displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: COPY

com

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
I 97/07/15 14:TQT00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: COPY OVERWRITE
com

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1:*.*
[F3] - FDO:*.*
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [F1] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * *

>XCO
>

MD1: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY| INSEHT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©CfDCfDCfZD®
(2) Enter the device name, path name, and file name of the program to be copied.

(a) Use the following command format when copying from MS-DOS format to OSP format:

>CO <device name>:<path name + file name or path name> <device name>:<file name>

If a path name is specified as the copying source, all the files (excluding directories) listed in the
directory indicated by that path name will be copied.

(b) Use the following command format when copying from OSP format to MS-DOS format:

>CO <device name>:<file name> <device name>:<path name + file name or path name>

If a path name is specified as the copying destination, the file (or files) is (are) copied into the
directory indicated by that path name.

Example 1: The following command copies AMIN in FDO: (MS-DOS) to MD1: (OSP) under
the file name B.MIN.

>CO FD0:A.MIN,MD1:B.MIN

Example 2: The following command copies all files in the directory “PATH” of FDO: (MS-DOS)

to MD1: (OSP).

>CO FDO:PATH\*,MD1:

or

>CO FDO:PATH,MD1:

Example 3: The following command copies all FDO: (MS-DOS) files whose main file names

start with the letter C and comprise three characters or less to MD1: (OSP).

>CO FDO:C??.MIN,MD1:
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Example 4: The following command copies MAIN files (files without their extension names)

from FDO: (MS-DOS) to MD1: (OSP).

>CO FD0:MAIN,MD1:

When this command is used “MIN" isautomatically appended astheextension name
of the destination file, so that the file name is MAIN.MIN.

Example 5: The following command copies A.MIN of MD1: (OSP) to FDO: (MS-DOS) under
the name “B.MIN”.

>CO MD1:A.MIN,FDO:B.MIN

Example 6: The following command copies A.MIN of MD1: (OSP) to FDO (MS-DOS) under
the name “C.MIN” under the directory “PATH”.

>CO MD1:A.M!N,FDO:PATH\C.MIN

Example 7: The following command copies A.MIN of MD1: (OSP) to FDO: (MS-DOS) under
the same file name as it had in the copying source.

>CO MD1AMIN,FDO:

Example 8: The following command copies all files whose file names start with “A” in MD1:

(OSP) to the directory “PATH” of FDO: (MS-DOS).

>CO MD1:A*,FD0:PATH

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

[Supplement] 1. The COPY function can only be used to copy between the OSP format and

MS-DOS format. Attempts to copy from OSP to OSP or from MS-DOS to MS-DOS
will result in an error.

This function has no default device name andit is therefore essential to specify the
device name.

2.

If no destination file name is specified it is made the same as the source file name.

Contiguous OSP format files cannotbe overwritten. If an attempt ismade to dothis
the message “file attribute unsame” is displayed.

If the specified destination file name already exists, the message “file exist

overwrite? (Y/N)” will be displayed. To overwrite the file, enter “Y”; to abort the
writing operation, enter “N”.

If the copiedfile name contains any characters other than those listed below, these

characters will all be replaced by question marks:

Space, I, ”, #, $,%, &, (,),+, ., /, Oto9, :, <,=,>, ?, @,Ato Z, [, \, ], A, atoz, [,

3.

4.

5.

6.

I.].-
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NOTICE Copying from OSP format to MS-DOS format is possible for ASCII data files but if this

operation is attempted with a binary data file the message “file attribute unsame’’ is

displayed and the copying operation is terminated.

Both ASCII data files and binary data files can be copied from MS-DOS format to OSP
format, but binary data files may not be copied accurately.

When copying from MS-DOS format to OSPformat, if the MS-DOS file has no extension
name, “MIN” is automatically appended to the OSP file name as a default. Similarly,
when copying from OSP format to MS-DOS format, the extension name for the MS-DOS
file will be “MIN" if no extension name is specified.

The following option can be specified. It must be preceded by a semicolon

;V Specifies use of the following request for confirmation for each of the files specified
for copying:

copy OK? (Y/N)

To copy the file, enter “Y”; to abort the copying operation, enter “N”.

: (D

(2)

(3)

1-6. RENAME (renaming)

This function is used to change the name of an MS-DOS format file. The operating procedure is indicated
below.

(1) Press function key [F3] (RENAME).

MSDS

COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUITDIR

Press [F3] (RENAME).
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The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: RENAME

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
I 97/07/15 14:i0:00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: RENAME OVERWRITE

RDO

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F23 -[F3] -TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME =

MDK*.*
FDO:*.*

#_*

>XR
>

MDl: FDO: COMMA!© OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX | HISTORY [ INSERT | DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©©©
(2) Enter the file name (including the device name and path name) of the MS-DOS format file

whose name is to be changed and the file name (not including the device name and path name)

that it is to be changed to.

Example: The following command changes the file name FD0:PATH\PATH1\FILE to the file

name FD0:PATH\:PATH1:FILE1.

>R FD0:PATH\PATH1\FILE,FILE1

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

[Supplement] 1. If the specified file (current file name) doesnot exist in the floppy disk, the message
“no file” isdisplayedonthe console lines andthe renaming operation isterminated.

If a file with the same name as that specified for the file after the change already
exists in the floppy disk, the message “file exist” is displayed on the console lines
and the renaming operation is terminated.

The wild cards and “?” cannot be used in the file names (their use will cause an
error).

Specify only the file name (with no device name or path name) for the file name
after the change. An error will occur if a device name or path name is specified.

If the specified file is a directory, the message “directory” is displayed on the
console lines and the renaming operation is terminated.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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1-7. DELETE (delete)

This function is used to delete MS-DOS format files.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F4] (DELETE).

=MSD$

DIR COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUIT

fD f© CfD C© (TD C©FI F2

A Press [F4] (DELETE).

The screen changes to the directory-selection-
based file operation screen and the following is displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: DELETE

DELII

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: DELETE OVERWRITE
DELHI

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MD1:*.*
[F3J - FDO:**
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME Al® FILE NAME. THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME = * *

>XDEL
>

MDi: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©©©©©©©
(2) Enter the file name (including the device name and path name) of the MS-DOS format file that

is to be deleted.

Example 1: The following command deletes the file FILE.MIN in device “FDO:”.

>DEL FDO:FILE.MIN

Example 2: The following command deletes the file FILE2.MIN in the directory “PATH” of

device “FDO:”.

>DEL FD0:PATH\FILE2.MIN
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Example 3: The following commands delete all files in the directory “PATH” of device “FDO:”.

>DEL FD0:PATH\*.*
or

>DEL FDO:PATH

In this case, because a directory has been specified as the file name to be deleted, all
the files contained in that directory (“PATH”), except directories, will be deleted.

Inorder to makethisclear, the request for confirmation “delete OK? (Y/N)” is displayed
on the console lines.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

[Supplement] 1. The wild cards and “?” can be used in the file name (wild cards cannot be used
in path names).

2. If no option is specified deletion is executed unconditionally (unless it is a path
name that is specified for deletion).

3. Directories cannot be deleted.

4. Files protected by the file protection function cannot be deleted.

5. The following option can be specified. It must be preceded by a semicolon

;V Specifies the use of a request for confirmation when an attempt is made to

delete a file.

To delete the file, enter “Y"; to abort the deleting operation, enter “N”.

1-8. FREE (free)

This function displays the available capacity in an MS-DOS format floppy disk.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F5] (FREE).

“FR” is displayed on the command line.

=MSDS
i>FR

COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUITDIR

Press [F5] (FREE).

“FR" is displayed.
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(2) Enter the device name.

Example: The following command displays the available capacity of device “FDO:".

>FR FDO:

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

[Supplement] Never specify any more than a device name in the command.
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1-9. PROTECT (protect)

This function establishes, and cancels, write protection for MS-DOS files (it is equivalent to the ATTRIB
function in MS-DOS).

When a file is protected it cannot be renamed, deleted, or overwritten by copying.

The operating procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F6] (PROTECT).

=MSDS

COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUITDIR

[F6] (PROTECT).\Press

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROTECT

PROTT

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROTECT OVERWRITE
PROTffl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2J - W)1:*.*
[F3] — FDO:*.*
TO DISPLAY OTHER I(©EXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AMD FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.*

>XPR0T
>

FDO: COMMAND OVERWV CHAR.
INDEX | HISTORY | INSERT DaETE CANCEL

M01:
INDEX INDEX

©©©©©©©©
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(2) Enter the file name (including the device name and path name).

Example 1: The following command protects the file FILE.MIN in device “FDO:”.

>PROT FDO:FILE.MIN

Example 2: The following command protects all files with the extension name MIN in device
“FDO:”.

>PROT FDO:*.MIN

Example 3: The following command cancels protection for the file FILE.MIN in device “FDO:”.

>PROT FD0:FILE.M1N;C

Example 4: The following command protects all files in the directory “PATH” of device “FDO:”.

>PROT FDO:PATH\*.*

(3) Press the WRITE key.

WRITE

[Supplement] 1. The wild cards and “?” can be used in file names.

2. If the specified file is a directory, the message “directory” is displayed on the
console lines and the file protection operation is terminated.

3. If the option V (;V) is not specified, files will be protected (or have their protection
canceled) unconditionally.

4. The following options can be specified. They must be precededbyasemicolon

;C Cancels file protection.

;V Specifies use of a request for confirmation of whether or not the file may be
protected (or have its protection canceled).

If the file may be protected or file protection may be canceled, enter “Y”; to

abort the file protection or protection cancellation operation, enter “N”.
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1-10. Special Input/Output Function For Work Program Files

1-10-1. Program Input

Work program files are input from the MS-DOSformatted floppy disk to the memory disk while deleting any

“%” codes which may exist within, or at the beginning of the files.

The operation procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F1] (PROGRAM INPUT)

=EX
=MSDS
>EX
>

PROGRAM PROGRAM
INPUT OUTPUT

MS-DOS
[EXTEND]|J

GD GD © GD ©GD CfD
QUIT

FI

Press [F1] (PROGRAM INPUT)

The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROGRAM INPUT

INit

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
197/07/15 14:TQT00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROGRAM INPUT OVERWRITE

PROTffl

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] - MD1:*.*
[F3] -» FDO:*.*
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] .
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAME, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.*

>XIN
>

MD1: FDO: COMMAND OVERWR/ CHAR.

INDEX INDEX HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCELINDEX

GDGE)GD©GD©GDGi)
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(2) Enter the device name, path name, and file name for the work program which is to be input.

IN <MS-DOS format device name:> <MS-DOS format path name + file name, or file name>,

<OSP format device name:> <OSP format file name>; <option>

With the exception of the following points, operation is identical to the COPY function.

- In order be executed as a work program, the“%” codes within, or at the beginning of the files, are
deleted.

- “FDO:”, “FD1:”, “FD2:”, and “FD3:” may be designated as the

If no device name is designated, “FDO:” will be adopted.

If any device name other than those shown above is designated, an error will occur.

- “MDO:”, “MD1:”, and “MD*:” (* = A-H) may be designated as the

If no device name is designated, “MD1:” will be adopted.

If any device name other than those shown above is designated, an error will occur.

Example:

IN ABC.MIN CP FDO:ABC.MIN, MD1:

+ % codes deleted

CP FDO:ABC.DIR\, MD1:

+ % codes deleted

CP FD0:\*.MIN,MD1:

+ % codes deleted

CP FDO:ABC.DIR\ABC.MIN, MD1: ; V

+ % codes deleted

x (Error)

x (Error)

IN ABC.DIR\

IN FDO:\*.MIN

IN ABC.DIR\ABC.MIN, ;V

IN MD1:ABC.MIN

IN FD1:ABC.MIN,FD0:

1-10-2. Program output

Work program files are output from the memory disk to an MS-DOS formatted floppy disk.

If option “E” is selected, only the “%" record will be added at the beginning and end of the output files.

The operation procedure is indicated below.

(1) Press function key [F2] (PROGRAM OUTPUT)

=EX
=MSDS
>EX
>
PROGRAM PROGRAM

INPUT OUTPUT
MS-DOS

[EXTEND/QUIT

\ Press [F2] (PROGRAM OUTPUT)
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The screen changes to the directory-selection-based file operation screen and the following is
displayed on the screen.

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROGRAM OUTPUT
OUTIB

I PROGRAM OPERATION MS-DOS CONVERT
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

MS-DOS CONVERTER: PROGRAM OUTPUT OVERWRITE

OUTE

INDEX DISPLAY PROCEDURE
[F2] — MD1:*.*
[F3] - FDO:**
TO DISPLAY OTHER INDEXES, AFTER PRESSING [FI] ,
INPUT THE DEVICE NAME AND FILE NAkE, THEN PRESS [WRITE] KEY.
DEFAULT DEVICE NAME =
DEFAULT FILE NAME = *.*

>X0UT
>

HD1: FDO: COMMAND OVEFWIFV CHAR.
INDEX INDEX INDEX [HISTORY INSERT DELETE CANCEL

©©(ID©©©®®

(2) Enter the device name, path name, and file name for the work program which is to be output.

OUT <OSP format device name:> <OSP format file name>, <MS-DOS format device name:>

<MS-DOS format file name>; <option>

With the exception of the following points, copying occurs in the same manner.

- “MDO:”, “MD1:”, and “MD*:”, (*: A to H) may be designated as the

If no device name is designated, “MD1:” will be adopted.

If any device name other than those shown above is designated, an error will occur.

- “FDO:”, “FD1:”, “FD2:” and ”FD3:”, may be designated as the

If no device name is designated, “FDO:” will be adopted.

If any device name other than those shown above is designated, an error will occur.

- Option “E” may be designated. If designated, only the record will be added at the beginning

and end of the output files.
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Example:

OUT ABC.MIN

OUT ABC.MIN;E

CP MD1:ABC.MIN, FDO:

CP MD1:ABC.MIN,FD0:

+ % codes deleted

CP MD1:*.MIN,FD0:;V

CP MD1:*.MIN,FD0:;V

+ % codes deleted

CP MD1:ABC.MIN,FDO:ABC.DIR\

CP MD1:ABC.MIN,FDO:ABC.DIR\

+ % codes deleted

x (Error)

OUTMD1:*.MIN;V

0UTMD1:*.MIN;VE

OUT ABC.MIN,ABC.DIR\
OUT ABC.MIN,ABC.DIR\;E

OUT FDO:ABC.MIN

1-11. Quitting MS-DOS

This function quits the MS-DOS operation mode.

(1) Press function key [F7] (QUIT).

“>Q” is displayed on the command line.

“=” will be displayed to indicate the completing of quit.

>Q

DIR COPY RENAME DELETE FREE PROTECT QUIT

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

">0” is displayed. Press [F7] (QUIT).
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1-12. Character Codes

(1) Carriage Return Character

In MS-DOS the carriage return character comprises two bytes for CR and LF ($0D, $0A).

In NC there is only LF ($A).

The NC converts carriage return characters internally.

(2) File End Character

In MS-DOS the character AZ ($1A) that indicates the end of a file is normally appended at the endof
each file. There are cases in which this character is not appended.

If this character appears part way through a file, all the data following it is ignored.

(3) Treatment of Non-ASCII Characters etc. by NC

Some codes that are not used in ASCII {most significant bit = 1) are used for European languages.

The NC cannot handle non-ASCII codes like these. When a file is read into the NC, any non-ASCII
codes that it contains (including control codes other than the carriage return code) are replaced by
question marks “?”.

In addition, since the file end character may appear as the second byte of a two-byte character, the
NC cannot determine whether it is the file end character or a second byte. The file end character is
therefore ignored.

1-13. Miscellaneous Cautions

(1) If the destination file name in a copying operation already exists, the existing file is normally

overwritten. However, if for some reason the copying operation cannot be completed normally

and the copy of the source file cannot be created, this will mean that the existing file (which was
being overwritten) is deleted. If this happens, the error message indicating the cause of the

copying failure is displayed, then the following message is displayed on the console lines:

“<deleted file name> deleted”

Note, however, that-depending on the timing of the deletion of the existing file and the creation of
the new one - this message can sometimes be displayed even when the file is successfully
overwritten.

(2) When copying a file from the MS-DOS format to the NC, if the file name specified in the NC is

the same as that of a program that is currently selected for automatic operation, and the

program selection method was B, S, or M, an error will occur.

Similarly, an error will also occur if afilebeingprocessed by the scheduleprogramautomatic update

function is specified.

(3) The floppy disk used with the MS-DOS format I/O function must be MS-DOS formatted.

An error will occur if afloppy disk that is not MS-DOS formatted is used. (But note that, for copying,

either the source or destination must be OSP format.)

(4) Specifications such as “>i<A.MIN”, where the wild card is used as the first character, are treated
in the same way as “*.MIN”.
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(5) If a directory is specified when using the DIR, COPY, or DELETE function, all the files contained
in that directory will be subject to the specified operation. If a directory is specified for the
RENAME or PROTECT function the message “directory” will be displayed on the console lines
and the operation will be aborted because it is only possible to rename or protect one file at a
time.

(6) Meaning of the wild card under different functions

: Both and specify all file names with and without extension names.

DELETE : specifies file names without extension names and specifies filenames with
extension names only.

PROTECT: specifies file names without extension namesand specifies filenames with
extension names only.

COPY : specifies file names without extension names and specifies file names with
extension names only.

DIR
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2. OSP Format I/O Function

The OSPformat I/O functionmakes input/output of the part programs using an OSP format 3.5-inch floppy
disk.

2-1. Operation Overview

The “OSP format I/O function" means operations (1) (2) (3) and (4) in the illustration below.

Tape punch/
printer

Memory (MD1) Tape reader

(4) (3) (2) 0)

3.5-inch floppy
disk

Fig. 3-2 Operation Overview

(1) A part program on paper tape can be read directly into a 3.5-inch floppy disk by using the
READ command in the PIP (transfer) mode, which is accessed from the PROG OPERATION
mode.

(2) A part program can be output from the 3.5-inch floppy disk to the tape punch or printer in the

following manner:

(a) A part program stored in a 3.5-inch floppy disk can be output directly to a tape punch to punch
out a paper tape by using the PUNCH command in the PIP mode of the PROG OPERATION
mode.

(b) Similarly, a part program stored in a 3.5-inch floppy disk can be output directly to a printer to

create a process sheet by using the LIST command.

(c) The file names of part programs stored in a 3.5-inch floppy disk can be output directly to a

printer to create a directory of file names by using the DIR command.

(3) Part programs stored in the memory of the NC can be copied to a 3.5-inch floppy disk by using

the COPY command in the PIP mode of the PROG OPERATION mode.

(4) Part programs stored in a 3.5-inch floppy disk can be copied to the memory of the NC by using

the COPY command in the PIP mode of the PROG OPERATION mode.
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2-2. Operation Commands

(1) The table given below indicates which command can be used with which input/output devices.

Peripheral
Device Sector

Device
Tape Reading

Device
Tape Punching

Device
Printing
Device

Command

F2 DIR Input Output

F1 READ Output Input

F2 PUNCH Input Output

Output

Input

F3PIP
F3 VERIFY Input

F4 COPY Input Output

F5 FREE Input Output

F6 LIST Input Output

F2 INIT Output

F3 DELETE Output

F4 RENAME Output

F1 PROTECT Output

[Supplement] For the operation of the commands, refer to Section 2 “PROGRAM OPERATION”.

(2) Peripheral Device Classification and Abbreviations

Sector devices

MD1: -* User memory

FDO: -» 3.5-inch floppy disk

FD1: -ÿ 3.5-inch floppy disk

Tape reading devices

TR: -* Tape reader

CNO: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 3

Tape punching devices

CNO: -* Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -» Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -* Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -* Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 3
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Printing devices

-* Console
-* NC operation panel

CNO: -* Printer connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -* Printer connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -»• Printer connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -> Printer connected at RS232C channel 3

(3) The default devices are indicated below.

For sector devices

Tape reading devices

CN:

PN:

MD1:

TR: (This automatic selection can be changed by setting
NC optional parameter (word) No. 57.)

CNO (This automatic selection can be changedby setting
NC optional parameter (word) No. 45.)

Tape punching devices

Printing devices

The default device for a tape reading device or tape punching device can be changed by changing
the parameter settings.

PN:

(4) If the output NC program name is not specified, the input program name is assigned to the
output program.

(5) If the input NC program name is not specified, the name assigned will be A.MIN unless an NC
program name is specified on the tape, in which case that name will be used.

2-3. Types of Floppy Disk

(1) 3.5-inch Floppy Disks

Type Format for OSPRecommended Maker

2DD 9 sectors/track
512 bytes/sector80 track

135 TPI
TDK

3M
2HD 18 sectors/track

512 bytes/sector
Hitachi Maxell

80 track

135 TPI

(2) Supplement

(a) Since the NC creates files in the OSP format (a file management system exclusive to OSP), it
cannot write to or read the 3.5-inch floppy disks containing files created in the format on

another computer.

(b) New 3.5-inch floppy disks must be initialized before they can be used.

(c) The storage capacity of each type of 3.5-inch floppy disk, expressed in terms of the equivalent

tape length, is indicated in the table below.

3.5-Inch
Floppy Disk Type

2HD/2HC2DD

Storage Capacity (tape
_length) [m]_ 1840 3770
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3. Tape Punch Interface

(1) An RS232C serial interface is provided to allow connection of a tape punch.

Connecting aperipheral device such asatapereader or tape punch that also has an RS232C serial
interface to this RS232C interface enables bulk transfer of NC part program data.

When the RS232C interface is used for connecting a tape punch, it is necessary to set the
parameters so that communication is possible between the NC and the external device (tape
punch).

(2) There are two methods for data transfer using RS232C - the normal BTR (behind tape reader)
method and a method using DC code control - and the method for connection to the peripheral

device differs according to which of these is used.

3-1. Operation Commands

(1) The table given below indicates which command can be used with which input/output devices.

Peripheral
Device Tape Reading

Device
Tape Punching

Device
Printing De¬

vice
Sector Device

Command

F2 DIR Input Output

F1 READ Output Input

F2 PUNCH Input Output
F3PIP

Output
F3 VERIFY Input

Input

F5 FREE Input Output

F6 LIST Input Output

[Supplement] For the operation of the commands, refer to Section 5 “PROGRAM OPERATION”.

(2) Peripheral Device Classification and Abbreviations

Sector devices

MD1: -» User memory

FDO: -*ÿ 3.5-inch floppy disk

FD1: -* 3.5-inch floppy disk

Tape reading devices

TR: -» Tape reader

CNO: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -*> Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -*• Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -* Tape reader connected at RS232C channel 3

Tape punching devices

CNO: -* Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -» Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -*• Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -» Tape punch connected at RS232C channel 3
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Printing devices

CN: -*ÿ Console

PN: -* NC operation panel

CNO: -» Printer connected at RS232C channel 0

CN1: -»> Printer connected at RS232C channel 1

CN2: -* Printer connected at RS232C channel 2

CN3: -* Printer connected at RS232C channel 3

(3) If no device name is specified, the following selections are made automatically.

For sector devices

For tape reading devices

MD1:

(This selection can be changed by setting NC
optional parameter (word) No. 57.)

(This selection can be changed by setting NC
optional parameter (word) No. 45.)

TR:

For tape punching devices CNO:

For printing devices

The default device for a tape reading device or tape punching device can be changed by changing
the parameter settings.

PN:

(4) If no output NC program name is specified, the same name as the input NC program name is
automatically assigned.

(5) If no input NC program name is specified, the name “A.MIN” will be automatically assigned

unless a program name is designated on the tape, in which case that name will be used.
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3-2. Parameter Settings

Set the following parameters before connecting a peripheral device.

After setting the parameters, press function key [F7] (BACKUP) and on completion of the backup
operation switch the power off and then back on again.

The old parameter settings will remain valid if the power is not switched off and back on.

(1) NC optional parameter (bit) No.1

\ Bit No.

Paramete \
r No. '

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

Special
tape
codes
ignored

Special
tape
code
alarm

Tape
rewind

Tape
read
verify

Tape
delimiter
code:
% (ER)

Tape TV
check

Automatic
tape code
recognition

Tape
coding
system

1

(a) bitO Tape coding system

= 1 : Tape code set to ISO code (Initial value = 1)

= 0 : Tape code set to EIA code

Automatic tape code recognition

= 1 : Tape code automatically recognized (Initial value = 1)

= 0 : Tape code not automatically recognized

The codes used for tape punching and tape verification depend on the combination of the settings
made for bit 0 and bit 1.

(b) bit 1

bitObit 1 Contents

1 In “READ” and “VERIFY’ operations, EIA and ISO tape codes are auto¬
matically recognized.

In “PUNCH" operations, program data is punched in the ISO code.

1

0 In “VERIFY’ operations, EIA and ISO codes are automatically recog¬
nized.

1

In “PUNCH” operations, program data is punched in the EIA code.

In “VERIFY operations, the control assumes that the coding system is
ISO.
(If the tape code is not ISO, an error occurs.)

0 1

In “PUNCH” operations, program data is punched in the ISO code.

In “VERIFY’ operations, the control assumes that the coding system is
EIA.
(If the tape code is not EIA, an error occurs.)

0 0

In “PUNCH” operations, program data is punched in the EIA code.
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(c) bit 2 Tape TV check

The tape TV check is a check on the number of characters of tape data in each block of the
program.

It is checked that the number of codes from the code following one LF (EOB) to thenext LF (EOB)

is an even number.

bit 2 Contents

0 In “READ” operations, no TV check is performed.

In “PUNCH” operations, the number of characters per block is not adjusted.
In “READ" operations, it is checked if the number of characters in each
block is an even number; if it is an odd number, an alarm occurs.

1

In “PUNCH” operations, a space is added if necessary to make the number
of characters in one block an even number.

(Initial value = 0)

(d) bit 3 Tape delimiter code %/ER

Sets whether or not the %/ER code is used instead of tape feed to mark the end of program
information on the tape.

bit 3 Contents

Tape feed is taken to indicate the end of program data.0

The % (ER) code is taken to indicate the end of program data.1

(Initial value = 0)

[Supplement] The data up until the second appearance of an CR, and LF or EOB on the tape is
ignored.

(e) bit 4 Tape reading verification

Sets whether or not the program information is automatically verified when a tape is read.

bit 4 Contents

Verification is not performed on completion of a “READ” operation.0

Verification is performed on completion of a “READ” operation.1

(Initial value = 0)

[Supplement] File names are not verified.

(f) bit 5 Tape rewind

Sets whether or not the tape is rewound after reading (if verification is not performed).

bits Contents

Operation stops after the tape has been read.0

The tape is rewound after it has been read.1

(Initial value = 0)

(g) bit 6 Special code alarm

Sets whether or not special codes ($20 to $5F, HT) trigger an alarm.
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(h) bit 7 Special code store

Sets whether or not special codes are stored.

bit 7 bit 6 Contents

An alarm occurs when a special code is read.1*
Special codes are read but not stored.1 0

0 Special codes are read normally.0

(Initial values: bit 6 = 1, bit 7 = 0)

(2) NC optional parameters (bit) No. 8, 13, 14, 21, 22

Used to set the RS232C data handled by the channels used.

NC optional
parameter
(bit) No.

Channel bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bitO

No. 8 CNO DC Standard
DC code
control

File 8-bit Even/ Parity
check
performed/

performed

Ready
signal
setting

1-bit/
code
control
TYPE 2

JIS/ odd 2-bitname
read/no
t read

No. 13 CN1
7-bit parity stop bit

No. 14 CN2 JIS not

CN3No. 21

Initial
value

0 0 0 0 00 1 0

Explanation of settings for parameter (bit) Nos. 8, 13, 14, 21, 22

(a) bit 0 RS232C stop bit check

= 0:2stop bits

= 1:1stop bit

(b) bit 1 Determines whether or not the RS232C interface uses the “EXT-INT” signal as
the ready signal.

= 0 : The “EXT-INT” signal is used as the ready signal.

= 1 : The “EXT-INT’ signal is not used as the ready signal.

(c) bit 2 RS232C parity check (determines whether or not a parity bit is appended to

8-bit data)

= 0 : Parity check not performed

= 1 : Parity check performed

(d) bit 3 RS232C even/odd parity

= 0 : Odd parity

= 1 : Even parity

(e) bit 4 RS232C 8-bit/7-bit JIS

= 0 : 7-bit JIS

= 1 : 8-bit JIS
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(f) bits 5, 6 Specify the DC code control conditions.

bit 6 bit 5 Contents

0 No DC code control0

No DC code control1 0

Standard DC code control0 1

DC code control TYPE 21 1

(g) bit 7 Required file name output in DNC-A mode (special specification)

= 0 : Required file name not output

= 1 : Required file name output

(3) NC optional parameter (bit) No. 12

(a) bit 2 Specifies whether or not the file name is punched out.

bit 2 Contents

The file name is punched out.0

The file name is not punched out.1

(Initial value = 0)

Specifies the end of record code when punching in the ISO coding system.(b) bit 3

bit 3 Contents

CR, LF is output.0

Only LF is output.1

(Initial value = 0)

(c) bit 4 Specifies the code used for tape feed during punching.

bit 4 Contents

The NULL code is output.0

The SPACE code is output.1

(Initial value = 0)

Specifies whether or not feed holes are punched during tape punching.(d) bit 5

bit 5 Contents

Feed holes are punched.0

Feed holes are not punched.1

(Initial value = 0)
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(4) NC optional parameters (bit) No. 27 to 31, 49 to 51

(a) These parameters are used to set special EIA codes.

bite | bit 5 | bit 4 | bit 3 | bit 2 | bit 1 | bitO

Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that represents

Parameter No. bit 7

No. 27

Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that representsNo. 28

No. 29 Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that represents “[”.

Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that represents “]”.No. 30

Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that represents “$”.No. 31

No. 49 Sets the punch holes for the EIA code that represents “#”.

No. 50 Specifies an irregular code.

No. 51 Specifies the regular code (ISO) corresponding to the irregular code.

Initial
value

0 00 0 0 0 0 0

(b) In both the EIA and ISO coding systems, it is possible to have one code treated as another in
program reading and program punching.

(c) Set a code which is to be treated as another code (i.e. an irregular code) for optional
parameter (bit) No. 50 and the regular code that corresponds to this irregular code for optional

parameter (bit) No. 51.

The regular code must be set in the ISO coding system.

1) If an irregular code is encountered during reading it is read as the corresponding regular code.

2) If the regular code corresponding to an irregular code occurs during punching, the irregular
code is punched.

(5) NC optional parameters (word) No. 1, No. 2

Parameter Factory Set
Initial Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

Tape feed
holes in
punching

For punchout in the PIP holes in
(transfer) mode, tape feed hole areas
are punched out before and after
program punch out.
The number of feed holes is set by
this parameter.

1 600 1 to 10000

Defaults of
tape
lengths in
divided
punching

A file of machining programs which is
too long to be stored in a roll of paper
tape is divided into smaller files to be
punched out. The lengths of the divi¬
sions are set by this parameter. The
divisions are closed at the breaks of
each block, so that the actual tape
length is slightly different from the
setting. A divided punchout gives the
beginning of each tape part a file
name. Note that the setting does not
include the lengths corresponding to
the file name and feed hole.

2 1 to 300 m
(3.3 to 984 ft)

180 m
(590 ft)
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(6) NC optional parameters (word) No. 6, 39, 40, 41, 42

Set the baud rates for channels CNO: to CN3:.

NC Optional
Parameter
(word) No.

Channel Contents Initial Value

No. 6 CNO Any of the following baud rates can be set: 110, 150,
200, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,CN1No. 39

600 baud
CN2No. 40

No. 41 CN3

(7) NC optional parameters (word) No. 34, 35, 36, 37, 38

Set the ready completion waiting times for channels CNO: to CN3:.

NC Optional
Parameter
(word) No.

Setting Range
(Unit: Seconds)

Channel Contents Initial Value

This is the waiting time between
output of DC1 (tape reader start) or
the cessation of data reception and
reception of data; or the waiting
time (when CTS and DSR are ON)
until the RS232C ready completed
status comes into effect. If there is
no response within this time an
alarm occurs.

No. 34 CNO

No. 35 CN1

1 to 9999 10 seconds
No. 36 CN2

No. 37 CN3

(8) NC optional parameter (word) No. 45

Used to select the punch channel for data transfer.

Setting for No. 45 Peripheral Device Initial Value

CNO: (TT:)0 [RS232C]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

CN11 0
(This selects CNO:)CN22

CN33

(9) NC optional parameter (word) No. 57

Used to select the read channel for data transfer.

Setting for No. 57 Peripheral Device Initial Value

0 TR : [Standard tape reader]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

[RS232C]

CNO1

CN12 0
(This selects TR:)CN23

CN34

CN45
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(10) NC optional parameter RS232C (CNO:)

This screen displays the parameters to be used for the tape punch interface function, which are allocated
to NC optional parameter (bit) and NC optional parameter (word). Note that they are only for CNO: device
and it is necessary to set the parameters for the individual NC optional parameter (bit) and NC optional
parameter (word) screens for other devices.

When the following parameters are set, the corresponding NC optional parameters are set accordingly.
Conversely, if NC optional parameters are set, the corresponding parameters shown below are set
accordingly.

I PARAMETER SET

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
RS232CCCN0:)*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER*

NO.
1 STOP 8IT(i:ibit/0:2bit)
2 PARITY CHECK (1:Yes/0:No)

3 PARITY(1:Even/0:Odd)
4 8 BIT JIS(1:Yes/0:No)
5 DC CODEC! :Yes/0:No)
6 DC CODE TYPE2C1 :Y©s/0:No)
7 FILE NAME REQUEST at DNC-AO :Yes/0:No)

8 MASTER/SLAVE or RS C0NT. (1:SLV, Yes/0:MAS, No)
9 BAUD RATE(bps)

10 BUSY TIME(sec)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

99999
99999

X Y Z
ACT POSIT (WORK) 300.000 100.010 100.000

ITEM t ITEM J [EXTEND]SEARCHSET

(a) 1 STOP BIT (1:1bit/0:2bit) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bitO)

RS232C stop bit check

= 0 : Stop bit 2

= 1 : Stop bit 1

(b) 2 PARITY CHECK (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 2)

RS232C parity check (sets whether or not a parity bit is added to 8-bit data)

= 0 : No parity

= 1 : Parity check

(c) 3 PARITY (1:Even/0:Odd) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 3)

RS232C odd parity scheme

= 0 : Odd parity

= 1 : Even parity
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(d) 4 8 BIT JIS (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 4)

RS232C 8-bit JIS

= 0 : 7-bit JIS

= 1 : 8-bit JIS

(e) 5 DC CODE (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 5)

DC code control

= 0 : Controlled by DC code

= 1 : Not controlled by DC code

(f) 6 DC CODE TYPE2 (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 6)

DC code control type 2

= 0 : DC code control type 2 is not executed.

= 1 : DC code control type 2 is executed.

6 DC CODE TYPE2 5 DC CODE Description

0 Controlled by DC code0

Not controlled by DC code1 0

0 Standard DC code control1

1 DC code control type 21

(g) 7 FILE NAME REQUEST at DNC-A (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 6)

Request file name output at DNC-A (option)

= 0 : Request file name is not output

= 1 : Request file name is output

(h) 8 MASTER/SLAVE or RS CONT. (1:SLV, Yes/0:MAS, No)
(NC optional parameter (bit) No. 40, bit 0)

Master/slave station designation or RS control designation

= 0 : Master station or without RS control

= 1 : Slave station or with RS control

(i) 9 BAUD RATE (bps) (NC optional parameter (word) No. 6)

Selection of baud rate from 110, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19200.

Initial value: 600

(j) 10 BUSY TIME (sec) (NC optional parameter (word) No. 34)

Sets the delay timeuntil datareceiving or RS232C getting ready (CTSand DSR ON) after sending
DC1 (tape reader start) or interruption of data receive. If there is no response within the set length
of time, an alarm occurs.

Setting range: 1 to 9999 sec.

Initial value: 0
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3-3. Tape Format

3-3-1. Input Format

(1) ISO Coding System

|—Tape file name-*-j (d) Program section

]I-I*,si
C L$File name O Program name Program end
R F

Program start block—*j 4ÿ“"Feed holesT*l
(a) — Prog

(e)
ram end block Feed boles —

(b) Feed holes

Program start Tape end
(c) Tape start

Fig. 3-3 Input Format (ISO Coding System)

(2) EIA Coding System

<d) Program section

E ft lE IESFile name Program endO Program name
R R

*•“ Feed holes-**]
(a) 1 H |— Program end block-|ÿ|Program start block Feed holes —

(b) Feed holesÿ
(c) Tape start Tape end

Fig. 3-4 Input Format (EIA Coding System)

(a) Feed holes (in ISO coding: NUL or SPACE, in EIA coding: BLANK or SPACE)

(b) Input the file name after the “$” symbol.

It no file name is specified, the same file name as that specified for the output NC program name
will be automatically selected. If no output NC program name is specified, the name set will be
“A.MIN”.

(c) Feed holes

(d) Start and end the program section with the % (ER) code.

(e) Always include M02 or M30, or END, or RTS in the program end block.

[Supplement] Codesthat cannotbeset in the ElA codingsystemcanbereplaced by codesthat can be

set so that they can be read. For details, see Section 6, 3-3-3, “EIA Special Codes”.
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3-3-2. Output Format

(1) ISO Code

C L C L-•s*$File name O Program nam<
R F R F

Feed holesPart programFeed holes File name Feed holes

to(a) (b> (c) M) (e)

Fig. 3-5 Output Format (ISO Code)

(2) EIA Code

£SFile name 0 Program name
R

Feed holes File name Feed holes Part program Feed holes

(b) (c) M>(a) «(e)

Fig. 3-6 Output Format (EIA Code) (1)

(a) 600 tape feed holes are punched in the tape leader section.

The number of feed holes to be punched out can range, as needed, from 1 to 10000 with a
parameter.

For details, consult III, “PARAMETERS”.

(b) The file name is punched out following the “$” code. (Program data is punched out in the ISO

coding system.)

(c) 50 tape feed holes are punched out.

The number of the tape feed holes cannot be changed.

(d) Either of the following is punched out.

%, CR, and LF

ER and EOB

(e) The part program data is punched out following the program name (number).

(f) The same number of tape feed holes as in a) are punched out in the tape trailing section.
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[Supplement] 1. When the program data is punched out in the EIA code, the presence of a codenot

available in the EIA coding system causes an error. Tape punching-out halts and

an error message is given on the display screen.

When the tape delimiting code is the “%” (ER) code, i.e., when bit 3 of parameter

No.1 of NC optional parameter (bit) is1,the“%” code or “ER” ispunchedout before
feed holes.

2. The part program is split and punched out, if it si too long to be contained in one
paper tape roll. Paper tape length may be changed from1to 300 meters (3 to984
feed) using the NC optional parameter (word) No. 2.

As the format, the file name is also punched out, for the second tape and so on.
Since the tape ends with “CR” or “LF”, actual tape length is somewhat difference
from the tape length set using the parameter.

When designating paper tape punch out operation on more than one paper taper
roll, specify option D in the following format:

P i—i <file-name>, <device-name>:;D

"%®(F)O**** ; 1st tape» * J : SA.MIN

FeedFite I Feed

| holes Tape length for parameter settingFeed holes holesname

2nd tape
* *
,c SA.MIN : => *

Machining program

Fig. 3-7 Output Format (EIA Code) (2)

3-3-3. EIA Special Codes

(1) There are some characters, such as “=” and that are not represented by codes in the EIA
coding system. To make it possible to use these characters when creating an EIA program
tape, other characters are sometimes temporarily substituted for them.

(2) When a program tape created in this way is read into the NC, the substituted characters must
be converted back to “=” and by using editing functions.

(3) This troublesome procedure is made easier by setting EIA special codes for the characters for

which substitution is necessary in advance; the control then automatically substitutes the
appropriate characters when a program is input from or output to tape.

(a) Setting the EIA special codes

1) Special codes can be set for the following 6 characters:

=, *, [, ], $, #
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2) Special codes are set as bit patterns in NC optional parameters (bit) No. 27 through 31
and No. 49.

Example: Suppose the puncher key “[ ]” is determined for punching the “=” code, and
that the arrangement of punched holes by this key operation is as below.

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Channel

o o o o o

Feedholes

Set thisarrangement ofpunched holes by a“1”anda“0”, where“1” indicatinga
punched hole and “0” a position not punched. Setting will be as below:

01011011

Set this at the No. 27 of NC optional parameter (bit). Repeating the same
operations, set all the codes used on the NC.

[Supplement] 1. When inputting aprogram in the EIA coding system, if the special code “$” is input
at the head of the program, the character string immediately following the “$” is
read as the file name (in EIA codes) for the program.

2. When outputting a program using the ElA coding system, if the "$” special code is
set the file name will be punched out inEIA codes. If the “$” special code is not set,

the file name will be punched out in ISO codes.

3. There is no check to determine whether or not the bit patterns assigned to special
codes already represent characters in the EIA coding system.

Example: If the special code for the character is set as 01100001 (the EIA
code for “A”) and “A=B” is output for punching, what will actually be
punched is “AAB”. When the tape is read, the data will be
interpreted as “==B”.

4. Special codes are only converted when commands are executed in the PIP mode.

They are not convertedin the DNC mode.

3-4. Specifications

3-4-1. RS232C Interface

(1) Communication Method

Start-stop synchronization

This is a method in which a pre-determined signal is sent at the beginning and end of a character.

The data for each character comprises the following bits (see Fig. 6-8): (A) start bit (1 bit), (B)
information bits (8 bits), (C) parity bit (1 bit), (D) stop bit (2 bits).

LSB MSB

T
1 2 3 6 84 5 7

0

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Fig. 3-8 Bit Configuration
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(2) Baud Rate (BPS - baud)

110, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200

(3) Data Configuration

Start bit

Data bits

Parity bit

Stop bits

(4) Parity Check (character parity)

Odd/even parity or no parity check (selected by parameter setting)

(5) Signal Descriptions

1 bit

8 bits

1 bit or absent (selected by parameter setting)

1 bit or 2 bits (selected by parameter setting)

Signal
Name Direction Details

FG Protective grounding

TXD Send data
Data line from the NC to peripheral devices.

Output

RXD Input Send data
Data line from peripheral device to the NC.

RTS Output Request to send
Comes ON when data transmission or reception starts.
Thereafter, it is normally ON._

CTS Input Clear to send

When this signal is OFF, data is not output from the NC.
Used for BUSY/READY control.
If this signal is not used, connect the RTS signal at the NC.

DSR Input Data set ready
Indicates that the peripheral device is in the communication en¬
abled status.
If this signal goes OFF during data communication, an error will
occur at the NC.
This signal cannot be used to execute BUSY/READY control.
If this signal is not used, connect it to DTR at the NC side.

SG Connection for signals

OutputRG1 Data request (register 1)

This signal is used to execute receive BUSY control at the NC side.
It comes ON when the NC is in the reception enabled status and data
transfer from a peripheral device is requested.
It goes OFF on reception of a start bit from the peripheral device (it
goes OFF once per character).

High

LowRG1

/(output)

RXD High

ir°"ii IHT(input)
Low

Start bit Stop bit

RG2 Output Register 2
Presently not used.
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Signal
Name Direction Details

SG Grounding for signal
Grounding for signal
Grounding for signal

SG
SG

OutputDTR Data terminal ready

This signal comes ON when the NC is ready for operation.
If data is transferred to the NC while this signal is OFF, it will not be
read by the NC.

EX-1NT Input External interrupt
This signal is used for BUSY/READY control at the peripheral de¬
vice side.

When this signal is used, the following applies for transfer of each
character:
(1) When the signal is OFF, the NC cannot start data transfer.
(2) When data transfer starts, this signal temporarily goes OFF; when

it comes ON again the next data is transferred. (It goes through
the sequence ON, OFF, and ON for each character).

High

Li ,l__f
EX-1NT
(output)

Low

//
TXD High

| Data[|(input) Data
Low

I
Start bit Stop bit

The EXT-INT signal cannot be used for a peripheral device which has
a buffer, meaning that the ready signal does not switch ON/OFF for
every character. For this type of device, use the CTS signal._
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3-5. Connection to Peripheral Devices

If an RS232C interface is used, a special-purpose cable must be used to connect the signals that are
required by an external device since the signals used for the connection vary according to the external
device.

A typical example is shown below.

3-5-1. BTR System (No DC Codes)

Example 1:

NC Peripheral deviceFG FG

TXD RD

<RXD SD

RTS CS

4CTS I/O BUSY/

4DSRI I/O ALARM/

SG SG

RG1 READER START

DTR' DR

Fig. 3-9 Connection for BTR System (No DC Codes) (1)

Since no EXT-INT signal is used in thisexample, bit 1 of NC optional parameter (bit) No.
8 (No. 13, 14, 21,22) (Ready signals of CNO: to CN4:) should be set to “1” in advance.

[Supplement]

(1) Timing Chart for READ

ra-igar i
High

Ready
DSR

Low

High
Data request
RG1

Low

\/ \/
Receive data
RXD

[ 8 bits

Start bit Stop bit

Fig. 3-10 Timing Chart for READ [BTR System (No DC Codes)]
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(a) Data request signal RG1 is output from the NC.

(b) On receiving this signal, the peripheral device transfers serial data.

(c) The data request signal is forcibly set to the “Low” status in the interface circuit by the start bit

in the received data.

(2) Timing Chart for PUNCH and LIST

-liar i
- High

Ready
DSR

Low

High

Clear to send
CTS

Low

\
Send data
TXD

Character
Since CTS has Since CTS has
gone OFF, come ON again,
data transfer is data transfer is
suspendedhere, recommenced here.

Fig. 3-11 Timing Chart for PUNCH and LIST [BTR System (No DC Codes)]

(a) While CTS is OFF, no data is sent from the NC.

(b) If CTS goes OFF during data transfer, data transfer is suspended within two characters from

that point.
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(c) When CTS comes ON again, data transfer is recommenced.

Example 2:

NC Peripheral deviceFG FG

>TXD RD

4RXD SD

RTS RS

CTS cs

4DSR1 ER

SG SG

RG1 READER START

*
DTRl DR

4EX-II DATA BUSY/

Fig. 3-12 Connection for BTR System (No DC Codes) (2)

[Supplement] Sincean EXT-INT signal isused in this example, bit 1 of NC optional parameter (bit) No.
8 (No. 13, 14, 21, 22) (Ready signals of CNO: to CN4:) should be set to “0" in advance.

(3) The timing chart for READ is the same as that shown in Example 1.

(4) Timing Chart for PUNCH

rTTi-rar
High

Ready
DSR

Low

High

External interrupt
EX-INT

Low

\\
Send data
TXD

I

Fig. 3-13 Timing Chart for PUNCH [BTR System (No DC Codes)]
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(a) When the external interrupt signal EXT-INT comes ON, data is sent from the NC.

(b) On reading the stop bit, the peripheral device forcibly sets the external interrupt signal to
“Low”. It is essential that the external interrupt signal be set to “Low” temporarily.

(c) On completion of processing, the peripheral device switches the EXT-INT signal ON again.

3-5-2. DC Code Control

When DC code control is effective, the NC outputs DC control codes to control data transfer.

The user can select whether or not DC code control is performed by parameter setting.

The available DC control codes are DC1 through DC4, as shown below.

“DC” is the abbreviation for “device control”, and these device control characters serve to start peripheral
devices.

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

DC1 o - o
o •o

o o •oo
o «o

Tape reader start

Tape punch start

Tape reader stop

Tape punch stop

DC2

DC3

DC4

[Supplement] 1. Since DC control codes are automatically generated from the NC, the user does
not have to write them into programs.

2. The control codes used are the ones shown above, regardless of whether the ISO
or ElA coding system is used.

3. The NC unit cannot be controlled by control codes sent from the peripheral device.

Example 1:

FG
NC Peripheral device

FG

O RDTXD

Q SDRXD Q-
RTSO cs

i/O BUSY/CTS

I/O ALARM/DSR1

SGSG

DRDTRI

Fig. 3-14 Connection for DC Code Control
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[Supplement] 4. Sinceno EXT-INTsignal isusedin this example,bit 1 of NCoptional parameter (bit)
No. 8 (No. 13, 14, 21, 22) (Ready signals of CNO: to CN4:) should be set to “1” in

advance.

(1) Timing Chart for READ

I~NS~I- Iar i

Ready
DSR

D D DD
Send data C C Cc
TXD 1 3 31

\

\
\

\ \

Receive data
RXD Data Data

Within 100 characters Within 100 characters

Fig. 3-15 Timing chart for READ (DC Code Control)

(a) The NC sends the DC1 code.

(b) On receiving the DC1 code, the peripheral device starts transferring data to the NC.

(c) After reading the program name, the NC sends the DC3 code.

(d) On receiving the DC3 code, the peripheral device suspends transfer of data to the NC. Data
transfer stops within 100 characters after transmission of the DC3 code.

(e) When processing at the NC is completed, the NC sends the DC1 code again.

(f) On receiving the DC1 code, the peripheral device starts transferring the data immediately
following the data sent in the last transfer operation.

(g) The NC sends a DC3 code and a DC1 code during reading of each 256-character section of

the NC program (equivalent to a tape length of 0.65 m).

(h) The peripheral device sends the end of record code and data transfer is terminated.

(i) On completion of data reading, the NC sends the DC3 code.
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(2) Timing Chart for PUNCH

ra-IBS- I

Ready
DSR

D D
Send data C cDataData
TXD 2 4

/ /
Clear to send
CTS

Fig. 3-16 Timing Chart for PUNCH (DC Code Control)

(a) The NC sends the DC2 code.

(b) If the CTS signal is ON, the data to be transferred is sent immediately following the DC2 code.

(c) When the CTS signal goes OFF, data transfer is suspended.

When the CTS signal comes ON again, the NC starts transferring the data following the previous

transfer data.

(d) When data transfer is completed, the NC sends the DC4 code.
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3-5-3. DC Code Control TYPE2

In the standard DC code control described in 3-5-2, DC codes can only be output from the NC. In TYPE2
control however, DC codes can also be output from the peripheral device.

When this type of control is used, the NC uses the four control codes DC1, DC2, DC3 and DC4, and the
host computer side uses two: DC1 and DC3.

DC Code NC Host Computer

DC1 Enables data reading:

(1) Starts data reading.

(2) Cancels temporary stops.

Enables data reading:

(1) Responds to DC2.

(2) Cancels temporary stops.

DC2 Sent to the peripheral device at the be¬
ginning of a data transfer operation as a
data reading request.

DC3 Requests temporary stoppage of data
transfer from the peripheral device.

Requests temporary stoppage of data
transfer from the NC.

DC4 Terminates data transfer.

To makeTYPE2 control effective, set “1” for both the standardDCcode control bit andtheDC codecontrol
TYPE2 bit in the NC optional parameter (bit) for the relevant channel.

Example 1:

6NC Peripheral device
FG FG

> RDTXD

4 SDRXD

RSRTS

csCTS

DTRDSR

DRDTR

SGSG

Fig. 3-17 Connection for DC Code Control TYPE2
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(1) Timing Chart for READ

FH Peripheral
device

C D C D
Send data C c cc
TXD 31 1 3

\\

\
Receivedata
RXD

Data Data

t1

Within 100 characters Within 100 characters

Fig. 3-18 Timing Chart for READ (DC Code Control TYPE2)

(a) The NC sends the DC1 code.

(b) On receiving the DC1 code, the peripheral device starts transferring data to the NC.

(c) After reading the program name, the NC unit sends the DC3 code.

(d) On receiving the DC3 code, the peripheral device suspends transfer of data to the NC. Data

transfer stops within 100 characters after transmission of the DC3 code.

(e) When processing at the NC is completed, the NC sends the DC1 code again.

(f) On receiving the DC1 code, the peripheral device starts transferring the data immediately
following the data sent in the last transfer operation.

(g) The NC sends a DC3 code and a DC1 code during reading of each 256-character section of

the NC program (equivalent to a tape length of 0.65 m).

(h) The peripheral device sends the end of record code and data transfer is terminated.

(i) On completion of data reading, the NC sends the DC3 code.
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(2) Timing Chart for PUNCH

0 Peripheral
device

flSend data Data Data
TXD 4

/ / /
_uReceivedata

RXD

t2 t3

Within 2 characters

Fig. 3-19 Timing Chart for PUNCH (DC Code Control TYPE2)

(a) The NC sends the DC2 code.

(b) On receiving the DC2 code, the peripheral device sends the DC1 code to the NC.

(c) On reading the DC1 code, the NC starts transferring data to the peripheral device.

(d) If reception processing for the data transfer cannot keep pace with data reception, the
peripheral device sends the DC3 code.

(e) The NC stops data transfer within 2 characters after receiving the DC3 code.

(f) After completing the processing backlog, the peripheral device sends the DC1 code again.

(g) On receiving the DC1 code, the NC starts transferring the data immediately following the data
sent in the last transfer operation.

(h) The NC sends the end of record code at the beginning of the transfer data and the DC4 code
when data transfer is completed.

[Supplement] If the times t1, t2 and t3overrunthe set values for the ready completion waiting timesfor

the RS-232C channels set in the NC optional parameters (word), an RS232C device
reading error occurs.
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3-5-4. Slave Station Function

If an attempt is made to transfer data between two OSPs, it is normally impossible because both of the
OSPs function as master stations. The slave station function allows communication between two OSPs
by making one of them a slave station.

In the slave station mode, an OSP operates in the same way as a tape reader/punch.

OSP master station OSP slave station

Master station (not OSP) OSP slave station

Example 1: Example connection to a peripheral device when using the slave station function

FG
NC Peripheral device

Master stationFGSlave station

>• RDTXD

4 SDRXD

RSRTS

> csCTS

4DSR ER

SG SG

RG1 DR

> EX-INTDTR

94EX-IN DATA BUSY/

Fig. 3-20 Example Connection (1)

[Supplement] Since an EXT-INT signal isused in this example, bit1of NC optional parameter (bit) No.
8 (No. 13, 14, 21, 22) (Ready signals of CNO: to CN4:) should be set to “0” in advance.

(a) The timing chart for READ is the same as the one shown in 3-5-1 (Example 1).

(b) The timing chart for PUNCH is the same as the one shown in 3-5-1 (Example 2).

(c) When reading, the tape feed data following the program section is ignored.

(d) When punching, the tape feed data following the program section is not punched out.

(e) Notwithstanding c) above, if the end of record code is NULL, one character of NULL data is
punched out.
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Example 2: Example connection to a peripheral device when using the slave station function and
DC code control

NC Peripheral device
Master stationFG FGSlave station

TXD RD

SDRXD

RTS CS

CTS I/O BUSY/

DSR I/O ALARM/

SG SG

DTR DR

Fig. 3-21 Example Connection (2)

[Supplement] Since no EXT-INT signal is used in this example, bit 1 of NC optional parameter (bit) No.
8 (No. 13, 14,21,22) (Ready signals of CNO: to CN4:) should be set to “1” in advance.

(1) Timing Chart for READ

Slave stationl
(NC) | "~

Peripheral
device

RXD DataDC2 Data DC4K_

RTS

Fig. 3-22 Timing Chart for READ (Slave Station Function)
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(a) When reading operation is executed at the NC, the RTS signal is switched ON.

(b) The peripheral device outputs the DC2 code.

(c) On reading the DC2 code, the NC starts data input processing.

(d) When the NC needs to stop reading temporarily to execute processing, it switches the RTS
signal OFF. When this signal goes OFF, the peripheral device suspends data transfer to the
NC.

(e) On completing the backlog of processing, the NC unit switches the RTS signal back ON.

When the RTS signal comes ON, the peripheral device recommences data transfer to the NC.

(f) The peripheral device outputs the DC4 code to terminate data transfer.

(g) On reading the DC4 code, the NC switches the RTS signal OFF, terminating data reading.

(2) Timing Chart for PUNCH

1 Peripheral
I device

Slave station
(NC)

DC1 DC3 DC1 DC3Receive data
RXD

Senddata
TXD

Data Data

Request to send
RTS

Clear to send
CTS

Fig. 3-23 Timing Chart for PUNCH (Slave Station Function)

(a) On reading the DC1 code sent from the peripheral device, the NC executes punch processing

of the data.

(b) On reading the DC3 code sent from the peripheral device, the NC suspends punch
processing.

(c) On reading a DC1 code sent from the peripheral device again, the NC recommences punch
processing.

(d) When all the data has been punched, the NC terminates punch processing on reception of the
DC3 code from the peripheral device.
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Example 3: Example connection between OSPs using the slave station function

Communication between two OSPs is executed by making one the master station and
the other the slave station.

OSP OSP

Signal Name Signal Name

FG FG

TXD RXD

RXD TXD

CTSRTS

CTS RTS

DSR DTR

SG SG

CD

RG1

DTR DSR

EX-INT

NC Parameters OSP

Bit 7 6 35 4 2 1 0

Data 0 0 1 0 0* 0 1Optional
parameter
(bit) No. 8

Condition File name
read

Standard
DC code
control

DC code
control
TYPE 2

8-bit JIS Even
parity

Parity
check
performe

No ready
signal
setting

1-bit stop
Set bit

d

* indicates either “0” or “1” can be set.
NC optional
parameter
(word) No. 6

Baud Rate

2400

(1) For the parameters indicated above, set the same values for the two OSPs.

(2) Set the channel used for the peripheral device by setting NC optional parameter (word) No. 45

(designation of punch device) and NC optional parameter (word) No. 57 (designation of read
device) in advance.

(3) Bits 0 to 4 of NC optional parameter (bit) No. 40 are used to select master or slave status for
each channel: set one of the two OSPs as the master station (set “0”) and the other as the
slave station (set“1”).

(4) On completion of the steps above, communication between the two OSPs will be possible.
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SECTION 1 KINDS OF PARAMETERS

Withthismodel of NC unit, parameters are classifiedas indicated below and special screens are prepared
for individual parameter types to allow parameter setting by directly inputting a numerical value or setting
required data in units of bits, etc.

(1) Display select screen (selection for display and not-display of parameter setting screens)

(2) Common variable

(3) User parameter

(4) G/M code macro

(5) NC optional parameter (long word)

(6) NC optional parameter (word)

(7) NC optional parameter (bit)

(8) Input unit system

(9) NC optional parameter RS232C (CNO:)

(10) NC optional parameter SPINDLE (OKUMA VAC)

(11) System parameter

(12) Pitch error compensation

(13) Machine axis parameter

(14) Machine user parameter

(15) Machine system parameter

NOTICE : The kinds of parameters to be used vary depending on the specification.
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SECTION 2 PARAMETER TABLE BY FUNCTION

Setting Item Parameter to be Set Remarks

Travel end limit SYSTEM PARAMETER

P TRAVEL LIMIT

N TRAVEL LIMIT

Programmable limit USER PARAMETER

P PROG LIMIT WRK

N PROG LIMIT WRK

P PROG LIMIT MC

N PROG LIMIT MC

Specified by user.

SYSTEM PARAMETER

P PITCH ERR COMP

N PITCH ERR COMP

PITCH COMP SPAN

PITCH POINT

Pitch error compensation

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

NO. 33 (Number of pitch error
compensation points)

PITCH ERROR COMP.

In-position check amount
(Exact stop check)

SYSTEM PARAMETER

IN POSITION

In-position check amount
(Exact stop check at a home
position command)

SYSTEM PARAMETER

IN POSITION (H)

Backlash compensation USER PARAMETER

BACKLASH

Machine coordinate system
offset value

SYSTEM PARAMETER

ZERO OFFSET (MC)

Home position SYSTEM PARAMETER

HOME POSITION 1 -32

HOME POSITION MOVEMENT
ORDER (HOMEPOSITION 1 -

Setting of home position coordinate
values and axis moving sequence

32)

USER PARAMETER

G60 OVERRUN AMP

Excess travel for uni-directional posi¬
tioning

Uni-directional positioning

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 19: bit 0 to bit 5

Final positioning direction for one-
directional positioning
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Setting Item Parameter to be Set Remarks

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
{LONG WORD)

No. 1

Retraction for G73 cycle
Retraction for G83 cycle (when in-
feed is specified by I)

Fixed cycle

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 2

Retraction for G83 cycle (when in-
feed is specified by Q)

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 11

Retraction for G76 and G87 before
orientation

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 17: bitO

Always keeps the fixed cycle’s cycle
axis at the Z-axis.

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 17: bit 1 & bit 2

Shift direction for fixed cycle

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 1

Tape punch Number of tape feed holes for tape
punching

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 2

Individual tape length for incremental
tape punching

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bitO

Tape code for tape punching

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 6

Puncher’s baud ratePuncher

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 8: bitO

Stop bit

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 8: bit 1

Sets whether the DATA READY sig¬
nal is controlled by an external sig¬
nal.

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 8: bit 2

Parity check execution

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 8: bit 3

Even parity
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Setting Item Parameter to be Set Remarks

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bitO

No. 1: bit 1

Tape reading Code for tape reading, such as fixed
tape code and automatic recognition

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 2

TV check run

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 3

Tape delimiter code

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 4

Verifying on tape rewinding after
tape reading

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 5

Automatic tape rewinding after tape
reading

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 6

Special code as an alarm

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 1: bit 7

Special code neglected

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 2: bitO

A block including control statements
such as CALL and GOTO is handled
as a block.

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 4

Offset Cutter radius
compensation

Data for compensation vector check

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 5, No. 6

Starting/end point decelerating dis¬
tance compensation corner override

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 9

Data for errors in calculating minute
arc and quasi-full circles

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 3

Decelerating rate for compensation
corner override

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 4

Internal identification angle for com¬
pensation corner override

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(WORD)

No. 5

Decelerating rate for compensation
arc’s internal override

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 7

Three-
dimensional tool
offset

Size of offset vector for three-
dimensional tool offset

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(LONG WORD)

No. 3

Data for circular arc check
(Difference in radius between start¬
ing and end points)

Circular interpolation

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 20: bit 1

For single-axis command, actual
position or a point on the arc is taken
as the command value for the axis
not programmed._
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Setting Item Parameter to be Set Remarks

Unit system for setting NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 9: bits 0 to 7

INPUT UNIT SYSTEM

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 3: bits 0 to 7

Change in the setting unit system

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 4: bit 4

Display Subprogram (SSB) not displayed

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 4: bit 5

Program display, indicating the re¬
maining amount of travel

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 4: bit 6

4 x 4 as the size of the enlarged
display characters for the actual
position

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 5: bits 0 to 4

Check display’s screen mode

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 5: bit 7

Current value display including the
addition of manual intervention

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 4: bit 1

Processing at power on Automatic program selection

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 18: bits 0 to 6

Selection of G code which is set au¬
tomatically when power supply is
turned on

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 4: bit 2

Processing at resetting NC reset, bringing the total sum of
manual intervention to 0

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 17: bit 3

NC reset, causing the mirror image
to be normal for all axes

Workpiece geometry en¬
largement/reduction

NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 6: bits 0 to 5

Execution of workpiece geometry
enlargement or reduction

Axis command cancel NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)

No. 7: bits 0 to 5

Selection of the axis to be command
canceled
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SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND
SETTING PROCEDURE

This section describes the contents of theparametersandthe parameter setting procedure to be followed
in the “parameter setting” mode.

The operation procedure to select the required parameter setting screen, to select the requiredparameter

setting page, and to move the cursor to the required data setting item is used in common to all parameter

setting screens. The procedure described below shouldbe followedtoselect theparameter setting screen
and moving the cursor to the required data setting item for the operation explained hereafter.

(1) Operation to select the parameter setting screen

(a) Press the PARAMETER key in the MODE selection keys in the NC operation panel.

Indicator is lit.

1 AUTO J [ MDI ) [ MANUAL J [EDIT AUX j [PARUETERJ [ZERO SET] [TOOL MTAJ [ j

Press the PARAMETER key.

When the PARAMETER key is pressed, the indicator at the upper left part in the key is lit, and the
parameter setting screen is displayed. At the same time, thefunction key names as indicated right
are displayed.

ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMi [EXTEND]JSET

The required parameter setting screen can be accessed
by pressing [F6] (ITEMf) and [F7] (1TEM|)._

(b) Press the function key [F6] (ITEMf) or [F7] (ITEMJ) until the required parameter setting
screen is displayed.

In addition to the methods indicated above, it is also possible to select the parameter setting

screen using the PARAMETER INDEX screen. To call out the required parameter setting screen

using the PARAMETER INDEX screen, press the WRITE key after pressing function key [F4]

(SEARCH).
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* Note that the selection of a parameter setting screen using the PARAMETER INDEX screen is
not possible at the screen where machine system parameters or machine user parameters are
displayed.

I PARAMETER SET
197/07/15 i4:io:oo

INDEX* PAGE r

NO. ITEM NO. ITEM
*-C0 COMMON VARIABLE

2 USER PARAMETER
3 6 CODE/M CODE MACRO
4 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (LONG)

5 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (WORD)
6 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (BIT)
7 NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
8 MC AXIS PARAMETER
9 SYSTEM PARAMETER

10 PITCH ERROR COMP.
11 SPINDLE LOAD MONITOR
12 TAPPING TORQUE MONITOR

13 MACHINE PARAMETER
14 DISPLAY SELECTION

Cursor

=F
Input a number of screen !

ITEM t ITEMiSET ADD SEARCH [EXTEND]

The required parameter setting screen can be selected in either of the following methods:

3) Input the code number of the required screen following the message “Input a number of
screen!”, then press the WRITE key.

4) Move the cursor to the item to be selected and press the WRITE key.

(2) Moving the cursor to the required data setting item

According the parameter kind, the number and the name of the parameters to be displayed in one
page of parameter setting screen are determined. After displaying the required parameter setting

screemthe cursor can be moved to the required data setting item by using the page keys ( (0)
(Cg) ) and the cursor control keys { ($) (ÿj) ({>) (ÿ>) ), or by directly keying in the

parameter number using the search function ([F4] (SEARCH)).

and

With some kind of parameters which are displayed only in one page of display, use of page keys or
[F4] (SEARCH) will not be necessary.

(a) Selection by page keys and cursor control keys

1) After displaying the required parameter setting screen, change the display page by pressing

the page key until the required parameter is displayed.

The function of the page keys is:

Page advance key ( (SB) ): Changes to the next page within the setting screen of the
same kind of parameters.

Page return key ( (S) ): Changes to the previous page within the setting screen of
the same kind of parameters.

Move the cursor to the required data setting item using the cursor control keys.
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2) The function of the cursor control keys is:

Cursor right key { @ ): Moves the cursor to the right within the displayed page.

Cursor left key ( @) ): Moves the cursor to the left within the displayed page.

Cursor up key ( (ÿ) ): Moves the cursor up within the displayed page.

Cursor down key ( @) ): Moves the cursor down within the displayed page.

(b) Selection using the search function

1) After displaying the required parameter setting screen, press [F4] (SEARCH).

“F” is displayed in the console line.

= F

[EXTEND]J'SET ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEM 4

©©©©©©[ZD©
Press [F4],“F" is displayed.

2) Key in the required parameter number following “F” and press the WRITE key.

The screen page changes to the one in which the required parameter is contained. The cursor is
positioned at the data field of the specified parameter number.

Example: =F15 [WRITE]

$>
WRITE

ACAUTION : (1) After changing the parameter data, it is necessary to press the function key BACKUP.

TheNCbacks uptheparameter datato thememory areain preset intervals. Therefore, if
power is turned off just after changing the parameter data, the new setting might not be
backed up. To prevent such a problem, it is recommended to back up the data by
pressing the function key BACKUP.

In response to the pressing of the function key BACKUP, the NC forcibly executes

backup processing and saves the data to the memory area. This backup processing is

completed in several seconds.

When the BACKUPkey ispressed, “BA” representing backup is displayed in the console
line. After the completion of backup processing, the console line displays “=” again.

(2) Some parameters require the power to be turned off once and then turned back on.

If the data is changed for such types of parameters, the following message is displayed in
the alarm line.

4217 Alarm D “Power on effective parameter set”

After changing the data for such types of parameters, press the BACKUP function key,
turn off power and then turn power on again.
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1. Display Select Screen (Selection for Display and Not-display of

Parameter Setting Screens)

(1) The display select screen is displayed only when ”14 DISPLAY SELECTION” is selected at the
DISPLAY INDEX screen. Note that it is not displayed by using function keys [F6] (ITEMf) and
[F7] (ITEMj).

To display the PARAMETER INDEX screen, press the WRITE key after pressing function key [F4]
(SEARCH). Note that it is not called out from the screen where machine system parameters or

machine user parameters are displayed.

(2) Move the cursor to the parameter setting screen, for which the display or not-display status

should be changed then press function key [F1] (SELECT/CANCEL). A red asterisk (*) is

displayed and cleared alternately each time function key [F1] (SELECT/CANCEL) is pressed.

The parameter setting screens for which a red asterisk (*) is displayed can be displayed.

(3) To initialize the display/not-display setting for the parameter setting screens, press function key
[F3] (INIT).

In the initial state, the following parameter setting screens are displayed.

- Common variable

- User parameter

- G code/M code macro

- NC optional parameter

- DNC-B parameter (option)

- NC run monitor (option)

- Tolerance control parameter (option)

- DNC-C parameter (option)

- Rotary axis parameter (option)

- Spindle overload monitor parameter (option)

- Tapping torque monitor parameter (option)

- Machine parameter

- Thermal displacement compensation parameter (option)
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(4) The screen returns to the PARAMETER INDEX screen when function key [F7] (QUIT) is
pressed.

( PARAMETER SET
197/07/15 14:TOTQQ

*01SPLAY SELECTION* PAGE 1

NO. ITEM NO. ITEM

* U\ COMMON VARIABLE
* 2 USER PARAMETER

* 3 G CODE/M CODE MACRO
* 4 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (LONG)

* 5 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (WORD)

* 6 NC OPTIONAL PARA. (BIT)

* 7 NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
* 8 MC AXIS PARAMETER
* 9 SYSTEM PARAMETER

* 10 PITCH ERROR COMP.
* 11 SPINDLE LOAD MONITOR

* 12 TAPPING TORQUE MONITOR

* 13 MACHINE PARAMETER

=F
Input a number of screen !

SELECT/
CANCEL INIT QUIT

©©©©©©©©
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2. Common Variables

The common variables are referenced and updated in common from the schedule program, main
programs and subprograms. The procedure to set the common variable data is explained below.

Procedure:

(1) Select the COMMON VARIABLE setting screen.

The standard specification provides 200 sets of common variables ranging from VC1 to VC200;
optionally, 1000 sets of common variables are available in the range from VC1 to VC1000. One
page of the COMMON VARIABLES screen displays 40 sets of the common variables.

If the common variable for whichthedata should be set is not displayed on thecurrent page, change
the page until the required common variable appears by pressing the page keys. Then, move the
cursor to that parameter by pressing the cursor control keys.

It is also possible to move the cursor to the required common variable by using the search function,
[F4] (SEARCH).

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

VARIABLE* (VC—)

NO. NO. NO. NO.
~n 11

7 12
999 13
999 14
-15 15
-10 16
-18 17
-12 18
-24 19
-16 20

1 21
1 22
1 23
0 24
0 25
0 26
3 27
0 28
0 29
0 30

7 31
7 32
7 33
0 34
0 35
0 36
0 37
0 38
0 39
0 40

1 0
2 3
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 0
0 0
9 0

10 0

X Y z
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

SEARCH ITEM t ITEMi [EXTEND]SET ADD

(ZD©©©©©©©

(2) Setting

(a) If the value to be set is known:

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

(b) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is

set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.
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[Supplement] Up to eight digits of data elements may be entered. Internally, they are floating point
numbers which are eight bytes long.

48 4763 56 40 32 24 16 8 0

T
S0 E0 0 M1

t Exponent
Decimal point positionSign bit part

Mantissa part

OiEÿ 255

L_
(-1)s x 1. M x 2(E-128> Reference value: 128 E < 0 . .

E > 256
Exponent underflow
Exponent overflow

Key in as entry data and press the WRITE key. This results in setting EMPTY. The
EMPTY data is displayed as EMPTY(*)-

(4) For the standard specification, the data is backed up for all of 200 sets of common variables.
For the optional specification, the data is backed up for 400 sets of common variables among
1000 sets of them.
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3. User Parameters

The following user parameters are available.

Initial Setting
Value

No. Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

P PROG LIMIT
WRK

1 Software-based
P-directional and
N-directional travel end
limits disclosed to users.
Displayed in the work
coordinate system.

Depends on
machine
specification

Selected
unit system

-99999999 to
+99999999

N PROG LIMIT
WRK

2 Same as above -99999999 to
+99999999

Selected
unit system

P PROG LIMIT3 Software-based
P-directional and
N-directional travel end
limits disclosed to users.
Displayed in the machine
coordinate system.

Same as above -99999999 to
+99999999

Selected
unit systemMC

N PROG LIMIT Same as above4 -99999999 to
+99999999

Selected
unit systemMC

G60 OVERRUN Amount of a jump in
uni-directional positioning.

The direction in which
positioning is made is set
by the NC optional
parameter (bit), No. 19.

5 1000 0 to 30000 Selected
unit systemAMT

BACKLASH6 Backlash compensation
amounts for individual
axes are set.

0 -1000 to 1000 Selected
unit system

CLAMP IN-P Clamp in-position width
for each axis.
(If the setting is “0”, clamp
in-position check is not
carried out.)

Selected
unit system

7 0 Oto 1000

The P PROG LIMIT WRK and P PROG LIMIT MC display the same data in the coordinate values in the
work and machine coordinate systems. If either of the data is changed, the data of the other parameter is
changed accordingly. Similarly, if either of the data is set in theprogram using G22, both of the parameter

data are changed.

This is also true for N PROG LIMIT WRK and N PROG LIMIT MC.
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<Setting procedure>

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

*USER PARAMETER* lmm
X Y Z

I 5000.000 1
-5000.000

5000.000
-5000.000

P PROG LIMIT WRK
N PROG LIMIT WRK
P PROG LIMIT MC
N PROG LIMIT MC
G60 OVERRUN AMT
BACKLASH
CLAMP IN-P

5000.000
-5000.000

5000.000
-5000.000

1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4§K
1.000
0. 000
0.000

1.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

X Y z
ACT POSIT (MC) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

ITEM t ITEMi (EXTEND]SET CAL SEARCHADD

©©©©©©©©
(1) Display the USER PARAMETER screen and move the cursor to the required parameter by

using the cursor control keys or by using [F4] (SEARCH).

To set the data for additional axes (5th and later axes), display the next page by pressing [F5] (AXIS
CHANGE) and move the cursor to the data setting item in the same manner.

(2) Setting

(a) If the value to be set is known:

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

(b) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is
set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(c) If the value is to be set newly as a relative value in reference to the actual value:

Press [F3] (CAL) and key in the relative value of the position to be set in reference to the actual
position.

Note that this setting cannot be used for setting the data for BACKLASH, CLAMP IN-P, and G60

OVERRUN AMT.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.

In the setting for P/N PROG LIMIT:

If the set data is outside the travel end limit set for the system parameters, an error message is

displayed and the set data is ignored.
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4. G/M Code Macro

Program name of theprogramsusedasGeodemacro (GlO0toG120) and M codemacro (M201 toM210)
should be set.

Setting procedure is indicated below.

I PARAMETER SET
97/07/15 14:10:00

*G CODE MACRO* *M CODE MACRO
MODIN
_

6101 I 01000 i
G102 0AM32
G103 0AM33
G104 0AM34

CALL CALL
Gin 01000
G112 0AM32
G113 0AM33
G114 OAM34

M201 0ALM3
M202
M203
M204

G105 G115 M205
G106 G117 M206
G107 G117 M207
G108 Gil8 M208
G109 G119 M209
G110 G120 M210

X Y 2
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

SET SEARCH ITEM t ITEMi [EXTEND]

(ID©©©©©CfDCfD

(1) Select the G/M CODE MACRO setting screen and move the cursor to the data setting position
either by using the cursor control keys or by using the search function [F4] (SEARCH).

(2) Press [F1] (SET), and “S” appears in the console line. Key in the program name following “S”.

To clear the program name, key in

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The program name on which the cursor is positioned is changed to the newly keyed in program
name.

On the screen, “**” is displayed if program name is not registered.

NOTICE : A program name which is set at OOOOO to 00999 will result in an alarm. The OOOOO and

following are intended for use by the maker subprograms only, users are not allowed to use

them.
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5. NC Optional Parameter (Long Word)

For optional parameter (long word), those listed below are available. Theparameter numbers given in the
following table are keyed to the numbers displayed on the OPTIONAL PARAMETER (LONG WORD)
screen.

Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

1*1 Retraction in
G73 cycle
(high-speed
deep hole)

In G73 cycle, Z-axis is infed by “Q”,
retracted to level “d” and then infed by
“Q+d”. Set this retraction amount “d”.

Return point level

500 Oto 10000
(ixm)

%
:

'Jh •d

Q r df
f
Q

z

Retraction in
G83 cycle
(deep hole)

In G83 cycle, if infeed distance is set for “I”,
Z-axis is infed by “I”, retracted to level “d2”
and then infed by “l+d2”. Set this retraction
amount “d2”.

o.— Returnpoint level

?
i

R TO £ dim "iiJ

di

M c'oJ

z
T

2*1 Retraction in
G83 cycle
(deep hole)

In G83 cycle, Z-axis is infed by “Q”,
retracted to level “R” in a rapid feedrate,
and then positioned to the level “d” higher
than the previously infed level. Infeed by
“Q+d” is made after that. Set this retraction
amount “d”.

1000 Oto 1000
(|UTl)

Return point level1 ?
r T

Id
Id

Q
Id1

z -i

3*1 Arc check data An alarm will occur if, in an arc command,
the difference in radius between the starting
point and the end point is greater than the
preset level, set by the check data._

20 2 to 200
(pm)

*1 In 0.1 pm unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm
unit specification.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

4*1 Cutter radius
compensation
vector check
data

For an extremely small corner movement, if
AVx AV and AVy £ AV, then ignores the
rear moving point for movement. The AV is
set by the check data.

50 0 to 5000
(|im)

AVx

r AVy\'

17

'J
\
\

Decelerating
distance at end
point for cutter
radius com¬
pensation corner
override

5 0 0 to 99999999
(nm)

te £ N22sToo\Pafr
A: Override ON point

B: N1 positioning point
C: Override OFF point

N1: X_Y_F1
N2: X_Y_F2
€e: Decelerating distance at corner’s

end point

€s: Decelerating distance at corner’s
starting point

Decelerating
distance at
starting point for
cutter radius
compensation
corner override

6 0 0 to 99999999
(Fm)

Three-
dimensional tool
offset vector size

7 0 -99999999 to
+99999999

Three-dimensional
tool offset vector

(jim)

G41 tool path

"A
Programmed
path

Vector component in Xp-axis direction:
Vx =ix r/p

Vector component in Xp-axis direction:
Vy = jxr/p

Vector component in Xp-axis direction:
Vz = k x r/p

where,

i, j, & k : Values specified by I, J and K
respectively.

: Tool offset value corresponding
to the tool offset number
specified by D.

: Parameter-set Value; for 0, the
following equation applies.

r

P

pVi2 + i2 + k2

*1 In 0.1 [xm unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm
unit specification.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

9*1 Error data
resulting from
cutter radius
compensation
calculation for
minute circular
arcs and quasi¬
full circles in
cutter radius
compensation
mode

2 to 20010AX Ax

(lim)
Ay -Ay

Minute arc Quasi-full circle

( AX AV, AY AV )

(a) Minute arc
The horizontal and vertical distances
between the starting point and the end
point of a circular arc are smaller than
the setting.

(b) Quasi-full circle
A circular arc which is almost a full
circle. The horizontal and vertical
distances of the gap of the arc are
smaller than the setting.

The setting AV is given by the error data.
The end point of a minute circular arc is
ignored and no arc movement takes place.
The end point of a quasi-full circle is ignored
and the arc is handled as a full circle which
begins at the starting point.

10 Maximum
feedrate clamp
value

When an attempt is made to feed an axis at
a rate exceeding the preset value, the axis
feedrate is clamped at this value.

Depends on
machine
specification

0 to 200000
(mm/min)

11*1 Retraction
amount in G76
(fine boring) and
G87 (back
boring) cycles

In the G76 and G87 cycle, the cutting tool is
infed to level “2” where a dwell of “P”
seconds is carried out and then it is
retracted upwards by “d”. At this retracted
level, the cutting tool is shifted by “Q” in the
direction opposite to the tool bit. Set this
retraction amount “d”.

— *9

500 0 to 10000
([im)

Return point level:
?

R

f—1~Tdz

Q '

*1 In 0.1 urn unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm
unit specification.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

12*1 Positioning point
for RMILI (inner
round milling)

Sets the distance between the first
positioning point for RMILI (inner round
milling) and the workpiece end face.

500 500 to 5000
(urn)

Number of bytes
for the program
data transmis¬
sion until the

Sets the number of bytes for the program
data transmission until the cycle start in the
DNC-B remote buffer operation mode with
communication control protocol is started.

13 0 0 to 99999999
(bytes)

DNC-B cycle
start.

Feedrate change
value in the fixed
cycle

Sets the feedrate value when the rapid
feedrate is changed to a cutting feedrate in
the fixed cycle.

14 20000 1 to 20000
(pm/min)

Spindle index
zero

Spindle index zero offset is set to be used
for E command in the synchronized tapping
mode.

15 Depends on
machine
specification.

0 to 359999
(1/1000 deg.)
or
0 to 3599999
(1/10000 deg.)

*2

Spindle IN-P
check value

Spindle (C-axis) IN-P check value is set.16 Depends on
machine
specification.

0 to 359999
(1/1000 deg.)

0 to 3599999
(1/10000 deg.)

or

*2

Spindle index
angle at rapid
feedrate

Spindle position deduction amount is set to
be used for E command in the synchronized
tapping mode.

17 Depends on
machine
specification.

0 to 359999
(1/1000 deg.)
or
0 to 3599999
(1/10000 deg.)

*2

18*1 Tolerance for the
interference with
cutter radius
compensation

When the programmed tool path is different
from the actual tool path as shown in the
figure below, a tool interference error is
generated while the tool does not interfere
with the workpiece.

To avoid this, set the tolerance range (Y in
the figure below) for interference.

Interference error will not be generated
when the gap between the programmed tool
path and the actual tool path is within the
tolerance range.

Center of tool /

0 0 to 99999999
(|xm)

\

\ /
\ /

Programmed
tool path

/

a
*1 In 0.1 pm unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm

unit specification.
*2 Setting unit: VAC control unit (1/1000° or 1/10000°)
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

Spindle orienta¬
tion offset value

Sets the offset amount during spindle
orientation with the VAC.

19 0 0 to 359999
(1/1000 deg.)
or
0 to 3599999
(1/10000 deg.)

*2

Spindie index
position check
range

20 With the VAC, if spindle position is shifted
from the completion of spindle indexed
position beyond the preset range, it causes
an alarm.

This range is set for this parameter.

0 to 20000
(1/1000 deg.)

0

or
0 to 200000
(1/10000 deg.)

*2

22*1 F1 digit feed
accel./decel.
constant

Sets the acceleration/deceleration data for
the F1 digit feed (parameter type)

0 0 to 4000000

Motor continuous
rating

23 Sets the spindle motor continuous rating.
(This value varies according to the motor
capacity.)

0 110 to
99999999

(W)

25*1 Circular radius R
command error
check amount

If the error between the radius at the start
and end point of the arc and the specified
radius (R) is smaller than the preset value,
the specified center of the arc is taken as
the center for the start and end point of the

0 Oto 1000
(nm)

arc.

This value is set for this parameter.

'3-D arc
command PQR
permissible error

Designates the arc shape’s permissible
error amount when the P,Q,R commands
are used as normal line vector commands.

28 0 0 to
99999999

30 Safety door
interlock

Sets the maximum feedrate of the axes to
be moved while the operator’s door is open.

2000 1 to 2000
(mm/min)

Synchronization
position shift
amount (urn)

The difference between the master axis
command and the slave axis command
(SRSCON) is automatically set as the
synchronization position shift amount if this
value is “0” when the power is turned on.

33 Automatic
setting

0

Cutting start
point for RMILO
(outer round
milling)

Sets the distance between the cutting start
point for RMILO (outer round milling) and
the workpiece end face.

34 0 -99999999 to
+99999999

(ixm)

Cutting start
point for RMILI
(inner round
milling)

Sets the distance between the cutting start
point for RMILI (inner round milling) and the
workpiece end face.

35 0 -99999999 to
+99999999

(ixm)

*1 In 0.1 urn unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm
unit specification.

*2 Setting unit: VAC control unit (1/1000° or 1/10000°)
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

Z-axis cutting
position

For l-MAP B specifications, this parameter
sets the tool’s OD for convex solid profiles
at a position (Z-cut position) away from the
cutting allowance.
Standard setting amount: 5000

36 0 -99999999 to
+99999999

((xm)

Approach
position

37 For l-MAP B specifications, this parameter
sets the approach position for concave solid
profiles.
Standard setting amount: 1000

0 -99999999 to
+99999999

(Urn)

Travel width at
pick operation

For l-MAP B specifications, this parameter
sets the travel width at pick operation for
irregular solid profiles.
Standard setting amount: 1500

38 0 -99999999 to
+99999999

(fxm)

Upper limit
feedrate value

Sets the upper limit feedrate value to be
used for T1 time constant changing
processing.

41 200000 0 to 200000
(mm/min)

Minimum gaging
tool length for
automatic tool
length offset/
breakage detec-

Sets the minimum length of the tools for
which the corresponding function will be
used, (used by gaging MSB)

43 60 1 to 999
(mm)

tion

Maximum tool
length_

Sets the maximum length of tool to be
used, (used by gaging MSB)_

44 0 0 to 999
(mm)

*1 In 0.1 um unit specification, the initial setting value and the setting range are ten times those in mm
unit specification.
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The data setting procedure for NC optional parameter (long word) is indicated below.

I PARAMETER SET
97/07/15 14110:00

*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (LONG WORD;*
NO. NO. NO. NO.

500 1 11
1000 12

20 13
50 14
0 15
0 16
0 17
0 18

10 19
100000 20

: 500 21
5000 22

0 23
20000 24

0 25
20 26

10000 27
50000 28

180000 29
20000 30

0 31
0 32
0 33
0 34
0 35
0 36
0 37
0 38
0 39

2000 40

0
2 0
: -7199998

50CO4
50005

6 5000
7 1000
8 1500
9 0

10 0

zX Y
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

ITEM t ITEMi [EXTENDiyADD CAL SEARCHSET

©©©©©©©(©

(1) Display the NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (LONG WORD) screen and move the cursor to the
required parameter by using the cursor control keys or by using [F4] (SEARCH).

(2) Setting

(a) If the value to be set is known:

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

(b) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is
set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(c) If the value is to be set newly as a relative value in reference to the actual value:

Press [F3] (CAL) and key in the relative value of the position to be set in reference to the actual
position.

For parameters for which the math function is not valid, pressing of [F3] (CAL) is ignored, and this
operation cannot be used.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.
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6. NC Optional Parameter (Word)

The following optional parameter (words) are available.

For NC optional parameter (word), those listed below are available. The parameter numbers given in the
following table arekeyed to thenumbers displayed on theNC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (WORD) screen.

Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

ContentsItem
No.

Tape feed holes
in punching

For a punchout in the PIP (transfer) mode,
there is a tape feed before the program is
punched out, which is followed by tape
feed. The number of feed holes is set by
this parameter.

1 600 1 to 10000
(holes)

Defaults of tape
lengths in
divided punching

A file of part programs which is too long to
be stored in a roll of paper tape is divided
into smaller files to be punched out. The
lengths of the divisions are closed at the
breaks of each block, so that the setting is
slightly different from the actual tape length.
A divided punchout gives the beginning of
each tape part a file name. Note that the
setting does not include the lengths
corresponding to the file name and feed
holes.

2 180 1 to 300
(m)

Decelerating
ratio of cutter
radius
compensation
corner override

3 100 1 to 100I
l (%)/

8
iL

1 1 B

C!e (s

N1 X_Y_ FI
N2 X_Y_ F2

A : Override ON point

B : N1 positioning

C : Override OFF point

r : Decelerating ratio

6 : Corner’s internal identification angle

Internal
identification
angle of cutter
radius
compensation
corner override

4 1 to 179
(deg)

90

1

I
FIIs.

j-*- { e »p 2 Distance
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

item ContentsNo.

Decelerating
ratio of cutter
radius
compensation
arc’s internal
override

5 100 1 to 100
Programmed (%)
path

rP
rc

/
Tool path

Generally, the feedrate during cutter radius
compensation is controlled so that the tool
center path gets the specified speed.
Parameter setting, however, provides and
override which permits the feedrate on the
programmed path to get the specified
speed although it is limited to circular arc's
inside cutting.

(a) When rc/rp x 100 Parameter
setting

Actual feedrate =
Specified speed x rc/rp

(b) When rc/rp x 100 < Parameter setting

Actual feedrate =
Specified speed x

_(Parameter setting/100)

NC baud rate for
RC232C
Channel 0

This parameter sets the baud rate of the
RS232C interface when used for the
puncher.

6* 600 110 to 19200
(bps)

Baud rate

110

150

300

600

1200

2400

4800

9600

19200

If a baud rate other than the value indicated
above is set, the baud rate closest to and
smaller than the setting is selected.

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,

then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

Override in
pocket milling
(spiral type)
corner cutting

Pocket milling (spiral type) PMILR7 100 1 to 100
(%)

In the movement illustrated above, this
parameter specifies the override of the
feedrate of the 45-degree cut.

Actual feedrate = Specified speed x
(r/100)

This value of r is set by the parameter.

Magazine pot
number for touch
probe

This parameter specifies the magazine pot
number for storing the touch probe.

8 0 1 to number
of magazine

pots

This parameter specifies the imaginary
spindle speed for the machine lock mode
operation.

Imaginary
spindle rpm for
machine lock

9 2000 1 to 8000
(min'1)
(rpm)

Designation of
operation meth-

This specifies the operation method to be
selected when option designation is not
given at the time program selection is made.

11 1 0 to 3

od

Setting Operation Method

0 Normal operation (method A)

1 Large volume operation
(method B)

2 Operation without branching and
subprograms (method S)

Schedule pro¬
gram auto
update

Sets whether or not the automatic updating
of the schedule is effective or ineffective.

0: Ineffective
1: Effective

13 Oto 10

Number of bytes
in one block for
batch output in
DNC-B mode

This specifies the number of bytes in one
block when NC program is
reverse-transmitted in protocol A.

16 0 0 to 4000
(bytes)

STM answer
back time over
check period

After the execution of S, T, or M command,
if no answer back is given within a time set
for this parameter, an alarm occurs.
Whether this STM answer back time over
check is made effective or ineffective is set
for NC optional parameter (bit) No. 15, bit 5.

18 120 Oto 120
(min)
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Parameter Setting
Range

Initial Setting
Value

Item ContentsNo.

In-position time
over check
period

If all axes do not arrive within in-position
zone within the preset duration after the
completion of calculation, an alarm occurs.
This duration is set.

Whether the in-position time over check
function is made effective or not is
determined by the setting for NC optional
parameter (bit) No. 15, bit 6.

19 6000 0 to 6000
(x 0.1 sec)

Allowable num¬
ber (n) of torque
low for synchro¬
nized tapping

An alarm occurs when the spindle load
torque exceeds the allowable value for the
duration of 6.4*n (msec) continuously while
the synchronized tapping torque is
monitored.
Sets the allowable number (n) of low torque
for the synchronized tapping._

21 0 0 to 32
(times)

File read waiting
time for channel
0 in DNC-B
mode

Sets the duration from file name desig¬
nation (DC4 output) to the file read (DC1
output) for channel 0 with DC code control.
If “0” is set, the parameter No. 34 will be
used automatically.

23 0 0 to 9999
(sec)

File read waiting
time for channel
1 in DNC-B
mode

Sets the duration from file name desig¬
nation (DC4 output) to file read (DC1
output) for channel 1 with DC code control.
If “0” is set, the parameter No. 35 will be
used automatically.

24 0 0 to 9999
(sec)

File read waiting
time for channel
2 in DNC-B
mode

Sets the duration from file name desig¬
nation (DC4 output) to file read (DC1
output) for channel 2 with DC code control.
If “0” is set, the parameter No. 36 will be
used automatically.

25 0 to 99990
(sec)

File read waiting
time for channel
3 in DNC-B
mode

26 Sets the duration from file name desig¬
nation (DC4 output) to file read (DC1
output) for channel 3 with DC code control.
If “0” is set, the parameter No. 37 will be
used automatically.

0 0 to 9999
(sec)

File read waiting
time for channel
4 in DNC-B
mode

Sets the duration from file name desig¬
nation (DC4 output) to file read (DC1
output) for channel 4 with DC code control.
If “0” is set, the parameter No. 38 will be
used automatically.

27 0 0 to 9999
(sec)

Maximum
allowable sets of
screw pitch error
compensation

This parameter specifies the total number of
sets of pitch error compensation data of all
axes.

33 2304 0 to 2304
(points)

This specifies the duration in which the
RS232C channel 0 must be set ready. If it
is not set ready within the time specified, an
alarm occurs.

34* Ready comple¬
tion waiting time
for RS232C
channel 0

10 1 to 9999
(sec)

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,
then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

Ready comple¬
tion waiting time
for RS232C
channel 1

This specifies the duration in which the
RS232C channel 1 must be set ready. If it
is not set ready within the time specified, an
alarm occurs.

35* 10 1 to 9999
(sec)

36* Ready comple¬
tion waiting time
for RS232C
channel 2

This specifies the duration in which the
RS232C channel 2 must be set ready. If it
is not set ready within the time specified, an
alarm occurs.

10 1 to 9999
(sec)

37* Ready comple¬
tion waiting time
for RS232C
channel 3

This specifies the duration in which the
RS232C channel 3 must be set ready. If it
is not set ready within the time specified, an
alarm occurs.

10 1 to 9999
(sec)

Ready comple¬
tion waiting time
for RS232C
channel 4

38* This specifies the duration in which the
RS232C channel 4 must be set ready. If it
is not set ready within the time specified, an
alarm occurs.

10 1 to 9999
(sec)

Baud rate of
RS232C channel

39* This parameter specifies the baud rate for
RS232C channel 1.

600 110 to 19200
(bps)

1

Baud rate of
RS232C channel

This parameter specifies the baud rate for
RS232C channel 2.

40* 600 110 to 19200
(bps)

2

Baud rate of
RS232C channel

This parameter specifies the baud rate for
RS232C channel 3.

41* 600 110 to 19200
(bps)

3

Baud rate of
RS232C channel

This parameter specifies the baud rate for
RS232C channel 4.

42* 600 110 to 19200
(bps)

4

RS232C channel
used for DNC-A
channel

43 0 0 to 4
(channel)Setting Device Name

0 TT (CN0) [RS232C]

CN1 [RS232C]1

2 CN2 [RS232C]

3 CN3 [RS232C]

4 CN4 [RS232C]

Channel No. for
DC code control

Sets the channel No. for DC code control in
the infinite buffer operation mode.

044 0 to 4
(channel)

CN0 0

CN1 1

CN2 2

CN3 3

CN4 4

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,
then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

45* Designation of
punch device

0 Oto 5
Setting Device Name

0 TT : (CNO) [RS232CJ

CN11 [RS232C]

2 CN2 [RS232C]

3 CN3 [RS232C]

4 CN4 [RS232C]

PP5 [Parallel]

Designation of
print data output
external device
name

46* 0 Oto 5
Setting Device Name

TT : (CNO) [RS232C]0

[RS232C]CN11

CN2 [RS232C]2

CN3 [RS232C]3

CN4 [RS232C]4

[Centronics]PR5

Average number
of sampling data
sets for load
display

This specifies the number (n) of load data
sets to be sampled; spindle and axis load
data is the average value of these sampled
data sets.

48 16 4 to 80
(times)

Synchronization
permissible error

If the synchronization error between the
master axis and the slave axis exceeds the
value set for this parameter during
operation under normal state, an alarm
occurs.

50 0 (]im) Oto 1000

A

Synchronization
permissible error

If the synchronization error between the
master axis and the slave axis exceeds the
value set for this parameter at power on
state, an alarm occurs.

51 0(|xm) 0 to 5000

B

Automatic
gauging retry
counter

During automatic gauging using a touch
probe, the gauging cycle is repeated if the
contact of the touch probe is held ON. This
parameter sets the number of times the
gauging cycle should be retried.

56 Oto 100

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,

then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

Designation of
read device (no
DC code control)

Set the default tape reading device.57* 0 0 to 5

Setting Device Name

TR : Standard tape reader0

CNO: RS232C channel 0 tape reader1

2 CNl : RS232C channel 1 tape reader

CN2: RS232C channel 2 tape reader3

CN3: RS232C channel 3 tape reader4

CN4: RS232C channel 4 tape reader5

3-D arc projec¬
tion path judge¬
ment tolerance
amount

The tolerance amount used to determine
whether the path obtained by projecting the
3-D arc on a plane is a line or not.

59 0 0 to 32767
(ixm)

Synchronized
tapping torque
monitor

Spindle speed

61 Synchronized tapping torque monitoring
starts in the following manner

(a) Spindle overload is ignored until the
spindle speed reaches A% of the S
command value.

(b) When the spindle speed reaches A% of
the S command value, torque
monitoring starts after duration “t” (100
msec) to wait the spindle speed to be
constant.

Set value of A (%) and t (100 msec).

T: Spindle overload is ignored
, before the spindle speed

does not become constant.

I t: Duration V (set by the
_*_i parameter), the spindle

overload is ignored.

0 1 to 100
(%)

(A)

Motor current

j

T

ISynchronized
tapping torque
monitor

Waiting time (t)

62 0 1 to 1000
(x 0.1 sec)£

I— Monitoring torque value
=-Spindle constant speed

— — Time

Spindle is recognized

-at the constant speed.
S command
value

I
A* 100*!

CO

-'Time

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,
then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item ContentsNo.

MANUAL skip
feedrate clamp
value

Clamping will occur when the manual skip
feedrate exceeds this setting value.

85 0 1 to 10000
(mm/min)

Feedrate varia¬
tion ratio during
teaching IN
mode

Set the feedrate variation ratio (variation
ratio for each pressing of the cursor key)
during the teaching IN mode applied by the
cutting condition change function.

101 0 to 100 {%)0

Spindle speed
variation ratio
during teaching
IN mode

Set the spindle speed variation ratio
(variation ratio for each pressing of the
cursor key) during the teaching IN mode
applied by the cutting condition change
function.

102 0 0 to 100 (%)

103* Designation of
parameter punch
out device

Set the default device name used for the
parameter punch out function.

0 Oto 11

Setting Device Name

0 TT: (CNO)

CN1: Channel 1, RS232C1

2 CN2: Channel 2. RS232C

3 CN3: Channel 3, RS232C

CN4: Channel 4, RS232C4

5 PP: Parallel puncher

6 MD1: Memory disk

FD0: Channel 0, 3.5” FD interface7

FD1: Channel 0, 3.5" FD interface8

FD2: Channel 1, 3.5" FD interface9

FD3: Channel 2, 3.5” FD interface10

Designation of
device for
parameter
read/verify
operation

104* Set the default device name used for the
parameter read/verify function.

0 Oto 11

Setting Device Name

TT: (CNO)0

CN1: Channel 1, RS232C1

CN2: Channel 2, RS232C2

CN3: Channel 3, RS232C3

CN4: Channel 4, RS232C4

PP: Parallel puncher5

MD1: Memory disk6

FDO: Channel 0, 3.5” FD interface7

FD1: Channel 0, 3.5” FD interface8

9 FD2: Channel 1, 3.5” FD interface

10 FD3: Channel 2, 3.5” FD interface

First approach
speed in interac¬
tive gaging
operation

Set the first approach speed in the
interactive gaging operation.

105 0 0 to 2000
(mm/min)

Indexing offset
amount

110 Sets the touch probe’s indexing offset
amount for one-direction gauging at the
AUTO gauging function.

0 to 3590

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data,
then turn it on again.
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Parameter Initial Setting
Value

Setting
Range

Item Contents
No.

Puncher IF and
parameter
input/output

111 Delay period timer which sets the delay
time from the point when the puncher IF
and parameter input/output command ends
(normal or error end), until the point when
the RS switches OFF.
When set to “0”, RS is not switched OFF.

0 0 to 9999

Puncher IF and
parameter
input/output

Designates the amount of RS OFF time
after the puncher IF and parameter
input/output command ends (normal or
error end). (RS switches ON when this
period elapses.)
Parameter Nos. 111 and 112 can be used
simultaneously.

112 0 0 to 9999

Synchronous
tapping return
speed override

Sets the return speed override value (%) for
synchronous tapping.
A setting of “0" is processed as 100%.

113 0 1 to 200

Input position of
the spindle pulse
handle

120 Sets the position of the pulse handle which
inputs the feed pulses for spindle operation.

(1st if the setting is other than 1 to 3)

1 to 30
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The data setting procedure for NC optional parameter (word) is indicated below.

I PARAMETER SET
[ 97/07/15 14110:00

*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (WORD)*

NO. NO. NO. NO.
~250l IT

180 12
100 13
90 14

100 15
4800 16
100 17

1 18
2000 19

0 20

0 21
10 22

0 23
0 24
0 25
0 26
0 27

120 28
6000 29
180 30

0 31
0 32
0 33
0 34
0 35
0 36
0 37
0 38
0 39
0 40

1 0
2 0
3 2020
4 30
5 30
6 30
7 30
8 30
9 600

10 600

X Y 2
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

ITEM t ITEMi [EXTEND]SET ADO SEARCH

©©©©©©©©
(1) Display the NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (WORD) screen and move the cursor to the required

parameter by using the cursor control keys or by using [F4] (SEARCH).

(2) Setting

(a) If the value to be set is known:

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

(b) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is

set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(c) If the value is to be set newly as a relative value in reference to the actual value:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the relative value of the position to be set in reference to the actual
position.

For parameters for which the math function is not valid, pressing of [F2] (ADD) is ignored, and this

operation cannot be used.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.
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NC Optional Parameter (Bit)7.

The following optional parameter (bits) are available.

For NC optional parameter (bit), those listed below are available. The parameter numbers given in the
following table are keyed to the numbers displayed on the NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT) screen.

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

Sets tape
code

0 ISO EIA 1
Recognition
Tape Code
Automatically

Sets Tape
Code

Operating Conditions
Recognition
tape code
automatically

1 Does Does not 1

In ‘READ' and ‘VERIFY",
tape code is automatically
recognized irrespective of
ISO/EIA. In ‘PUNCH",
ISO is used.

1 1
Carries out a
tape TV
check

2 Does Does not 0

In -READ- and "VERIFY",
tape code is automatically
discriminated irrespective of
ISO/EIA. In “PUNCH",
EIA is used.

There is a
tape delimit¬
ing code.

3 ISO %
EIA ER

Feed
holes

0o 1

In “READ" and “VERIFY",
ISO code is used, and
wrong tape code results in
an error. In “PUNCH",
ISO is used.

Verifies tape
during read-

4 Does Does not 0
1 o

ing

Rewinds tape
without verify¬
ing after tape
reading

5 Does Does not 0In “READ" and “VERIFY’,

EIA code is used, and
wrong tape code resulls in
an error. In “PUNCH",
EIA is used.

1
0 0

Handles
special code
(other than
$20-$5F, HT)
as an alarm.
(DEL, BS, OR
are ignored)

6 Does Does not 1

Does not
store special
code (other
than $20-$5F,
HT).
DEL, BS, OR
are ignored)

7 Does Does not 0
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Initial
Setting
Value

BitParame¬
ter No. Contents Set 1 SetONo.

During automatic operation with the single block ON, a
block of a control statement such as IF, GOTO or CALL
usually does not come to a stop until the next block is
executed. This bit is intended to select a stop or a non¬
stop in the particular control statement block.

0 Stop Non-stop 0

In multiple rotary table rotation control, rounding
processing of the actual value on the work coordinate
system is carried out when the control is reset.

1 Does Does not 0

Makes the dry run effective even for GOO (rapid feed)
commands. A rapid feed command is executed at a
dry run feedrate as with a cutting feed command.

2 Effective Ineffective 0

3 0

Output of print function to external device is made
effective.

4 Effective Ineffective 02

Cycle start after the mode has been switched from the
automatic to setting is possible.

Possible Impossible5 0

Makes fraction processing. Always set at “1”.6 Does Does not 1

During automatic operation with the single block OFF,
does not carry out reading or arithmetic operations for
any of the blocks that follow the block in process until
the operation is completed. Note, however, that during
cutter radius compensation, reading and arithmetic
operations are carried out until the intersecting point is
found (for up to three blocks). (The operation to read
blocks which follow the block presently executed is
called buffering.)

No Buffering7 0
buffering

Selects inches or mm for length unit system *10 Inch 0mm

Selects 1 mm, 1 inch, 1 deg. and 1 sec for the input
unit system.

1 Yes As set by
bit 2 to bit
5 and bit 7

1

Selects 0.01 mm or 0.001 mm for length unit system.2 0.01 mm 0.001 mm 0

Selects either 0.1 mm/min and 0.01 inch/min or 1
mm/min and 0.1 inch/min for the speed input system.

3 0.1 1 mm/min 0
mm/min 0.1
0.01 inch/mm
inch/min

3 Selects either 0.001 mm/rev and 0.0001 inch/rev or
0.01 mm/rev and 0.001 inch/rev for the speed input
system.

4 0.001
mm/rev
0.0001
inch/rev

0.01
mm/rev
0.001
inch/rev

0

Selects 0.01 sec or 0.1 sec for the time input unit.5 0.01 sec 0.1 sec 0

Selects 1 mm, 1 inch, 1 deg. and 1 sec for the unit of
the data with decimal point.

6 Yes As set by
bit 1 to bit
5 and bit 7

0

Selects 0.001 sec or 0.1 sec for the time input system.7 0.1 sec 00.001 sec
*2

*1: Setting of bit 0 is effective only when the inch/metric switchable function is selected.

*2: Unit of input time always 0.01 sec when setting of bit 5 is “1”.
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Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 Selects 0.001 deg or 0.0001 deg for angle unit system. 0.001 deg0.0001 0
deg

Sets whether or not the part program selected when
the power was turned off last is automatically selected
when the automatic mode is established after the NC
power is turned on.

1 Does Does not 1

In an NC reset, zeros the manual shift in manual
interruption and the shift in pulse handle interruption
(MANUAL SHIFT ACTUL/MANUAL SHIFT TOTAL).

Does2 Does not,
but as it is.

1

Enables movement of the program read pointer after
NC start.

3 Possible Impossible 1

4 Does not display the system subprogram (SSC, LIB) in
automatic operation mode.

4 Does not Does 0

5 0

Selects 4 x 4 as the character size for the enlarged
display of the actual position data.

6 Does
(4 x 4)

Does not
(2 x 2 is
selected)

0

Selects the relative position display, in reference to the
reset position, for an external position readout device.

7 Relative
position in
reference
to the
reset
position

Amount
from the
origin of
the work
coordinate
system

0

Input/output bit screen0 Does not
display

DisplaysIn automatic, MDI or
manual operation mode, if
the check display is
selected, these screens
do not appear. That is,
pressing the page key
provides a display of
screens whose bit is “0”
but no display of screens
whose bit is “1”.

0

Specification bit screen1 Does not
display

Displays 0

Axis data screen2 Does not
display

Displays 0

NC/spindle diagnostic data
screen

3 Does not
display

Displays 0

System & I/O variable
screen

Does not
display

Displays4 0
5

Index of diagnosis page is displayed by $4000.5 Display by
$4000

Display by 0
$20

Actual position data (extended characters) is displayed
in reference to the origin of local coordinate system.

From local
coordinate
system
origin

6 From work
coordinate
system
origin

0

To produce the current value and graphic to be
displayed, adds the shift in the manual intervention or
pulse handle overlap.

7 Does Does not 1
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Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

Enlarges/reduces the graph for the X-axis.0 Does Does not 0

Enlarges/reduces the graph for the Y-axis. Does1 Does not 0

Enlarges/reduces the graph for the Z-axis.2 Does Does not 0

Enlarges/reduces the graph for the 4th-axis.3 Does Does not 0

6 Enlarges/reduces the graph for the 5th-axis. Does4 Does not 0

Enlarges/reduces the graph for the 6th-axis.5 Does Does not 0

6 Displays the current position (enlarged) on the slanted
coordinate system.

Does Does not 0

7 0

0 When the AXIS COM.
CANCEL switch is turned
ON, the axis commands
whose bit is “1” are
canceled and neither
arithmetic operation nor
ordinary operation is
carried out.

Cancel the X-axis
command

Does Does not 0

Cancel the Y-axis
command

1 Does Does not 0

2 Cancel the Z-axis
command

Does Does not 1

Cancel the 4th-axis
command

3 Does Does not 0
7

Cancel the 5th-axis
command

Does4 Does not 0

5 Cancel the 6th-axis
command

Does notDoes 0

6 0

7 0

0* Stop bit of CNO: (RS232C) 1 bit 2 bit 0

Ready signal of CNO: (RS232C)

(always internal READY, disregarding of the setting)

1* Internal
READY

External
READY

1

2* Parity check of CNO: (RS232C) Checked Not 0
checked

3* Parity of CNO: (RS232C) Even Odd 0
8 4* 8-bit JIS of CNO: (RS232C) 8-bit JIS 7-bit JIS 0

DC code control of CNO: (RS232C) There is5* There is 0
not

DC code control type 2 of CNO: (RS232C)6* Executed Not 0
executed

7* File name present in reading operation at CNO:
(RS232C) in DNC-A mode_

Present Not 0
present

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off of power supply once after setting new data.
Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-392
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

In data setting, unit system of length is either “inch” or
“mm”.

0 Inch 0mm

In data setting, unit is either minimum setting unit or 1
mm, 1 inch, 1 deg. and 1 sec.

1 Minimum
setting unit

1 mm,
1 inch,
1 deg,
1 sec

1

In data setting, unit system of length is either 0.1 nm or
0.00001 inch.

2 Does Does not 0

9
In data setting, unit system of angle is either 0.001 deg.
or 0.0001 deg.

3 0.001 deg.0.0001 0
deg.

4 0

5 0

6 In the data setting, the decimal point indicates 1 mm, 1
inch, 1 deg. and 1 sec.

Basic unit Bit 1
setting

0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

NC file name is not output at DNC punch output.3 Not output Output 0
10

Verify output is made at DNC punch output. Does not4 Does 0

5* 0

6* 0

7 0

0* 0

Designation of NC program data code in DNC-B
method.
For “Set 0", setting is made for No. 1, bit 0.

ISO/EIA1 ASCII 0

2 0

End of record code for NC program transmission
(DNC-B)

_

3 LF CR, LF 0

Designates the fixed cycle tool nose runoff direction at
the slanted face machining function.

4 Slanted
face coor-

Machine
axis coor-

0
11

dinate sys- dinate sys¬
tem tern

Designation of parameter setting screen for coordinate
system conversion

5 2nd
screen

01st screen

Gives a command for transmitting the coordinate
system conversion value when the operation mode is
switched to MANUAL

6 Does Does not 0

7 0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off of power supply once after setting new data.

Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-393
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 0

1 0

File name output for tape punch out2 Not Punched 0
punched

End of record code for tape punch operation in ISO
code

3 CR, LFLF 0

12

Code used for tape feed for tape punch operation4 Space NULL 0

Specifies whether tape feed portion is punched.5 Punched Not 0
punched

6 0

7 0

0* Stop bit of CN1: (RS232C) 1 bit 2 bit 0

1* Ready signal of CN1: (RS232C) Internal
READY

External
READY

0

2* Parity check of CN1: (RS232C) Checked Not 0
checked

Parity of CN1: (RS232C)3* Even Odd 0

13 8-bit JIS of CN1: (RS232C)4* 8-bit JIS 7-bit JIS 0

DC code control of CN1: (RS232C)5* There is There is 0
not

DC code control type 2 of CN1: (RS232C)6* Executed Not 0
executed

7* File name present in reading operation at CN1:
(RS232C) in DNC-A mode

Present Not 0
present

Stop bit of CN2: (RS232C)0* 1 bit 2 bit 0

1* Ready signal of CN2: (RS232C) Internal
READY

External
READY

0

Parity check of CN2: (RS232C)2* Checked Not 0
checked

Parity of CN2: (RS232C)3* Even Odd 0

14 8-bit JIS of CN2: (RS232C)4* 8-bit JIS 7-bit JIS 0

DC code control of CN2: (RS232C)5* There is There is 0
not

6* DC code control type 2 of CN2: (RS232C) Executed Not 0
executed

File name present in reading operation at CN2:
(RS232C) in DNC-A mode_

7* Present Not 0
present

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off of power supply once after setting new data.
Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-394
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

Whether this STM answer back time over check is
made effective or ineffective is set for NC optional
parameter (word) No. 18.

Effective5 Ineffective 015

In-position time over check function is made effective.

Set the in-position time over check time for NC
optional parameter (word) No. 19.

6 Effective Ineffective 0

In the inch system the unit system for an F command
used for a rotary axis can be selected.

7 1 deg/min25.4
deg/min

0

0 0

1 0

2 0

Sets the level of alarm which occurs if a program is
selected in the background mode while a file is being
accessed.

Alarm C3 Alarm D 0

16

Appends a symbol “<” that indicates the range where
editing is not guaranteed.

Appended4 Not 0
appended

5 0

6 0

7 0

Fixes the cycle axis for a fixed cycle, which may be any
axis other than plane designation, at the Z-axis.

0 Does Does not 0

1 See the
table at
the left.

See the
table at
the left.

0
Bit 1 0 0 1 1

Bit 2 0 01 1

Shift direction P-X N-X P-Y N-Y

2 0
Specifies the shift direction and axis in a fixed cycle
(G76, G87).

This is effective only when bit 0 is “1”._
17 At a reset, clears the mirror images for all axes,

providing normal conditions.
Does3 Does not 0

4 0

External program selection is executed for main
program or schedule program._

Schedule
program

5 Main
program

0

In external program selection operation, the selection of
the same file name is not executed.

6 Does not Does 0

If synchronized tapping specification is selected, this
specifies which tapping cycle the G codes (G74, G84)
call, conventional tapping cycle or synchronized tapping
cycle.

7 Synchroni Conventio 0
zed nal
tapping
cycle

tapping
cycle
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4203-E P-395
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

Specified the G code to be set automatically when the
power supply is turned on.

GOO G010 1

1 0 1 01 G18 G17 0
G18G17 G19

G192 0 0 1 1 G17 0

3 G56 G53 0
18

4 G91 G90 0

G95 G945 0

6 G22 G23 0

7 0

X-axis N P0 One-directional positioning at a target
point is carried out after an overrun is
made against that point. It is possible to
determine the final positioning direction on
an axis base. In other words, once the
N-direction is established, N-directional
positioning does not involve an overrun;
but P-directional positioning involves an
overrun before actual positioning, if the
P-direction is established, the relationship
is reversed.

0
direction direction

Y-axis Same as
above

Same as
above

1 0

Z-axis2 Same as
above

Same as
above

0

Bit=0— Bit=13 4th-axis Same as
above

Same as
above

0
19

r Bit =0Bit=1

4 5th-axis Same as
above

Same as
above

0

/ÿTarget
point
(value)

(This excess travel is set by
a user parameter.)

6th-axis Same as
above

5 Same as
above

0

6 0

7 0

0 0

For single-axis command, actual position or a point on
the arc is taken as the command value for the axis not
programmed.

1 Any point
on arc

Actual
position

0

2 0

20 3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0
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4203-E P-396
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

Stop bit of CN3: (RS232C)0* 1 bit 2 bit 0

1* Ready signal of CN3: (RS232C) Internal
READY

External
READY

0

2* Parity check of CN3: (RS232C) Checked Not 0
checked

3* Parity of CN3: (RS232C) Even Odd 0
21 8-bit JIS of CN3: (RS232C)4* 8-bit JIS 7-bit JIS 0

DC code control of CN3: (RS232C)5* There is There is 0
not

6* DC control type 2 of CN3: (RS232C) Executed Not 0
executed

7* File name present in reading operation at CN3:
(RS232C) in DNC-A mode

_

Present Not 0
present

Stop bit of CN4: (RS232C)0* 1 bit 2 bit 0

Ready signal of CN4: (RS232C)1* Internal
READY

External
READY

0

2* Parity check of CN4: (RS232C) Checked Not 0
checked

Parity of CN4: (RS232C)3* OddEven 0

22 8-bit JIS of CN4: (RS232C)4* 8-bit JIS 7-bit JIS 0

5* DC code control of CN4: (RS232C) There is There is 0
not

DC code control type 2 of CN4: (RS232C)6* Executed Not 0
executed

7* File name present in reading operation at CN4:
(RS232C) in DNC-A mode

_

Present Not 0
present

0

1

2

3
23

4

5

6

7

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off of power supply once after setting new data.

Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-397
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0

1

2

3
24

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3
25

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3
26

4

5

6

7

0 Specifies the EIA code which represents “=”.

Conditions of the hole, punched or not punched, when
the key to be used for punching the symbol “=” is
pressed are set in terms of the bit data.

Set the data to conform to the odd parity scheme. This
can be used in DNC-B, too.

Same for following setting.

Punched Not 0
punched

1 Punched Not 0
punched

2 Punched Not 0
punched

3 Punched Not 0
punched

27
Punched4 Not 0

punched

5 Punched Not 0
punched

6 Punched Not 0
punched

7 Punched Not 0
punched
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4203-E P-398
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents SetOSet 1No.

Specifies the EIA code which represents0 Punched Not 0
punched

1 Punched Not 0
punched

2 Punched Not 0
punched

3 Punched Not 0
punched

28
4 Punched Not 0

punched

5 Punched Not 0
punched

6 Punched Not 0
punched

7 Punched Not 0
punched

0 Specifies the EIA code which represents Punched Not 0
punched

1 Punched Not 0
punched

2 Punched Not 0
punched

3 Punched Not 0
punched

29
4 Punched Not 0

punched

5 Punched Not 0
punched

6 Punched Not 0
punched

Punched Not7 0
punched
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4203-E P-399
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 Specifies the EIA code which represents Punched Not 0
punched

1 Punched Not 0
punched

2 Punched Not 0
punched

Punched3 Not 0
punched

30
4 Punched Not 0

punched

5 Punched Not 0
punched

Punched6 Not 0
punched

7 Punched Not 0
punched

0 Specifies the EIA code which represents “$”. Punched Not 0
punched

1 Punched Not 0
punched

2 Punched Not 0
punched

3 Punched Not 0
punched

31
Punched4 Not 0

punched

5 Punched Not 0
punched

6 Punched Not 0
punched

7 Punched Not 0
punched

0 0

If even one axis is at the stroke limit in automatic or
MDI mode cutting feed operation, it causes an alarm.

1 Alarm Not alarm 0

2 0

3 032

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0
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4203-E P-400
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

Graphic coordinate system is made effective when NC
is reset.

0 Effective Ineffective 0

Backup function is effective when M02 or M30 is
executed.

1 Effective Ineffective 0

Mirror image is effective for the slant-face coordinate
system.

Slant-face
coordinate
system

2 Conforms
to the
setting for
No. 34, bit

0

233

Counting of counters (work counter, NC running
counter, spindle rotation counter, cutting time counter)
occurs only in auto mode.

Only3 All modes 0
AUTO
mode

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

Single block stop at point R level in the fixed cycle is
effective.

0 Effective Ineffective

MOP-TOOL function is ineffective. Effective1 Ineffective 0

Mirror image is effective for local coordinate system or
work coordinate system.

2* Work
coordinate
system

Local
coordinate
system

0

System G code macros 300 to 349 are MODIN type. MODIN3 CALL 0

4* System variable VINCH is made write enabled. READ/
WRITE
enabled

Only 034
READ
enabled

5 0

6* To set whether the calculation results of the function
(ROUND, FIX, FUP) are to convert numerical data into
an integer with or without a decimal point when setting
it for an address character.

With
decimal
point

Integer 0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0
35

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data.
Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-401
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 The unit of variables assigned to MSB is set at 0.001
mm (0.0001 in.) when bit 0 and bit 6 of NC optional
parameter (bit) No. 3 are “0” and “1”, respectively.

0.001 mm
(0.0001

1 mm
(1 in.)

0

in.)

Uni-direction automatic gauging with touch probe1 Does Does not 0

Automatic gauging and automatic tool length
offset/broken tool detection with ring sensor

2 Does Does not 0

Default of the maximum tool length for automatic tool
length offset/broken tool detection

3 Effective Ineffective 036

Chip cover interference prevention (MCV-AII using
MSB)

4 Does Does not 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

Synchronized operation, synchronization error
correction mode input

OFF0 ON 0

Synchronized operation, synchronized position shift
amount setting

Possible1 Not 0
possible

Semi-synchronized operation in DNC-B2 Effective Ineffective 0

Function for fixing projection plane for the execution of
3D circular interpolation command (G17, G18, G19)

3 Effective Ineffective 0

In the rapid feed mode operation, the command
causing overtravel causes an alarm_

Yes No4 0

37
Selection of PQR command method for 3-D arc5 Position Normal

vector
0

Selection of a main program used for machining a
workpiece in the pallet pool line control (PPC)

6 A work
number is
taken as a
main
program
file name

A work
number is
taken as a
main
program
name

0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0

In the slide hold operation during tolerance control
mode, axis feed stops on the programmed command
point in other than tolerance mode 0.

Does4 Does not 0
38

NG1 tool as replacement tool (for spare tool
replacement specs.)

5 Does not Dose 0

6 0

7 0
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4203-E P-402
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

BitParame¬
ter No.

Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0

1 0

2 0

3* A-axis multi-turn function is made effective. Effective Ineffective 0

39 4* B-axis multi-turn function is made effective. Effective Ineffective 0

5* C-axis multi-turn function is made effective. Effective Ineffective 0

6 Animated graphic display Not Supported 0
supported

7 0

0* CNO: Designation of master or slave station for
RS232C IF channel (DC code)

CNO: Use of RS/CS control in units of RS232C IF
channels

Slave
station

Used

Master
station

Not used

0

CN1: Designation of master or slave station for
RS232C IF channel (DC code)

CN1: Use of RS/CS control in units of RS232C IF
channels

1* Slave
station

Used

Master
station

Not used

0

CN2: Designation of master or slave station for
RS232C IF channel (DC code)

CN2: Use of RS/CS control in units of RS232C IF
channels

2* Slave
station

Used

Master
station

Not used

0

CN3: Designation of master or slave station for
RS232C IF channel (DC code)

CN3: Use of RS/CS control in units of RS232C IF
channels

3* Slave
station

Used

Master
station

Not used

0

40

CN4: Designation of master or slave station for
RS232C IF channel (DC code)

CN4: Use of RS/CS control in units of RS232C IF
channels

4* Slave
station

Used

Master
station

Not used

0

5 0

6* In read/punch operation of RPD or PIP, DC2 and DC4
codes are not input/output.

Input/
output

Not 0
input/outp
ut

Dummy reading and DC code control after the end of
data in read operation of RPD or PIP:
DC code control type 2 without end code DC3 (for the
slave station, not waiting for end code DC3 in punch
operation)

7* No DC3
code

DC3 code
is used

0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data.
Turn it back on.
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4203-E P-403
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 0

Switches the polarity of spindle DA speed voltage
command by the combination with the setting for bit 3.

1 0

BitO Bit 1 Contents

DA speed command is output in positive voltage when the
normal spindle rotation type is used.
DA speed command is output in negative voltage when the
reverse spindle rotation type is used.

0 0

DA speed command is output in negative voltage when the
normal spindle rotation type is used.
DA speed command is output in positive voltage when the
reverse spindle rotation type is used.

1 0

DA speed command is output in positive voltage when the
normal spindle rotation type is used.
DA speed command is output in positive voltage when the
reverse spindle rotation type is used.

0 1

41

1 DA speed command is output in negative voltage when the
normal spindle rotation type is used.
DA speed command is output in negative voltage when the
reverse spindle rotation type is used._

1

2 0

Switches the polarity of spindle DA speed voltage
command by the combination with the setting for bit 1.
(See the table given in explanation for bit 1.)

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0
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4203-E P-404
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0 In external program selection (4-digit BCD input), if “0” is
used in higher digits, “0” is not handled as program file
name.

As As 0
indicated
in the left
table.

indicated
in the left
table.

BitO Bit 1 Contents

0 All four digits are handled as pro-
gram name._

0

1 0
If the second and higher digits of
BCD input are all “0”, higher digits
from the second digit are not han¬
dled as program name.

01

2 0

1 If the third and higher digits of BCD
input are all “0”, higher digits from
the third digit are not handled as pro¬
gram name.

0
3 042

4 0If the third and higher digits of BCD
input are all “0”, higher digits from
the third digit are not handled as pro¬
gram name.

1 1

5 0

Execution of special operation if the target position,
specified in the rapid feed mode, is outside the limit range

6 Executed Not 0
executed

7
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4203-E P-405
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

DNC-B method, protocol A

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 0

0 0

1 Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 1

0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 2

2 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 3

3 0
43

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 4

4 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 5

5 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 6

6 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 7

7 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 8

0 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 9

1 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 10

2 0

3 Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 11

0

44
Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 12

4 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 13

5 0

Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 14

6 0

7 Data at 41st to 44th byte of SAT and SET
command bit 15

0
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4203-E P-406
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

GOO linear interpolation positioning is carried out.0 Yes No 0

G60 linear interpolation positioning is carried out.1 Yes No 0

G30 linear interpolation positioning is carried out.2 Yes No 0

3 Liner interpolation positioning is carried out in home
position movement by M code

Yes No 0

Level B alarm occurs if positioning point, specified in
the linear interpolation mode, exceeds the travel limit.

4 Effective Ineffective 0

46
In manual gauging, gauging of the center of ID/OD is
made in 3-point gauging mode._

5 Yes No 0

Auto-cycle/single is effective at the start of interactive
work gauging operation.

6 Auto/
single
effective

Auto
effective

0

Automatic zero point setting is carried out in interactive
work gauging operation.

7 Carried Not 0
carriedout
out

0 0

Coordinate system in which tool length offset is carried
out in 3-D coordinate system conversion

Slanted
coordinate
system

1 Work
coordinate
system

0

2 0

3 In manual gaging, the center between faces (between
inside faces, between outside faces) is obtained in two-
or three-point gaging.

3-point
gaging

2-point
gaging

0

48

4 0

The cutter diameter compensation value set for the
diameter in the tool file is taken as the compensation
value of the indicated compensation number.

5 0

6 0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0
Specifies the EIA code which represents “#”.49

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0
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4203-E P-407
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetO

No.

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0
Specifies an irregular code.50

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0
Specifies a regular code (ISO code).51

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 Input PNO one-time at parameter input/output function
punch output

Not Restricted
to 1 time

0
restricted
to 1 time54

Parameter input/output function; file name is output in
punch operation.

4 Output
enabled

Output
disabled

0

5 0

6 0

7 0

0 0

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 055

5 0

Sets the display pattern on the tool list screen for tools
not existing in the pot/tool table.

6 is
displayed.

“***” is
displayed.

0

Sets whether or not a replacing tool number is input at
the interactive programming data input screen._

Input Not input7 0
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4203-E P-408
SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0* 0

1 0

2* 0

3* 0

4* 0
56

Special MTB model parameter5* Specified
model

Model not
specified

0

Display of PLC data display, ladder diagram, and data
trace screens

6 Displayed Not 0
displayed

Display of PLC check (run mode DTM screen) screen Displayed7 Not 0
displayed

0 0

The direct position sensor operation confirmation
function is made effective.

Ineffective1 Effective 0

2 0

3 0

In the Z-axis return operation in the G73/G83 fixed
cycle, GOO mode is replaced with G01 mode.

GOO4 G01 059

For the PPC, this parameter sets whether or not the
manual operation screen (touch panel) is displayed.
(MX)

5 Displayed Not 0
displayed

6 0

7 0

In the G10/G11 mode, actual position data is calculated
including the mirror image, incremental function,
attachment offset, and tool length offset value.

Effective0 Ineffective 0

In the G10/G11 mode, actual position data is calculated
including the mirror image and incremental function.

Effective Ineffective1 0

In the G69/G68 mode, actual position data is calculated
including the mirror image, incremental function,
attachment offset, and tool length offset value._

2 Effective Ineffective 0

60

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data.

Turn it back on.
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Initial
Setting
Value

Parame¬
ter No.

Bit
Contents Set 1 SetONo.

0* Sensor input 1 A-contact/B-contact switching.
MSB touch sensor (touch signal)_

B-contact A-contact 0

Sensor input 2 A-contact/B-contact switching.
MSB touch probe (touch signal)

1* B-contact A-contact 0

Sensor input 3 A-contact/B-contact switching.
MSB touch probe (CD carrier maintenance signal)

2* B-contact A-contact 0

Sensor input 4 A-contact/B-contact switching.
User sensor 1 (touch signal)_

3* B-contact A-contact 0
61

Sensor input 5 A-contact/B-contact switching.
User sensor 2 (touch signal)_

4* B-contact A-contact 0

Sensor input 6 A-contact/B-contact switching.
User sensor (CD carrier maintenance signal)

5* B-contact A-contact 0

Sensor input 7 A-contact/B-contact switching.6* B-contact A-contact 0

7* Sensor input 8 A-contact/B-contact switching. B-contact A-contact 0

For the PPC, this parameter sets whether or not the
pallet in the standby station is automatically unloaded
to the setup station if machining schedule does not
exist for the next pallet. (MX)

0 Unloaded
auto¬
matically

Not 0
unloaded
auto¬
matically

1 0

2 0
63

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new data.

Turn it back on.
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The data setting procedure for NC optional parameter (bit) is indicated below.

I PARAHETER~S£f
97/07/15 14:10:00

*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT)*
NO. 76543210 NO. 76543210
101001011 11 00000000
2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 12 00000000
301000010 13 00000010
4010001 10 14 00000010
500000000 15 00000000
500000000 16 CD 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
700000100 17 10001000
800100010 18 00000001
900000010 19 00000000

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

X Y z
ACT POSIT(WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

SET SEARCH ITEM T ITEM t [EXTEND]

©©©©©©©©
(1) Display the NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER (BIT) screen and move the cursor to the required

parameter by using the cursor control keys or by using [F4] (SEARCH).

When the search function is used by pressing [F4], the cursor is moved to the data of bit 7 of the
specified parameter number. Therefore, to change the data of other bits (bit 0 to bit 6), use the
cursor control keys to move the cursor to the required bit position.

(2) Setting

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the data.

Note that entry of only “0” or “1” is allowed. If other number is entered, an error occurs.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.
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8. Unit Systems for Programming

The unit systems set by NC optional parameter (bit) No.3,bit0 through bit 7, and No. 9, bit 0 and bit 1, can
be confirmed on the display.

Form this page, it si possible to set the unit system.

Note that theunit systems of length, angle, feedrate [mm/min (inch/min)], feedrate [mm/rev (inch/rev)] and
time are determined by the combination of bit data, changing the unit systems from this page might
unexpectedly change other unit systems.

The setting for REALNUMBER (Y/N) is related with the setting for bit 6of NC optional parameter (bit) No.3
and No. 9.

I PARAMETER SET
97/07/15 14:10:00

* NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER * INPUT UPTFT

PART PROGRAM UNIT

METRIC/INCH (M/I) =[¥]
REAL NUMBER (Y/N) = Y

(mm) = 1.000
(* ) = 1.0000

FEEDDATE (mn/min) =1.000
FEEDDATE (mm/rev) =1.000
DOWEL TIME (sec) = 1.000

DATA SET UNIT

MERIC/INCH (M/0 =M
REAL NUMBER (Y/N) =N

(irm) = 1.000
C ) = 1.0000

LENGTH
ANGLE

LENGTH
ANGLE

X Y Z
ACT POSIT(WORK) 300.000 100.010 100.000

=IF
=IF
=IB
=S I

ITEM T ITEMl [EXTEND]SET

©©(ZD©©©®©

Metric system:

Optional Parameter (Bit)

No. 4 No. 3 Length
(mm)

Angle Speed
(mm/min)

Speed
(mm/rev)

Time
(sec)O0 6 4 3 27 5 1 0

10 0 1 1 1 1* * * * * * 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0010 0.001 1 0.01 0.1*
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0* 0.01 0.001 1 0.01 0.1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0011 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.1*0 0 0 1 0 0 0.0010 0 0.001 1 0.001 0.1*
0 0 01 0 0 0 0.001 0.001 1 0.01 0.01* *1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0.001 0.001 1 0.01 0.001* 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.001 0.0001 1 0.01* 0.0
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Inch system:

Optional Parameter (Bit)

No. 4 No. 3 Angle Speed
(Inch/min)

Speed
(Inch/rev)

Length
(Inch)

Time
(sec)(°)0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* * * * * *0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00011 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.1* *
0 0 0 00 1 1 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.001* * 0.1

00 0 1 0 0 1 0.0001 0.001 0.1 0.0001* 0.1*
1 1 0 0 0 1 0.0001 0.1* 0.0001 0.001 0.01* *1 1 0 0 0 0 0.0001 0.00011 0.1 0.001 0.001* *
An asterisk (*) in the table above indicates that setting of either “0” or “1" is allowed.

The setting procedure on the INPUT UNIT SYSTEM screen is explained below.

To change the unit system, it is recommended to change the setting on the NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER
(BIT) screen.

(1) Select the INPUT UNIT SYSTEM screen and move the cursor to the required data position.

(2) Press [F1] (SET).

(a) If the data is to be set for METRIC/INCFI (M/I), key in either “M” (metric) or “I” (inch).

(b) If the data is to be set for REAL NUMBER (Y/N), key in either “Y” (command in real number)

or “N” (command in other than real number).

(c) If the data is to be set for dimension items (length, angle, feedrate) or time data, key in the
required value in the unit system which is set for NC optional parameter (bit) No. 3 and No. 4.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.

If the setting for METRIC/INCFI is changed, the numerical values of length, angle, feedrate, etc. are
changed accordingly.
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9. NC Optional Parameter RS232C (CNO:)

This screen displays the parameters to be used for the tape punch interface function, which are allocated
to NC optional parameter (bit) and NC optional parameter (word). Note that they are only for CNO: device
and it is necessary to set the parameters for the individual NC optional parameter (bit) and NC optional
parameter (word) screens for other devices.

When the following parameters are set, the corresponding NC optional parameters are set accordingly.
Conversely, if NC optional parameters are set, the corresponding parameters shown below are set

accordingly.

I PARAMETER SET
j 97/07/15 14:10:00

*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER* RS232C tCNO: J
NO.

1 STOP BJT(i:ibit/0:2bit)
2 PARITY CHECK(KYes/0:No)
3 PARITY(1:Even/0:Odd)
4 8 BIT JIS(1:Yes/0:No)
5 DC C0DE(i:Yes/0:No)
6 DC CODE TYPE2(l:Yes/0:No)
7 FILE NAME REQUEST at DNC-A(1:Yes/0:No)

8 MASTER/SLAVE or RS CONT. 0 :SLV,Yes/0:MAS.No)
9 BAUD RATE(bps)

10 BUSY TlME(sec)
99999
99999

X zY
ACT POSIT (WORK) 300.000 100.010 100.000

ITEM T ITEM! [EXTEND]SET SEARCH

©©©©©©©©
(1) STOP BIT (1:1bit/0:2bit) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 0)

RS232C stop bit check

= 0 : Stop bit 2

= 1 : Stop bit 1

(2) PARITY CHECK (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 2)

RS232C parity check (sets whether or not a parity bit is added to 8-bit data)

= 0 : No parity

= 1 : Parity check

(3) PARITY (1:Even/0:Odd) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 3)

RS232C odd parity scheme

= 0 : Odd parity

= 1 : Even parity
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(4) 8 BIT JIS (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 4)

RS232C 8-bit JIS

= 0 : 7-bit JIS

= 1 : 8-bit JIS

(5) DC CODE (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 5)

DC code control

= 0 : Controlled by DC code

= 1 : Not controlled by DC code

(6) DC CODE TYPE2 (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 6)

DC code control type 2

= 0 : DC code control type 2 is not executed.

= 1 : DC code control type 2 is executed.

6 DC CODE TYPE2 5 DC CODE Description

Controlled by DC code0 0

1 0 Not controlled by DC code

Standard DC code control0 1

DC code control type 21 1

(7) FILE NAME REQUEST at DNC-A (1:Yes/0:No) (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 8, bit 6)

Request file name output at DNC-A (option)

= 0 : Request file name is not output

= 1 : Request file name is output

(8) MASTER/SLAVE or RS CONT. (1:SLV, Yes/0:MAS, No)

(NC optional parameter (bit) No. 40, bit 0)

Master/slave station designation or RS control designation

= 0 : Master station or without RS control

= 1 : Slave station or with RS control

(9) BAUD RATE (bps) (NC optional parameter (word) No. 6)

Selection of baud rate from 110, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19200.

Initial value: 600

(10) BUSY TIME (sec) (NC optional parameter (word) No. 34)

Sets the delay time until data receiving or RS232C getting ready (CTS and DSR ON) after sending

DC1 (tape reader start) or interruptionof datareceive. If there is no response within theset length of
time, an alarm occurs.

Setting range: 1 to 9999 sec.

Initial value: 0
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<Procedure>

(1) Select the NC optional parameter setting screen.

(2) Move the cursor to the data to be set or changed by using the cursor keys and set or change
the data.
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10. NC Optional Parameter SPINDLE (OKUMA VAC)

This screen displays the parameters to be used for the high-accuracy machining function and the
synchronized tapping function, which are allocated to NC optional parameter (bit), NC optional parameter
(word) and NC optional parameter (long word).

When the following parameters are set, the corresponding NC optional parameters are set accordingly.
Conversely, if NC optional parameters are set, the corresponding parameters shown below are set

accordingly.

I PARAMETER SET
T97/07/15 14:10:00

SPINDLE(0KUMA VAC)*NC OPTIONAL PARAMETER*
NO.

I 180000 I1 SPINDLE ORIENT ZERO OFFSET
2 ZERO OFFSET (SYNC. TAP)

3 IN-POSITION CHECK VALUE(SYNC. TAP)

4 SPINDLE RATED VALUE(SYNC. TAP)

5 NUMBER OF TORQUE OVER TIME(Nx0. 01sec)
6 TORQUE MONITOR START REVO. RAT10(JO
7 TORQUE MONITOR DELAY TIME(0.1sec)

8 RETURN SPEED OVERRIDES) (SYNC.TAP)
9 684, G74 CONTROL SELECTION(0:FL0AT/1:SYNC. )

0
20
0
0
0
0
0
1

YX z
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

ITEMi [EXTEND]ITEM tSEARCHSET

©©©©©©®@

(1) SPINDLE ORIENT ZERO OFFSET (NC optional parameter (long word) No. 19)

Set the offset data used in spindle orientation for the spindle controlled by high-accuracy VAC.

Setting unit: VAC command unit (1/1000 (deg) or 1/10000 (deg))

Setting range: 0 to 359999 (1/1000 (deg))

O to 3599999 (1/10000 (deg))

Initial value: 0

(2) ZERO OFFSET (NC optional parameter (long word) No. 15)

Set the machine zero for spindle orientation applied to the operation which is called out by an E
command.

Setting unit: VAC command unit (1/1000 (deg) or 1/10000 (deg))

Setting range: 0 to 359999 (1/1000 (deg))
0 to 3599999 (1/10000 (deg))

For normal spindle orientation commands (RS command), orientation operation is controlled using
the origin of the encoder.
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(3) IN-POSITION CHECK VALUE (NC optional parameter (long word) No. 16)

Set the spindle in-position check value for synchronized tapping operation.

Setting unit: VAC command unit (1/1000 (deg) or 1/10000 (deg))

Setting range: 0 to 359999 (1/1000 (deg))

Oto 3599999 (1/10000 (deg))

(4) SPINDLE RATED VALUE (NC optional parameter (long word) No. 23)

Setting unit: W

Setting range: 110 to 99999999

Initial value: 0

(5) NUMBER OF TORQUE OVER TIME (NC optional parameter (word) No. 21)

Setting unit: times

Setting range: 0 to 32

Initial value: 0

Recommended value: 4 (times)

(6) TORQUE MONITOR START REVO. RATIO (NC optional parameter (word) No. 61)

Setting unit: %

Setting range: 0 to 100

Initial value: 0

Recommended value: 90 (%)

(7) TORQUE MONITOR DELAY TIME (NC optional parameter (word) No. 62)

Setting unit: 100 msec

Setting range: 0 to 1000

Initial value: 0

Recommended value: 2 (msec) (200 msec)

(8) RETURN SPEED OVERRIDE (NC optional parameter (word) No. 113)

Setting unit: %

Setting range: 1 to 200

Initial value: 0

* Value “0” is treated as 100%.

(9) G84, G74 CONTROL SELECTION (NC optional parameter (bit) No. 17, bit 7)

Determine the control mode of G84andG74specified in apartprogram whether they arecontrolled
in the float tap mode or the synchronized tapping mode.

0: Controlled in the float tap mode.

1: Controlled in the synchronized tapping mode.
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<Procedure>

(1) Select the NC optional parameter setting screen.

(2) Move the cursor to the data to be set or changed by using the cursor keys and set or change
the data.
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11. System Parameter

On the SYSTEM PARAMETER screen, the following parameters are displayed.

Note: According themachine specifications, someof theparameters listedbelowarenotsupported.

: For system parameters, values (data) specific to the individual machines are set by the
machine tool manufacturer. Due to the nature of the parameter, it is not necessary to

change the setting for system parameters at the user. If the setting for a system

parameter must be changed, consult the machine tool manufacturer and change the

setting only under the supervision of the machine tool manufacturer.

<Screen 1>

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

P TRAVEL
LIMIT

Specifies the P (positive)
direction travel end limit in the
machine coordinate system.

Depends on
machine
specification

Selected
unit system

-99999999 to
+99999999

N TRAVEL
LIMIT

Specifies the N (negative)
direction travel end limit in the
machine coordinate system.

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

P PITCH ERR
COMP

Specifies the range for pitch
error compensation in the
machine coordinate system.
Sets the P- and N-directional
boundaries.

Normally, sets the value
equivalent to the travel end
limit. (NOTICE)

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

N PITCH
ERROR COMP

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

IN POSITION Sets the check data to be used
in executing exact stop checks.

Same as
above

3 Oto 1000

ZERO OFFSET
(MACHINE)

Sets the zero offset of the
machine coordinate system for
each axis.

Depends on
machine
specification.

0 to 99999999 Same as
above

IN POSITION Sets the in-position width used
in positioning at the home
position of each axis at the
execution of home position
return command.

Same as
above

20 Oto 1000
(H)

NOTICE : If P and/or N boundary value is set inside the TRAVEL LIMIT (P, N), compensation within the

zone outside the boundary to TRAVEL END is carried out using the compensation value

effective at the boundary.

TRAVEL LIMIT TRAVEL LIMIT

N P

— Pitch error compensation range —
! :

N boundary value P boundary value

Compensation value within this zone
is identical to the compensation
value at N-directional boundary

Compensation value within this zone
is identical to the compensation
value at P-directional boundary
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<Screen 2>

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

BARRIER On horizontal machining
centers, if both of Y- and Z-axis
enter a certain area at the
same time, they will interfere
with each other. To prevent
this, a barrier is set so that an
alarm is triggered with axis
motion halted if both of these
two axes exist in the barrier
zone at the same time. The
setting for BARRIER sets this
barrier. The setting is effective
only for Y- and Z-axis.

Selected
unit system

0 -99999999 to
+99999999(Y.Z)

ENCODER
OFFSET*

This parameter offsets the
zero-cross point of the point of
the position encoder.

Same as
above

Same as
above

0

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new
data, then turn it on again.

<Screen 3>

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

HOME
POSITION 1

Depends on
machine
specification

Selected
unit system

When G30 is specified or if
home position return command
is given externally, the specified
axis returns to the home
position. These parameters set
the coordinate values of
respective home positions.

(a) Home position can be set
for individual axes in the
machine coordinate
system.

(b) There are 32 sets of home
position (1 to 32).

-99999999 to
+99999999

HOME
POSITION 2

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 3

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 4

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 5

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 6

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 7

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 8

Same as above Same as
above

Same as
above
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<Screen 4>

*HOME POSITION MOVEMENT ORDER*

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 1.

HOME
POSITION 1

Depends on
machine
specification

0 to 3

HOME
POSITION 2

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 2.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 3

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 3.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 4

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 4.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 5

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 5.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 6

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 6.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 7

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 7.

Same as above Same as
above

HOME
POSITION 8

Sets the axis movement order
in the home position return
operation at home position 8.

Same as above Same as
above

0: No axis movement
1: The axis moving first
2: The axis moving second

3: The axis moving third

NOTICE : For the same home position number, the setting should be such that motion occurs

sequentially, beginning from 1. If asetting whichcauses amotion sequence No. to be skipped

is designated, that axis operation will be ignored.

Example: HOME POSITION 1 X Y Z
1 0 3

In this case, Z-axis operation will not occur.

Although display screens 3 and 4 above are for home positions 1 - 8, the 9 - 16, 17 - 24, and 25 - 32

screens can also be displayed by advancing the display page.
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<Screen 5>

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

INDUCTOSYN
OFFSET*

This parameter data is used for
the phase of the inductosyn and
absolute position encoder, and
it is not effective for models not
equipped with Introducsyn
scale.

Depends on
machine
specification

-81920 to
49152

P INDUCTO¬
SYN AREA*

Sets the P (positive) direction
effective range of the
inductosyn in the machine
coordinate system (for linear
axis). (NOTICE)

Selected
unit system

0 -99999999 to
+99999999

N INDUCTO¬
SYN AREA*

Sets the N (negative) direction
effective range of the
inductosyn in the machine
coordinate system (for linear
axis). (NOTICE)_

0 -99999999 to
+99999999

Selected
unit system

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new
data, then turn it on again. For the inductosyn offset, move the cursor to the axis in question and
press the CAL key, and then the WRITE key.

NOTICE : At machines with inductosyn specifications, inductosyn operation is effective through the

entire normal operating range. In this case, no inductosyn setting is required (both P and N

settings are designated as “0”). However, a specific inductosyn operation range can be

designated if desired. In this case, the inductosyn will only operate in the designated range.

- The inductosyn offset and machine zero-point settings should be designated while
inductosyn operation is enabled.

- When designating a specific inductosyn operation range, the limits should be set 20 mm
(varies according to the feed axis “high-speed” setting) or more inside the actual
inductosyn scale usable range.

- Switching between the inductosyn enabled/disabled statuses occurs near the inductosyn
range limits, making inductosyn operation somewhat irregular at these areas. A home
position setting should not be designated near the range limits.

- The normal cutting range should be designated within the inductosyn operation range.

- If the following condition is satisfied, the inductosyn will always be enabled:

[‘P” INDUCTOSYN RANGE] g[“N” INDUCTOSYN RANGE]

- After data settings have been designated, press the BACKUP function key.

Positional Relationships>
PN

Machine operation range

Inductosyn scale sensing range

A€ |—>k
“N" INDUCTOSYN RANGE

I Al |>\<-I
“P” INDUCTOSYN RANGE

Inductosyn operation range

>\Cutting range

Af : 20 mm (0.79 in.) or more
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<Screen 6>

Initial Setting
Value

Display Screen Contents Setting Range Setting Unit

PITCH COMP
SPAN*

Specifies the interval between
sets of points for setting pitch
error compensation data

Depends on
machine
specification

0 to 65535 Selected
unit system

PITCH POINT* Sets the total number of pitch
points for each axis (NOTICE)

Same as above 0 to 384

Parameters indicated by an asterisk (*) require turning off the power supply once after setting new
data, then turn it on again.

NOTICE : If the product of the PITCH COMP SPAN and PITCH POINT is smaller than the pitch

compensation range, the pitch error compensation isnot effective within the areabeyond the

point calculated as theproduct of them upto the P boundary point, which will causepitch error
alarm. Therefore, pitch error compensationparameter data must be set tomeet the following

inequality.

(P-direction boundary) - (N-direction boundary) s (Pitch comp span) * (Pitch point)

N boundary value P boundary value

(PITCH COMP SPAN) * (PITCH POINT)

Pitch error
compensation
not effective

The setting procedure on the SYSTEM PARAMETER screens is explained below.

There are several pages of SYSTEM PARAMETER screen depending on the contents of the parameters.

For the display contents on these pages, refer to the <SYSTEM PARAMETER screens> given later.

(1) After selecting the SYSTEM PARAMETER setting screen, select the page on which the
required system parameter is displayed by pressing the page keys, then move the cursor to the
data to be changed.

Note: To display or set the data for the fifth axis or later axes, press[F5] (AXIS CHANGE).

(2) Setting

(a) If the value to be set is known:

Press [F1] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

(b) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is

set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(c) For setting newly in reference to the actual position:

Press [F3] (CAL) and key in the incremental value from the actual position.

(3) Press the WRITE key.

The data on which the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.
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(4) Back up the data and turn off the power. Then, turn on the power again.

Data back up operation: After pressing [F8] (EXTEND), press [F7] (BACKUP).

-\1 PARAMETER SET

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
PARAMETER* lmm

X. Y Z
P TRAVEL LIMIT I 3000.0001
N TRAVEL LIMIT
P PITCH ERR COMP 10000.000
N PITCH ERR COUP -10000.000

0.100
0. 000

36000. 000
0.020

3000. 000
-3000.000
10000. 000

-10000. 000
0.100
0.000

36000.000
0.020

3000. 000
-3000. 000
10000.000

-10000.000
0.100
0.000

36000.000
0.020

-3000.000

IN POSITION

ZERO OFFSET
IN POSITION(H)

X Y Z
ACT POSIT (MC) -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

[EXTENDjySET ADO CAL SEARCH ITEM T ITEM;

©©©©©©©©
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12. Pitch Error Compensation

The ball screws each have their own pitch-to-pitch errors, which may be compensatedfor by the setting of
the pitch error compensation data.

The pitch error compensation data provides a total of 2304 values for all the axes (384 values for each
axis).

Before setting the pitch error compensation value, use the following procedure:

(1) Set the P PITCH ERR COMP and N PITCH ERR COMP on screen 1 of the system parameter.

This determines the range of the screw pitch offset - from what position (N) to what position (P) in

that ball screw.

(2) Set the PITCH ERR COMP SPAN on screen 6 of the system parameter.

This determines the pitch between values for the screw pitch offset.

(3) In NC optional parameter (word) No. 33, set the total number of screw pitch compensation

values for all the axes.

(4) Set the PITCH POINT on screen 6 of the system parameter.

This sets the number of pitch error compensation points for individual axes (max.: 384 points per
axis). Setting is possible for individual axes and it should be made in the order of X, Y, Zthe 4th, the
5th and the 6th axes.

In the explanation given above, setting operation should be referred to the following sections:

For system parameter setting procedure, refer to 11. “System Parameter”.

For NC optional parameter (word) setting procedure, refer to 6. “NC Optional Parameter (Word)”.
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The setting procedure on the PITCH ERROR COMP, screen is explained below.

(a) Display the PITCH ERROR COMP, screen.

(b) By pressing [F5] (AXIS CHANGE) and the page keys, display the page on which the required
axis and point are displayed.

Since one screen displays only one axis data, press function key [F5] (AXIS CHANGE) if it is
necessary to set a different axis from the screen display. Each time that key is pressed, axes are
switched as follows: X-*YÿZ-ÿX-*4thÿ5thÿ6thÿXÿY-»Z.

Since one screen displays only 40 sets of data, press the page key if it is necessary to display No.
41 and following. Each time that key is pressed, the screen advances one page.

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00Cursor

* PITCH ERROR COMP. X *
NO. NO. NO. NO.

2J
0 12
0 13
0 14
0 15
0 16
0 17
0 18
0 19
0 20

1 0 21
0 22
0 23
0 24
0 25
0 26
0 27
0 28
0 29
0 30

0"\31 0
2 0 0
3 0 33

0 34
0 35
0 36
0 37
0 38
0 39
0 40

0
Axis name4 0

5 0
6 0
7 0
8 0
9 0

10 0

X Y z
ACT POSIT (WORK) -0.001 -0. 001 -0.001

I [EXTENDiy
AXIS

SET ADD SEARCH ITEM 1 ITEMiCHANGE

JD ©® [FS] (7T| (FT) (RT|
Press [F5] (AXIS CHANGE)
for fifth and later axes.

FI

Press either [F1] (SET)
or [F2] (ADD),

“S” if [F1] (SET) is pressed and
“AD” if [F2] (ADD) is pressed.

(c) Move the cursor to the required parameter by using the cursor control keys or by using [F4]
(SEARCH).
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(d) Setting

1) If the value to be set is known:

Press [Ft] (SET) and key in the value from the keyboard.

When setting the same data continuously from the position where the cursor is located, the
following input is used to set the data.

[offset data] * [number of points]

Example: [7] * [20]

Data of “7" |j.m is set for 20 points from the cursor located point.

2) If the value is already set and the value to be added to or subtracted from the existing value is
set:

Press [F2] (ADD) and key in the value to be added to or subtracted from the present setting.

(e) Press the WRITE key.

The data on wh)ich the cursor is placed is updated according to the keyed in value.

(f) Back up the data and turn off the power. Then, turn on the power again.

Data back up operation: After pressing [F8] (EXTEND), press [F7] (BACKUP).

NOTICE : For setting the pitch error compensation data, take the following points into consideration.

- For No. 1 on each axis, “0” should be set.

- Pitch variation between adjoining two points must be smaller than 16383 |u,m.

- If “(number of points) x (pitch compensation interval)” is very close to the travel of an axis, it
is recommended to set the data for more points.
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13. Machine Axis Parameter

The machine axis parameters designate the settings for data related to the machine axis. All the
machine axis are listed below, though some may not be present at certain machine models.

MA axis: ATC Magazine axis 1

MB axis: ATC Magazine axis 2 (Multiple magazines)

MC axis: ATC Magazine axis 3 (Multiple magazines)

TS axis: ATC change arm rotation axis

Tl axis: ATC change arm IN/OUT axis

PA axis: APC axis 1

PB axis: APC axis 2

PL axis: Multi-pallet magazine axis

AT axis: Attachment axis

AA axis: Attachment magazine axis 1

AB axis: Attachment magazine axis 2

CA axis: ATC carrier axis

CB axis: AAC (AT) carrier axis

WA axis: Crossrail (EC-W) axis

The machine axis parameters are listed below.

<Screen 1>

Factory Set
Initial Value

mm (in.)

Display Screen
Name

Setting
Range

Contents Setting Unit

P TRAVEL
LIMIT

P-directional travel end limit in
the machine coordinate system

Depends on
machine
specification

Selected
unit system

-99999999 to
+99999999

N TRAVEL
LIMIT

N-directional travel end limit in
the machine coordinate system

Same as
above

Same as
above

Same as
above

IN POSITION “In-position confirmation zone”
at positioning

Same as
above

0.000 to
10.000

Same as
above

CLAMP “Positioning clamp confirmation
zone” at positioning

Same as
above

Same as
above

Same as
above

ZERO-POINT Distance from encoder zero-
point to control zero-point

Same as
above

Same as
above

0.000 to
99999.999

ENCODER
OFFSET

Encoder’s zero cross shift
amount

Same as
above

Same as
above

-99999.999 to
99999.999

BACKLASH Back lash compensation
amount

Same as
above

Same as
above

Same as
above

OVERRUN Overrun amount at single-direc¬
tion positioning

Same as
above

Same as
above

0.000 to
99999.999AMT
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<Screen 2>

Factory Set
Initial Value

mm (in.)

Display Screen
Name

Setting
Range

Contents Setting Unit

OFFSET
1 to 8

General purpose data used at
each axis

Depends on
machine
specification

Selected
unit system

-99999.999 to
99999.999

<Screen 3>

Factory Set
Initial Value

mm (in.)

Display Screen
Name

Setting
Range

Contents Setting Unit

OFFSET
9 to 16

General purpose data used at
each axis

Depends on
machine
specification

-99999.999 to
99999.999

Selected
unit system

cContents of each axis parameter

Item Contentsaxis

MA P TRAVEL LIMIT Not used.

MB N TRAVEL LIMIT Not used.

IN POSITIONMC Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the magazine’s zero-point.
Designates the APA setting when pot No. 1 is positioned
at the tool change unit.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 2 Tool unloading unit offset
In order to position the magazine at the tool unloading
unit, the distance from zero-point when pot No. 1 is at
the tool unloading unit must be designated.

axis Item Contents

TS P TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the P stroke limit.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the N stroke limit.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the zero-point (tool change arm’s “tool grasp”
position).

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 1 Tool change arm’s “tool grasp” distance
Designates the distance from the tool change arm’s wait¬
ing position to its “tool grasp” position.
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axis Item Contents

Tl P TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the P stroke limit

N TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the N stroke limit.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the zero-point (vertical spindle’s tool inser¬
tion position).

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 1 Horizontal spindle’s tool insertion position
(MCR-B2/MCM-B)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the horizontal spindle’s tool insertion position.

Protective pot’s tool insertion position (MCV-A2)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the protective pot’s tool insertion position.

OFFSET 2 Magazine’s tool insertion position
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the magazine’s tool insertion position.

OFFSET 3 Tool extraction position
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool extraction position.

OFFSET 4 Tool insertion position (15° tilt)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool insertion position.

OFFSET 5 Tool insertion position (30° tilt)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool insertion position.

OFFSET 6 Tool insertion position (45° tilt)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool insertion position.

OFFSET 7 Tool insertion position (60° tilt)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool insertion position.

OFFSET 8 Tool insertion position (75° tilt)
Designates the relative distance between zero-point and
the tool insertion position.
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axis Item Contents

P TRAVEL LIMITPA Not used.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Not used.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the shifter’s zero-point.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 1 APC axis travel enabled position
Designates the APC shifter axis position where X- and
B- axis travel are enabled.

OFFSET 2 Shifter HP confirmation position
Designates the shifter stop position during a shifter AD¬
VANCE when the X-, Z-, and B- axis are not at their home
positions.

Itemaxis Contents

PL P TRAVEL LIMIT Not used.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Not used.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the pallet magazine’s zero-point.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.
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axis Item Contents

CA P TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the P stroke limit.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the N stroke limit.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the carrier’s zero-point.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 1 Vertical spindle tool insertion position
Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the ver¬
tical spindle’s tool insertion position.

OFFSET 2 Horizontal spindle tool insertion position
Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
horizontal spindle’s tool insertion position.

OFFSET 3 Magazine tool insertion position
Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
magazine’s tool insertion position.

OFFSET 4 Tool extraction position
Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
spindle’s tool extraction position.

OFFSET 5 Attachment tool change position
Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
attachment tool change position.

Itemaxis Contents

CB P TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the P stroke limit.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the N stroke limit.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the AT carrier’s zero-point.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Not used.

OFFSET 1 AT carrier wait position
Designates the attachment carrier’s waiting position.
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axis Item Contents

WA P TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the P stroke limit.

N TRAVEL LIMIT Sets the N stroke limit.

IN POSITION Sets the in position amount.

CLAMP Sets the clamp width.

ZERO-POINT Designates the crossrail zero-point.

ENCODER OFFSET Sets the encoder compensation amount.

BACKLASH Sets the backlash amount.

OVERRUN AMT Sets Overrun amount at single-direction positioning.

OFFSET 1 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M199/M85 positioning.

OFFSET 2 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M198/M84 positioning.

OFFSET 3 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M197/M83 positioning.

OFFSET 4 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M196/M82 positioning.

OFFSET 5 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M195/M81 positioning.

OFFSET 6 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M194 positioning.

OFFSET 7 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M193 positioning.

OFFSET 8 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M192 positioning.

OFFSET 9 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M191 positioning.

OFFSET 10 Designates the relative distance from zero-point to the
position attained by M190 positioning.

OFFSET 11 Display zero-offset
Designates the relative distance of the actual position dis¬
play’s “machine axis" WP zero-point from the crossrail
zero-point.

Axis except above are not used.
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Setting procedure is as follows:

(1) Press the PARAMETER key.

(2) Select the MC AXIS PARAMETER setting screen.

I PARAMETER SET
197/07/15 14:10:00

*MC AXIS DATA* 1mm
MA TS
0.000 1P TRAVEL LIMIT

N TRAVEL LIMIT
IN POSITION
CLAMP
ZERO OFFSET
ENCODER OFFSET
BACKLASH
OVERRUN AMT

0.000
0. 000
0.088
0.088
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.088
0.088

197.997
0.000
0.000
0.000 0.000

MA TS

ACT POSIT (MC) 162.003 359.998

ITEM t ITEMl [EXTEND]SEARCHSET ADD CAL

(3) To designate data settings for mount axis subsequent to axis No. 5, press function key [F5]
(AXIS SWITCH).

(4) Using the cursor keys, position the cursor at the desired position.

(5) Setting:

(a) When data is previously known:

Press function key [F1] (SET).

Enter the data with keyboard.

(b) When data has already been set and it is necessary to set the increment decrement against
the data:

Press function key [F2] (ADD).

Enter the increment/decrement with keyboard.

(c) When new setting is made at the position relative to the current value:

Press function key [F3] (CAL).

Enter the relative value.

[Supplement] This procedure cannot be used for the following setting items: in-position, clamp zone,

encoder offset, backlash, and single-direction overshoot amount.

(6) Press the WRITE key.

This rewrites the data indicated by the cursor.
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14. Machine User Parameters

To display a parameter, set “1” for the parameter group on the MC USER PARAMETER - Screen select
screen.

Set “0” for a parameter group which should not be displayed.

I PARAMETER"ÿT

I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
[l=Act ive, 0=Negative]Screen select

NO.NO. Item 1I tern
13. System Check Mode
14.External Program Select 1
15. Chuck
16.Axis interlock
17.APC
18.Additional Axis
19.Cross Rai I

11.Coolant
2. Power Save/Shutdown
3.Timer
4. Indicating Lamp
5.Buzzer
6.Spindle
7.ATC/Tool Exchange
8.Magazine
9.ExternaI M Command

10.External Hour Meter
11.Door Interlock
12.Axis Lube
MC System Parameter

1
1
1
1
1

20. 1
21.Robot -Loader l/F1 1
22. 1
23. 1
24.Special Specifications 1

[1=Act ive,0=Negat ive]

[EXTEND]JITEM! ITEM ACAL SEARCHADDSET

©©©©©©©©
14-1. Coolant Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

“COOLANT” SW is active Selects COOLANT switch “active”
or “specification code” according to
the setting.

1 Active Spec.
code

0

“A.B. NOZ. (Air Blow
Nozzle)” SW is active

Selects A.B. NOZ. (Air Blow
Nozzle) switch “active” or “specifi¬
cation code” according to the set¬
ting.

2 Active Spec.
code

0

“A.B. ADAPT. (Air Blow
Adapter)” SW is active

Selects A.B. ADAPT. (Air Blow
Adapter) switch “active” or “specifi¬
cation code” according to the set¬
ting.

3 Active Spec.
code

0

“OIL MIST’ SW is active Selects OIL MIST switch “active” or
“specification code” according to
the setting.

Spec.
code

4 Active 0

“OIL HOLE” SW is active Selects OIL HOLE switch “active”
or “specification code” according to
the setting.

5 Active Spec.
code

0

“SHOWER” SW is active Selects SHOWER switch “active”
or “specification code” according to
the setting._

6 Spec.
code

Active 0
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Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

“CHIP CON” SW is active7 Selects CHIP CON switch “active”
or “specification code” according to
the setting._

Active Spec.
code

0

“CHIP WASH” SW is active Selects CHIP WASH switch “ac¬
tive” or “specification code” accord¬
ing to the setting.

8 Active Spec.
code

0

“WATER GUN” SW is
active

Selects WATER GUN switch “ac¬
tive” or “specification code” accord¬
ing to the setting.

9 Active Spec.
code

0

10 “SPINDLE THROUGH AIR
BLOW" SW is active

Selects SPINDLE THROUGH AIR
BLOW switch “active” or “specifica¬
tion code” according to the setting.

Active Spec.
code

0

S-AIR BLOW is active
without spindle is zero

Sets if the interlock function, that
disables spindle rotation during
spindle-through air blow, is made
ineffective.

11 Ineffective Effective 0

CHIP WASH is turn on with
NC RUN

Sets whether or not the chip wash¬
ing function is activated at the start
up of the NC.

12 Activated Not 0
activated

M09 doesn’t turn off the
coolant

Sets whether or not M08 (coolant
ON) is turned off by the execution
of M09 (coolant group OFF).

13 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

Sets whether or not M50 (oil-hole
low pressure coolant ON) is turned
off by the execution of M09 (cool¬
ant group OFF).

M09 doesn’t turn off the oil
hole low pressure

Not turned Turned
OFF

14 0
OFF

M09 doesn’t turn off the oil
hole high pressure

15 Sets whether or not M51 (oil-hole
high pressure coolant ON) is
turned off by the execution of M09
(coolant group OFF).

Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

WI09 doesn’t turn off the air
blow (Nozzle)

Sets whether or not M12 (nozzle
type air blow ON) is turned off by
the execution of M09 (coolant
group OFF).

16 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

M09 doesn’t turn off the air
blow (Adapter)

Sets whether or not M59 (adapter
type air blow ON) is turned off by
the execution of M09 (coolant
group OFF).

17 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

M09 doesn’t turn off the oil
mist

Sets whether or not M07 (oil mist
ON) is turned off by the execution
of M09 (coolant group OFF).

18 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

M09 doesn’t turn off the
work shower

Sets whether or not M120 (work
shower ON) is turned off by the ex¬
ecution of M09 (coolant group
OFF).

19 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF

M00/M01 doesn’t turn off
spindle/coolant group

Sets whether or not spindle stops
and coolant group is turned off by
the execution of MOO (program
stop) or M01 (optional stop).

20 Not turned Turned
OFF

0
OFF
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InitialEffective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents Setting
Value

Unit

Oil mist time Sets the length of oil mist
ON time in an oil mist cycle.

21 ADD, SET 0 sec 0 to 3600 1 sec

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Chip conveyor turn on with
coolant

22 Sets whether or not the chip con¬
veyor starts operating if any one of
coolant related outputs (coolant,
oil-hole, shower, chip wash, water
gun) is turned on.

Starts
operating

Does not
start
operating

0

Chip conveyor turns on with
NC RUN

Sets whether or not the chip con¬
veyor starts operating at the start¬
up of the NC.

23 Starts
operating

Does not
start
operating

0

Hollow taper shanks with
flat contact surface

24 (Not used) 0

14-2. Power Save/Shutdown Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

“Power Save” is made
ineffective

Sets whether or not the power
save function is made ineffective.

Ineffective1 Effective 0

“Power Save” is made
ineffective during M00/M01

Sets whether or not the power
save function is made ineffective
during the execution of MOO (pro¬
gram stop) or M01 (optional stop).

2 Ineffective Effective 0

3 “Automatic Power
Shutdown” is made
effective

Sets whether or not the automatic
power shutdown function is made
effective.

Effective Ineffective 0

Alarm is added as a
requirement for Shutdown

Sets if “occurrence of alarm” is
added to requirements for power
shutdown.

Added4 Not added 0

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingContentsNo. Display Screen
Unit

Power saving time Sets the length of time until
the power save function is
activated after stopping an
operation.

ADD, SET5 30 minutes 0 to 60 1 min

Power shutdown time6 Sets the length of time until
the power is automatically
shut down after stopping an
operation.

ADD, SET 0 sec 0 to 3600 1 sec
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14-3. Timers

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

The 2nd timer; Counting
spindle rotation period

Sets the function of the 2nd timer
as the “spindle ON” timer.

1 Yes No 0

The 2nd timer; Counting
NC operation period

Sets the function of the 2nd timer
as the “NC RUN” timer.

2 Yes No 0

The 2nd timer; Add
Auto-mode condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
mode” is added to the conditions
for operating the 2nd timer.

Yes3 No 0

The 2nd timer; Add
Auto-mode/Single-block off

Sets whether or not the “automatic
mode” and “single block OFF” are
added to the conditions for operat¬
ing the 2nd timer.

4 Yes No 0

The 3rd timer; Counting
spindle rotation period

Sets the function of the 3rd timer
as the “spindle ON” timer.

5 Yes No 0

The 3rd timer; Counting NC
operation period

Sets the function of the 3rd timer
as the “NC RUN” timer.

Yes6 No 0

The 3rd timer; Add
Auto-mode condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
mode” is added to the conditions
for operating the 3rd timer.

Yes7 No 0

The 3rd timer; Add
Auto-mode/Single-block off

Sets whether or not the “automatic
mode” and “single block OFF” are
added to the conditions for operat¬
ing the 3rd timer.

Yes8 No 0

14-4. Indicating Lamp Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Parameter ContentsNo. Set 1 SetO

The 3rd lamp (NC running)
is made effective

Sets whether or not the 3rd
indicating lamp is made effective.

Effective Ineffective1 0

It is turned on without
S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “single
block OFF” condition is
disregarded for the lighting of the
3rd indicating lamp (NC running).

2 Disre¬
garded

Regarded 0

It is turned on without
Auto/S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
operation” and “single block OFF”
conditions are disregarded for the
lighting of the 3rd indicating lamp
(NC running).

3 Dis¬
regarded

Regarded 0

It is turned off when an
alarm occurs

Sets if the 3rd indicating lamp (NC
running) is turned off at the
occurrence of an alarm.

Turned
OFF

Not turned
OFF

4 0

Alarm lamp is made
effective

Sets whether or not the alarm lamp
is made effective.

Ineffective5 Effective 0

It is turned on without
S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “single
block OFF” condition is
disregarded for the lighting of the
alarm lamp.

Regarded6 Dis- 0
regarded
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Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

It is turned on without
Auto/S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
operation" and “single block OFF”
conditions are disregarded for the
lighting of the alarm lamp.

Dis-7 Regarded 0
regarded

Operation end lamp is
made effective

Sets whether or not the operation
end lamp is made effective.

Effective8 Ineffective 0

It is turned on without
S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “single
block OFF” condition is
disregarded for the lighting of the
operation end lamp.

9 RegardedDis- 0
regarded

It is turned on without
Auto/S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
operation" and “single block OFF”
conditions are disregarded for the
lighting of the operation end lamp.

10 Dis- Regarded 0
regarded

Alarm/end lamps are not
turned off with power save

If the NC enters the power save
mode while the alarm or the cycle
end indicating lamp is lit, the lamp
is not turned off.

11 Valid Invalid 0

Alarm lamp is turned on
with alarm D occurs

Occurrence of alarm D is added to
the conditions for the alarm
indicating lamp to turn on.

13 Added Not added 0

Alarm lamp is not turned on
with alarm C occurs

Occurrence of alarm C is
eliminated from the conditions for
the alarm indicating lamp to turn

14 Eliminated Not 0
eliminated

on.

Alarm lamp is not turned on
with alarm B occurs

Occurrence of alarm B is
eliminated from the conditions for
the alarm indicating lamp to turn

Eliminated15 Not 0
eliminated

on.

Alarm lamp is not turned on
with alarm A occurs

Occurrence of alarm A is
eliminated from the conditions for
the alarm indicating lamp to turn

Eliminated16 Not 0
eliminated

on.

14-5. Buzzer Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

ParameterNo. Contents SetOSet 1

Operation end buzzer is
made effective

Sets whether or not the operation
end buzzer is made effective.

Effective1 Ineffective 0

Buzzer sounds without
S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “single
block OFF’ condition is disre¬
garded for the sounding of the op¬
eration end buzzer.

2 RegardedDis- 0
regarded

Buzzer sounds without
Auto/S-BLK OFF condition

Sets whether or not the “automatic
operation” and “single block OFF”
conditions are disregarded for the
sounding of the operation end
buzzer.

Dis- Regarded3 0
regarded
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Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Buzzer is not turned off by
end timer

Sets if the operation end buzzer is
not turned off using a timer.

4 Not turned
OFF

Turned
OFF

0

Buzzer is not turned off
when alarm occurs

Sets if the operation end buzzer is
not turned on if an alarm has oc¬
curred.

5 Not tuned Turned 0
ON ON

Buzzer is not turned off
when completing program

Sets if the operation end buzzer is
not turned on at the completion of
a program._

6 Not turned Turned 0
ON ON

Effective
Command

Initial Set¬
ting Value

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay Screen ContentsNo.
Unit

Operation end buzzer
timer

Sets the length of time the
buzzer sounds.

ADD, SET7 10 sec 0 to 600 1 sec

14-6. Spindle

Initial
Setting
Value

ParameterNo. Contents Set 1 SetO

Spindle stops when an
alarm of level B occurs

Sets whether or not the spindle is
stopped at the occurrence of a lev¬
el B alarm.

1 Stopped Not 0
stopped

The minimum of “S” is the
minimum speed of motor

Determines whether or not the
minimum value for an “S” com¬
mand may be set at the minimum
speed of a motor.

2 Can be set Cannot be 0
set

“No tool” interlock is made
ineffective

Sets if the “no tool in the spindle”
interlock is made ineffective.

3 Ineffective Effective 0

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay Screen ContentsNo.
Unit

Spindle overload
allowable time

Sets the length of time in
which spindle load is not
monitored after the start of
the spindle.

ADD, SET4 0 sec Oto 60 1 sec
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14-7. ATC/Tool Exchange

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Indexing magazine by
advances one step

Sets if magazine index is effective
by the operation of the 1-step
advance button.

1 Effective Ineffective 0

Exchange angular
attachment tool with M06

Sets if a horizontal spindle tool
change cycle (M177) is executed
by the execution of M06.

2 Executed Not 0
executed

“INTERLOCK RELEASE”
button is effective for ATC
HP return

Sets if the “ATC at home position”
is checked or not for tool change
operation if the INTERLOCK
RELEASE button is pressed.

3 Not Checked 0
checked

Answer to M06 without
door-close condition

Sets if the door close confirmation
signal may be disregarded as the
condition for outputting the answer
signal for M06 (tool change).

4 Dis- Not dis¬
regarded

0
regarded

Effective
Command

Initial Set¬
ting Value

SettingSetting
Range

Display ScreenNo. Contents
Unit

Tool unclamp time Sets the length of time in
which a tool is unclamped
after pressing the TOOL
UNCLAMP button.

ADD, SET5 3 sec Oto 30 1 sec

14-8. Magazine Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Sets if the “tool existing in the mag¬
azine” interlock is made ineffective.

“Tool exist” interlock is
made ineffective

Ineffective1 Effective 0

It does not stop ATC when
“MANUAL INT” is on

Sets if the magazine door interlock
function, which stops ATC, is inef¬
fective in the manual intervention
of magazine operation.

Effective2 Ineffective 0

Stops ATC and APC with
magazine intervention

Sets if the magazine door interlock
function stops both the ATC and
APC.

Stops ATC
and APC

3 Does not
stop ATC
and APC

0

Magazine intervention
mode is made ineffective

Sets if manual intervention of mag¬
azine operation is ineffective while
the magazine door interlock func¬
tion is active.

4 Ineffective Effective 0
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14-9. External M Command Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

M181 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M181 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

1 After Before 0

M182 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M182 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

2 After Before 0

M183 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M183 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

Before3 After 0

M184 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M184 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

4 After Before 0

M185 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M185 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

After Before5 0

M186 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M186 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

6 After Before 0

M187 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M187 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning.

Before7 After 0

M188 is executed after
completion positioning

Sets whether M188 is executed
before or after the completion of
positioning._

8 After Before 0

14-10. External Hour Meter Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

ContentsNo. Parameter Set 1 SetO

Add “Auto mode” to output
conditions

Sets if the “automatic mode” is
added to the conditions for activat¬
ing an external hour meter.

Added Not added1 0

Add “RUN lamp on” to
output conditions

Sets if the “RUN indicating lamp
ON status” is added to the condi¬
tions for activating an external hour
meter.

Not added2 Added 0

Add “Spindle in rotating” to
output conditions

Sets if the “spindle in rotating” is
added to the conditions for activat¬
ing an external hour meter.

Not added3 Added 0

Sets if the “axis is moving" is add¬
ed to the conditions for activating
an external hour meter.

Add “Axis moving” to output
conditions

Added Not added4 0

Add “Spindle override
100%” to output conditions

Sets if the “spindle override setting
at 100%” is added to the conditions
for activating an external hour me-

Added Not added5 0

ter.
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Initial
Setting
Value

ParameterNo. Contents SetOSet 1

Add “Feedrate override
100%” to output conditions

Sets if the “feedrate override set¬
ting at 100%” is added to the con¬
ditions for activating an external
hour meter.

6 Added Not added 0

Add “Single block off to
output conditions

Sets if the “single block OFF” is
added to the conditions for activat-
ing an external hour meter._

Added Not added7 0

14-11. Door Interlock Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Spindle rotation is
continued

Sets if the spindle keeps rotating
when the door interlock function is
activated.

Stops1 Keeps
rotating

0

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

Spindle allowable
revolution

Sets the allowable maxi¬
mum speed for the spindle
to rotate while the opera¬
tor’s door is open.

ADD, SET2 800 rpm 1 rpm50 to 800

Door lock release
Timer

Sets the length of time in
which the DOOR LOCK RE¬
LEASE button (lock pin re¬
lease) is effective.

3 ADD, SET 0 sec 0 to 60 1 sec

14-12. Axis Lubrication Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

SettingSetting
Range

No. Display Screen Contents
Unit

Axis Lube cycle time Sets the length of axis lu¬
brication cycle time.

ADD, SET1 10 min 1 minOto 10

Sets the length of time in
which the axis lubrication
pump motor operates.

Axis Lube pump time ADD, SET2 15 sec 15 to 120 1 sec

Cross rail Lube cycle
time

1 cycle time for cross-rail lu¬
brication

ADD, SET3 10 min 1 minOto 120

Cross rail Lube pump
time

Cross-rail lubrication pump
motor operating time

ADD, SET4 15 sec 15 to 60 1 sec
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14-13. System Check Mode

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

System check mode Sets the axis number used
for testing._

ADD, SET1 0 to 999 None0

Initial
No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO Setting

Value

Automatic setting cross rail
positioning point

Positioning levels of the cross-rail
are automatically determined.

2 Determined Not 0
determined

14-14. External Program Selection Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Check parity (even) is
made effective

Sets whether or not the even parity
scheme is effective for the
designation of the program number
of the program to be downloaded
from an external device.

Effective Ineffective1 0

Check parity (odd) is made
effective

Sets whether or not the odd parity
scheme is effective for the
designation of the program number
of the program to be downloaded
from an external device.

Effective2 Ineffective 0

14-15. Chuck

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Chuck grips the inner
diameter of the workpiece

Sets the workpiece holding direc¬
tion by the chuck - I.D. or O.D.

I.D.1 O.D. 0
grippinggripping

Even if chuck opens,
cutting feed is effective

Sets if the interlock function which
disables cutting feed while the
chuck is open is made ineffective.

Effective2 Ineffective 0

Spindle rotation inhibit
when chuck opens

3 Sets if the interlock function which
disables spindle rotation while the
chuck is open is made effective.

Effective Ineffective 0
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Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

“Chuck Close” limit switch
is made ineffective

Sets if the chuck close limit switch
is made ineffective.

If set for “ineffective” (limit switch
not used), a timer is used; at the
count-up of the timer, the chuck is
assumed to have closed.

4 Ineffective Effective 0

“Chuck Open" limit switch is
made ineffective

Sets if the chuck open limit switch
is made ineffective.

If set for “ineffective” (limit switch
not used), a timer is used; at the
count-up of the timer, the chuck is
assumed to have opened.

5 Ineffective Effective 0

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay ScreenNo. Contents
Unit

6 Work clamp timer Workpiece clamp
confirmation timer

ADD, SET 0 0 to 6000 0.01
sec

Work unclamp timer7 Workpiece unclamp
confirmation timer

ADD, SET 0 to 6000 0.010
sec

Correct clamp of a
workpiece is recognized if
the workpiece clamp signal
stays on for the present
length of time.

8 Work seated
confirmation timer

ADD, SET 1 sec 0 to 6000 0.01
sec

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Work seated air is OFF by
chuck open

9 Workpiece clamp solenoid is
automatically de-energized when
the chuck is opened.

Yes No 0

Work seated air is ON by
chuck close

10 Workpiece clamp solenoid is
automatically energized when the
chuck is opened._

Yes No 0
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(1) Select the desired parameter setting screen.

(2) Move the cursor to the data to be changed or set using the cursor keys and change or set the
desired data.

< Coolant >

I PARAMETER SET
1 97/07/15 MHEUKT

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO.1-1
Coolant
1. "COOLANT” SW is active
2. "A.B. NOZ. (Ai r Blow Nozzle)” SW is active
3. ”A.B. ADAPT. (Ai r Blow Adapter)” SW is active
4. ’’OIL MIST” SW is active
5. ’’OIL HOLE” SW is active
6. ’’SHOWER” SW is active
7. "CHIP CON” SW is active
8. ’’CHIP WASH” SW is active
9. ’’WATER GUN” SW is active

10. ’’SPINDLE THROUGH AIR BLOW” SW is active
11.S-AIR BLOW is active without spindle is zero
12. CHIP WASH is turn on with NC RUN

E
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ITEM t ITEMlCAL SEARCHSET ADD

< Power Save/Shutdown >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 2
Power Save/Shutdown
1. 'Power Save’ is made ineffective
2. 'Power Save' is made ineffective during MOO/MOl
3. ’Automatic Power Shutdown’ is made effective
4.Alarm is added as a requirement for Shutdown
5.Power saving time
6.Power shutdown time

9
0
0

30[min]
0[sec]

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMiSET CAL SEARCHADD
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< Timer >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO. 3
Timer

I.The 2nd timer;

2.The 2nd timer;
3.The 2nd t imer;
4.The 2nd timer;
5.The 3rd timer;
6.The 3rd timer;
7.The 3rd timer;
8.The 3rd timer;

0
0

Counting spindle rotation period
Counting NC operation Period
Add Auto-mode condition
Add Auto-mode/Single-block off
Counting spindle rotation period
Counting NC operation period
Add Auto-mode condition
Add Auto-mode/Single-block off

0
0
0
0
0

9.
10.
11.
12.

SET ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMi

(ZD©©©CfDCZDCfD©

< Indicating lamp >

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO. 4
Indicating lamp
I.The 3rd lamp (NC running) is made effective
2. It is turned on without S-BLK OFF condition
3. It is turned on without Auto/S-BLK OFF condition
4. It is turned off when an alarm occurs
5.Alarm lamp is made effective
6. It Is turned on without S-BLK OFF condition
7. It is turned on without Auto/S-BUC OFF condition
8.Operation end lamp is made effect
9. It is turned on without S-BLK OFF condition

10. It is turned on without Auto/S-BLK OFF condition
11.Alarm/end lamps are not turned off with power save

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12.

ITEM t ITEM1ADD SEARCHCALSET

©©©©©©©©
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< Buzzer >

i PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 HTTOTOO

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 5
Buzzer

1. Operation end buzzer is made effective
2.Buzzer sounds without S-BLK OFF condition
3.Buzzer sounds without Auto/S-BLK OFF condition
4.Buzzer is not turned off by end timer
5-Buzzer is not turned off when alarm occurs
6.Buzzer is not turned off when completing program
7.Operation end buzzer timer

f
0
0
0
0

10[sec]
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM! ITEMICAL SEARCHSET ADD

CED CED CfD CÿD CEL) CfD CED CzD
< Spindle >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14TT5T00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 6
Spindle
1.Spindle stops when an alarm of level B occurs
2.The minimum of "S” is the minimum speed of motor
3. ”No toof’inter lock is made ineffective
4. Spindle overload al lowable time

m
0
0
0[10msec]

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM T ITEMlSET ADD CAL SEARCH

CED CED CED Cf±D CEE) CED CED CEI
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< ATC/Too! exchange >

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO. 7

ATC/TooI exchange
1.Index ing magaz ine by advances one step
2.Exchange angular attachment tool with M06
3. "INTERLOCK RELEASE” button is effective for ATC HP 0
4. Answer to M06 without door-close condition
5. Tool unclamp time

0

0
3[sec]

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM T ITEMlADO CALSET SEARCH

< Magazine >

"\PARAMETER "SET
I 97/07/15 14:1Q:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO. 8
Magaz i ne
l.’Tool exist” interlock is made ineffective
2. It does not stop ATC when "MANUAL INT” is on
3.Stops ATC and APC with magazine intervention
4.Magazine intervent ion mode is made ineffective

m
0
0
0

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

SET CAL SEARCH ITEM T ITEMlADO
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< External M Command >

I PARAMETER SET

1 97/07/15 HHOTOO
* MC USER PARAMETER *

NO. 9
External M command

is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning
is executed after completion positioning

I
0

1.M181
2.Ml82
3.Ml 83
4.Ml 84
5. Ml 85
6. Ml86
7.Ml87
8.Ml88

0
0
0
0
0

9.
10.
11.
12.

—

ITEM t ITEMISET ADO CAL SEARCH

©©©©©©©©
< External hour meter >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 MHOTOfr

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 10

External hour meter
l.Add ’’Auto mode” to output conditions
2. Add ’’RUN lamp on” to output conditions
3.Add "Spindle in rotating’ to output conditions
4. Add "Axis moving” to output conditions
5.Add ’’Spindle override 100%” to output conditions
6. Add "Feedrate override 100% ” to output conditions
7. Add "Single block off” to output conditions

0
0
0
0
0
0

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMiSET CAL SEARCHADO

©©©©©©©GI
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< Door interlock >

I PARAMETER SET

I 97/07/15 14:10:00
* MC USER PARAMETER *

NO. 11
Door Interlock
1.Spindle rotation is continued
2.Spindle allowable revolution
3.Door lock release Timer

0
0 [1/min]
0 [sec]

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

SET ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM! ITEM1

< Axis lubrication >

I PARAMETER ~SET
197/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 12
Axis Lube

I.Axis Lube cycle time
2,Axis Lube pump time
3.Cross rail Lube cycle time
4. Cross rail Lube pump time

1 101 [min]
30 [sec]
0 [min]
0 [sec]

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMlCAL SEARCHSET ADD

©©©©©©©©
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< System check mode >

I PARAMETER~SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 13
System check mode
1.System check mode
2.Automat ic setting cross rail positioning point 0
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM T ITEMiCAL SEARCHSET ADD

©©©©©©©©
< External program selection >

I PARAMETER~SET
197/07/15 14110:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *
NO. 14
External program select

1. Check parity(even) is made effective
2.Check parity(odd) is made effective

0
0

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

SET ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMl

©©©©©©©©
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< Chuck >

I PARAMETER ~SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC USER PARAMETER *NO. 15
Chuck
1.Chuck grips the inner diameter of the workpeace
2.Even if chuck opens, cutting feed is effective
3.Spindle rotation inhibit when chuck opens
4/Chuck Close* limit switch is made ineffective
5.* Chuck Open* limit switch is made ineffective
6.Work clamp timer
7.Work unclamp timer
8.Work seated confirmation timer
9. Work seated air is OFF by chuck open

10. Work seated air is ON by chuck close

0
0
0
0
0
0[.01sec]
0[.01sec]
0[.01sec]
0
0

11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMiSET CAL SEARCHADD
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15. Machine System Parameters

To display the MC SYSTEM PARAMETER (Screen Select) screen, set “1” for Machine System Parameter
on the MC USER PARAMETER - Screen select screen.

Todisplay aparameter, set “1” for the parameter group on theMC SYSTEM PARAMETER - Screen Select
screen.

To disable the display of the MC SYSTEM PARAMETER (Screen Select) screen, set “0” for Machine
System Parameter on the MC USER PARAMETER - Screen select screen, or set “0” for a parameter
group which should not be displayed.

I PARAMETER SET
97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
Screen Select [1=Active, 0=NegativeJ

m i3.
T 14.

NO. I tem NO. I tem
1.Spindle
2.ATC
3.APC
4.AAC
5.Home Position
6.MCS
7.Power Sequence
8.Axis Exchange
9.ATC arm Parameter

10.ATC arm Torque limiter

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

11. 23.
12. 24.

[EXTEND]SET ADD CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEM A

15-1. Spindle Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay ScreenNo. Contents
Unit

Spindle Oscillate
Revolution

Sets the spindle oscillation
speed used for changing
spindle gear ranges.

ADD, SET1 0 rpm Oto 100 1 rpm

Spindle Oscillate
Frequency

Sets the length of time to
start motor oscillation after
the output of the gear range
change solenoid signal for
spindle oscillation.

ADD, SET2 1 sec Oto 5 1 sec

Spindle Oscillate
Period

Sets the length of motor
rotation time for spindle os¬
cillation.

3 ADD, SET 5 sec Oto 5 1 sec

Torque Limiter Sets the torque limit value
for spindle rotation.
(conversion with 32767 =
100%)

_

4 ADD, SET 1% 0 to 32767 1%
(327)
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SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

15-2. ATC Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

ATC Sequence No. ATC operation sequence
number

1 SET 1 None1 to max.
ATC
operation
step
number

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

ATC Arm A/B mode Selects the tool change arm mode. A mode2 B mode 1

ATC Arm torque limiter is
made ineffective

Sets if the entries at the ATC arm
torque limiter screen are made in¬
effective.

3 Ineffective Effective 0

15-3. APC Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay Screen ContentsNo.
Unit

APC Sequence No. APC operation sequence
number

SET1 None1 to max.
APC
operation
step
number

1

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Pallet A/B mode Selects the pallet change mode.2 A mode B mode 1

15-4. AAC Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

SettingSetting
Range

No. Display Screen Contents
Unit

AAC operation sequence
number

AAC Sequence No. SET1 None1 1 to max.
AAC
operation
step
number
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15-5. Home Position Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

No. Parameter Contents Set 1 SetO

Automatic override is made
effective: HP1

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP1

Effective1 Ineffective 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP2

2 Automatic override is made
effective: HP2

Effective Ineffective 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP3

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP3

3 Effective Ineffective 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP4

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP4

Effective Ineffective4 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP5

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP5

Effective Ineffective5 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP6

Automatic override is made
effective: HP6

Effective Ineffective6 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP7

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP7

Effective Ineffective7 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP8

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: FIP8

Effective8 Ineffective 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP9

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP9

Effective Ineffective9 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP10

Automatic override is made
effective: HP10

Effective Ineffective10 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP11

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP11

Effective11 Ineffective 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP12

Automatic override is made
effective: HP12

Effective Ineffective12 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP13

Automatic override is made
effective: HP13

Effective Ineffective13 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP14

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP14

Effective Ineffective14 0

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP15

Automatic override is made
effective: HP15

Effective Ineffective15 0

Automatic override is made
effective: HP16

Sets if automatic override is made
effective for home position return
operation: HP16_

Effective16 Ineffective 0
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Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

The value of
automatic override

17 Sets the automatic override
value applied for home posi-
tion return operation._

ADD, SET 0% Oto 100 1%

15-6. MCS Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

MSC Charging Time Sets the length of time for
the system to wait for the
operation ready state of the
servo controller (MSC).

1 ADD, SET 0 sec Oto 30 1 sec

15-7. Power Sequence Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingDisplay ScreenNo. Contents
Unit

Compulsory Power
Shutdown Delay
Timer

Delay timer for shutting off
the power forcibly even if all
of power shutdown condi¬
tions are not satisfied.

ADD, SET1 0 sec Oto 30 1 sec

Operating power
Shutdown Alarm
check Timer

Sets the length of waiting
time until the power is
shutdown after the start of
the operation power
shutdown sequence.

Alarm message “4709
Alarm D Managing
operating power shutdown”
is displayed if the power is
not shut off after the elapse
of the set time.

2 ADD, SET 0 sec Oto 30 1 sec

15-8. Axis Exchange Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingNo. Display Screen Contents
Unit

Alarm check timer for
LS exchange

Sets the length of time the
system waits for the input
from the axis exchange
complete LS.

1 ADD, SET Osec Oto 30 1 sec
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SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

15-9. ATC Arm Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting Ran- SettingContents
Unitge

Parameters related to the control of operation steps of
the ATC arm

ADD, SET None0 -99999999 to
99999999

15-10. ATC Arm Torque Limiter Parameters

Initial
Setting
Value

Effective
Command

Setting
Range

SettingParameter Contents
Unit

degree [deg] These parameters are provided to
set torque limit values of the maxi¬
mum output torque for the ATC arm
motor in relation to the cam angles.

The maximum motor output torque
is set assuming 100% for the 300%
of the motor rating._

ADD, SET 0 0.000 to
359.000

1 deg

torque limiter [%] ADD, SET 0 Oto 100 1%
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SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

(1) Select the desired parameter setting screen.

(2) Move the cursor to the data to be changed or set using the cursor keys and change or set the
desired data.

< Spindle >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 1
Spindle

1.Spindle Osci I late Revolution
2.Spindle Oscillate Frequency
3.Spindle Oscillate Period
4.Torque Limiter

I 30| [1/min]
1 [sec]
5 [sec]
0 M

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

SET CAL SEARCHADD ITEM t ITEMl

©©©©©©©@

< ATC >

I PARAMETER SET
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 2
ATC

1.ATC Sequence No.
2. ATC Arm A/B mode
3.ATC Arm torque limiter is made ineffective

UJ
o
0

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMiADD CAL SEARCHSET

©©©©©©(ID©
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< APC >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 3
APC

1.APC Sequence No.
2.Pa I let A/B mode
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM! ITEM J.ADO CALSET SEARCH

©©©©©©©©
< AAC >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 4
AAC

1.AAC Sequence No.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEMiADO CAL SEARCH ITEM tSET

©©©©©©©©
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< Home Position >

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 5-1
Home Position
1. Automatic override
2. Automatic override
3. Automatic override
4. Automatic override
5. Automatic overr ide
6. Automatic override
7. Automatic override
8. Automatic override
9. Automatic override

10.Automatic override
11.Automatic override
12. Automatic override

1is made effect iveiHPI
is made effect ive!HP2
is made effect iveiHP3
is made effect ive!HP4
is made effect iveJHP5
is made effect iveJHP6
is made effect ive!HP7
is made effect iveiHP8
is made effect ive;HP9
is made effect iveiHPIO
is made effect ivelHPII
is made effect iveiHP12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ITEM t ITEMiSET CAL SEARCHADO

<MCS>

I PARAMETER SET
| 97/07/15 14rfQTW

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *NO. 6
MCS

I 3| [sec]1.MCS chergi ng Time
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

SEARCH ITEM t ITEMlSET ADD CAL
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SECTION 3 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER AND SETTING PROCEDURE

< Power Sequence >

I PARAMETER ~SET
97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 7
Power Sequence

1. Compulsory Power Shutdown Delay Timer
2.0perating power Shutdown Alarm check Timer

[sec]
[sec]

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM t ITEMlSET ADD CAL SEARCH

< Axis Exchange >

! PARAMETER SEf
197/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 8
Axis Exchange
1. Alarm check timer for LS exchange I 5 | [sec]
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

ITEM T ITEMiADO CAL SEARCHSET

©©©©©©©©
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< ATC arm Parameter >

PARAMETER ~SET
| 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 9-1
ATC arm Parameter

NO. NO. NO. NO.
001 0 011 0 021

0 022
0 023
0 024

0 031
0 032
0 033
0 034
0 035

0
002 0 012

0 013
0 014
0 015
0 016
0 017
0 018

0
003 0
004 0
005 0 025 0
006 0260 0 036 0
007 0 027 0 037 0
008 0 028 0 038 0
009 0 019 0 029 0 039 0
010 0 020 0 030 0 040 0

=

SET CAL SEARCH ITEM t ITEMiADD

< ATC arm Torque limiter >

I PARAMETER ~SET~
I 97/07/15 14:10:00

* MC SYSTEM PARAMETER *
NO. 10
ATC arm torque I imi ter
NO. degree torque limiter NO.

0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000

degree torque limiter
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

001 0 on 0
002 0 012 0
003 0 013 0
004 0 014 0
005 0 015 0
006 0 016 0
007 0 017 0
008 0 018 0
009 0 019 0
010 0200 0

SET ITEM t ITEMlADD CAL SEARCH
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SECTION 1 APPENDED FIGURES

SECTION 1 APPENDED FIGURES

1. NC Operation Panel

Q _*UML . JJSBF_ >U«M j

StSSBEHES

m 30©* $ OEL

CJULUL
nrarr BZ)C“

M030E
0®(3EMm

0000 {»
0 34}(5X6

Ksegasg©©
(©[ZD®®®®®®®©

Fig. 1-1 NC Operation Panel (14-inch CRT)
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Machine Operation Panel2.

:
NC OPERATION EMG . STOPATC OPERATION I

:
I! |CONTROL OK OC0HTROL OFF f7__ /BLOCK

'=ÿ=1 -----SKIP
/ÿOGRW] WHOC«M!7 Y
! BRANCH j BRANCH!' DISPLAY OPT! OKA’.; !SINGLc
L ! ! 2 [ Qrf ;STOF;I9lDC<

y =in1NT=P.
. LOCK
iREl- ASE

I
ATC || APC

I) V
i

[/AXIS
COM. AUTO

|CANCEL j j MANUAL

/PULSE|If JjP ![ r |jHANOLEI ECUENCS [V SlCrCLc iCYCLE IlSTE? MSTSP
SHIFTI RESTART] jjf START j ART|;AOVtllg LRSVSfej

7i » :
i CYCLE S.T.M.
J STOP LOCK

AXIS SELECT—s, / NC OPERATION

fVlrTYzl fe K?!RR0R j
IMAGE I IMAGE I

jCOOLANT] jA.5 NO:.J jA-BAQAPl; [WATSRGUK

LL* CYCLE START j'MIRROR
IMAGE r(_* Z||4Y SPINDLH LIGHT

ML 7@ 7i7zr\7 7 fSfSlFP|PS|ÿ|ÿ
HChlP:OxJ||lOilPCOKj|joil MlSTj [C!L KOLej KH|PWASH| jSHOttcR

PULSE LOCK [MACHINE DRY
HAKPLEJ [RE LEASE jl LOCK II RUN

LOj SLIDE HOLDfffii f mRKU ’pttttmwj! |SPINDLE [RELEASE \y )\ II\Y ll
' ItJHQj «

-* (Wain) JOG
40ÿ

(K/nfn) SPEED
1000 AO

VL RAPID Im % FEEDRATE
_. 90 95<EB>
80 rJU> 105

70. —771ÿ.150

:
I

+

foi foccw

,120o >130
CWJ STOP

>140

>,n * RESETRAPID
r\J\,% OVERRIDE

1o5J?W
VMfO% SPINDLE OVERRIDE

no 1?° 130

3C1

20' '160
20 SCO 2000 80 10 170

105, 5 01B09C< ,150
101 6 20C4 4000 160 NC PANEL

UNLOCK LOCK

16080 DOOR INTERLOCK
6 SS7&

RESTART0
’ieo i !00n
!M 2 50' P 0060OC 240

50'

0.04 1 10000 AOC

Fig. 1-2 Vertical Type Machine Operation Panel
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105
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Fig. 1-3 Horizontal Type Machine Operation Panel
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3. Option Panel

o o o oo o

RS232C l/F HOUR METER OPERATION MODE

CHO

BUZZER LIGHT

j|0 i 2 a 4|- |s|H| § fHOURMETER

AC. 100V 2A
ERROR AUTO POWER
LIGHTO OFF

RESET

§ §llFS '3 Tl fslHl
HOURMETER

O O 0 oo o

Puncher Hour Meter Operation End Mode

Fig. 1-4 Option Panel
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4. Manual Tool Change Operation Panel for OSP

Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)4-1.

MANUAL TOOL CHANGE

D O
TOOL CHANGE CYCLE TOOL CLAMP TOOL UNCLAMP

(oÿ

Fig. 1-5 Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)

4-2. Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)

MANUAL TOOL CHANGE

TOOL CHANGE CYCLE

TOOL CLAMP

TOOL UNCLAMP

A)

Fig. 1-6 Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)
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4-3. Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (MDB-A/B, MCV-A/B)

Spindle Release Indicating Lamp

Tool Change Set Indicating Lamp

Tool Inserted Indicating Lamp

Tool Removed Indicating Lamp

X
t ?¥?

2r
ATool Removal Pushbutton Switch

Tool Insertion Pushbutton Switch

Tool Change Set Pushbutton Switch

Spindle Release Pushbutton Switch

Fig. 1-7 Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (MDB-A/B, MCV-A/B)

4-4. Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (MDB-A/B, MCV-A/B)

Tool Change Cycle Indicating Lamp

Tool Clamp Indicating Lamp

Tool Unclamp Indicating Lamp

L
ll

H
Tool Unclamp Pushbutton Switch

Tool Clamp Pushbutton Switch

Tool Change Cycle Pushbutton Switch

Fig. 1-8 Manual Tool Change Operation Panel (MDB-A/B, MCV-A/B)
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SECTION 1 APPENDED FIGURES

Magazine Manual Operation Panel5.

5-1. Magazine Manual Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)

(6 o
MG.MANUAL o o

© MG.MANUAL
MANUAL INT. CONSTANT INDEX

©O. IO.

INDEX STARTMANUAL INT
CW CCWO I

INDEX STOP INDEX START
CW CCW

EMG. STOP

EMG.STOP

3=ÿ

oo
o

Fig. 1-9 Magazine Manual Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)
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5-2. Magazine Manual Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)

MANUAL INT.

MANUAL
INT.

\ ©

CONSTANT INDEX

€INDEX START1r
cw ccw

INDEX STOP

c°°J
RESTART DOOR

INTERLOCK

©

EMG.STOP

Tt=-3-

Fig. 1-10 Magazine Manual Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)
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cn
W

m
MC MANUAL

MANUAL £
INT 03

NManual Intervention
Enable Indicating Lamp

:o:
5'IO, <o

Manual Intervention ON/OFF
Selection Switch g>

cContinuoous Magazine Index
ON/OFF Selection Switch

CONSTANT

Q INDEXToolpot Selection Pushbutton
(clockwise)_

O

nMagazine Index Stop Pushbutton
Switch am 7® n n oIuToolpot Selection Pushbutton

(counterclockwise)
TOOL POT SELECT Magazine Index Stop Pushbutton

Switch

s' Emergency Stop Pushbutton
Switch

§

o o

o 2
CD

O
2
cO
3
3

O)

m
O
d

EMG. STOP O
2(ATC: 24-tool)

>
TJ

m

m£
28

z

TI r
O m
c -0
3 A
m T)
C/3 -2

(ATC: 50-tool or more)

Fig. 4-13 Machine Manual Operation Panel (Double Column)
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6. Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel

6-1. Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)

P ARC

CYCLE START VI. LOAD FINISHED
MANUAL INT.

EMG.STOP
SLIDE HOLO DOOR

OPEN r%
CLOSE

Fig. 1-11 Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel (Vertical Machining Centers)

6-2. Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)

APC
W.LOAD
FINISHEDCYCLE START MANUAL INT. RESTART

DOOR EMG.STOP
SLIDE HOLD OPEN CLOSE

Si

Fig. 1-12 Parallel Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel (Horizontal Machining Centers)
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7. Rotary Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel

'op=“
r o APC OPERATION

O SETUP COMPLETIONCYCLE START

MANUAL INT.

o
EM6.ST0PSLIDE HOLD

DOOR
SAFETY GUARD

OPEN INTERLOCK

52=5,CLOSE

Q)

Fig. 1-13 Rotary Type 2-Pallet APC Operation Panel
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8. Attachment Operation Panel

AAC MAN. OPERATION

OPERATIONATT
START o IULK ENA.DIS.CLLK

nfcOP**

UCL

0COVER

SP

Fig. 1-14 AAC Operation Panel

MANUAL TOOL CHANGE

TOOL CHANGE

© CYCLE

® TOOL CLAMP

© TOOL UNCLAMP

Fig. 1-15 Attachment Manual Tool Change Panel
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SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

1. List of G Codes

Code Group OptionalFunctions

GOO *3

G01 *3

1 Positioning

Linear interpolation

Circular interpolation-Helical cutting (CW)

Circular interpolation-Helical cutting (CCW)

G02

G03

2G04 *2 Dwell

G05

G06

G07

G08

G09 *2 Exact stop18

O3G10 *1 Cancel of G11

Parallel and rotation shift of coordinate systemG11

G12

G13

oG14 Axis name designation/cancel

o4G15 Selection of work coordinate system (Modal)

Selection of work coordinate system (One-shot)G16 *2

5G17 *3

G18 *2

Gl9 *2

Plane selection: XY

Plane selection: ZX

Plane selection: YZ

o15G20 *2

G21 *2

Inch input confirmation

Metric input confirmation

oG22 *3

G23 *3

6 Programmable travel limit ON

Programmable travel limit cancel

G24

G25

G26

G27

G28

G29

*1 Has already been set when power supply is turned on.

*2 Effective in a specified block.

*3 May be set by an initial condition parameter.
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SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Code Group OptionalFunctions

G30 *2 Positioning to home position16

OG31 *2 Skip function17

G32

G33

G34

G35

G36

G37

G38

G40 *1 7 Cutter radius compensation cancel

Cutter radius compensation, left

Cutter Radius compensation, right

G41

G42

oG43 *1 8 Three dimensional compensation cancel

Three dimensional compensation ONG44

G45

G46

G47

G48

G49

o9G50 *1 Enlargement and reduction of geometry cancel

Enlargement and reduction of geometry ONG51

G52

10G53 *3 Tool length offset cancel

Tool length offset, X-axis

Tool length offset, Y-axis

Tool length offset, Y-axis

Tool length offset, 4th-axis

Tool length offset, 5th-axis

Tool length offset, 6th-axis

G54

G55

056*3

G57

G58

G59

G60 One-directional positioning1

G61 14 Exact stop mode

*1 Has already been set when power supply is turned on.

*2 Effective in a specified block.

*3 May be set by an initial condition parameter.
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(cont’d)

Code OptionalGroup Functions

OG62 Programmable mirror image function19

G63

oG64 *1 14 Cutting mode

G65

G66

G67

O24G68 Cancel of G68

Setting of 3-D coordinate system conversionG69

G70

G71 Fixed cycle, Designation of return level for M5311

G72

G73 11 Rxed cycle, High speed drilling cycle

Fixed cycle, Reverse tappingG74

G75

G76 Rxed cycle, Rne boring11

G77

G78

G79

G80 *1 11 Fixed cycle, Mode cancel

Rxed cycle, Drill/spot boring

Rxed cycle, Drill/counter boring

Rxed cycle, Deep-hole drilling cycle

Rxed cycle, Tapping

Rxed cycle, Boring

Rxed cycle, Boring

Rxed cycle, Back boring

G81

G82

G83

G84

G85

G86

G87

G88

G89 Rxed cycle, Boring11

12G90 *3

G91 *3

Absolute dimensioning

Incremental dimensioning

*1 Has already been set when power supply is turned on.

*2 Effective in a specified block.

*3 May be set by an initial condition parameter.
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4203-E P-478
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Code Group Functions Optional

G92 Setting of work coordinate system20

G93

G94 *3

G95 *3

Feed per min

Feed per rev
13

G96

G97

G98

G99

G172 3-D arc nearest path0

G173 3-D arc farthest path0

G174 Cylinder side-face machining OFF77

G175 Cylinder side-face machining ON77

G176 F-code and S-code ignore CANCEL71

G177 F-code and S-code ignore71

G178 Threading fixed cycle in the No. 1 axis direction in a
plane

0

G179 Threading fixed cycle in the No. 2 axis direction in a
plane

0

G180 64 Attachment rotation compensation CANCEL

G181 Attachment rotation compensation facing FRONT64

G182 Attachment rotation compensation facing LEFT64

G183 Attachment rotation compensation facing REAR64

G184 64 Attachment rotation compensation facing RIGHT

G185 Attachment rotation compensation facing DOWN64

Tolerance control mode CANCELG186 65

G187 Tolerance control mode ON65

G188 No. 2 tool length offset CANCEL69

G189 No. 2 tool length offset ON69

G190 39 Constant G90 mode (absolute) processing

G191 25 Manual shift amount CANCEL

G192 67 Top face detection fixed cycle mode CANCEL

Top face detection fixed cycle mode ONG193 67

G194 68 Fixed cycle mode with breakage detection CANCEL

G195 Fixed cycle mode with breakage detection ON68

G196 Block call at each sub-program ON26

G197 Block call at each sub-program CANCEL26
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4203-E P-479
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Code Group Functions Optional

G198 Threading compound fixed cycle in the No. 1 axis
direction in a plane

70

G199 Threading compound fixed cycle in the No. 2 axis
direction in a plane

70

G256 78 3-D arc projection surface selection

G274 Fixed cycle synchronous tapping reverse tapping
cycle

O10

G284 10 Fixed cycle synchronous tapping tapping cycle O

*1 Has already been set when power supply is turned on.

*2 Effective in a specified block.

*3 May be set by an initial condition parameter.
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4203-E P-480
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

2. List of Mnemonic Codes

Code Contents OptionalGroup

Specification of the sequence not executedNOEX 34

CALL Subprogram, Simple call

Subprogram, End code

Subprogram, Call after positioning mode ON

Subprogram, Call after positioning mode OFF

27

RTS

MODIN

MODOUT

GOTO 28 Branch command, Unconditional jump

Branch command, Conditional jump (6 kinds)IF

RTMCR Macro processing end code (used only in system)

RTMDI MDI processing end code (used only in system)

OOMIT

RSTRT

Coordinate calculation function, Omit

Coordinate calculation function, Restart

29

oCoordinate calculation function, Line at angle

Coordinate calculation function, Arc

Coordinate calculation function, Grid X

Coordinate calculation function, Grid Y

Coordinate calculation function, Double grid X

Coordinate calculation function, Double grid Y

Coordinate calculation function, Square X

Coordinate calculation function, Square Y

Coordinate calculation function, Bolt hole circle

LAA 30

ARC

GRDX

GRDY

DGRDX

DGRDY

SQRX

SQRY

BHC

oFMILR

FMILF

31 Area machining, Face milling (Rough)

Area machining, Face milling (Finish)

Area machining, Pocket milling (Zigzag)

Area machining, Pocket milling (Spiral)

Area machining, Round milling (Out)

Area machining, Round milling (In)

PMIL

PMILR

RMILO

RMILI

OMSG Message display

Restoring original display

35

NMSG

NCYL 36 Fixed cycle, No cycle movement

COPY

COPYE

oCopy, initial value of local coordinate system for parallel shift or rotation

Copy end, Incremental value for parallel shift or rotation of local
coordinate system

39

CHFC

CHFR

oArbitrary-angle chamfering

Arbitrary-angle chamfering (rounding)
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4203-E P-481
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

3. List of M Codes

Against Axis
Movement

Modal/
One-shot

GroupCode OptionalRemarksFunction Element

Program stop

Optional stop

After one-shotMOO 1

one-shotAfterM01

End of program

End of tape

After one-shotM02 18

one-shotAfterM30

Spindle CW

Spindle COW

Spindle stop

Spindle orientation

At the same time modalM03 2

M04 At the same time modal

M05 After modal

AfterM19 modal

M06 Vertical spindle tool change

Horizontal spindle tool change

After3 one-shot

M77 After one-shot

oOil mist coolant ON At the same timeM07 8 modal

oCoolant pump ONM08 At the same time10 modal

oCoolant system OFF <M07, 08,
12,50, 51, 59, 120 OFF)

M09 24 After modal

oM10 A-axis clamp

A-axis unclamp

30 After modal

M11 After modal

oChip air blow ONM12 22 At the same time modal

M15 Rotary index table CW (4th-axis)

Rotary index table CCW
(4th-axis)

At the same time

At the same time

5 modal

M16 modal

Swivel head index CCWM17 At the same time7 Effective for only
the first M73 -

one-shot

M76

oM20 31 B-axis clamp

B-axis unclamp

After modal

M21 After modal (Except
for
MC-H)

M22 Y-axis clamp

Y-axis unclamp

32 After modal

M23 After modal

Z-axis clamp

Z-axis unclamp

M24 33 After modal

M25 After modal

OC-axis clamp

C-axis unclamp

M26 35 After modal

M27 After modal

oM32 Splash guard door close

Splash guard door open

38 At the same time modal

M33 At the same time modal
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4203-E P-482
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Modal/
One-shot

Against Axis
MovementGroupCode OptionalRemarksFunction Element

Spindle gears
are automatically

determined by
RPM command.

High/middle-high/middle-low/low
range

High/middle-high/middle-low
range

High/middle-high range

High range

At the same time modalM40 11

At the same time modalM41

M42 At the same time

At the same time

modal

M43 modal

oAAC (F) next attachment clear

AAC (F) change preparation

AAC (F) no next attachment

AAC (T) no next attachment

AAC (T) next attachment dear

AAC (T) change preparation

M44 At the same time

At the same time

F: Floor type
T: Table type

one-shot

M45 one-shot

M46 At the same time one-shot

M47 At the same time one-shot

M48 At the same time

At the same time

one-shot

M49 one-shot

oM50 Through-the-tool coolant, low
pressure ON

Through-the-tool coolant, high
pressure ON

At the same time23 modal

M51 At the same time modal

M52 Return level in fixed cycle:
upper limit

12 At the same time one-shot

M53 13 Return level in fixed cycle:
specified level

Return level in fixed cycle:
R level

At the same time modal

M54 At the same time modal

oW-axis clamp

W-axis unclamp

M57 34 After modal

M58 After modal

oChip air blow ONM59 25 At the same time modal

oM60 Pallet change cycle4 After one-shot

oM62 Vertical spindle tool change
preparation

Vertical spindle tool clamp

Vertical spindle tool unclamp

After modal

M68 After modal

M69 After modal

M63 No next tool in automatic tool
change cycle

Next tool return cycle

ATC ready

21 At the same time one-shot

M64 At the same time

At the same time

one-shot

M65 one-shot
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4203-E P-483
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Against Axis
Movement

Modal/
One-shotGroupCode OptionalRemarksFunction Element

one-shotContinuous tool change between
vertical and horizontal spindle
(same tool)

Continuous toot change between
vertical and horizontal spindle
(different tool)

At the same timeM66 14

At the same time one-shotM67

oManual tool change AfterM70 3 one-shot

oM71 Attachment manual tool change

Horizontal spindle tool change
preparation

Horizontal spindle tool clamp

Horizontal spindle tool unclamp

After one-shot

M72 After modal

AfterM78 modal

M79 After modal

oM73 Swivel head, front position

Swivel head, left position

Swivel head, back positron

Swivel head, right position

After15 one-shot

M74 After one-shot

M75 After one-shot

M76 After one-shot

oM81 Automatic W-axis positioning 1

Automatic W-axis positioning 2

Automatic W-axis positioning 3

Automatic W-axis positioning 4

Automatic W-axis positioning 5

27 one-shotAfter

M82 After one-shot

M83 After one-shot

one-shotM84 After

M85 After one-shot

OM87 Oil mist/Air blow ON At the same time Effective for
M90, 91 and 98

one-shot

oM88 Dust collector ON

Dust collector OFF

Vertical spindle oil mist cycle
mode ON

Horizontal spindle oil mist cycle
mode ON

At the same time

At the same time

modal

M89 modal

M90 At the same time modal

M98 At the same time modal

oM91 Tap-drill hole chip air blow cycle
mode ON

At the same time Turned OFF bymodal
M09
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4203-E P-484
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Modal/
One-shot

Against Axis
Movement

Code Remarks OptionalFunction ElementGroup

OPallet selection 1 one-shotM101 After4

Pallet selection 2 After one-shotM102

one-shotM103 Pallet selection 3 After

Pallet selection 4 AfterM104 one-shot

Pallet selection 5

Pallet selection 6

Pallet selection 7

one-shot

one-shot

M105 After

AfterM106

M107 After one-shot

M108 Pallet selection 8 After one-shot

Pallet selection 9

Pallet selection 10

Pallet selection 11

Pallet selection 12

M109 After one-shot

M110 one-shotAfter

M111 After one-shot

M112 After one-shot

oM115 5th axis-rotary table forward

5th axis-rotary table reverse

6 At the same time

At the same time

modal

M116 modal

M118 Spindle orientation (reverse)

Spindle orientation
(reverse/forward)

modalAfter

M119 After modal

oShower coolant ONM120 At the same time modal

M130 Spindle rotation condition for
cutting feed OFF

Spindle rotation condition for
cutting feed ON

9 At the same time modal

At the same time modal
M131

Single block ineffective

Single block effective

M132 At the same time37 modal

M133 At the same time modal

M134 Spindle speed override
ineffective

Spindle speed override effective

16 At the same time modal

M135 At the same time modal

M136 Feedrate override ineffective

Feedrate override effective

17 At the same time

At the same time

modal

M137 modal

M138

M139

36 Dry run ineffective

Dry run effective

At the same time modal

At the same time modal

M140 39 Slide hold ineffective

Slide hold effective

At the same time modal

M141 At the same time modal
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4203-E P-485
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Against Axis
Movement

Modal/
One-shot

Code Group Function Element Remarks Optional

Spindle overload detection
ineffective

Spindle overload detection
effective

M142 At the same time modal O

M143 At the same time modal

Touch sensor advance

Touch sensor retraction

M144

M145

19 OAfter modal

modalAfter

Coolant group specification-
vertical spindle

Coolant group specification-
horizontal spindle

Coolant group specification-
3rd group

Coolant group specification-
4th group

M150 28 At the same time Omodal

M151 modalAt the same time

M152 modalAt the same time

M153 At the same time modal

M154

M155

Sensor air blow OFF

Sensor air blow ON

oAfter

At the same time

modal

modal

20

AAC (2 st.) no next tool

AAC (2 st.) next tool clear

AAC (2 st.) attachment
preparation

M157

M158

M159

After Oone-shot

one-shot

one-shot

After

After

M160 Pallet loading command at
PPCON

Pallet unloading command at
PPC ON

O4

M161

M163

M165

Long tool-no next tool

Long tool-tool change
preparation

oAt the same time

At the same time

one-shot

one-shot Safety cover
specification
for next tool
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4203-E P-486
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Against Axis
Movement

Modal/
One-shot

Code Group Function Element OptionalRemarks

oLong tool-tool change-commandM172 After one-shot3

oATC active tool return mode
specification

M166 At the same time one-shot

3 AAC (F) attachment change

AAC (T) attachment change

M170 After F: Floor type
T: Table type

one-shot
o

M171 one-shotAfter

oM173 AAC (2 st.) attachment change
command

After one-shot

OM176 Dust collection mode-sir blow At the same time one-shot

oM178 Dust collection mode-ON

Dust collection mode-OFF

4 At the same time

At the same time

modal

M179 modal

Angular attachment tool changeM177 After AT-ATC3 one-shot o
oExternal M signal

External M signal

External M signal

External M signal

External M signal

At the same time

At the same time

M181 38 one-shot

M182 one-shot

M183 At the same time

At the same time

At the same time

one-shot

M184 one-shot

M185 one-shot

OM186 External M signal

External M signal

External M signal

At the same time one-shot

M187 At the same time one-shot

M188 At the same time one-shot

oM190 Automatic W-axis positioning 1

Automatic W-axis positioning 2

Automatic W-axis positioning 3

Automatic W-axis positioning 4

Automatic W-axis positioning 5

Automatic W-axis positioning 6

Automatic W-axis positioning 7

Automatic W-axis positioning 8

Automatic W-axis positioning 9

Automatic W-axis positioning 10

After one-shot

M191 After one-shot

M192

M193

After one-shot

ForAfter one-shot
automatic
W-axis
positioning
10 points
specification

M194 After one-shot

M195 After one-shot

M196 After one-shot

M197 After one-shot

M198 After one-shot

M199 After one-shot
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4203-E P-487/E
SECTION 2 TABLES OF COMMAND CODES

(cont’d)

Against Axis
Movement

Modal/
One-shot

Code Group Function Element Remarks Optional

M234 Synchronized tapping gear
selection range command
(gear determined according to
available spindle speeds in
each gear range)

50

M235 Synchronized tapping gear
selection range command
(spindle speeds in the 1st gear
range are covered by 2nd gear
range)

50

M236 Synchronized tapping gear
selection range command
(spindle speeds in the 1st and
2nd gear ranges are covered
by 3rd gear range)

50

Synchronized tapping gear
selection range command
(entire speeds are covered by
4th gear range)

M237 50

M238 Soft override DISABLED39

M239 Soft override ENABLED39

M292 Threading fixed cycle
chamfering ON

44 O

M293 Threading fixed cycle
chamfering OFF

44 O

M294 Compound fixed cycle cutting
pattern 1

O43

M295 Compound fixed cycle cutting
pattern 2

O43

M296 Compound fixed cycle cutting
pattern 3

43 O

M323 MC500/600H APC/ATC
simultaneous operating
M-code

2

Synchronized tapping torque
monitoring DISABLED

M326 51

M327 51 Synchronized tapping torque
monitoring ENABLED

M331 6th axis rotary table
FORWARD

56

M332 6th axis rotary table REVERSE56

M396 Synchronized tapping 1-speed
gear indexing

49
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4203-E April 1998 1st

Thismanualmaybeat variance with theactualproductdueto specification

or design changes.

Please also note that specifications are subject to change without notice.

If you requireclarificationor further explanation of any point inthismanual,

please contact your OKUMA representative.
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